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ABSTRACT 

A software architecture for strategic-management 

support-systems is developed, with an underlying principle 

that new additions to the library of planning tools in such 

support systems should not have to be new programming 

efforts. 

The current status of group decision support is 

surveyed and the lack of a software architecture for such 

systems is noted. The software architecture that has been 

developed is intended to guide the development of such 

support systems and is based on a library of procedural 

abstractions called elemental-engines. 

Selected sets of elemental-engines are assembled 

into synthesized support drivers which support an even 

higher level of abstraction, that of the generic logic 

supporting a family of planning tools, i.e., reusable code. 

Thus, a family of planning tools may be expanded by the 

simple creation of text files, containing the dialog of the 

new tool. 

The work looks first at the nature of strategic 

management decision-making, then to work done in group 

decision support systems. A framework for software 

xvi 



xvii 

development, particularly in the area of list-processing is 

presented. A data structure to support such list processing 

is developed and discussed. 

An example of the software architecture is presented 

via the code for the initial planning-tool developed. This 

code was then generalized into the library of elemental

engines and a set of synthesized support drivers. This 

library of planning-tools, built around the architecture is 

described, and the use of the tools in a planninq session is 

evaluated. 

Some possible extensions with respect to a decision 

laboratory are suggested. The laboratory incorporates 

features developed in the evolution of using computers to 

support human decision-making, with software written 

according to the architecture presented. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

There was a time when doing business was really 

quite simple. If you owned part of a bUsiness and wanted to 

see how things were going, you simply paid a visit, walked 

through the plant, chatted with employees, and discussed 

profit-figures with the manager. Physical-plants, the 

country's population, and the marketplace were all really 

quite small. Then a new industry developed which required a 

very large distributed physical-plant; the ability to view 

the workings of your investment via a casual visit to a 

single location was lost. 

The railroad industry brought with it the need for 

huge amounts of capital and a large number of investors to 

supply such sums. This, in turn, required improved account

ing and reporting systems. The concept of depreciation 

seems to have been recognized first by railroads, not for 

purposes of matching revenues with expenses but for 

replacement of rolling stock. In short, doing business was 

quickly moving from the simple to the complex. 

In the early 1800s, the country was divided into 

fifty-three odd-shaped time zones, each based on the 

1 
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longitude of some major city. This scheme had served tpe 

needs of the major-cities' marketpl~ces well, but a railroad 

train could cross a dozen different time zones in a few 

hundred miles of travel. Since each zone differed from the 

next by odd 'numbers of minutes and seconds, the scheduling 

problems were intolerable. 

At a railroad convention in October 1883, William 

Allen, editor of the "Official Guide of the Railways," 

proposed the concept of four even-hour time zones, divided 

at major railroad switching points. In addition, he 

suggested that the public be asked to abandon sun-time 

entirely, in favor of his new standard-time. The convention 

decided to implement his scheme at noon on Sunday, November 

18, 1883, which became known as "the day of two noons." The 

convention further suggested that the time in all cities, 

whenever possible, be made to conform to the new standard. 

The significance of the coming of Standard-Time to 

this work is that this is probably the first time that a 

decision made within an American industry directly touched 

and affected the life of every citizen, whether or not they 

were in any way affiliated with a railroad. On Sunday, 

November 18, 1883, every resident of this country became a 

stakeholder in the railroad business. 

There were some pockets of resistance to be sure, 

new-fangled ideas are always resisted by some as a matter of 



principle. However, American industry was a source of 

prosperity, industry was building a new country, and the 

"can't bite the hand that feeds you" attitude prevailed. 

Even in the "Roaring Twenties," the u. s. government took 

the stand that "the business of business is business." By 

the time the U. S. Congress made Standard-Time official in 
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1918, the pockets of resistance had long disappeared, as had 

the recollection that anything other than Standard-Time had 

every existed. 

Much of the above anecdote is extracted from an 

article in the "So P. Bulletin," the house-organ of the 

Southern Pacific Transportation Company (Earle, 1983, p. 

15). The author, writing on the one-hundredth anniversary 

of the event, is a stakeholder in an industry that quite 

probably has not changed as much in that time as the 

environment in which railroads have operated. 

Today, the "don't bite the hand that feeds you" 

attitude towards American business has been replaced by an 

attitude of hospitality, but wherein a business' 

corporate-citizenship is under constant scrutiny. Managers 

must now be cognizant of what is taking place outside of 

their business, as well as within their business. 

Thus, in today's business environment, in 
addition to the classical variables concerning 
competition, profitability, cost, etc., there is a 
need to consider externally imposed factors that are 
difficult, sometimes impossible, to predict and 



control. Even though many of these factors are 
interrelated and tend to move in trends together, 
their combined influence poses a much greater level 
of difficulty in effectively evaluating the 
information inputs to the strategic management 
process (Thierauf, 1982, p. 184). 

strategic management is the decision process 
that conjoins the organization's capability with the 
opportunities and threats it faces in its environ
ment. Strategic management creates, forms and 
specializes the firm in terms of the products it 
produces, the process it uses to produce them, the 
market it serves, and the policies that guide its 
activities. As a forward-looking approach, 
strategic management and its necessary component, 
strategic planning, provide the basis for adapting 
the organization to the vagaries of an unpredictable 
environment and for more effectively achieving 
organizational objectives (Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 
1982, p. 2). 

strategic planning has been defined as an 
analytical process which encompasses an assessment 
of the future, the determination of desired 
objectives in the context of the future, the 
development of alternative courses of action to 
achieve such objectives, and the selection of a 
course or courses of action from among these 
alternatives (Scott, 1965, p. 21). '. 
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The key word in this definition is "future." Since 

strategic planning deals with the future, this process 

requires much information derived from or relating to areas 

found outside of the organization. It is from this broad 

notion of an organization's interaction with an environment 

that the aforementioned term "stakeholder" was coined. 

"Stakeholders are claimants on the organization. 

They depend on the organization for the realization of some 

of their goals and thereby have a stake in its activities. 

The organization, in turn, depends on them for the full 
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realization of its purposes" (Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 1982, 

p. 62). "A successful organization is one that can balance 

demands with its internal capabilities" (Rowe, Mason and 

Dickel, 1982, p. 57). 

The task faced by strategic planners, then, runs a 

course something like this: planners need to know. 

they need to know so that they can decide • they need to 

decide so that they can control • • . and they need to 

control so as to survive. Knowing and deciding are the 

focus of this work, to provide software tools to assist 

planners in constructing a common model of a fact-situation 

under investigation, and to assist in the decision process 

based on that model. 

"Knowing" is mapping out the structure of 

complexity, i.e., modeling or describing complexity. 

"Deciding" is complexity reduction, i.e., each decision 

should reduce the degree of complexity in the model. If a 

decision seems to affect a fact-situation as the model 

suggests, then we have demonstrated that we have gained 

understanding of the fact-situation, or at least a small 

part of it, and we can say that the complexity of the 

fact-situation has been reduced. 

Consider the argument that reality occurs at three 

levels. The first level is simply what's out there. The 

second level is as your senses perceive what's out there. 



The third level is the inferences you draw, from what your 

senses perceive, about what's out there (Kant, 1958, pp. 

152-156). The question then is where, within this scheme, 

lies reality? 
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The answer is level three, in the inferences one 

draws, i.e., what's real to you is what's real. This 

explains why two witnesses to an event can tell conflicting 

stories as to what happened. People simply draw different 

inferences from what their senses perceive about what's out 

there. 

This suggests that those individuals who just always 

seem to do the right thing have excellent sensing and 

inference drawing capabilities. Those among us who are 

known as "good managers" must be drawing inferences that are 

congruent with what's out there since their decisions are 

very effective. 

Simon says that every decision goes through three 

phases. The first is intelligence, searching the environ

ment for conditions that call for decisions. The second is 

design, inventing and evaluating possible courses of action. 

The third is choice, selecting an alternate according to a 

set of criteria (Simon, 1960, pp. I-j). The search process, 

in the intelligence phase can be greatly assisted by informa

tion systems, but the design phase is probably where the 

payoff lies. 



Intelligence "- Design Control 

Gain access to Refine Have enough 
Generation data about the p'roblem alternatives systerr we are Cfefinition been invented? scanning 

Clues with Invent and 
evaluate 

apft ly . Manipulation resp'ect to alternative deviations, trends, solutions cr tena 
experiment (modeling) 

Selection Identify acc~ptabi.l ity. 
choice Problem -maJor cntenon-

(usually economic) 

Figure 1.1 Scott Morton's Expansion of Simon's Decision 
Making Model. Source: Scott Morton (1971). 
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The design phase is shown as a column in the para

digm of Figure 1.1, which is an expansion of Simon's model 

by M. S. Scott Morton (Scott Morton, 1971). This column 

intersects a row called "manipulation." Manipulation is the 

area of greatest impact for the computer. The intersection 

of row "manipulation" and column "design" is the cell 

housing the modeling function, which was mentioned earlier. 

Thus, the computer promises to be most effective in 

the area of greatest benefit, modeling the fact situation 

under investigation such that all participants in a planning 

session can view a COlnmon model of the situation, and assist 

those participants in inventing and evaluating alternative 

courses of action. The computer possesses two characteris

tics that allow it to support this investigative-modeling 

process, the capability to handle large volumes of data, and 

to do so with great" speed and accuracy. 

The capability to handle large volumes of data is 

necessary because real-world problems tend to be 

interrelated. The environment in which business operates is 

a jungle of organized complexity, composed of evolving 

organizations whose strength is found in stable subsystems 

and whose power is found in mutual interests shared with 

other such organizations. Insight into what's out there 

comes from decomposition of the environment, not only by 
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identifying the individual organizations, but further identi

fying their stable subsystems. 

This, then, becomes a massive data-management 

problem which the computer is well equipped to support. The 

computer's speed and accuracy allow for manipulation of this 

input data to allow planning-session participants to gain 

insight into the relationships between the data-items by 

generating various permutations of data-item combinations. 

By displaying significant items, based upon different 

criteria, complexity can be reduced. 

Of course, the factors which grant strength to 

organizations external to the planning-session host also 

provide strength within the host. Again, "A successful 

organization is one that can balance external demands with 

its internal capabilities" (Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 1982, 

p.57). 

The trick is to identify and deal with the most 

relevant factors. Much of the information to do this 

resides in the heads of several individuals, i.e., 

subjective data within the minds of the planning-session 

participants. What is needed are methods to obtain this 

information from them and communicate it to others (Mason 

and Mitroff, 1981, p. 14). 



Meetings are extremely verbal environments, 
and the 'most important of the thoughts with which 
they deal are put into text form. A GDSS that does 
not reflect these facts will serve only a fraction 
of group tasks. Fot this reason it is important to 
consider how GDSS can support decision groups by 
aiding in the sharing of textual information (Huber, 
1984, p. 201). 

"The general aims of using computer support in 
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planning are to allow the generation of more ideas and more 

information on the implications of these ideas, and to widen 

the scope for making choices to all those affected" 

(Rathwell and Burns, 1985, p. 263). 

The power of the computer, working in concert with 

the minds of planning-session participants, suggests that 

software tools constructed for this purpose could unleash 

real power into the decision-making arena. It should be 

noted that "many classical mathematical models that are 

conceptually useful often do not adequately fit a specific 

situation" (Thierauf, 1982, p. 61). 

"Today's DSS are largely concerned with the 

retrieval and use of numeric information. In contrast, the 

environment of most meetings in corporations or public 

agencies is highly verbal. Thoughts are primarily shared 

and modified, not numbers" (Huber, 1984, p. 201). Thus, 

there is a need to develop software tools to deal with the 

sort of complex problems one finds at the strategic 

management level. 



Two characteristics of complex problems 
should be noted. One is that they must be dealt 
wi th in a holistic or synthetic way as well as in an 
analytic way. Two processes are necessary: to 
subdivide a complex problem into its elements and to 
determine the nature of the linkages that give 
organization to its complexity, the task of 
analysis, and to understand the problem as a whole, 
the task of synthesis. A critical dimension of 
problems of organized complexity is that they must 
ultimately be dealt with in their totality. This 
calls for holistic thinking. Analysis is only an 
aid toward reaching a synthesis (Mason and Mitroff, 
1981, p. 15). 
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This is precisely what is observed at the modeling cell of 

Figure 1.1, using the computer's ability to manipulate 

subjective data, in concert with the human mind, to design 

al ternative models of the fact situation under study. 

"A second characteristic of complex problems is that 

there is some form of I a tent structure wi thin them. They 

are organized to some extent. Organization is not an all or 

nothing phenomena" (Mason and Mitroff, 1981, p. 15). 

This is analogous to software systems, wherein a 

successfully operating system is composed of highly stable 

modules with varying degrees of coupling between them. The 

least degree of coupling is the passing of data, and only 

data, between modules. The less the degree of coupling 

between modules, the more stable these modules, or 

subsystems, and the entire system becomes more stable. 

Hence, organizations of strength and longevity 

evolve from a base of stable subsystems. Unstable organiza-

tions fail from within. It is a stable, evolving front of 
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organizations that form the environment in which a given 

organization must operate. 

Furthermore, organizations evolving on a base of 

stable subsystems grow faster, and when failure occurs at 

the point of new growth, they collapse' only as far as the 

highest level of stable subsystems. Thus, hierarchical 

systems grow rapidly with great resistance to failure. A 

software system can grow a new function by adding new 

modules. If these modules appear faulty in their 

performance the system can revert back to its original 

functionality by removing the faulty modules. 

This is also true when entire systems are asked to 

work together in a united front. If the new coalition 

fails, the entire software library is not deemed a failure, 

but simply reverts back to the level of the individually 

successful systems. 

Philip assembled his Macedonian empire and gave it 
to his son, to be later combined with the Persian 
subassembly and others into Alexander's greater 
system. On Alexander's death, his empire did not 
crumble to dust but fragmented into some of the 
major subsystems that had composed it (Simon, 1981, 
p. 208). 

It is this decompositional approach to modeling that 

must be supported by software tools for strategic 

management, although perhaps not so mechanical a view as 

discussed here. The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and 

Testing tool, which serves as the descriptive backbone of 

this work, supports just this sort of decision-process 
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thinking. The hierarchical approach to complexity reduction 

seems to be inherent in the human psyche. 

If you ask a person to draw a complex 
object, such as a human face, he will almost always 
proceed in a hierarchical fashion. First he will 
outline the face. Then he will add or insert 
features: eyes, nose, mouth, hair. If asked to 
elaborate, he will begin to develop details for each 
of the features; pupils, eyelids, lashes for the 
eyes, and so on, until he reaches the limits of his 
anatomical knowledge. His information about the 
object is arranged hierarchically in memory, like a 
topical outline (Simon, 1981, p. 217). 

We have been examining the decomposition of a given 

fact situation to gain understanding, but the reverse can 

also occur; that is, managers can come to discover the whole 

by first learning of the parts. This further delaonstrates 

that memory stores facts hierarchically. By working the 

hierarchy backwards, i.e., filling in the hierarchy with 

detail to find a picture of the whole, the hierarchical 

memory-mapping concept accomplishes the task of 

complexity-reduction. 

"Managers collect and piece together various scraps 

of information; gradually, patterns appear in their minds, 

and these combine into models that describe various aspects 

of the environment" (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 157). 

Whether the approach is decomposition of a 

recognized fact situation, or synthesizing the whole from 

the parts, it is the hierarchical mapping that provides the 

understanding of the whole, i.e., the relationship between 
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the parts. This is the power-base for making lists of 

items. The computer is the power-bas~ for manipulating the 

list-items to investigate the emerging patterns. Thus, 

strategic-management thinking is supported by lists and 

operations on those lists. 

List-items each describe a part, or a scrap of 

information. By placing an item on a list, it is owned by 

some entity, i.e., the list-name. The list-item no longer 

stands by itself; it is now related to other list-items, all 

of which help define a whole, the name of the list. 

A list then is a group of related item~. A group of 

related lists define some larger entity. By performing 

operations on a list, the definition of a higher entity is 

changed. By adding and/or deleting list-items, a given list 

is redefined, and so is the entity described by that list. 

This in turn restates the definition of a higher entity 

supported by related lists. The same sort of redefinition 

occurs when list-items are moved between lists, assigned 

numerical weights, and are redefined or reweighted. 

The decomposition of a fact situation into 

descriptive lists is a modeling process, i.e., piecing 

together scraps of information. Software tools that assist 

this decomposition into lists not only speed up the 

decomposition process, but provide a powerful tool to 
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investigate the relationships between list-items and lists, 

through data manipulation. 

One way to improve the manager's models is 
to expose him systematically to the best available 
conceptual understanding of the situation he faces. 
A key role of the management scientist could be to 
put good models into the manager's head, to e~pose 
him to simple but powerful descriptions of complex 
phenomena (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 157). 

In the area of strategy-making, the 
management scientist will likely prove most helpful. 
Strategy issues are complex, yet the manager has 
limited time to analyze them. The management 
scientist can help the manager in his search for 
opportunities, in the analysis of costs and benefits 
of alternatives, in the development of better models 
for choice-making" (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 186). 

The power of the computer to manipulate huge volumes 

of data quickly and accurately is the basis for strategic-

management tools that assist decomposition of a fact 

situation into lists of list-items. Operations can then be 

performed on the list-items to gain an understanding of the 

whole from the parts. 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool entertains this decompositional approach by first 

prompting for a list of stakeholder names, i.e., identifi-

cation of the major subsystems found in the environmental 

front. Following generation of the stakeholder list, users 

are prompted to enter, first, all of the supporting 

assumptions concerning a given stakeholder, then all of the 

resisting assumptions for the same stakeholder. Further-
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more, the user is prompted to enter his reason for each 

assumption. 

After all assumptions about all stakeholders are 

entered, the list of assumptions is then reviewed, with the 

user being asked to weight each assumption in two 

dimensions, importance and certainty. Only then does the 

tool proceed to a menu of operations which can be performed 

on the lists, manipulating the data to gain insight into the 

fact situation, reducing the complexity of the matter. 

"We all live our lives according to the assumptions 

we make about ourselves and our world" (Mason and Mitroff, 

1981, p. vii). The support the SAST tool lends to human 

thinking makes it a powerful decision support tool for 

personal planning as well as group efforts. 

Nost policymakers 'are unaware of the fact 
that much of their action rests on assumptions and, 
moreover, they are unaware of the particular set of 
assumptions they hold. Even worse, policymakers are 
generally unaware of any methods that can help them 
in examining and assessing the strength of their 
assumptions. Unfortunately, despite this need, few 
academicians have shown interest in developing 
methods to help policymakers examine their 
assumptions (Mason and Mitroff, 1981, p. 18). 

This work is a step towards developing methods for 

examining assumptions. The object is to develop a software 

architecture for strategic management tools, and to include 

some workbench concepts to better utilize the modules 

constructed herein. Additionally, the user interface will 

be interactive color graphics (see Chapter 2). 



For a long time management scientists said 
that the delivery vehicle was irrelevant; who cares 
whether managers make decisions by reading computer 
printouts, or by talking on the phone, in meetings 
or in the executive washroom? Who cares if a 
decision model runs overnight on a batch mainframe 
computer, or an interactive timeshare, or a 
microcomputer? Now we know it does matter. The 
growth of decision support languages, 
microcomputer-based financial models, and so forth 
has demonstrated that the delivery vehicle is as 
important as the conceptual logic of the model. 

If, furthermore, these packages made good 
use of graphics or input devices such as the mouse, 
a whole range of management science techniques would 
be available to the manager, administrator, or 
teacher. User-friendly modeling languages which do 
not require detailed computer knowledge could make 
management science techniques more popular and 
therefore useful to decision makers (Belshaw, 1983, 
pp. 68-69). 
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The software in this work is based on the use of a 

mouse to do point-and-push type of list operations. The 

only time one should have to use the keyboard is when 

entering text; all other operations can be accomplished with 

the mouse pointing the cursor. 

Chapter 2 surveys the status of software tools for 

strategic management. If one looks at management through a 

layered model, with strategic planning at the top level, 

management control in the middle layer, and operational 

control at the bottom (Anthony and Dearden, 1976, p. 7), and 

then if one looks at the software tools available at each 

level, the two lower levels have many software tools 

available. 
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Management control has linear-programming, 

simulation, inventory-control with automatic-reordering, 

etc. In fact, at the lower level software is now doing much 

of the \l7ork, Le., robots. The development of tools for the 

two lower levels has been supported by "hard" data, i.e., 

numeric data that lends itself to automatic data capture. 

Such data can be easily captured and processed. 

By contrast, strategic planning relies heavily on 

subjective data, which is not easily captured and is used in 

processing that is not algorithmic in nature. Methods to 

capture and manipulation such data are evolving. Strategic 

management is the next frontier for software tools. 

Chapter 3 examines the software architecture that 

was developed, and the dynamic data-structure that expands 

and shrinks to accommodate the lists and list-items. The 

workbench concepts built into the architecture are also 

described. 

Chapter 4 documents the author's coding style by 

examining one large software tool at the procedural level. 

This tool is the Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and 

Testing tool, which serves as a running example throughout 

the work. This tool was developed initially, and then used 

to produce the data-structure and functionality for the 

entire library of tools. 
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Chapter 5 looks at the individual tools in the 

library from the user perspective. The use of color-photos 

of screen-contents explains the functionality of the tools, 

as well as printed reports that are available at the 

conclusion of sessions. 

Chapter 6 examines the use of the tools by a group 

of policy students doing a case study. Their experience 

with the tools and evaluation of the utility of the tools in 

a policy session is presented. 

Chapter 7 offers suggestions for extensions to the 

work, suggestions for work station design, and summarizes 

the work. 



CHAPTER 2 

GROUP DECISION-SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

There is a developing area of decision-support 

systems (DSS) that concerns itself with group decision 

support (GDSS). The software architecture for strategic

management support-systems (SMSS) developed herein has its 

roots in GDSS. It will be demonstrated that the work done 

so far in the GDSS area concerns itself more with what 

facilities are necessary for GDSS than with GDSS software. 

In fact, the GDSS developed so far have simply pulled 

together a collection of software models and made them 

available in the GDSS facility. 

In other words, each model available to the group is 

a separate programming effort. No one appears to be 

investigating the aspect of a software architecture to 

facilitate expansion of the tools available to a group 

decision session. That is the point of this work--to 

provide an architecture that not only facilitates and guides 

software development, but that points the way for expanding 

existing concepts into the artificial intelligence arena, 

and other areas of machine support. 

20 
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This work was delimited to strategic-management 

tools for use by groups engaged in that sort of effort. 

This enhances the contribution herein, since such 

applications are just now receiving attention from 

decision-support researchers. 

"Probably the most significant market trend is that 

companies are starting to develop plans for strategic 

applications." This observation is by Bert Winemiller, 

senior vice president of marketing for Management Decisions, 

Inc. of Waltham, Massachusetts (Software News, 1984). 

Touch-screens and mouse pointers have made 
hardware easier to use and these developments should 
encourage executive acceptance of decision support 
systems. Demand for decision support products is 
high, and the market will continue to expand 
rapidly, particularly among Fortune 500 companies 
where the ability to make strategic decisions 
quickly is a necessity (Software News, 1984, p. 35) 

Dr. Thomas R. Willemain, senior vice president of 

Smart Software, Belmont, Massachusetts, explains that "DSS 

is at the juncture of automated support and human insight" 

(Software News 1984, p. 39). This is the essence of a 

strategic-managment support-system. 

Current Status of GDSS 

Less than a year prior to this writing, Kraemer and 

King (1984) prepared a very thorough unpublished survey of 

computer based systems for group decision support. The 

authors concluded that GDSS is not yet well developed, even 



as a concept. They discovered that there is little agree

ment in the literature, or among people working in the 

field, about what con~titutes a GOSS. 
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Kraemer and King (1984) enjoyed resources for their 

study which far exceed those available to this writer. They 

employed three methods to collect information about GOSS: 

1. Search of libraries and computer databases. 

2. Telephone interviews. 

3. Field visits and interviews. 

This led them to discover that there are only three active 

GOSS currently in existence, and that there is little high 

quality material about GOSS in the public domain. 

They claim that the clearesc summary statement about 

GOSS's current status is that GOSS's current reality is far 

less than would be expected given much of the promotional 

rhetoric about them. GOSS currently are more prospect, prom

ise, and possibility than successfully operating reality. 

On the other hand, the authors found that the 

analytical tools are useful in structuring decision 

problems, although sometimes overly complex for the 

participants. The hardware both performs useful functions 

in support of the participants, and adds a bit of futuristic 

imagery that participants enjoy. 

They also found that most of the systems developed 

have been built from a technological development perspec-
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tive, and around a rational model of decision making. This, 

they claim, limits the utility of the systems in real-world 

uses. 

Nevertheless, they also observed some benefits. The 

relatively scarce research done on these systems suggests 

that GOSS help enforce certain protocols and make partici

pants more satisfied with the decision-making process. They 

can also speed-up decision-making. This is very reflective 

of the comments from a group of policy students who used the 

SMSS software in this work during a decision session (see 

Chapter 6). 

Kraemer and King (1984) believe that GOSS develop

ment holds promise, but there are barriers to successful 

adoption and implementation of GDSS that must be noted. 

These are technical problems, lack of understanding of 

decision processes, and shortcomings in the GOSS "package." 

They suggest that some of these problems can be solved by 

continued technical progress, but that others, such as a 

better understanding of decision-making processes might be 

long in coming. 

It is at this juncture of the strategic-management 

decision-process and technical-progress that the so-called 

SMSS developed in this work contributes to our understanding 

and advancement of GDSS. 
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Kinds of GDSS in Existence 

There seems to be no established method of classi

fying GDSS, just as there is no common way of referring to 

them. Because of this, the term SMSS was coined to identify 

the area of GDSS addressed by this work. Kraemer and King 

(1984) also recognized this lack of classification and devel

oped their own scheme based primarily on the nature of the 

computer-based technology available in the conference room. 

They chose to classify GDSS on the nature of their 

underlying technology because they are more easily differen

tiated this way; the technology, particularly the hardware 

and software, is the major content of the GDSS, and the 

technology is the prime interest and focus of their study. 

Accordingly, they distinguish four types of GDSS: 

1. Electronic Boardroom- computer and audio-visual. 

2. Teleconferencing Facility- computer and communi

cations. 

3. Information Center- computer, databases, and 

software tools. 

4. Decision Conference- computer and models. 

It is within this fourth type, Decision Conference, that the 

SMSS concepts in this work are developed. The four types of 

GDSS are not exclusive, however, but are evolutionary. 

Thus, SMSS builds upon the decision-conference concept, and 



embodies not only the decision-conference features but 

features of the first three GDSS types as well. 

The Decision Conference 
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Kraemer and King (1984) found that the decision 

conference facility is the newest form of GDSS. What 

distinguishes the decision conference from other GDSS is its 

explicit focus on improving decision-making by groups and 

its emphasis on the use of structured decision processes. 

They found that the hardware for the decision 

conference consists of a medium-sized conference room 

furnished with a large-screen video-projector, a computer, 

video terminals which facilitate participant input, and a 

control terminal for presenting participant input in graphic 

form, along with accessing other sources of information. 

This look at physical facilities is developed further in 

Chapter 7. 

They also found that the software of the decision 

conference is usually some form of decision-analytic 

technique: decision trees and influence trees; 

multi-attribute expected-utility models for single-stage 

decisions; hierarchial evaluation structures for 

multi-attribute utility analysis; Pareto algorithms for 

two-party negotiations; cost-benefit models for resource 

allocation; and spread-sheet models. Software for graphics, 

and vote-tally and display also are part of the decision 
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conference facility. An additional contribution" of this 

work is the subjective-data capture and processing software 

necessary in strategic-management work. 

The participants in the decision conference are the 

actual people in the organization who are involved in making 

a decision. In addition, the participants usually are 

assisted by decision analysts who explain the various 

decision analytic tools available, and work with the 

participants in modeling their decision problem. The 

participants also might be assisted by one or more 

group-process facilitators trained in the behavorial 

dynamics of group meetings and in facilitating 

self-awareness of the group about its processes. 

Inventory of Existing Systems 

An inventory of existing GDSS providers and their 

systems is shown in Table 2.1. Kraemer and King (1984) 

observed about a dozen general functions that could be 

provided in support of decision conferences: 

1. Vote tablulation and display. 

2. Social judgement analysis. 

3. Delphi technique. 

4. Nominal group technique. 

5. Data management. 

6. Graphic display. 

7. Decision documentation. 
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Table 2.1. Inventory of Existing GDSS Providers and 
Systems. (Source: Kraemer and King, '1984) 

Provider 

Applied Futures, 
Inc. 

Compshare 

Decisions + 
De.,.Ji~,.ns, Inc. 

EXECUCCM 

Institute for 
the Future 

MIT Carununity 
Dialog Project* 

Perceptronics, 
Inc. 

SivlU Decision Roan 
Project* 

SRI International 

SUNY, Albany 

UCLA Cogni ti ve 
Systems 
Laboratory 

System 

CONSENSOR (hardware/ 
software) 

SYSTEt-l W (software) 

Decision Conference 
(carnplete package) 

IFPS (software) 

N/A - research 

N/A - research 
(hardware/software) 

GROUP DECISION AID 

N/A - research 
(hardware/software) 

QUICK'IREE and 
APLTYER 

N/A - public services 
(complete package) 

N/A - research 
(rna thematical 

models + software) 

* No longer in existence 

Functions 

Vote tabulation and display 

Data management, modeling, 
statistical analysis, ' 
graphics, report generation, 
PC carununications 

Interactive decision analy
sis (6 modeles), conference 
facility, decision analysis 
consultation 

Interactive financial 
rrodeling, data management, 
graphic display 

OOnsulting on teleconferenc
ing 

Interactive decision analy
sis (3 models) 

Interactive decision tree 
analysis; tutor; documenta
tion 

Financial modeling, futures 
forecasting, relational data 
management, graphics, 
conference facility 

Interactive decision tree 
analysis for individuals 

Interactive decision analy
sis (6 models), data manage
ment, graphics, decision and 
process consulting 

Group decision theory and 
analysis 
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8. Tutoring. 

9. Decision analysis consultation. 

10. Group-process facilitation. 

11. Meeting facility. 

Of the eleven enumerated functions, the SMSS devel

oped in this work embraces social judgement analysis, data 

management, graphic displays, and decision documentation. 

Kraemer and King (1984) also observed the following 

points: 

1. Only three of the systems, shown in Table 2.1, 

constitute a complete package. These three are 

further described in Table 2.2. 

2. Several of the systems are now defunct (SMU Decision 

Room project and MIT Community Dialog Project). 

3. There is a tendency towards greater and greater 

integration within, between and among, the various 

functions provided in a GDSS. 

Description of Prominent GDSS 

The three systems shown in Table 2.2 have been 

selected for further discussion because all are more or less 

comprehensive and each has unique features that make further 

examination worthwhile (see Kraemer and King, 1984). 
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Table 2.2. Three Prominent GDSS. (Source: Kraemer and 
King, 1984) 

Perceptronic's 
GROUP DECISION AID 

COst: 
$48,500 basic system 
(soon dropping to 
$25,000 on new version 
on a DEC LSI-ll) 

Decisions & Designs' 
Decision Conferences 

? 

SUNY Albany's Decision 
Techtronics Group 

$6,500 for two days 
(breakeven cost) 
$100,000 annual 
operating cost, DTG 



Table 2.2--Continued 

Provider 

Applied Futures, 
Inc. 

Cornpshare 

Decisions + 
Designs, Inc. 

EXECUCCM 

Institute for 
the Future 

MIT Camnunity 
Dialog Proiect* 

Perceptronics, 
Inc. 

SMU Decision Roam 
Project* 

SRI International 

SUNY, Albany 

UCLA Cognitive 
Syste1ns 
Laboratory 

Systan 

CONSENSOR (hardware/ 
software) 

SYS'l'EM W (software) 

Decision Conference 
(complete package) 

IFPS (software) 

N/A - research 

N/A - research 
(hardware/software) 

GROUP DECISION AID 

N/A - research 
(hardware/software) 

QUICK'IREE and 
APLTYER 

N/A - public servlces. 
(complete package) 

N/A - research 
(rna thanatical 

models + software) 

* NO longer in existence 
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FUnctions 

vote tabulation and display 

Data management, modeling, 
statistical analysis, 
graphics, report generation, 
PC communications 

Interactive decision analy
sis (6 modeles), conference 
facility, decision analysis 
consultation 

Interactive financial 
rrodeling, data managanent, 
graphic display 

Consulting on teleconferenc
ing 

Interactive decision analy
sis (3 models) 

Interactive decision tree 
analysis; tutor; documenta
tion 

Financial rrodeling, futures 
forecasting, relational data 
managanent, graphics, 
conference facility 

Interactive decision tree 
analysis for individuals 

Interactive decision analy
sis (6 models), data manage
ment, graphics, decision and 
proc~ss consulting 

Group decision theory and 
analysis 
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Group Decision Aid 

Group Decision Aid is a hardware/software product 

supported by a PDP 11/45 computer running the UNIX operating 

system and using the "C" language for application programs. 

The system guides the group's decision-making by selective 

elicitation of a decision tree through value and probability 

weightings, entered through simple individual hand-held 

terminals. The public screen is a seven-foot color video 

display for feedback of aggregated information. 

The system's prompts for estimated likelihood and 

magnitude of possible outcomes is analogous to weighting the 

SMSS list-items by certainty (likelihood) and importance 

(magnitude). (The SMSS weighting scheme is introduced 

briefly in Chapter 1, mentioned again in Chapter 4, and 

developed further in Chapter 5.) The GDA system prompts for 

numerical values at appropriate program points while the 

SMSS provides for analog weightings via division of space, 

representing a continuum (see Figure 5.7). 

Group Decision Aid is intended to aid group 

decision-making in five ways: 

1. Decision-Tree structuring. 

2. Full group participation. 

3. Identification of critical issues- sensitivity 

analysis. 

4. Conflict resolution- multi-attribute utility model. 

5. Decision recommendation. 



Communication between the group and the system is via an 

intermediator who directs operation of the GDA and 

translates group requests into computer entries. 

Decision Conferences 
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Decisions and Designs Incorporated markets a 

"service" called Decision Conferences. The company operates 

a GDSS on its own site at which clients from both industry 

and government engage in intensive two-day work-meetings. 

Participants include: 

1. Three or four DDI decision-analysts who lead the 

meeting, operate the software models, and assemble 

summary documents. 

2. Six to fifteen representatives of the decision

making organization. 

3. Technical experts in substantive fields. 

The conference objective is to focus attention on 

the target fact-situation, generate and evaluate options, 

then develop a consensus in favor of a single option. Six 

different analytical models are available for use: 

1. TREE, a standard decision-tree analysis. 

2. ITREE, a decision-tree analysis allowing coalescence 

of identical nodes. 

3. HIVAL, a multi-attribute utility model. 

4. DESIGN, a cost-benefit analysis framework. 



5. NEGOTIATIONS, Pareto optimization. 

6. DECISION TREE-LIKE PACKAGE, a grossly simplified 

decision-tree. 
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According to Kraemer and King (1984), ninety percent of all 

such conferences use only HIVAL and DESIGN. 

All of the decision models are written in APL, run 

on an IBM 4331 computer under the VM-CMS operating system, 

and use IBM 3279 color-graphics terminals for data entry and 

display. 

Decision Techtronics Group GDSS 

The State University of New York at Albany, through 

their Institute of Government and Policy Studies, uses a 

decision conference facility staffed by both organizational 

development people and management science professionals. 

The role of these people, according to Kraemer and King 

(1984), is that of staff analysts assisting clients with 

structuring their decision problems into an explicit and 

systematic framework. 

An IBM-PC, operating as both a stand-alone computer 

and as a remote terminal to a time-sharing computer at 

General Electric Information Services Company, drives a 

large-screen video projector. participants are seated at a 



round table, with seating for about fifteen people, in a 

room about twenty-feet by fifty-feet. 

A 1983 field investigation (King, 1983) found the 

following three programs in use: 

1. POLICY, a vote tallying program. 

2. EVALUATE, a cost-benefit model. 

3. ALLOCATE, a resource allocation model. 
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It should be noted that EVALUATE and ALLOCATE are analogs to 

Decision and Designs Incorporated's DESIGN and HIVAL, which 

account for 90% of system usage at Decision and Designs 

Incorporated. 

The Software Reviewed 

Referring to Table 2.2, note that the software in 

each of the three existing systems is written in a different 

language. The Group Decision Aid software is written in the 

"c" language, Decision Conferences software is written in 

the "APL" language, and the Techtronics group used three 

different languages for each of its three models. 

This implies that each model is a separate 

programming effort. If Policy is written in FORTRAN and 

Allocate is written in BASIC, there is little likelihood 

that there is a common architecture guiding this 

development. Such would not be surprising, since the 

emphasis at this point in the evolution of GDSS is on 
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facilities and functionality of the software, with little 

thought being given to software development and extensions. 

In fact, Kraemer and King (1984) have described the 

software found in these systems as being individual models, 

based on common decision-making support tools. At no time 

did they mention any sort of holistic view of the software, 

especially with respect to extending the functionality into 

the area of artificial intelligence, etc. The software is 

regarded as simply a minor necessity to demonstrate the 

functionality of a GDSS facility. The emphasis is on 

developing and extending the GDSS concept, not on developing 

and extending the software which will ultimately power the 

concept's success. 

This, then, is the area addressed in this work--a 

software architecture to guide the development of strategic

management support-software, with the following points in 

mind: 

1. Each time a new planning-tool is developed, it 

should not be necessary to begin as a whole new 

programming task. 

2. The software should contain only the generic logic 

for a family of planning-tools and not be specific 

to a given planning-tool. Thus, each planning-tool 

is not a separate programming effort. 



3. A simple, but effective, user interface must be 

developed to demonstrate the architecture. 

4. The architecture should provide a holistic view 

which facilitates extending the SMSS into the area 

of artificial intelligence, i.e., the next 

evolutionary level of GDSS-SMSS development. In 

other words, the architecture should consider the 

evolution of SMSS beyond a library of familiar 

models. 
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The development of a software architecture 

supporting these concepts unfolds in the following chapters. 

Figure 2.1 is a triangular model of the evolution from DSS, 

etc., to SMSS. As such, it is necessary to investigate 

characteristics of earlier efforts, at the bottom of the 

triangle, to determine the minimal functionality upon which 

the SMSS might be developed. This investigation is begun 

with a look at some relevant characteristics of DSS that are 

applicable to SMSS. 

Characteristics of DSS Applicable to SMSS 

In his book "Decision Support Systems for Effective 

Planning and Control" Robert Thierauf (1982, pp. 61-76) 

lists the essential characteristics of decision support 

systems. Those characteristics applicable to SMSS include: 
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Cognitive Technological 

Figure 2.1. Evolution of the SMSS Concept. 
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1. Accent on management by perception. 

a. Support systems must be directly related to the 

goals and objectives that form the basis of 

corporate strategies. 

b. The systems must help executives devise new 

strategic obje~tives to ensure that the enter

prise will continue to prosper. 

2. Forward-looking systems. 

a. The accent is on integrating the future with 

current operations so that the organization is 

making effective decisions that affect its 

future well-being. 

3. utilizes management by perception. 

a. The ability of management to perceive future 

external and internal trends before they occur 

and to determine their impact on new products so 

as to improve overall organizational perform

ance. 

4. Human/machine interface. 

a. There is need for input/output terminals, in 

particular, CRT terminals with graphic 

capabilities to receive immediate feedback to 

answer "what if" questions posed by the decision 

maker. 
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5. Support decision making for unstructured problems. 

a. For the most part, to reach a decision, there is 

a need for managerial experience, know-how, 

intuition, judgement, and past experience. 

6. Easy-to-use approach. 

a. The system should not only support the user in 

decision making via a human/machine interface, 

but should also be a natural extension of the 

user in problem solving. 

b. The system should allow the user to pursue his 

or her own natural tendencies to problem 

solving. 

"A well designed DSS should allow many decision 

makers to make effective use of the same DSS as they bring 

their own set of values and criteria to the human/machine 

interface within a decision-making framework" (Thierauf, 

1982, p. 93). This is exactly the idea that the strategic

management support system, described in Chapter 7, is 

conceived around, i.e., capturing subjective data from 

planning-session participants. 

In addition, Thierauf (1982, p. 77) states another 

concept that is central to the SMSS developed herein: 

"DSS gives support to the manager and does not replace the 

individual. The key point is the enhancement of the 

manager's decision-making ability by allowing the computer 



to do what it does best, and letting the manager introduce 

subjective, qualitative factors." 
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The whole intent of computing in the field of 

management is to support decision-making. Just as there 

were manual information systems in use by businesses long 

before computers, so were there manual methods of support 

for strategic management. Likewise, as information systems 

outgrew their manual support, so has strategic management 

outgrown its manual support. The complexity of modern-day 

operational-environments challenges the human cognitive 

processes beyond their unassisted limits. 

It is an interesting trait of this animal called man 

that he has the ability to develop technology that compen

sates for his inadequacies. Just as he builds large cranes 

to hoist loads of many tons to heights many stories above 

the ground, and just as he builds bulldozers to push hugh 

volumes of earth into new contours, he also builds machines 

to assist his thought processes. It is in the area known as 

Decision Support Systems that this mel ling of mind and 

machine first assisted the making of decisions. Since many 

decisions are not of an individual nature, the expansion of 

support to group decisions came about. Now, the need for 

assisting thought-processes, and subsequent decision-making, 

is solicited at the strategic-management level. 
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In Chapter 7, the above list of characteristics, as 

they have evolved from the lower level of the model in 

Figure 2.1, will be reflected upon and their incorporation 

in SMSS examined. 

On Using a Graphics Interface 

An effective computer graphics system, 
especially one that displays its data in color, can 
condense reams of printout into a few readily 
understandable graphs and charts. It is a way to 
sort out meaningful information in a human/machine 
interface such that the decision maker retains 
control thoughout the decision-making process. 
Generally, 'at a glance' graphical presentations of 
information allow managers to start their thinking 
processes quickly (Theirauf, 1982, p. 156). 

The DSS text by Theirauf consolidates many of the 

current trends found in decision support work. The use of a 

graphics interface between man and machine is not only an 

extremely natural interface but is becoming a universal 

market requirement. 

This year will be the last year that non
graphics software will have any significance in the 
personal computer market, according to International 
Resource Development, a market research and 
consulting firm. 

Bit-mapped, integrated software will become 
so popular that it could lead to the introduction by 
IBM of a proprietary 8086-based chip family that 
will include an embedded graphics instruction set, 
IRD believes. 

And by graphics, IRD does 
and bar charts. They are talking 
changes and picture-oriented DBMS 
1985, p. 23). 

not mean just pie 
about type-font 

(Software News, 
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The naturalness of a graphics ir.terface is found in 

the old cliche "a picture is worth at least a thousand 

words." The usefulness is found in an article by Tom 

McAuliffe (Software News, 1984, p. 39) wherein he lists the 

key elements and functionality that executives are looking 

for in software: "Most importantly, the ability to compress 

information in every way possible to reduce the management 

review workload." Graphics has the power to compress 

information into easily interpreted patterns by combining a 

highly visual interface with a well understood metaphore. 

Not only does computer-graphics elicit interaction 

between session participants, but these same displays are 

then useful for presenting the results of a planning session 

to senior management. It is with the above points in mind 

that a graphics interface using a mouse for point-and-push 

operations was designed for the strategic-management' 

support-systems software architecture developed in this 

work. 

The Evolution of GDSS 

Figure 2.1 shows the GDSS residing on a foundation 

of DSS, work in both the cognitive or psychological pro

cesses, and the area of technological support. DSS itself 

is a merging of the cognitive with the technical. The two 

schools of research have grown from their DSS merger into 

GDSS, the electronic conference, and further into SMSS, 
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which deals sharply with technical support of human thought 

processes. 

The Cognitive Processes 

Kraemer and King (1984) noted that the study of 

decision-making itself, both at individual and group levels, 

has a research component concentrating on the psychological 

or cognitive processes of reaching conclusions and on the 

sociology of small-group interaction. There is also a 

component concentrating on facilitating group interaction to 

reach decisions more quickly, with greater consensus and 

harmony. Neither component has been particularly concerned 

with technology per se, but rather how people involved in 

the decision-making process think and behave. 

The software architecture developed herein is more 

closely aligned with the development of technological 

support for cognitive pro~esses, those processes having been 

discussed in Chapter 1. As such, attention will be focused 

in greater detail on that developmental track. 

Technological Support 

The other major evolutionary stream cited by Kraemer 

and King (1984) has been the development of technologically 

supported means of collecting, managing, and displaying 

information that might be useful in decision situations. 

This area has been dominated by an engineering perspective. 
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The goal has been new discoveries in decision

methods or decision-technology and applying them to the 

creation of tools that decision-makers might find helpful. 

This work has dealt primarily with decision analysis, 

decision modeling, and human information processing through 

interactive use of computers, electronic storage media, 

electronic communications, and electronic information 

display, according to Kraemer and King (1984). 

They also found that the decision-conference is, 

more than other systems, a result of the union of the 

psycho-social perspective and the technological perspective. 

SMSS lies prominently at this union; in fact, SMSS is highly 

dependent upon this union. SMSS employs technology to 

enhance the inference-drawing abilities of the human mind 

(see Chapter 1). It is the pattern-manipulation power of 

the computer that complements this inference-drawing' 

process. 

Wallas (1926) described the formulation and 

development of ideas as a four-phase model: (1) Prepara

tion, (2) Incubation, (3) Illumination, and (4) Verifica

tion. These are labels for the activities that take place 

in SMSS sessi6ns. In the first phase, the gathering of 

facts, knowledge and ideas is the building of lists in SMSS. 

Phases 2 and 3 have to do with the sifting-out of irrelevant 

items and organization of relevant items, which is the 



weighting of list items and recognition of relationships 

between them in SMSS. The final phase has to do with 

comparing the model of the fact-situation under investiga

tion against the results of actions taken. 
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Kraemer and King (1984) point out that the 

technologies developed for other GOSS applications are 

brought together to facilitate information acquisition and 

sharing in the decision-conference GOSS. Oecision analysis 

and modeling systems provide the means to utilize both data 

and participants' inputs to deal with "what if" questions. 

This is by far the most ambitious of the GOSS efforts 

because it attempts to merge the two perspectives that 

previously have been segregated. To date, efforts to create 

decision-conference GOSS have been more heavily influenced 

by the technological perspective than the psycho-social 

perspective. 

Kraemer and King (1984) further point out that 

techniques exist and stand ready to be configured into 

application packages. Considerable uncertainty about the 

nature of decision-making exists, so there is uncertainty 

about how the technologies should be configured. GOSS 

designers develop the technological-aids presumed to be 

needed by decision-makers. This is probably because the 

creation of such decision-aids is easier to pursue as a goal 

than the precise identification of needs. Thus, the 
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technologically supported decision-conference GDSS attempts 

to improve the decision-making process, but in so doing it 

imposes the designer's view of the process upon the 

participants. 

However, Kraemer and King (1984) also note that 

these technologies seem to enliven meetings and in some 

cases help encourage a sense of group cohesion. The 

introduction of high-technology into the decision-making 

process appears to increase participants' interest in the 

group activity. Use of the system requires a shared 

experience of learning to use the technology correctly. 

This can generate a cooperative tone among the participants 

that might affect the substance of subsequent discussions. 

Transference of some of the protocol of the decision-making 

process onto technological-devices appears to reduce the 

amount of intra-group tension in difficult decision . 

situations. 

The Spawning of SMSS 

Just where, then, does GDSS, with its juncture of 

cognitive processes and technology, give birth to the SMSS 

concept developed in this work? Kraemer and King (1984) 

observed that the role of modeling and de~ision analysis 

systems is to allow for formal incorporation of existing 

data into the assessment of various assumptions held by 

participants. In this sense, such systems do not provide 
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new factual information, but provide a means of using 

factual information to explore the sensibility of different 

assumptions. 

Through the use of decision-analysis techniques, the 

implications of assumptions can be identified. The use of 

modeling techniques allows the relative importance of assump

tions to be assessed against a background of known facts. 

Kraemer and King (1984) point out that such tools 

provide an opportunity for participants to segregate factual 

information from biases and assumptions, then systematically 

test the ways in which the facts, coupled with various 

assumptions, influence the group's objective. The use of 

these tools does seem to contribute to the precision and 

care by which participants deal with the facts and assump

tions they bring to meetings. There is a real possibility 

that the benefits of GOSS systems for testing assumptions 

against available data will prove to be among the most 

important benefits provided by this technology. 

This testing of assumptions against available data 

is precisely the role of strategic-management support

systems (SMSS). This is why strategic-management tools were 

choserr as the templates for the development of a software 

architecture. A coherent approach to software engineering 

should facilitate the advancement of GDSS beyond a library 

of individual models. 
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A DSS Development System 

The design of an environment for the development of 

decision support systems has been developed by Bonczek 

et ale (1983, pp. 421-435). The proposed system is a 

semi-automatic system within which a collection of highly 

specialized tools will be used to manufacture the individual 

components of a DSS from prefabricated pieces, from scratch 

or from a combination of these two techniques. 

The developer is provided with a development 

language (DL), which is basically a powerful command 

language. Modules can be written in command language or in 

any other programming language. The library of modules 

stores all desirable information about available modules in 

a centralized fashion. The developer, after designing his 

system, can turn to the module-library and see which of the 

exisiting modules can be used in the development of the new 

system. If none of the modules can be used directly, the 

developer may then investigate if any of the modules can be 

used with minor modification. 

This is a similar approach to the SMSS software 

architecture developed herein, except that the SMSS 

architecture does not offer a new command language, working 

completely within the VAX Pascal language. Also, the 

primitives in the Bonczek system range from extremely 

low-level primitives to routines such as the SMSS elemental-
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engines, introduced in the next chapter. Bonczek's work is 

in the DSS area and, as such, concerns itself with quantita

tive routines. 

In the SMSS system, sizeable modules can be offered 

to the system builder to reduce his need for selections to a 

minimum. The SMSS also differs from other systems in that 

synthesized support drivers (SSD) can be assembled that 

embody generic logic for a family of planning-tools. This 

is a feature lacking in other systems. In other systems, 

including Bonczek's, each DSS or GDSS is still an individual 

effort. In the SMSS, each new planning tool may be created 

by developing a data-file containing the characteristics of 

the new planning-tool, and then driving an existing SSD with 

this file. This concept is introduced in the next chapter. 

An Architecture for DSS Generators 

Saxena and Kaul (1985, pp. 115-124) have developed a 

conceptual architecture for DSS generators. They support 

one of the views of this work by stating that "A DSS genera

tor should not be developed by simply patching together a 

group of stand-alone software components." In addition, 

they observe that "Graphics help DSS users in identification 

of problems and opportunities that require user action, and 

in lending credence to management presentations. In fact, 

graphic representations are rapidly becoming a definite 

requirement for an effective DSS." 
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Both of the above observations are reflected in the 

software architecture for SMSS. They seem to be common 

observations noted by recent authors. Interestingly enough, 

the field of DSS is so immature that papers over three years 

old lack a state-of-the art coherency found to be developing 

in recent works. Saxena and Kaul's work addresses the 

development of the DSS field, which is foundation to the 

SMSS area. 

The authors implemented their conceptual model in a 

prototype system called REGIMES, an acronym for RElational 

Generalised Information ManagEment System. The prototype 

was implemented in the BASIC language on a Sharp MZ-80B 

microcomputer, which is a Z-80A based system. The concep

tual model and its prototype implementation attempt to 

advance software technology in the DSS field. 

This work and Bonzeck et al. is typical of the 

architecture efforts found in the DSS field, trying to 

develop a scheme for DSS generators. From a software 

architecture perspective, this seems to be the 

state-of-the-art development-front for DSS. This is a 

"shotgun" approach in that authors try to cover all of the 

functionality that DSS users could ever require. It is 

really more of an attempt to define functionality and 

support it with software than an attempt to develop an 

architecture for SMSS. 
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Idea Processing Systems 

Lawrence Young (1985, pp. 125-134) introduces the 

merger of DSS technique with subjective-data processing with 

something he calls "idea processing systems." Unlike DSS, 

Idea Processing Systems (IPS) deal with verbally describable 

ideas, or list processing (see Chapter 1). IPS, in contrast 

with DSS, is concerned with the support of user-controlled 

qualitative list manipulation and the development of ideas. 

This is the area in which SMSS operates. 

Young (1985) makes note of the work by Sackman and 

Citrenbaum (1972) and the gap found in the problem-solving 

literature with respect to a complete, reliable, valid 

taxonomy of problems and their relationship to the dynamics 

of problem-solving. Simon (1960; see Chapter 1) draws 

parallels between processing or "creating" ideas and the 

decision process. 

Young (1985, pp. 126-127) finds that ideas and 

aspects of decisions, problems and strategies are often 

merely different semantic labels for the identical concep

iual entity. Some forms of qualitative idea processing 

would probably not be considered to involve creativity at 

all. For such non-creative problems we have the qualitative 

equivalent of mathematical optimization procedures and 

"-
arithmetic operations. 

\ 
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Thus, there is the further parallel between qualita

tive idea-processing and quantitative decision-making, that 

both structured and semi-structured problems exist of both 

varieties, and both structured and semi-structured 

methodologies exist for dealing with each of these classes 

of problems. The underlying premise of Young's paper is 

that this latter condition is changing, and that computer

based idea-processing systems of at least as much variety as 

DSS will be developed and will soon penetrate to a wide 

number of organizational, as well as individual users. The 

software architecture for SMSS developed herein addresses 

this evolutionary concept recognized by Young (1985). 

Summary 

The extensive survey by Kreamer and King (1984) 

generated over one-hundred bibliographical references to the 

status of Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS). Of all 

that has been written about such systems and all that has 

been promised, they found only three such true systems in 

existence. Even in those few existing systems, the 

developmental effort concerns itself with what functionality 

the facilities should provide, with the software powering 

such facilities as a secondary consideration. 

The software is typically the embodiment of existing 

decision-support models, and more typically of the mathema

tical support nature stemming from Decision Support Systems 
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(DSS) work. Others have worked in the area of DSS software, 

developing what are known as DSS "generators," typically a 

command language to call DSS primitives from a library of 

such routines. This gives rise to the elemental-engine 

concept introduced in Chapter 3. 

Young (1985) recognizes the extension of DSS 

concepts to more subjective, unstructured problems. This he 

calls Idea Processing Systems, recognizing many of the 

attributes of the Strategic Management Support Systems 

development herein. All of this work is leading to the sort 

of decision support provided by the SMSS concept. 

This work contributes to this evolution of decision 

support by introducing the following: 

1. A simple interface for dealing with the capture and 

display of subjective data. 

2. A data structure for storing and manipulating such 

data. 

3. A set of logic-primitives, constructed using an 

existing computer language, which can be easily 

assembled into generic support drivers. 

4. The concept of using these generic support drivers 

to support many different tools within the same 

planning-tool-family. 

Thus we see a holistic view of software used for 

supporting human decison-making. By limiting the scope of 
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this work to support for strategic management applications, 

the work could be concentrated on developing a software 

architecture around the highly subjective nature of such 

applications. Others have undoubtedly written software for 

such applications, and some may have even embodied the logic 

of some of the same planning-tools used as templates for 

this work; but this work claims a holistic view of software 

development for strategic managment applications. 



CHAPTER 3 

A FRAMEWORK FOR PLANNING-SOFTWARE 

Computing should be viewed as a matter of "data 

management." The whole intent of computing is to massage 

data into information. Therefore, the design of algorithms 

should follow the nature of the data upon which those 

algorithms are to perform operations. 

The data-management view of computing consists of 

four steps: 

1. Model the data. 

2. Design a data structure to support the model. 

3. Define the operations to be performed on the data. 

4. Write the algorithms to perform those operations. 

An important point is that although software is 

written to manipulate data, the software itself must be 

data-independent. Nothing within the software must be 

unique to a given set of data-items. Therefore, we can 

change sets of data-items, and the same operations can still 

be performed upon each set. 

Of course, data-typing and formatting must be 

consistent, but the software written around such constraints 

55 
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must represent only generic l.ogic and be insensitive to 

specific data-item values. Thus, an almost infinite number 

of values can occur for a defined data-item. The data-item 

values respond to the logic of the algorithms, but it is the 

occurrence of a data-item value that gives meaning to the 

logic embodied within the software. 

This is analogous to a management structure where a 

person working a job is an occurrence of a value for a 

defined job. The person can be changed, but the job 

definition remains, and another person can be inserted into 

that definition. The defined job is subordinate to higher 

positions within the generic logic of the organizational 

chart, but it is the occurrence of an individual in a given 

job that gives meaning to the logic embodied within the 

organization. 

There would be no need for the algorithms if defined 

data-items could not take on values. Likewise, there would 

be no need for management if jobs did not have people in 

them. Just as a management structure is responsive to the 

needs of the individuals in subordinate positions, so is 

software "data-driven." 

The data-management view of computing suggests a set 

of "elemental engines" that become the building blocks for 

"Synthesized Support Drivers." SSDs are drivers, synthe

sized from elemental engines, that support a given planning 
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concept. However, a driver exhibits no characteristics of a 

given planning tool until driven by data from a data-file. 

Thus, SSDs are the generic logic underlying some planning 

concept. Anyone SSD can support a family of planning

tools simply by driving it with the appropriate data. 

"Planning, in general, is an example of an unstruc

tured decision-making process that cannot be described fully 

before the decision is made" (Rathwell and Burns, 1985, 

p. 255). In fact, the decision-making that SMSS is intended 

to support arrives at a decision via a descriptive process. 

It is this descriptive process that SMSS is designed to 

support. 

The conceptual model is shown in Figure 3.1. Both 

group and individual planning-session objectives are 

supported by the library of planning tools. Once the nature 

of the lists, the list operations, and displays are 

identified, the relevant planning-tool is selected from the 

planning-tool library. 

Should a tool with the desired characteristics not 

be found, the library of synthesized support drivers is 

examined to see if the generic logic for the tool is 

supported by an existing SSD. If so, then the desired tool 

can be created by writing the necessary data and command 

files. 



Planning Session Objectives 
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If the desired tool cannot be so satisfied, then the 

SSD with the necessary ~ogic can be assembled from the 

library of elemental engines. As will be seen later, 

elemental engines are Pascal procedures, and SSDs are Pascal 

programs composed of such procedures. It is necessary at 

this point to further consider the above four steps as 

applied to strategic-planning tools. 

Modeling the Data 

Modeling the data involves examining the nature of 

the data-items to be manipulated, and the relationships 

between items. In the case of strategic planning, this 

examination reveals that most data-items are brief state

ments of text organized into named-lists, as discussed in 

Chapter 1. 

These data-items can then be weighted and moved 

between lists to investigate patterns of inter- and 

intra-list relationships. These relationships describe a 

hierarchial structuring, as viewed by human memory and 

thought processes. As more and more of the structure 

becomes understood, additional list-items and lists may be 

suggested. This, as a matter of fact, is how software 

planning-tools help organize what is known about a fact

situation, and direct the search for additional data-items. 

The paper-and-pencil planning-tools, used as 

templates for this work, are discussed in Chapter 5. It 
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will be noted that they too support a data model consisting 

of lists of list-items. Many of the tools provide for the 

weighting of list-items, prioritization of list-items, and, 

of course, when working with paper and pencil, it is easy to 

move items between lists, change list-items, add list-items, 

and delete list-items. 

While multiple-lists of list-items seems to be the 

common data model, there appears to be a reccurring special 

case of tools using four lists. There are several tools in 

the library of four prepared lists, as well as tools that 

require entering the contents of four prenamed lists. 

Although the four-list tools are an interesting curiosity, 

they in no way alter the data model or the design of the 

data structure used in the software design. 

Designing the Data Structure 

Probably the most predominant feature the data 

structure must support is the ability to handle mUltiple 

lists of an unknown number, and an unknown number of items 

in each list. Furthermore, both the number of lists and the 

number of items on each list vary during a planning session 

as lists and list-items are added and deleted. The data 

structure must expand and contract accordingly, growing with 

additions, and supporting deletions by returning computer

memory used by a deleted item to the free-list so that it 

can be utilized by the next added item. 
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As has been asserted earlier, the process is data 

driven, with the data structure being subservient to the 

data. Thus, the structure is one of linked lists which have 

the capability to grow and shrink in memory, limited only by 

the amount of memory available to the process. The exact 

architecture of the data structure used will be discussed 

shortly. 

This project was developed on a Digital Equipment 

Corporation (DEC) VAX 11/780 computer using the PRscal 

language. DEC Pascal features many nice extensions to the 

standard Pascal language, such as expanded 1-0 routines, 

conformant schemas, and string concatenation with the "plus" 

operator. These features will be pointed out later when the 

elemental engines are discussed. 

Pascal was the obvious choice among the languages 

available on the machine since it was the only one support

ing the pointer data-type. This, of course, is necessary to 

handle the requisite linked lists. Pascal's power lies in 

its ability to support data structures and its tight typing 

of variables. Pascal is also of the new-generation 

languages and, as such, was found to be a pleasure to work 

in, owing to its free-form, modular style. 

The data structure is shown schematically in Figure 

3 .2. It consists of two circularly linked lists, one being 

the header records for the individual lists, each containing 



Figure 3.2. The Data Structure. 
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the name for its own list, and the other containing the 

list-items for all lists. Pointer fields in each circularly 

linked list make the appropriate bridge to the other list. 

This can be better understood by describing, step by step, 

just how the structure operates during a session. The algo

rithms that manage the structure will be described later. 

When the SSD creating the structure is first 

executed, it establishes the header node for each of the 

circularly linked lists. At this point there is no recog

nition in either list that the other list exists. The links 

from the header nodes point to themselves, establishing 

empty lists. The omnipresent header nodes simplify the 

algorithms performing operations upon the lists. 

The list containing the header-records for the 

individual lists is built first. This is done either by 

loading the list names from a file or interactively from a 

terminal as prompted. The format of the list header-record 

is adjusted to meet the needs of a particular planning tool, 

although this record-format is less sensitive to variation 

than the list-item record-format. 

Once the individual lists have been established, 

list-items may be entered into them. The list-item infor

mation is entered into a node linked into the list-item 

list, regardless of which individual list owns the item. 



This is when the relationship between the two circularly 

linked lists is established. 
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Although the format of the list-item record is 

tailored to a given planning tool, certain data supporting 

the data structure must always appear in records of each 

circularly linked list to accomplish the bridge between 

them. The list-item record contains a pointer field that 

holds the address of the individual list-header record that 

owns the list-item. At the same time, the header-record for 

the individual list owning the list-item "sprouts" a linked 

list of pointer nodes, with each pointer node holding the 

address of one item on that individual list. 

In summary, each individual list established spawns 

one header-record in the circularly linked list for this 

purpose. Extending from each header-record is a one-way 

linked list of pointer nodes, each pointing to one list-item 

record appearing on that individual list. The list-item 

records all appear on one circularly linked list for that 

purpose. 

This allows for movement of items between lists by a 

two step process: (1) moving the pointer node that points 

to the target list-·item from the donor list to the receiver 

list, by adjusting pointers in the two one-way linked lists; 

and (2) updating the pointer field in the list-item record 

that points to the header-record of the list now owning the 



list-item. No adjustments are necessary to either circu

larly linked list (see Figure 3.3). Other list operations 

are carried out in similar fashion, as will be seen in the 

discussion of algorithms. 
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The data structure also has the capacity to support 

a planning tool that would require the same list-item to 

appear on more than one individual list. This is done by 

using the pointer field in the list-item record, that now 

points to the header-record owning the list-item, to point 

to a one-way linked-list of header-record pointers similar 

to the one-way linked-lists emanating from the header

records. In other words, what is now a one-to-one circular 

mapping between list-header and list-item can become a 

many-to-many circular mapping. This is shown in Figure 3.4. 

This feature is not found in any of the present planning 

tools. 

Defining Data (List) Operations 

Since design is an iterative operation, some of the 

desired operations may have to be learned of through experi

ence with the first generation of engines. However, some of 

the operations can be arrived at simply by re-examining the 

data model and giving some thought as to what functionality 

the tool must provide. A first subset of functions may then 

be used to build a tool through which further functionality 

can be investigated. It is also quite possible that a 
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sufficient understanding of the application would allow for 

a complete list of functionality to be compiled without 

experimentation. 

In the case of this project, a first set of func

tions was experimented with in the first SSD constructed, 

thereby gaining further insight into the sort of list 

operations necessary to support strategic planning tools. 

The end result was a menu of list operations generic to all 

of the planning tools in the library. In fact, as develop-

ment progressed it was found that some tools were better 

served with a subset of these operations in lieu of the 

complete menu. 

The essential operations were found to be: 

1. List-items. 

a. Change an item. 

b. Delete an item. 

c. Add a new item. 

d. Move one item to another list. 

e. Move all items to another list. 

f. Examine an item. 

g. Weight an item. 

2. Individual lists. 

a. Change the list's name. 

b. Delete a list. 

c. Add a list. 
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In addition, many other operations are performed on the data 

without altering the data structure. An example is gleaning 

data from the lists to create a display. Several such 

"elemental engines" will be discussed later. 

In the case of mUltiple ownership of list-items, an 

operation similar to "move a list-item" would be "copy a 

list-item to another list." 

Once the functionality necessary for strategic 

planning tools has been defined, it is a matter of writing 

the algorithms that then perform the defined operations on 

the data structure. 

writing the Algorithms 

Software should be written in a highly modular 

fashion, with each operation to be performed on the data 

structure supported by its own elemental engine, or Pascal 

procedure. Thus each procedure has one entry point and one 

exit point, maintaining logic-flow integrity and a 

corresponding data integrity. 

Procedures can be easily added to increase 

functionality. In fact, a new SSD can be constructed by 

selecting procedures from existing tools, many of which 

would require no changes. As will be seen in the Chapter 5, 

each SSD can support several planning tools as long as they 

share a common data format and can be successfully analyzed 

by the same displays. 
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The procedures fall into the following categories: 

1. Utilities. 

a. Open and close files. 

b. Terminal mode handling. 

c. Screen handling. 

d. Display of messages. 

2. Data structure routines. 

a. Create lists. 

b. Modify lists. 

c. Delete entries and lists. 

d. Glean data values from lists. 

3. Displays. 

a. Generate Displays. 

b. Update Displays. 

4. Report writer. 

a. Generate paper report of session. 

b. Save session on disk for reload. 

The above listing is intended to be representative and by no 

means exhaustive. The procedures are then driven 

procedurally by a driver-section, expressing the logic of 

the planning tool supported by the SSD. The high degree of 

modularity found in this architecture allows the 

driver-section to read like an outline of the tool (see 

Figure 3.5). 



Begin 
OpenDataFi1es; 
CreateChainHeads; 

GraphicsMode; 

ScreenFormat (true); 

DisplayInstructions; 

ReLoadSession (ReLoad); 

If (not ReLoad) then 
Begin 

DisplayInstructions; 
EnterStakeHolders; 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DisplayInstructions; 
EnterAssumptions (false, 0); 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DisplayInstructions; 
Writeln (CursorOff); 

Re ad ( Wa it) ; 

EraseUpperScreen (226); 
WeightAssumptions (false, 0); 

End; 

ListOperations; 

ReportWriter; 

CloseDataFiles; 

ScreenNormal; 
TextMode; 

End. 

Figure 3.5. Example Driver-Section. 
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The strength and flexibility of high modularization 

can not be over emphasized. It is this concept that facili

tates creating new SSDs and the corresponding expansion of 

the planning tools library. In essence, the elemental 

engines "rest on the shelf" until called to perform their 

singular task. Thus, elemental engines are easily assembled 

into a SSD to support the defined functionality. 

The Elemental-Engine Concept 

The architecture developed herein is based on the 

separation of the data and the operations to be performed on 

the data. The data is housed in a data structure that is 

completely independent of the routines that perform the 

operations upon the data. There must be a compatability 

with repect to record-formats and data-types, of course, but 

once created, the data-structure is completely unaware of 

the routines available to manipulate the data. 

A routine is a logical procedure. Some procedures 

perform a logical operation on the data, others perform 

logical operations to update displays, and there are those 

procedures that simply support other procedures. Whatever 

the role played by a procedure, each procedure performs a 

given logical function and is called an "elemental engine." 

Conversely, an elemental engine is a Pascal procedure that 

performs one logical function. 
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The logical functions required to support strategic

management thinking define a set of elemental engines that, 

in turn, allow the synthesis of "drivers" that each support 

one or more planning tools. The complete set of elemental 

engines is, of course, never complete, since the possibili

ties for logical functions is unbounded. 

As new ways of analyzing and viewing planning-data 

are conceived, additional elemental engines must be 

constructed to support such operations. Although the new 

additions will be developed with a given planning tool in 

mind, their existence will permit synthesizing SSDs for 

other tools. In fact, the presence of elemental engines and 

the functionality they support may suggest the design of new 

planning tools. 

The most logic-sensitiye engines in the set are 

those dealing with data display. The manner in which data 

is displayed is really what differentiates one tool from 

another. Therefore, an elemental-engine named 

"UpdateDisplay" appears common to all tools, but the logic 

embodied within this engine will differ greatly from tool to 

tool. New tools may be possible simply by building a new 

display-handling engine. By the same token, existing tools 

may be enhanced by adding logic to the display-handling 

engine found in a given SSD. 



The display of subjective data is the essence of 

strategic-managment tools. It is through the display and 

redisplay of such data-items that patterns and the under

lying relationships between data-items, are observed and 

analyzed. Humans are predisposed to pattern recognition. 

The use of certain shapes for different classes of traffic 

signs attests to this preconditioning. 
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Consider that humans do not "see" an object~ rather, 

they see patterns of light that describe an object. It is 

through recognition of patterns that an object is defined. 

Pattern recognition is a naturally occurring interface 

through which humans gain understanding of their environ

ment. 

Thus, the greatest growth in the elemental-engine 

library will probably be in the display-handling engines. 

But regardless of the function of an added engine, the 

elemental-engine concept restricts each engine to one 

logical function. It is through this modularity that the 

elemental-engine set can continue to allow easy synthesis of 

support drivers (SSDs). Additional comments will be 

explored under the discussion of workbench concepts. 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool is considered to be a very representative tool for 

software discussion. The fifty-eight elemental engines 
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comprising this tool will be examined in detail in the next 

chapter. 

Synthesized Support Drivers 

A Synthesized Support Driver (SSD) is a Pascal 

program synthesized from the elemental engines, which are 

Pascal procedures. A given SSD is the generic logic support

ing a family of planning tools. Thus, all characteristics 

that distinguish one tool of the family from another are 

contained in the data file. The SSD supporting that family 

of tools becomes a given tool when driven by the data-file 

for that tool. 

The synthesis process for a new SSD will be 

discussed more fully under workbench concepts, but consists 

essentially of writing an outer program shell with a driver 

section at the bottom and the necessary declarations at the 

top. The body of the program is then filled in with 

elemental engines from the set of those available. 

In some cases, selected elemental engines may have 

to be modified for record-format, user message-prompts, or 

slight changes in logic. This is shown in Figures 3.6. 

Such changes actually create new elemental engines, 

expanding the set. 

In other cases, new elemental engines may have to be 

written to support functions not presently in the set. 

These newly written engines must follow the established 
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Open Data Files 0 0 0 0 

Close Data Files 0 0 0 0 

Graphics Mode 0 0 0 0 

Text Mode 0 0 0 0 

Screen Normal 0 0 0 0 

Screen Prep 0 0 0 0 

Draw Score Box 0 0 0 

Erase Upper Screen 0 0 0 0 

Erase Lower Screen 0 0 0 0 

Screen Format 0 0 0 0 

Draw Grid 0 0 1 

Message 0 0 0 O. 

Center Entry 0 0 0 

Cursor Position 0 0 0 0 

Score Factor 0 0 0 

Create Chain Heads 0 1 1 

Display Instructions 0 0 0 0 

Figure 3.6. Cross Reference. -- 0 = No changes to logic of 
engine; 1 = Minor changes to logic of engine; 
and 2 = Major changes to logic of engine. 
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Page Stakeholders 0 0 

Update Display 0 0 1 

Update Bar 0 0 1 

Update Point 0 0 

Find Max and Min Weights 0 0 1 

Reload Session 0 1 1 

Enter Stakeholders 0 0 

Weight Assumptions 0 2 2 

Enter Assumptions 0 1 1 

Add Assumptions 0 0 

List Operations 0 0 1 

Adjust Stakeholder Display 0 0 

Find Stakeholder Pointed To 0 0 2 

Display Assumption 0 0 1 

Find Assumption Pointed To 0 0 1 

Find By Point 0 0 

Find By Bar One Stake 0 0 

Figure 3.6--Continued 
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Find By Bar Max Min 0 0 I 0 

Examine Assumption 0 0 I 

Change Assumption 0 0 0 
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Move One Assumption 0 0 I 

Move All Assumption 0 0 I 

Paging Stakeholders 0 0 

Change Name 0 0 

Delete Stakeholder 0 0 

Add Stakeholder 0 0 

Show One Holder's Assump3 0 0 

Remove One Holder's Assumps 0 0 

Restore One Holder's Assumps 0 0 

Draw Grid Chart 0 0 

Display Assumps by Max and Min 0 0 I 

Realistic Case 0 0 

Figure 3.6--Continued 
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.. 

Select Display 0 

Figure 3.6--Continued 



architecture in order to work in concert with the rest of 

the set. Examples of the architecture are found in the 

appendix, and the SAST SSD is discussed in detail in the 

next chapter. 
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All elemental engines are shown as being within the 

SSDs. There are no individual listings of elemental 

engines, only the source code for SSDs. This is done to 

facilitate understanding of how the engines work within a 

SSD and down-loading the SSDs to micro-computers or other 

equipment. Thus, the reader will read complete Pascal 

programs regardless of how the code was developed on the VAX 

system. 

The library of SSDs represents strategic-management 

methodology expressed as assemblies of elemental-engines, 

i.e., planning-tools. The families of tools supported by 

the present library of SSDs was created using the planning 

tools from the book by Rowe, Mason, and Dickel (1982) as 

templates. 

However, the basic idea underlying this work is that 

a planning tool could be defined by listing a sequence of 

logical functions to be performed and then using this list 

to synthesize a support driver. Since the opportunity for 

such definitions did not readidly exist, the planning tools 

in the aforementioned book were used as templates. The 

templates have served the function of developing a basic set 



of elemental engines that support some limited workbench 

concepts. 

Workbench Concepts 
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The idea behind a workbench is a set of tools that 

facilitates work of a certain nature to be performed. A 

cobbler's workbench contains the tools for working with 

leather so that shoes and boots can be repaired. A 

workbench to support strategic-management software must 

contain certain "tools" to support the creation of software 

planning-tools. The workbench concepts built into this 

architecture occur at two levels: the assembly of elemental

engines into SSDs, and the use of existing SSDs to support 

new planning-tools. 

The Elemental-Engine Level 

The elemental-engine set can be kept as a library of 

source-code modules. Building a SSD is a matter of writing 

an outer program shell and then filling it with the 

necessary engines to support the desired functionality. 

Keeping the engines as source code facilitates any changes 

that might be desired, such as changing the text of a 

message prompt. 

Alternatively, the engines can be kept as compiled 

object modules and linked into the SSD at time of assembly. 

This would be a particularly attractive method for engines 
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such as the utility series of engines, which should require 

no changes from SSD to SSD. 

The various display-handling engines are kept in 

individual files. As discussed earlier, the display

handling engines are the most sensitive to change between 

tools and are kept separately for that reason. This is also 

true, to a lesser degree, of all list-building routines. 

The engine that creates the chain header-nodes and all 

engines that prompt for input to build lists are also rather 

unique between SSDs. Therefore, they too are kept 

individually. 

The only difference, for example, between the 

Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing tool (SAST) and 

the generalized list processor (shown in Appendix A) is in 

prompting for "assumptions" instead of "list-items," and 

prompting for supporting/resisting assumptions instead of 

just one type of list-item. Additionally, the prompt for 

list-names is prompting for "stakeholders" in SAST, as 

compared with "names-of-lists" in the generalized list 

processor. 

The driver-section of the outer program-shell reads 

like an outline of the tool, functionally. Note in 

Figure 3.5 that all list-operations are called as one 

procedure. This passes flow-of-control to a segmented menu 
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found in the list-operations module. There are a few 

parameters which must be passed from the main-driver to 

other engines, called directly. These are explained in the 

next chapter, where the SAST SSD is discussed in detail. 

After reading Chapter 4, the code found in the appendices 

should be quite readable. 

The top of the outer program-shell must contain 

certain declarations and certain global variables. Most of 

what is found here has to do with controlling the GIGI 

graphics terminal. Thus, these constants remain effective 

from SSD to SSD, as well as most of the arrays which also 

deal with the GIG I terminal. Therefore, it is felt that a 

standard top-of-program declaration section can be developed 

that would work for all SSDs with only the record formats 

being altered, perhaps using the "variant record" feature of 

VAX Pascal. 

As more and more SSDs are developed to support 

families of planning tools, this "universal" top-of-program 

should reveal itself and may suggest that there is a limit 

on how many different record-formats are really necessary to 

support a vast number of SSDs. Current evidence seems to 

support this idea, since lists and list-items seem to be 

quite uniform across the spectrum of tools, with only the 

display-handling engines being really volatile. 
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The global variables all have to do with' pointer 

types and number about ten in all. Such variables are made 

global so that there is always just one current value for 

any given pointer. Also, once a pointer value is 

established by some engine, it is not known which engine may 

be called to use that pointer value next. By making such 

variables global, the passing of parameters between engines, 

where the sequence of operations is unknown, is not a 

problem. When an engine is "called off of the shelf" to 

perform its function, it looks to one central storage place 

for the necessary pointer values, and any changes made by 

that engine are left in the same central storage place for 

the next engine. The list-operations module also has some 

variables global to its module. 

Workbenching at the elemental-engine level is then a 

matter of assembling engines into SSDs. This may require 

making changes to existing source code. Such changes should 

be made to copies of source code modules so that the origi

nal is left intact and the set is expanded by way of the 

changes. New engines may also be written with variable 

names for pointer variable types being identified from 

existing engines. 

The Synthesized-Support-Driver Level 

Workbench facilities at the elemental-engine level 

still require a programmer knowledgable in the Pascal 
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programming language. The task is made much easier for such 

a person by the pre-written modular routines that "cover 

most of the bases." 

At the SSD level, anyone who can use a text editor 

to create data files can create a new planning tool, simply 

by entering text. This is possible because the SSDs contain 

only the logic supporting a family of planning tools. Thus, 

by selecting a SSD with the appropriate functionality, a new 

tool can be created by writing the necessary files. 

This process can be observed in Chapter 5 with 

repect to the venture-capital tool and the WOTS-UP tool, 

which are both supported by the SPACE SSD. In fact, 

Chapter 5 describes the characteristics of the present 

library of SSDs and the files associated with them. 

Creating a new planning tool is a matter of 

selecting a SSD that supports the characteristics of ' the 

tool and then creating (1) a data file, (2) an instruction 

file, and (3) a command file, which connects the other three 

files together. Examples of such files are found in the 

appendices. 

The data file contains all of the constants that 

give a planning tool its identity. Any prepared-lists or 

names-of-lists are also found in this file. 

The instruction file is written with either a 

48-space or GO-space line, depending upon whether a 

" 
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two-window or three-window display is used. The first line 

of the file must be the title of the planning-tool, properly 

centered for display. It is from this first line of the 

instruction file that the report-writer reads the 

printed-report title. If a printed report is selected, the 

report-writer resets the instruction-file and reads the top 

line, which is the title of the planning tool. 

Examples of command files are also found in the 

appendix. The easiest method of creating a new command file 

for the new tool is to make a copy of an existing command 

file for that SSD and then simply change the file-names 

therein. 

Creating new planning tools at the SSD level is 

really quite easy. The greatest growth in the planning-tool 

library will probably occur at this level. There is suffi

cient uniformity in strategic-management models such that 

most models will be supported by a limited number of SSDs. 

Figure 3.7 shows how various planning-tools are supported by 

the present library of SSDs. 

Summary 

The software architecture developed for strategic

management is based on the concept of subjective-data 

management. The architecture is designed around support of 

the manner in which the human mind manipulates, remembers, 

and views patterns of data. 
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Stakeholder Assumption X 
Surfacing and Testing 

Competitive Industry Analysis X 

Strategic position Analysis X 
and Action Evaluation 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, X 
Threats and Strengths 

Company Capability Profile X 

Venture Capital X 

Decision Style Inventory X 

Figure 3.7. Cross Reference; Planning Tools to Synthesized 
Support Drivers. 
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The concept of elemental-engines, which are Pascal 

procedures that can be assembled into Synthesized

Support-Drivers (SSDs), which are Pascal programs, is 

introduced. It is this modularity that permits the 

development of new SSDs. 
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SSDs each embody the generic logic for one family of 

planning-tools. The characteristics of a given planning 

tool are found in a data file for that tool. Therefore, a 

SSD becomes a planning tool when driven by the data file for 

that tool. This allows a new planning tool to be developed 

by simply creating a data file with·the desired characteris

tics of the tool. 

Creation of new planning tools in this manner is one 

of the workbench concepts supported by the architecture. 

There are two levels at which workbench concepts are 

supported: the elemental-engine level and the SSD level. 

At the elemental-engine level, Pascal procedures can 

be assembled into SSDs. This allows picking and choosing 

from the existing set of engines for the functions presently 

supported and writing new procedures for the functions 

desired, expanding the set. 

At the SSD level, new planning-tools can be created 

if the logic for the tool is supported by an existing SSD. 

If this is the case, then the new tool is described via a 

data file, created by use of a text editor. The data file 

-~ 
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consists of the tool characteristics and any prepared lists 

used by the tool. In addition, an instruction file contains 

instructions to be displayed to the user, and a command file 

connects the other three files together. 

Recognition of a possible Pascal program header with 

a standard set of declarations is mentioned. As the library 

of SSDs grows and more is learned about the strategic

management needs that the library must support, the 

workbench concepts can be refined. 



CHAPTER 4 

THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE 

The SAST planning tool supports Stakeholder 

Assumption Surfacing and Testing. The intent at this point 

is a technical description of the elemental-engines that 

make up this tool. 

Since the source code was developed on a DEC 

VAX-11/780 computer, readers wishing further explanation of 

the Pascal language are referred to current documentation on 

that system. 

When reading the source code, as displayed in a 

series of figures, the following conventions should be 

observed: 

1. Programmer defined items are written in upper and 

lower case characters. 

2. System defined functions are written in upper case 

only (e.g., OPEN, to open a file). 

3. System defined values are written in lower case only 

(e.g., "true", a boolean value). 

4. The circumflex, ~, is used to indicate a pointer 

variable. It is placed at the beginning of 

record-type names, in type sections, to indicate 
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that the type-name so defined is a pointer to that 

record. It is placed following variable names in 

field concatenations to indicate this variable as 

pointing to the variable immediately following. 

S. Hierarchial structure is indicated by indentation. 
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The first indentation from the outer-most shell, 

i.e., the leftmost margin, is four spaces. All 

other indentations, at all other program levels, are 

three spaces. 

The Constants Section 

Description of the code begins with Figure 4.1, 

which shows the program line and constants section of the 

outer-most shell of the program. The program is named 

Assumption Testing and operates with five files: 

1-2. Input and Output, the files that allow the program 

to interact with the GIGI terminal. 

3. Instructions, a data file with instructional text 

displayed to the user. 

4. Report file, an output file into which the paper 

report of the session is written, if selected. 

S. Save file, an output file retaining the data 

generated during the session such that the data can 

be reloaded to continue the session at a later time, 

if selected. 



Program AssumptionTesting (Input, Output, DataFile, 
Instructions, ReportFile, SaveFile): 

Const 
AreaFillOff 'W(SO)': 
AreaFillOn = ' W( s1) , : 
BlinkOff = 'W(AO)' : 
BlinkOn = 'W(Al)' : 
CursorInBetween = 'P[388,440]' : 
CursorInCenter = 'P[388,450]' : 
CursorOff = 'P[0,51l]': 
CursorStay = 'P' ; 
CursorYesNo = 'P[550,460] ': 
Erase 'we E)' : 
Escape CHR (27): 
GoGraphics = ' Pp': 
GoText = '\' : 
InGreen = 'we 14) , : 
InRed = 'we 12) ': 
InWhite = 'W(I7)': 
InYellow = 'We 16)': 
LocatorMode = 'R(P(I»' : 
Lin20Col34 = ' [20:34H': 
Lin20Col39 '[20:39H': 
Lin2lCol14 '[2l:l4H': 
Lin2lCol32 = ' [2l:32H': 
Lin2lCol34 = ' [2l:34H': 
Lin22Co112 = '[22:l2H': 
Lin22Co114 = ' [22:l4H': 
Lin22Col39 = '[22:39H'; 
Lin23Co16 ' [23: 6H' ; 
Lin23Col12 '[23;l2H'; 
Lin23co114 '[23;l4H' ; 
Lin23Co17l '[23:7lH'; 
NegativeVidOff 'W(NO)'; 
NegativeVidOn 'W(Nl) , ; 
Overlay = 'W(V)' ; 
Quote = CHR (39) ; 
Replace 'W(R)' ; 
ScreenBlue = 'S(:[1)'; 
ScreenDark 'S(lO)' ; 
ScreenErase = 'S (E) , : 
TextGreen ' [32m' ; 
TextRed = ' [31m' ; 
TextStyle = 'T(AO)' : 
TextWhite = ' [37!1"; 

Figure 4.1. SAST Source Code; Program Line and Constants 
Definition. 
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The assignment of the logical names for the files to 

directory entries is accomplished through DEC Command 

Language (DCL). This is found in the command-file 

controlling execution of the image and is further discussed 

in the next chapter describing the SSDs. 

The constants definition section assigns mnemonic 

names to character strings, most of which are of the ReGIS 

graphics protocol, used to control the GIGI graphics 

terminal. A complete description of the strings and the 

GIGI terminal can be found in the GIGI/ReGIS Handbook 

(Digital Equipment Corporation, 1981-). 

Such global constants facilitate the reading and 

writing of elemental engines. It is much easier for someone 

writing elemental-engine source-code to write "AreaFillOn" 

than to write "W(S1 )." It is then certainly much easier for 

someone reading the code to understand the mnemonic 

constant-name than to attach meaning to the string of ReGIS 

characters stored under the name. The reader would find 

constant reference to the handbook a necessity. A second 

benefit should be realized when the source-code is 

transported to other machines utilizing a different graphics 

protocol, or when the code is altered to work with a 

different graphics terminal. In either case, much of the 

work can be accomplished by changing the string-sequences in 

the global-constants section. 
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Greater understanding of the strings will develop as 

the elemental engines are discussed. The exceptions to the 

ReGIS strings are: 

1. "Escape," this constant is initialized with the 

escape character,· ASCII decimal value 27, via the 

character generation function, CHR. 

2. "Quote," initialized to a single quote character, 

ASCII decimal value 39. 

The Type Section 

The data-typing section is shown in .Figure 4.2. 

Discussion of a few examples will assist the reader in 

observing the writing conventions mentioned earlier. 

"Assumptions" is defined as a pointer data type, 

allowed to hold the address of a node defined as an 

Assumption Record. Note the use of the circumflex to the 

right of the equal sign and preceding the word 

"AssumptionRecord." Hence, any variable defined as type 

assumptions can "point to" an assumption record. 

"Colors" is of the user-defined ordinal type. The 

values "White" and "Yellow" inside the parenthesis are the 

values that can be assigned to a variable defined as type 

Colors. 

"LongestString" is defined as being allowed the 

range of integer values one through sixty inclusively. 



Type 
Assumptions 
Colors 
Displays 
LongestString 
MaxOrMin 
Positional 
StakeHolders 
String4 
String5 
Stringll 
String20 
String48 
String60 
Sublists 
SupOrRes 

-AssumptionRecord; 
= (White, Yellow); 
= (BarOneStake, BarMaxMin, Grid); 
= 1 •• 60; 
= (Max, Min); 
= (Line20, Line2l, Line22, Line23, Line24); 
= -StakeHolderRecord; 
= packed array [1 •• 4] of char; 
= packed array [1 •• 5] of char; 
= packed array [1 •• 11] of char; 

packed array [1 •• 20] of char; 
= packed array [1 •• 48] of char; 
= packed array [1 •• 60] of char; 
= -SubRecord; 
= (Supporting, Resisting); 

AssumptionRecord record 
Assumption 
Reason 
Importance 
Certainty 
ReScoreImpt 
ReScoreCert 
AssumpType 
StakeHolder 
NextRecord 

end; 

StakeHolderRecord = record 
Identity 
StakeHolder 
MaxMin 

SubRecord 

FirstSub 
NextStkhldr 

end; 

= record 
Assumption 
NextSub 

end; 

String60 ; 
String60; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
SupOrRes; 
StakeHolders; 
Assumptions; 

char; 
String20 ; 
array [SupOrRes, MaxOrMin] 

of Assumptions; 
Sublists; 
StakeHolders; 

Assumptions; 
Sublists; 

Figure 4.2. SAST Source Code; Type Definition. 
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The three node types are formatted with variable 

names (fields) being defined by their respective data types. 

Note the use of user defined ordinal data types to dimension 

an array in the stakeholder record node. A two by two array 

is dimensioned with row subscript values "Supporting and 

Resisting," and column subscript values "Max and Min." The 

four cells of the array are allowed to hold addresses of 

assumption record nodes. 

The Variable Section 

Variable definition and initialization is shown in 

Figure 4.3. Variables are listed alphabetically by name for 

easy reference. Variables at this level are global 

variables, accessible by all procedures. Some procedures 

contain local variables and such will be identified at the 

time the respective procedure is discussed. 

The variable "CursorArray" holds eleven 

nine-character strings, used for positioning the graphics 

cursor on the GIGI terminal. VAX Pasc~l allows for initial

izing variables at compilation time, hence the eleven 

strings within the parenthesis following the line declaring 

"CursorArray" a packed array of character. This outer shell 

is the only level at which this can be done in VAX Pascal. 

Pointer variables, such as "HeadAssumptions," are 

ini tialized with the value "nil." The variable "Instruc

tions" is declared as type "text" which is a shorthand 



Var 
CursorArray 

DataFile 
Display 
HeadAssumptions 
HeadStkhldrs 
Instructions 
LastAssumption 
LastStkhldr 
LastSub 
LinePosition 

Palette 

PointColor 

position 

ReLoad 
ReportFile 
SaveFile 
StakeHolderCount 
TargetAssumption 
ThisAssumption 
ThisStkhldr 
ThisSublist 
TopOfScreen 
Wait 

: packed array [0 •• 10,1. .9] of char 
:=( 'P[lO,lS] " 

'P[lO,4S] " 
'P[lO,7S) " 
'P[lO,lOS)' , 
'P[lO,13S]' , 
'P[lO,16S)' , 
'P[lO,19S)' , 
'P[lO,22S)' , 
'P[lO,2SS)' , 
'P[lO,28S)' , 
'P[lO,31S)') ; 

text; 
Displays := (Grid); 
Assumptions := (nil); 
StakeHolders := (nil): 
text: 
Assumptions := (nil): 
StakeHolders := (nil); 
Sublists := (nil): 
array [0 •• 10] of integer 

:=(20,50,80,110,140,170,200,230,260,290,320): 

: packed array [Colors,l •• S) of char 
:=(InWhite, InYellow): 

: packed array [SupOrRes,l •• S) of char 
:=(InGreen, InRed): 

: packed array [Positional,l •• lO) of char 
:=( 'P[170,380]', 

'P[170,400)' , 
'P[170,420)' , 
'P[170,440)' , 
'P[170,46S)') : 

boolean := ( false) : 
text: 
text: 
integer := (0): 
Assumptions := (nil) : 
Assumptions := (nil): 
StakeHolders := (nil): 
Sublists := (nil) : 
StakeHolders := (nil) : 
char: 

Figure 4.3. SAST Source Code; Variable Definition and 
Initialization. 
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notation in VAX Pascal for "file of text," and the reader 

will recognize Instructions as a logical name for the 

instruction file (see Figure 4.1). 

With the support of the global variables, the 

elemental engines are operative and will be described. 
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Those engines in Figure 4.4 are considered utility class 

engines which perform functions common to all SSDs. This is 

true of some of the other small engines but they are not so 

labeled. Mention of their utility nature will be given 

where appropriate. 

utility Procedures 

Open and Close Data Files 

The procedure Open Data Files and its companion 

procedure, Close Data Files, as their names imply, handle 

the opening and closing of the files associated with the 

engine. In Open Data Files, the Open functions indicate the 

file status as either "Old" or "Unknown." "Old" indicates 

that the file exists and "Unknown" literally means that the 

file mayor may not exist. Both the Report File and the 

Save File are resident in the account executing the image, 

therefore it is indeed unknown whether or not they exist at 

file opening time. 

The directory information, if hard-coded, appears 

between the commas in the open statements. This connection 



Figure 4.4. 

Procedure OpenDataFiles; 

Begin 
OPEN 
RESET 

OPEN 
RESET 

(DataFile" Old); 
(DataFile) ; 

(Instructions" Old); 
(Instructions); 

OPEN (ReportFile" Unknown); 
REWRITE (ReportFile); 

OPEN 
RESET 

End; 

(SaveFile" Unknown); 
(SaveFile) ; 

Procedure CloseDataFiles; 

Begin 
CLOSE (DataFile); 
CLOSE (Instructions); 
CLOSE (ReportFile): 
CLOSE (SaveFile); 

End; 

Procedure GraphicsMode; 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoGraphics): 

End: 

Procedure TextMode: 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoText); 

End; 

Procedure ScreenNormal; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenDark): 

End: 

SAST Source Code; utility Procedures. 
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Procedure ScreenPrep; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenBlue, 

InWhite, Replace); 
End; 

Procedure DrawScoreBox; 

Begin 
Writeln (InWhite, 

'P[160,460] V[160,440] P[l6l,440]', 
'V[161,460] V[6l5,460] V[6l5,440]', 
'p [616 ,460] V[616, 440] V[160 ,440] , ); 

End; 

Procedure EraseUpperScreen (LeftMargin : integer); 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,363] " AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[', LeftMargin:l, ',2] V[765,2]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End: 

Procedure EraseLowerScreen: 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[ ,485]', AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[2,368] V[765,368]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End: 

Procedure Message (Vertically 
Color 
LineOfText 

Begin 

Positional; 
Colors; 
String48); 

Writeln (Position[Vertically], Palette[Color], 
TextStyle, Quote, LineOfText, Quote)i 

End; 

Figure 4.4--Continued 
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is made at the command language level, as will be seen in 

the next chapter. 
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The reset and rewrite functions position the 

file-pointer at the head of the file to either read from the 

file (RESET) or write to the file (REWRITE). 

Since the SAST SSD does not use a data-file and the 

Open utility calls for such a file, there is an empty data 

file named "STAKE.DAT" in the directory to satisfy this 

need. Thus, this utility can handle all of the SSDs in the 

library. 

Graphics-Mode and Text-Mode 

The procedures Graphics Mode and Text Mode transmit 

the appropriate strings to shift the GIGI terminal into 

either graphics or text mode. 

Screen-Normal and Screen-Prep 

The procedure Screen Normal returns the terminal 

screen to its normal characteristics at the end of execution 

of a SSD. 

Screen Prep prepares the screen for formatting to 

the needs of the individual tool. The four strings 

transmitted to the terminal erase the entire screen to 

remove whatever contents might presently be displayed, set 

the screen background color to blue, set the writing color 

to white, and set the writing mode to replacement writing. 



Draw Score Box 

Procedure Draw Score Box draws the long narrow 

rectangle at the bottom of the screen used for scoring or 

weighting list items. This scorebox can be seen in the 

illustrations in the next chapter. 

Erase Upper and Lower Screen 
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The complimentary procedures Erase Upper Screen and 

Erase Lower Screen do exactly as their names imply, allowing 

for selective erasure of screen areas that serve as the work 

area (below) and the data display area (above). 

Procedure Erase Upper Screen is passed an integer 

parameter specifying the X-coordinate of the left margin at 

which the erasure starts. The erasure is in a left to right 

movement, starting at the specified left margin and continu

ing to just inside the right-hand border of the screen. 

Erasure is accomplished by utilizing the area fill 

function of the GIGI terminal and setting the terminal write 

mode to erase. Analyzing the single write statement of 

procedure Erase Upper Screen, the cursor is first positioned 

to Y-position 363. The area-fill function works against the 

X-axis. The area fill function is then keyed on, recogniz

ing the Y-coordinate of 363 as the horizontal line to fill 

against. The write mode is set to erase, and the cursor 

positioned to the beginning coordinates, 'P[', LeftMargin:1, 

',2], read as Position [X-coordinate, Y-coordinate]. 
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The colon-one, following variable "LeftMargin," 

defines the transmitted field-width to one character. By so 

doing, the field is expanded to just the number of 

characters being transmitted, one to three. The default 

field-width is ten characters with leading-spaces filling to 

the first digit. By defining the field-width as one and 

forcing expansion to just the significant characters, 

transmission of many spaces is eliminated, reducing traffic 

to the terminal. Such spaces are of no consequence in 

graphics-mode other than extra traffic, but such spaces foul 

parsing by the terminal in text-mode, such as in procedure 

Display Instructions (Figure 4.10). Therefore, defining 

field-width as one for variables used in cursor positioning 

is a standard practice throughout all elemental engines. 

If the variable "LeftMargin" were passed the value 

100, then the erasure would cover the area represented by a 

rectangle with coordinates [100,2] [100,363] [765,2] 

[765,363]. This is accomplished by vectoring from position 

[100,2] to position [765,2] and allowing the area fill 

function to erase the area from this vector to the 

horizontal line between positions [100,363] and [765,363]. 

(V[765,2]) The area fill function is then turned off and 

the terminal write mode returned to replacement writing. 
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Procedure Message 

Procedure Message, Figure 4.4, displays the 

operator-messages in the work-space area at the bottom of 

the screen. Three parameters are passed to this procedure, 

the line number the message is to appear on (Line20-24), the 

color the message is to appear in, and the desired text. 

A typical call to this procedure would be 

Message (Line21, White, Msg1)j 

where Msg1 is a constant defined in the calling engine. All 

such messages must be exactly 48 characters in length. The 

procedure would then execute by transmitting a series of 

strings to the terminal which would (1) position the cursor 

by transmitting the positioning string stored at the Line21 

position in array Position, (2) set the writing color by 

transmitting the string stored at the white position in 

array Palette, (3) set the text style by transmitting the 

string assigned to the constant TextStyle, and (4) transmit 

the appropriate text, bracketed by a single quote character. 

Procedure Screen Format 

The Screen Format procedure, shown in Figure 4.5, 

first executes the screen preparation procedure and then 

frames the work areas. The graphics cursor is positioned in 

the upper left-hand corner of the screen (P[O,O]), a vector 

drawn to the upper right-hand corner (V[0,487]), and the 



Procedure ScreenFormat (VertLineX, HorizLineY 
Color 

Begin 
ScreenPrep: 

integer: 
String5) : 

Writeln (Color, 'p[O,O) V[767,0) V[767,4B7) " 
'V[0,4B7] V[O,O] P[l,O] V[1,4B7]', 
'P[766,4B7] V[766,0]'): 

Writeln ('P[O,', HorizLineY:1, '] V[767,', 

End: 

HorizLineY:l, '] PI', VertLineX:1, ',', 
HorizLineY:1, '] VI', VertLineX:1, ',0] PI', 
(VertLineX + 1):1, ',0] VI', (VertLineX + 1):1, 
',', HorizLineY:1, ']', InWhite): 

Procedure DrawGrid: 

Begin 
Writeln (InYellow, 

'P[227,lB2] V[765,lB2] P[495,364]', 
'V[495,1] P[496,1] V[496,364]'): 

writeln ('P[226,172]', TextSty1e, 
Quote, 'unimportant', Quote): 

write1n ('P[6B4,172]', TextStyle, 
Quote, 'important', Quote): 

write1n ('P[455,343]', TextStyle, 
Quote, 'uncertain', Quote): 

writeln ('P[465,1] " TextStyle, 
Quote, 'certain', Quote); 

End: 
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Figure 4.5. SAST Source Code; Procedures Screen Format and 
Draw Grid. 



rectangle is completed to the original starting position 

( [ 0 ,0] ) • 
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With the border of the screen so framed, it will be 

noted vertical lines are not as well defined as the 

horizontal lines which appear thicker and brighter than the 

vertical lines. This is due to the manner in which GIGI 

maps pixels to the screen and can be overcome by redrawing 

each vertical line twice, utilizing adjacent columns of 

pixels. Hence, after the original border is drawn the 

side-screen borders are enhanced by positioning the cursor 

to the next X-address just inside each border and drawing a 

companion line adjacent to the first (P[1,0] V[1,487] 

P[766,487] V[766,0]). 

The work-space is then divided from the data-display 

space by a horizontal line (P[O, HorizLineY:1, '] V[767,' 

HorizLineY:1, I]'). The procedure concludes by drawing the 

vertical line separating the stakeholder-list area from the 

instruction-display/grid-chart area. It will be noted that 

all vertical lines are doubly drawn. This, then, is the 

three-window screen format. A two-window format is used 

with the SPACE SSD, being drawn the same way except for the 

last vertical line described above. 

Note that the placement of the horizontal-line and 

the vertical-line are passed as parameters, making this 

utility useable by the screen formats presently in the 
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library of SSDs and allowing flexibility for new screen 

formats. A color parameter is also passed for those screens 

where the format is in a color other than white, e.g., 

InYe110w. 

To not draw one of the lines, the parameter zero is 

passed in that line's coordinate position, e.g., (0, 365, 

InYe110w). The line is drawn, but overlays the border and 

is not seen as a separate line. 

Procedure Draw Grid 

Procedure Draw Grid generates the grid upon which 

the assumptions are plotted, in the data display area. The 

X and Y grid axes are first drawn in yellow and then 
\ 

labeled. It is a requirement of the GIGI terminal that 

character-strings to be displayed with the terminal in 

graphics mode must be preceded and followed by a 

single-quote character. Hence, the "Quote" before and after 

each label-string in each write statement. The selection of 

a text style preceding each string is also a terminal 

manipulation requirement (Figure 4.5). 

Procedure Center Entry 

Few of the strings entered by operators are as long 

as the space allocated for their storage. Therefore, it is 

desirable to center the strings within their storage so that 

when strings are displayed on the screen, those of varying 
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lengths can be centered about a centerline for their 

respective display area. This centering is accomplished by 

procedure Center Entry, which is shown in Figure 4.6. 

This 'procedure employs a VAX Pascal extension known 

as a conformant schema. The conformant schema allows one 

routine to center strings in packed arrays of character of 

varying lengths. When the routine is called to center an 

entry, it first looks-up the length of the array and uses 

this length to accomplish centering. 

The parameter information, following the procedure 

name, declares a local variable named "Entry." This 

variable is of type "var" which indicates that the variable 

is passed by reference, i.e., the address of the variable 

holding the string to be centered is passed to the procedure 

and the procedure operates directly on this variable. 

Note that the variable "Entry" is declared as a 

packed array with subscript range of "Low .• High" of type 

"LongestString." The subscript-range variables "low" and 

"high" are not declared anywhere else and serve as "place 

holders" for the values of the subscript range found in the 

Type section of the program. 

As an example, consider this procedure being called 

to center a string in a variable of type String20 (see 

Figure 4.2). The variables "low" and "high" assume the 

values one and twenty respectively, and although these 



Procedure CenterEntry (var Entry 

Const 
Apostrophe = CHR (39); 
GraveAccent = CHR (96): 
Space = CHR (32): 

Var 
Index 
Shift 

Begin 

integer: 
integer: 

For Index := Low to High do 

packed array [Low •• High 
of char): 

If Entry[Index] = Apostrophe then 
Entry[Index] := GraveAccent; 

Index := High + 1: 

Repeat 
Index := Index - 1: 

Until Entry[Index] <> Space: 

Shift := (High - Index) div 2: 

For Index := High downto (Shift + 1) do 
Entry[Index] := Entry[Index - Shift]: 

For Index := 1 to Shift do 
Entry[Index] := Space: 

End: 
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LongestString] 

Figure 4.6. SAST Source Code; Procedure Center Entry. 
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variables are defined nowhere else, they can be used 

elsewhere in the routine, and are, as if they were defined 

as type "integer" without the conformant schema feature. 

This can be seen in the first executable statement, 

"For Index := Low to High do." Note the use of the 

place-holder variables "low" and "high" as loop parameters. 

The function of this loop is to scan an entry looking for 

any apostrophes that an operator may have entered. If an 

apostrophe is found, it is replaced by the grave-accent 

character. The reason for this was explained in the 

discussion of the Message procedure, i.e., GIGI requires 

strings bracketed in apostrophes (single quotes) and an 

apostrophe found within the string would signal a premature 

string termination, leaving GIGI very confused as to what to 

do with the rest of the string. The result is that the host 

program would proceed to its next read-statement and wait 

for input from GIGI, which is now unable to provide the 

necessary input. 

After checking for apostrophes, the procedure then 

counts the number of spaces from the right-hand end of the 

array to the rightmost non-space character, divides this 

number of spaces by two, and then moves the string over to 

the right this number of spaces, centering the string. 

Procedure Center Entry is of the utility class, and 

is highly representative of the modular software philosophy 
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set forth in this work, i.e., routines that rest on the 

sidelines until called to perform their specific function on 

the data structure. 

Procedure Cursor Position 

The procedure Cursor Position, shown in Figure 4.7, 

is a utility procedure that quizzes the GIGI terminal as to 

the position of the graphics cursor and translates the 

returned string into integer X and Y coordinates. This 

procedure is necessary for any SSD requiring selections by 

pointing the cursor to a screen item. 

The GIGI terminal is placed in locator mode by 

transmitting the string in constant "LocatorMode" to the 

terminal. The terminal must be in graphics mode to 

interpret this string. A large cross-hair cursor appears in 

the upper left-hand corner of the screen. 

Since it is desirable to have the cursor appear at 

other selected screen coordinates, the cursor is positioned 

just prior to calling this procedure. The string of 

constant "CursorStay" causes GIGI to recognize the previous 

cursor position, and the locator mode cursor then appears at 

that position. 

The cross-hair cursor positioning is driven entirely 

within the GIGI terminal, while the host program waits at 

the read statement for the variable "Response." When the 

operator has the cursor positioned, the RETURN key is 



Procedure CursorPosition (var Xpoint, Ypoint 

Var 
Index 
Response 
ValidResponse 

Begin 
Repeat 

integer; 
varying [9] of char; 
boolean; 

integer); 

Writeln (InYellow, LocatorMode, Cursorstay); 

Readln (Response); 

ValidResponse := false; 

If (Response[l] = '['J and 
(Response[LENGTH (Response)] = '] ') 

then ValidResponse := true; 
Until ValidResponse; 

Index := 2; 
Xpoint := 0; 
Ypoint := 0; 

While Response[Index] <> ',' do 
Begin 

Xpoint := (Xpoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index]) 

ORO (' 0 I) ); 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 

Index := Index + 1; 

While Response[Index] <> ']' do 
Begin 

Ypoint := (Ypoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index]) 

ORO (' 0' » ; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 

End; 

Figure 4.7. SAST Source Code; Procedure Cursor Position. 
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pressed and GIGI returns a string to the variable "Response" 

that is of the following composition: 

Character 1 a left bracket, [ . 
Character 2-4 a digit; 0-9. 

Character 5 · a comma. · 
Character 6-8 · a digit. · 
Character 9 · a right bracket, ]. · 

Complicating interpretation of the string is the fact that 

leading zeros are omitted in the digit groups. The 

following strings are examples of possible responses: 

[327,286] 9 characters. 

[18,428] 8 characters. 

[0,19] 6 characters. 

[ 0 , 0 ] 5 characters. 

The strings are interpreted as left bracket, X-coordinate, a 

comma, Y-coordinate, right bracket. The conversion from 

string to integer data types must be done through a parsing 

operation. Therefore, an inspection routine checks for both 

a left-bracket in the first position and a right-bracket in 

the last position, before conversion begins. If a bracket 

pair is not found, the terminal is returned to locator 

position and the process repeats until a bracket pair is 

found. 
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Procedure Score Factor 

Procedure Score Factor, shown in Figure 4.8, is used 

in conjunction with procedure Draw Score Box (Figure 4.4) to 

score or "weight" list items. The procedure operates within 

the boundaries of the scorebox, positioning the locator mode 

cursor at the center of the box as a starting position. 

Labels placed just to the left and right of the box indicate 

the range in which the judgement is to be made, e.g., 

inflation may be weighted as "low" to "high," etc. Examples 

of the screen appearance, during this operation, can be 

found in the next chapter. 

The large locator-mode cross-hair cursor is moved 

left and right by depressing the arrow keys on the GIGI 

keyboard marked with left and right pointing arrows. Once 

the operator has positioned the cursor within the scorebox 

such that the division of the scorebox reflects his 

weighting of the item, the RETURN key is depressed. This 

removes the terminal from locator mode and returns a string 

corresponding to the cursor coordinates. This string is 

interpreted by procedure Cursor Position and integer values 

returned to procedure Score Factor in variables Xpoint and 

Ypoint. 

The scorebox is then colored much as a bar graph 

from the left side to the cursor position. The operator 

then may repeat the scoring to adjust his evaluation or 



Procedure ScoreFactor (var Score: integer) 1 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

[Messages must be exactly 
'Move Cursor <- and -> to 

. Press RETURN 
Rescore or move cursor 

48 characters in length] 
score, then push RETURN'; 
to continue , . , 
below box to continue '1 

Var 
Index 
LastXpoint 
xpoint 
ypoint 

integer 1 
integerl 
integer 1 
integerl 

Begin 
LastXpoint := 1611 

Message (Line24, White, Msgl); 

writeln (CursorInCenter)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint < 460 do 
Begin 

Writeln ('P[,459)', AreaFillOn); 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
If (Xpoint < LastXpoint) then 

Writeln ('p[', Xpoint:l,.',442)', 
Erase, 'V[6l4,)', Replace) 

Else 
Writeln (InYellow, 'P[162,442)', 

'VI', Xpoint:l, ',442)'); 

Write1n (AreaFil10ff); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
LastXpoint := Xpoint; 

Score := Xpoint - 161; 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

Write1n (Erase, 'PI ,459)', AreaFillOn, 
'P[162,442) V[614,)', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 

Figure 4.8. SAST Source Code; Procedure Score Factor. 
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advance the program by pointing the cursor just below the 

scorebox, thus entering his score. The entire scoring 

process is a "point-and-push" type of procedure. The final 

step is to erase the colored-in area of the scorebox for the 

next scoring. 

Procedure Create Chain Heads 

Since the essence of this tool set is list process

ing, it is necessary to establish the header-nodes for the 

lists that will be built. The procedure that establishes 

these header nodes is named Create Chain Heads and is shown 

in Figure 4.9. The reader may want to refer to the type 

section in Figure 4.2 while studying this procedure. 

The operator NEW assigns a node of storage with the 

address of the node being placed in variable "HeadStkhldrs." 

Thus the list header is established, and the variable 

pointing to the list head is loaded with the header address. 

It should be noted that pointer variables tend to be global 

in nature for the sake of currency, i.e., there is only one 

current value of a pointer at any given time and that value 

is available to all elemental engines. 

The fields of the node are initialized with 

appropriate values. The stakeholder field (list name) is 

assigned a message indicating that the list is empty so that 

this message will be displayed in the event that an attempt 

is made to process an empty list. The pointer-field to the 



Procedure CreateChainHeads: 

Const 
Message1 'No Stakeholder List ': 
Message2 = 'Assumption list is empty': 
Space =": 
Spaces18 = 
Spaces24 = 

Var 
Types 
Value 

Begin 

SupOrRes: 
MaxOrMin: 

NEW (HeadStkhldrs): 

, . , 

HeadStkhldrs-.ldentity := Space: 

, . , 

HeadStkh1drs-.StakeHolder := Message1: 
HeadStkhldrs-.FirstSub := nil: 
HeadStkhldrs-.NextStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs: 
LastStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs: 
TopOfScreen := HeadStkhldrs: 

For Types := Supporting to Resisting do 
For Value := Max to Min do 

HeadStkhldrs-.MaxMin[Types,Value) := nil: 

NEW (HeadAssumptions): 
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HeadAssumptions-.Assumption := Spaces18 + Message2 + Spaces18: 
HeadAssumptions-.Reason := Spaces18 + Spaces24 + Spaces18: 
HeadAssumptions-.lmportance := 0: 
HeadAssumptions-.Certainty := 511: 
HeadAssumptions-.ReScorelmpt := 0: 
HeadAssumptions-.ReScoreCert := 511: 
HeadAssumptions-.AssumpType := Supporting: 
HeadAssumptions-.StakeHo1der := HeadStkhldrs: 
HeadAssumptions-.NextRecord := HeadAssumptions: 
LastAssumption := HeadAssumptions: 

End: 

Figure 4.9. SAST Source Code; Procedure Create Chain Heads. 
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next list-name node is assigned the address of the header 

node, thus creating an empty circular list with the header 

node pointing to itself. 

Two other variables are assigned values at this 

time: "LastStkhldr," a pointer to the last node assigned, 

and "TopOfScreen," a pointer to the node currently appearing 

at the top of the terminal screen. These pointers must be 

initialized to the address of an existing node, as opposed 

to the null value "nil," and the header node is the first 

existing-node address available. 

Initialization of the header node is completed by 

assigning the value "nil" to all positions in the array 

MaxMin. The header node for the assumption list (list 

items) is established and initialized in a similar fashion. 

While this procedure provides the same utility type function 

to all SSDs, it is modified to fit the record types found in 

each planning tool. 

Procedure Display Instructions 

In addition to the operator prompts that step the 

operator through the tool, there are times when the operator 

requires a page of text conveying instructions. This 

function is performed by a utility class procedure named 

Display Instructions (Figure 4.10). 

Each time the procedure is called, it works its way 

through the Instructions file until an asterisk is found in 



Procedure Disp1ayInstructions (LeftMargin integer) : 

Const 
EndOfInstruction = 
Space 

,* .. , 
CHR (32): 

Var 
LineOfText 
Row 

varying [70] of char: 
integer: 

Begin 
Textr-1ode: 

Row := 1: 
LineOfText := Space: 

While (not EOF (Instructions» and 
(LineOfText[l] <> EndOfInstruction) do 

Begin 
If (Row> 1) then 

Write1n (Escape, '[', Row:1, 
LeftMargin:1, 

Row := Row + 1: 

'. , , , 
'H' , 

Read1n (Instructions, LineOfText): 

If (LENGTH (LineOfText) = 0) then 
LineOfText := Space: 

End: 

GraphicsMode: 
End: 

LineOfText): 
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Figure 4.10. SAST Source Code; Procedure Display Instruc
tions. 
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the first position of a line. The procedure then exits and 

waits for its next call, continuing on from the present 

asterisk to the next. Since the asterisk is the key to exit 

the procedure, the last thing in the Instructions file must 

be an asterisk. 

The data-display area of the terminal screen, when 

the screen is in the SAST three-window format, allows for 

16, 48-byte lines of text. The "LineOfText" variable is 

defined as type varying [70] of char to accomodate the 

two-window format, as well. When a 70-space line of text is 

displayed, the Row variable is passed the value "8" to 

properly position the longer lines of text. Thus, this 

utility serves the needs of all of the SSDs in the library. 

The procedure operates in text-mode, using different 

string formats to position the cursor than used in graphics

mode. The format is "[2j28H", which positions the cursor at 

row 2, column 28, on the screen. Such strings must be 

preceeded by the escape-character. 

After each line of instructions is read from the 

instruction file, it is written to the screen, preceeded by 

the escape character, the left-bracket character, the 

contents of variable "Row" with its field-width defined as 

one to eliminate leading spaces that foul parsing, a 

semi-colon, the contents of variable "LeftMargin" with its 

field-width defined as one to eliminate leading spaces, and 
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the upper-case letter "H." Thus, the cursor is positioned 

begining with row two, as variable Row is initialized with 

the value one, then incremented by one after the first line 

is read from the instruction file, and horizontally 

positioned by the value passed to variable "LeftMargin." 

Variable "LineOfText" must always have something in 

its first position, i.e., length not zero, to facilitate the 

"While" construct test for an asterisk in position one. If 

the length is found to be zero at this test, a fatal error 

occurs. Thus, blank lines in the instruction file may be of 

zero length (simply pressing RETURN) and the procedure 

adjusts for this, allowing the procedure to serve as a 

utility engine accommodating varying line lengths. The 

variable Row is incremented by one after each write 

operation to scroll the instructions downward on the screen. 

The process continues until the next asterisk is 

found in the first-position of a line of text. Passing a 

parameter to position the beginning of each line horizont

ally allows this procedure to serve both of the screen 

formats currently used in the library of SSDs. 

Procedure Page Stakeholders 

The list of stakeholders may very well be longer 

than the window for displaying this list, since the window 

allows for only eleven names at one time. Therefore, it is 

necessary to provide a means of paging through the list, 
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thus allowing access to the entire list at any time. This 

is accomplished by procedure Page Stakeholders, shown in 

Figure 4. 11 • 

Each time this procedure is called, it erases the 

current contents of the stakeholder window and replaces same 

with the next eleven names, starting at the head of the list 

or starting with the name pointed to by the current value of 

variable "ThisStkhldr." This action is controlled by the 

value of boolean variable "FirstOnList." 

In the event the stakeholder list is empty, the name 

field in the header node is displayed. This, of course, is 

the error message, "No Stakeholder List." 

Note that the area-fill function is used to erase 

the window. This occurs following initialization of the 

variable "Counter" to zero. The Y-coordinate is set to the 

bottom of the window, P[,330], the area fill turned on, the 

writing mode set to "Erase," and a vector is drawn across 

the top of the window, accomplishing the erasure. The 

area-fill must then be turned off and the writing mode reset 

to "Replace." This technique is used repeatedly for selec

tive erasure of screen areas. 

Procedure Update Display 

Interactive graphics implies that the display will 

change frequently in concert with user response. All 

display handling of the data display area is handled by 



Procedure PageStakeHolders (FirstOnList boolean) ; 

Var 
Counter : integer; 

Begin 
Counter := 0; 

Writeln ('P[,330]', AreaFillOn, Erase, 
'P[lO,lS] V[220,lS]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

If (FirstOnList) then 
ThisStkhldr := HeadStkhldrsA.NextStkhldr; 

Repeat 
Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], 

InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisStkhldrA.Identity, ') " 
ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder, Quote); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

ThisStkhldr := ThisStkhldrA.NextStkhldr; 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs); 
End; 
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Figure 4.11. SAST Source Code; Procedure Page Stakeholders. 
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procedure Update Display, shown in Figures 4.12. The 

procedure has two sub-procedures to handle the two different 

data displays, Update Bar and Update Point. The appropriate 

sub-procedure is selected by the value of variable 

"Disp1ayType." 

Procedure Update Display is passed five parameters: 

(1) the display type being one of two bar displays; 

BarOneStake or BarMaxMin, and Grid, (2) a four-character 

string that sets the terminal writing mode, (3) a 

five-character string that turns the blink-function off or 

on, (4) an integer value that identifies the target bar as 

counted from the top of the screen, and (5) a boolean value 

that determines if a point on the grid chart and its 

associated displacement line (due to rescoring, as shown in 

Chapter 5) are treated as one update or individually. The 

functions performed by these parameters will become more 

clear as this procedure is discussed and calls to procedure 

Update Display are encountered in discussion of calling 

routines. 

Procedure Update Bar 

A two-position array is common to both sub

procedures. The array is indexed by the assumption type and 

contains integer values that are the X-coordinates of the 

beginning bar positions. The coordinates are separated by 

twelve pixels to prevent overlapping of the bars due to an 



Procedure UpdateDisp1ay (Disp1ayType 
WriteMode 
B1inkMode 
TargetBar 
LineOn1y 

Disp1ays7 
String47 
String57 
integer7 
boolean) 7 

Var 
BarStart : array [SupOrRes] of integer; 

Procedure UpdateBar7 

Begin 
Write ('p[,', (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 5):1, ']', AreaFillOn, 

'PI', BarStartITargetAssumption-.AssumpType]:l, 
',', LinePositionITargetBar]:l, ']')7 

Case TargetAssumption-.AssumpType of 
Supporting: Write ('Vl-'); 
Resisting : Write ('vl+')7 

End; 

write1n «(TargetAssumption-.lmportance - 230) div 2):1, ']'); 

Write ('PI,', (LinePositionITargetBar] + 10):1, ']', AreaFillOn, 
'P[', BarStart[TargetAssumption-.AssumpType] :1, 
',', (LinePositionITargetBar] + 6):1, ']')7 

Case TargetAssumption-.AssumpType of 
Supporting Write ('V[-'); 
Resisting : Write ('vl+')7 

End; 

write1n «(TargetAssumption-.ReScorelmpt - 230) div 2):1, ']'); 

Write1n (AreaFi110ff)7 
End7 

Figure 4.12. SAST Source Code; Procedure Update Display. 
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Procedure UpdatePoint1 

Begin 
If (not LineOnly) then 

Writeln ('p[', (TargetAssumptionA.Importance - 5):1, 
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',', (TargetAssumptionA.Certainty - 10):1, '1', 
TextStyle, Quote, 
TargetAssumptionA.StakeHolderA.Identity, Quote)1 

Writeln (BlinkOff, 
'P[', (TargetAssumptionA.Importance):l, 
',', (TargetAssumptionA.Certainty):l, '1', 
'V[', (TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreImpt):l, 
, , , , (TargetAssumpt ionA • ReScoreCert) : 1, '1') 1 

End1 

Begin 
If (TargetAssumption <> nil) then 

Begin 

End1 

BarStart[Supportingl := 4901 
BarStart[Resistingl := 5021 

Write (PointColor[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpTypel, 
WriteMode, BlinkMode)1 

Case DisplayType 
Grid 
BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 

End1 

of 
UpdatePoin t 1 
UpdateBar1 
UpdateBar1 

Writeln (Replace, InWhite, BlinkOff)1 
End; 

Figure 4.12--Continued 
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anomoly in the GIGI color mapping. Each bar is ten pixels 

in height, being composed of two adjacent bars each five 

pixels in height. The length of the upper-half of the bar 

is analogous to the initial scoring of the assumption, and 

the length of the lower-half of the bar representing any 

rescoring of the assumption. Thus the same bar is "notched" 

in its lower half to convey the information that the 

assumption has been rescored, with the two scores in 

juxtaposition. 

The first write statement establishes the base-line 

for the fill-function by adding a downward offset to a value 

drawn from global array "LinePosition," as indexed by the 

value in variable "TargetBar." The cursor is then posi

tioned to begin drawing the bar. 

The second write statement, selected via a case 

statement by the assumption type, determines whether the bar 

is drawn to the left or the right of the starting point. 

The third write statement (Writeln) establishes the 

length of the bar and causes the bar to be drawn. Each of 

the three write statements is repeated, with appropriate 

offsets, for the lower-half of the bar. The same procedure 

is used to erase a bar by passing the string, that sets the 

terminal write mode to erase, to the variable "WriteMode." 
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Procedure Update Point 

Procedure Update Point performs the same functions 

for points plotted on the grid-chart display except that the 

rescoring is shown by a line drawn from the original point 

to· the new-score coordinates. Since the original point 

never changes, only the line from the point need be changed 

in the event there is more than one rescoring. Thus the 

boolean value in variable "LineOnly" determines if the 

procedure operates only on the rescore line or on both the 

point and the line. 

Points are plotted by a sequence-letter identifier 

assigned to each stakeholder. Since each character plotted 

in graphics mode occupies a rectangle ten by twenty pixels, 

each letter is positioned on the screen with an offset of 

five pixels horizontally and ten pixels vertically, thus 

giving the illusion that the actual data point is at. the 

center of the letter. This is important, as a user 

selecting a point with the cursor would tend to point to the 

center of the letter, and by centering the letter over the 

data point, a more accurate view of the data distribution is 

obtained. 

Main Body of Update Point 

The main body of procedure Update Point checks for a 

valid address in global variable "TargetAssumption" and if 

accepted then selects writing color and mode, as well as the 
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appropriate sub-procedure. The final act is to return the 

writing mode to replace, set the writing color to white, and 

make sure the blinking function is turned off. 

Procedure Find Max and Min Weights 

The capability to view data in different ways is a 

powerful feature of computerized tools. Procedure Find Max 

and Min Weights, Figure 4.13, examines the most recent 

importance score for each assumption owned by a given 

stakeholder, and stores the address of the maximum scored 

and minimum scored assumptions, of both the supporting and 

resisting types, in an array that is part of that 

stakeholder-record node. Each time an assumption is 

rescored, an assumption is deleted or an assumption is 

added, procedure Find Max and Min Weights is called to 

re-evaluate the maximum and minimum scored assumptions. 

Knowing the maximum and minimum scores for each 

stakeholder allows generation of maxi-max, maxi-min, 

mini-max, and mini-min type displays. Examples of such can 

be seen in Chapter 5. Such displays support management-by

exception type of reasoning. 

When the procedure is called, the address of the 

subject stakeholder-record node is passed to a local 

variable, "StakeHolder." A nested For-loop assigns the 

value nil to each of the four positions in array "MaxMin," 

located in the record node. The address of the first 



Procedure FindMaxAndMinWeights (StakeHolder 

Var 
ThisSub 
Types 
Value 

Begin 

Sublists: 
SupOrRes: 
MaxOrMin: 

For Types := Supporting to Resisting do 

StakeHolders): 

For Value := Max to Min do 
StakeHolderA.MaxMin[Types,Value] := nil: 

ThisSub := StakeHolderA.FirstSub: 

While ThisSub <> nil do 
Begin 

Types := ThisSubA.AssumptionA.AssumpType: 

For Value := Max to Min do 
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If (StakeHolderA.MaxMin[Types,Value] = nil) then 
StakeHolderA.MaxMin[Types,Value] := ThissubA.Assumption 

Else 
Case Value of 

Max: If (ThissubA.AssumptionA.ReScoreImpt > 
StakeHolderA.MaxMin[Types,Max]A.ReScoreImpt) 

then / 
StakeHolderA .MaxMin [Types ,Max] := 

ThissubA.Assumption: 

Min If (ThisSubA.AssumptionA.ReScoreImpt < 
StakeHolderA.MaxMin[Types,Min]A.ReScoreImpt) 

then 

End: 

StakeHolderA .MaxMin [Types ,Min] : = 
ThisSubA.Assumption: 

ThisSub := ThisSubA.NextSub: 
End: 

End: 

Figure 4.13. SAST Source Code; Procedure Find Maximum and 
Minimum Weights. 
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sub-list pointer node is assigned to a local variable, 

"ThisSub." If the stakeholder owns no assumptions, this 

value will be nil and the procedure will perform no further 

functions, otherwise the nil value will signal the end of 

the sublist chain. 

The first assumption is visited and its type 

(supporting or resisting) is assigned to local variable 

"Types." Both the maximum and minimum positions of array 

"MaxMin" for this type of assumption are checked for nil 

values. If either is nil, then the address of this assump

tion is recorded therein. Hence, if only one assumption of 

this type is owned by this stakeholder, then it will appear 

as both the maximum and minimum scored assumption of that 

type. 

In the event that the stakeholder owns more than one 

assumption of this type, the first on the list becomes the 

score with which other assumptions are compared, a greater 

or lower score causing the address in the appropriate array 

position to be replaced. 

Each assumption's importance-score is compared 

twice, once against the present maximum score and once 

against the present minimum score. This is accomplished by 

a For-loop (For Value := Max to Min do) in conjunction with 

a case statement selecting the appropriate comparison. If 

this assumption's score is less than the present minimum or 
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greater than the present maximum, then it becomes the 

standard against which other assumptions will be compared. 

When both comparisons have been made, the value in 

variable "This Sub" is changed to the next assumption on that 

stakeholder's sublist, and the process continues until 

variable "ThisSub" contains value nil. 

Procedure Reload Session 

An important feature of list processing is the 

capability to save the contents of the data structure on 

disk, such that the data can be reloaded and the data 

structure reconstructed to continue the session. The engine 

that writes the data to disk is part of the report writer, 

which will be discussed later. Procedure Reload Session, 

shown in Figures 4.14, reads data from a save file and 

reconstructs the data structure. 

It should be noted that while the executable file 

resides on the VAX system in an account accessible by other 

users, the save file is created in each individual user's 

account such that each user can save back one session 

without loss of other user's stored data. 

In addition to the data from the data structure, any 

other constants necessary to reconstruct a session are 

stored. Tools such as SPACE store many more such constants 

than does the stakeholder analysis tool, and information on 



Procedure ReLoadSession (var ReLoad: boolean)7 

Const 
EndOfList 
Msgl 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 

Var 

Msg2 

Date 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

= • * •. , 
= 
= 

Session presently stored is from 
Do you wish to reload this session? No 

String1l7 
intege r 7 
integer7 

If (not EOF (SaveFile» then 
Readln (SaveFile, Date) 

Else 
Date := 'Cannot Load' 7 

Message (Line2l, White, Msgl)7 

TextMode7 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co139, Datel7 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)7 

EraseUpperScreen (226)7 

, . , 
Yes' 7 

Figure 4.14. SAST Source Code; Procedure Reload Session. 
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If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Begin 

ReLoad := true; 

DrawGrid; 

If (not EOF (SaveFile)) then 
Readln (SaveFile, StakeHolderCount); 

While not EOF (SaveFile) do 
Begin 

NEW (ThisStkhldr); 

Readln (SaveFile, ThisStkhldrA.Identity, 
ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder); 

ThisStkhldrA.FirstSub := nil; 
ThisStkhldrA.NextStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs; 
LastStkhldrA.NextStkhldr := ThisStkhldr; 
LastStkhldr := ThisStkhldr; 

NEW (TargetAssumption); 

Readln (SaveFile, TargetAssumptionA.Assumption); 

While TargetAssumptionA.Assumption[l] <> EndOfList do 
Begin 

Readln (SaveFile, TargetAssumptionA.Reason); 

Readln (SaveFile, TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType, 
TargetAssumptionA.Importance, 
TargetAssumptionA.Certainty, 
TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreImpt, 
TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreCert); 

TargetAssumptionA.StakeHolder := ThisStkhldr 
TargetAssumptionA.NextRecord := HeadAssumpt ens; 
LastAssumptionA.NextRecord := TargetAssumpt on; 
LastAssumption := TargetAssumption; 

Figure 4.14--Continued 
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NEW (ThisSublist): 

ThisSublist~.Assumption := TargetAssumption: 
ThisSublist~.NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisStkhldr~.FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisStkhldr~.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub~.NextSub := ThisSublist: 

LastSub := ThisSublist: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

NEW (TargetAssumption): 

Readln (saveFile, TargetAssumption~.Assumption): 
End; 

DISPOSE (TargetAssumption); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisStkhldr): 
End: 

PageStakeHolders (true); 

TopOfScreen := HeadStkhldrs~.NextStkhldr; 
End: 

EraseLowerScreen: 
End; 

Figure 4.14--Continued 
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this storage can be found by consulting the source code for 

the tools of interest. 

The date that a session was saved is stored and 

retrieved whether or not a session is reloaded. The opening 

screen for each tool describes the tool briefly and displays 

the date of a saved session along with the cursor-selection 

option to reload. If a savefile is not found in the user's 

account, the message "Cannot Load" is displayed in lieu of 

the date. 

A boolean variable, "ReLoad," is passed back to the 

main driver section, to bypass the engines used in building 

a session, should the user reload a previously stored 

session. 

The variable "ReLoad" is initialized to false at 

execution time (see Figure 4.3). If the user opts to reload 

a session by pointing the cursor to the "yes" selection on 

the screen, the "Xpoint" value allows the reloading code to 

operate and the value true is assigned to variable "ReLoad." 

Since the intent of reloading a session is to return 

tc the point of having just built a session, procedure Draw 

Grid is called to draw the axis upon which the assumptions 

will be plotted as the data structure is reconstructed. 

Thus, once the reloading procedure has completed its task, 

the tool is again in the same state as if the data had been 



entered from the keyboard, and the saved session can 

continue. 

The manner in which the data structure is 

reconstructed is similar to the operation of procedures 

Enter Stakeholders and Enter Assumptions. Discussion of 

building the data structure is deferred to discussion of 

those procedures. 
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Note on the last page of Figure 4.14 that after the 

data structure is completed for each stakeholder, procedure 

Find Max and Min Weights is called to find the maximum and 

minimum weighted assumptions for that stakeholder. 

The final operations performed by procedure Reload 

Session are to page the stakeholder list so that the first 

eleven stakeholders are displayed in the stakeholder window, 

assign the address of the first stakeholder-record on the 

list to variable "TopOfScreen," and erase the lower screen 

for display of the list-operations menu. 

Procedure Enter Stakeholders 

If a previously stored session is not reloaded, then 

it is necessary to enter a list of stakeholders, followed by 

the assumptions for those stakeholders. By entering the 

list of stakeholders first and then entering the assumptions 

for the stakeholders, the user can focus on who the stake

holders are then shift his thinking to assumptions about the 
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selected stakeholders. This procedure is expected to pro

duce more fruitful lists than dealing with one stakeholder 

and his assumptions, before moving to another stakeholder. 

Each stakeholder entered is assigned an identifier 

that marks his data plots on the grid chart. The first 

twenty-six stakeholders are assigned the lower-case letters 

of the alphabet, and the next twenty-six are assigned the 

upper-case letters of the alphabet. This scheme repeats for 

all stakeholders above fifty-two. However, due to the 

limited size of the display window for the grid chart, it is 

advisable to hold the number of stakeholders and the number 

of assumptions for each to a reasonable level, let alone 

exceeding some fifty-two stakeholders. 

The method of generating the identifier begins in 

the Type section, as shown in Figure 4.15. Pascal allows 

for programmer-defined ordinal types, and two such sets are 

defined: "LowerCase" as the set of integer values zero 

through twenty-five, and "UpperCase" as the set twenty-six 

through fifty-one. This gives fifty-two values representing 

the twenty-six lower-case letters and the twenty-six 

upper-case letters. How these two ordinal types are used in 

generating identifying letters will be explained shortly. 

The entire procedure is within a repeat-until 

structure. The procedure repeats until the boolean variable 

"Finished" is true. The variable is assigned the value true 



Procedure EnterStakeHolders: 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in 
Msgl , Enter name of stakeholder 
Msg2 = Press RETURN to continue 
Msg3 = 
Space = , , . , 
Spaces2 ' . I 

Spaces20 = ' . I 

Type 
LowerCase set of 0 •• 25: 
UpperCase = set of 26 •• 51: 

Var 
Finished boolean: 
NodeStkhldr StakeHolders: 

Begin 
Repeat 

NEW (NodeStkhldr): 

Message (Line20, White, Msg1): 
Message (Line24, White, Msg2): 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, '=>', Spaces20, '<='): 
Write (Escape, Lin21Co134): 

Finished := true: 

Readln (NodeStkhldr~.StakeHolder): 

If (NodeStkhldr~.StakeHolder[11 <> Space) then 
Begin 

Figure 4.15. 

Finished := false; 

CenterEntry (NodeStkhldr~.StakeHolder): 

writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces2, 
NodeStkhldr~.StakeHolder, Spaces20); 

If (StakeHoljerCount REM 52 IN [0 •• 25]) then 
NodeStkhldr~.Identity := 

CHR «StakeHolderCount REM 52) + 97): 

If (StakeHolderCount REM 52 IN [26 •• 51]) then 
NodeStkhldr~.Identity := 

CHR «StakeHolderCount REM 52) + 39): 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Enter 
Stakeholders. 
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length} 
' . I 

' . I 

' . I 



GraphicsMode: 

Writeln (CursorArray[StakeHolderCount REM 11], 
InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
NodeStkhldr-. Identity, ') I, 
NodeStkhldr-.StakeHolder, Quote): 

If (HeadStkhldrs-.NextStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs) then 
TopOfScreen := NodeStkhldr: 

LastStkhldr-.NextStkhldr := NodeStkhldr: 
NodeStkhldr-.NextStkhldr ;= HeadStkhldrs: 
NodeStkhldr-.FirstSub := nil: 
LastStkhldr ;= NodeStkhldr: 

StakeHolderCount ;= StakeHolderCount + I: 
End: 

Until Finished: 

DISPOSE (NodeStkhldr): 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces2, 
Spaces20, Spaces2): 

GraphicsMode: 

Message (Line20, White, Msg3): 
Message (Line24, White, Msg3): 

End: 

Figure 4.1S--Continued 
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before each prompt to enter a stakeholder. After each 

entry, the first character of the stakeholder name is 

checked for value. If the first character is other than a 

space, a name has been entered and the procedure deals with 

the new stakeholder. The value of "Finished" is then 

changed to false. Should the first character be a space, no 

stakeholder was entered (only the RETURN key was pressed) 

and the procedure exits. 

The procedure begins with the operator "NEW" 

assigning a node of storage for the anticipated stakeholder 

record and placing the address of this node in the variable 

"NodeStkh1dr." Procedure Message then displays the necessary 

prompts. 

The GIGI terminal is placed in text mode for entry 

of the stakeholder name. It then behaves as a typical 

non-graphics terminal for entry of text data. 

The first write statement transmits an escape 

sequence that positions the text cursor to line 21 column 

32, followed by a left-hand arrow pointing to the right, 

twenty spaces to properly position the right-hand arrow 

which points to the left. The arrows mark the space on the 

screen in which the stakeholder's name will be typed, 

showing the allowed length for this entry. 

The next write statement positions the cursor at the 

first character to the right of the left-hand arrow, Line 21 
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Column 34. Note that such a postioning is done by a 

"write," not a "writeln." The text cursor is a small 

rectangle which sets at this position, blinking until the 

typing of the entry begins. Once the entry is made, at the 

following read statement, the first character of the entry 

is checked for value "space" as described above. 

If a stakeholder name has been entered (the f.irst 

character a non-space), procedure Center Entry is called to 

center the stakeholder's name within the twenty spaces 

allowed. 

The text cursor is then returned to Line 21 Column 

32 for display of two spaces which erase the left-hand 

arrow, followed by the twenty spaces of the stakeholder's 

name which is now centered within those spaces, and twenty 

more blank spaces which erase the two-space right-hand arrow 

and any characters that may have been typed beyond the space 

allowed for the entry. 

The above technique is used for entry of text from 

the keyboard for all of the tools in the library. Several 

other elemental engines provide for entry of text from the 

keyboard, as will be seen not only in this example, but in 

the source code of the other SSDs. 

A one-character field named "Identity" is provided 

in each stakeholder record for the alphabetic identifier 

assigned to that stakeholder, as discussed earlier. The two 
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user-defined ordinal types, "LowerCase" and "UpperCase" are 

now used to generate the appropriate character. 

A global variable, "StakeHolderCount," is incre

mented by one as each stakeholder is entered, counting the 

stakeholders. This variable is initialized to zero and is 

incremented as the last step in entering a stakeholder; thus 

the first stakeholder is number zero and not number one. 

This variable is not decremented as stakeholders are 

deleted, to preserve the uniqueness of the identifying 

letter. 

The REM function, a modulous operation, is used to 

find the remainder when the value in "StakeHolderCount" is 

divided by fifty-two. If the remainder is in the set 0 •. 25, 

then the identifier is the letter with the ASCII decimal 

value of the remainder plus 97. The character function, 

CHR, uses this sum to assign the proper letter. The value 

97 is added since the letter with the ASCII decimal value of 

97 is the lower-case "a"; hence the first stakeholder 

identified would have a remainder of zero, since zero 

divided by 52 leaves a remainder of zero, and this added to 

97 would be a sum of 97. The next stakeholder would have a 

remainder of one and a sum of 98, the ASCII decimal value 

for lower-case "b," etc. 

Checking an ASCII value chart will show the 

upper-case letter "A" as having decimal value 39, and the 
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upper-case characters will be assigned if the remainder lies 

within the set 26 .• 51. The 53rd stakeholder (counter value 

52) will generate a remainder of zero and the assignment 

series begins again. 

Such an arrangement supports the basic philosophy 

that the entire process should be data driven. Nothing in 

the software should limit the number of stakeholders. 

Stakeholders may be added and deleted at will and the 

software must accomodate this action. 

The GIGI terminal is returned to graphics mode for 

display of the stakeholder's identifier and name in the 

window for this purpose. Note that the positioning of this 

line in the window is determined by the remainder of "Stake

HolderCount" divided by eleven, the window accomodating 

eleven lines of text. Stakeholder number twelve (counter 

value 11) will then overwrite the first line in the window 

and again, the software accomodates an endless list. 

All necessary pointer values are adjusted to link 

the node into the circular list such that the most recent 

node is added at the end of the list. In the event that no 

stakeholder's name is entered into the node, the procedure 

exits the repeat-until loop and the DISPOSE operator returns 

the node to free storage. The procedure concludes by 

erasing the arrow prompts and the two lines of text prompts, 

as procedure Message replaces them with spaces. 



Procedure Enter Stakeholders demonstrates much of 

the philosophy and technique presented in this work, 

essentially a library of elemental engines that call upon 

each other to perform an appointed task with a data 

structure that serves the needs of unlimited data. 

Procedure Weight Assumptions 
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Procedure Weight Assumptions, Figures 4.16, is 

called from the main prog-ram immediately following entry of 

stakeholder assumptions. It is also called from List Opera

tions when an assumption is rescored or an added assumption 

is scored. When called from the main program, the procedure 

follows the stakeholder chain from its head, visiting each 

stakeholder's assumptions by following the sublist chain 

belonging to each stakeholder. When called from List Opera

tions, it does not chase chains, therefore some functions 

are defeated for one type call and not the other. The value 

passed to a boolean variable "PromAdd" controls those 

internal functions. 

This is a technique used with many of the elemental 

engines, allowing them to serve dual functions: to build a 

new list or to modify an existing list. As such, the reader 

is asked to note the presence of the boolean variable 

"FromAdd" in the parameter list of elemental engines. 

A local pointer variable "FixStkhldr" is used to 

remember the stakeholder pointed to at the beginning of each 



Procedure WeightAssumptions (FromAdd : boolean: 
Cqunter : integer): 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 

Score this assumption 

Var 
FixStkhldr : StakeHolders: 

Begin 
Message (Line24, White, Msgl): 

If (not FromAdd) then 
Begin 

PageStakeHolders (true): 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen: 

DrawGrid: 
End: 

Message (Line20, White, Msg2): 

DrawScoreBox: 

Repeat 
If (not FromAdd) then 

Counter := 0: 

Repeat 

Figure 4.16. 

FixStkhldr := ThisStkhldr: 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], InWhite, 
NegativeVidOn, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisStkhldr-. Identi ty, ') I, 
ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder, Quote, 
NegativeVidOff) : 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisSublist := LastSub 

Else 
ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub: 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Weight 
Assumptions. 

I • , 
I • , 
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While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TextMode; 

Write (Escape, Lin20Col39); 

Case (ThisSublist-.Assumption-.AssumpType) of 
Supporting Writeln (Escape, TextGreen, 

'SUPPORTING'); 

Resisting 

End; 

write1n (Escape, TextRed, 
'RESISTING '); 

Write1n (Escape, TextWhite); 

Write1n (Escape, Lin21Co114, 
Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Assumption); 

Write1n (Escape, Lin22Co114, 
Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Reason); 

Write1n (Escape, Lin23Co16, 'unimportant'); 
Write1n (Escape, Lin23Co171, 'important'); 

GraphicsMode; 

ScoreFactor (Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Importance); 

Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Importance := 230 + 
TRUNC (ThisSub1ist-.Assumption-.Importance * 1.17): 

TextMode; 

Write1n (Escape, Lin23Co16, 'uncertain '); 
Write1n (Escape, Lin23Co171, 'certain '); 

GraphicsMode; 

ScoreFactor (Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Certainty): 

Thissub1ist-.Assumption-.Certainty := 355 -
TRUNC (ThisSub1ist-.Assumption-.Certainty * 0.75); 

Figure 4.16--Continued 
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End: 

ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.ReScoreImpt := 
ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Importance: 

ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.ReScoreCert := 
ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Certainty: 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublistA.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub: 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisStkhldr): 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], InWhite, 
TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisStkhldrA.Identity, ') " 
ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder, Quote): 

Counter := Counter + 1: 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs 

Else 
ThisStkh1dr := ThisStkh1drA.NextStkhldr: 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs): 

If (ThisStkh1dr <> HeadStkh1drs) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr: 

PageStakeHolders (false): 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen: 
End: 

Until ThisStkh1dr = HeadStkhldrs: 

ThisStkh1dr := FixStkhldr: 

EraseLowerScreen: 
End: 

Figure 4.16--Continued 
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pass through the procedure. This is necessary when calling 

the procedure from List Operations to add an assumption, 

since the procedure increments to the next stakeholder as 

part of its chain chasing mechanism. This incrementing is 

fine when chasing a chain, as when called from the main 

program, but must be adjusted for weighting an added 

assumption. The adjustment is made by variable "FixStkhldr" 

remembering the stakeholder being worked with and reassign

ing this address to pointer variable "ThisStkhldr" as the 

procedure exits. 

The need for this action may become more clearly 

understood when traced back from the assumption-adding 

procedure in List Operations. It may even be better 

understood as the logic of this procedure is unfolded; the 

reader is asked to keep the above in mind while reading the 

following discussion of procedure Weight Assumptions. 

As the procedure begins operating, the Message 

engine clears line 24 of the screen. A check is then made 

of the value in the variable "FromAdd" by the line under the 

call to procedure Message. If the procedure is not called 

from the add routine, "FromAdd" will contain the value false 

and the line effect.ively reads "If (not false) then" and the 

test is therefore true. This is the condition that exists 

when called from the main program and the procedure is asked 
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to chase the entire chain of stakeholders and their assump

tions. 

Some prepratory functions are performed prior to 

chasing through the chains. The list of stakeholders, 

appearing in the stakeholder window, is paged so that the 

first stakeholder on the list appears at the top of the 

window. Variable "ThisStkhldr" is assigned the value found 

in variable "TopOfScreen," which up until this point 

contained the address of the first stakeholder-record 

entered. The value of "TopOfScreen" will be changed 

throughout execution as content of the stakeholder window 

is changed. Procedure Draw Grid is called to draw the 

grid-chart axis in the data display window of the screen. 

The scorebox is drawn in the work-area window of the screen 

and the prepratory work is completed to chase chains and 

weight the assumptions. 

Two nested repeat-until loops accomplish the chain 

chasing, with the outer loop following the stakeholder

record chain and the inner loop following the sublist chain 

emanating from each stakeholder-record. The outer loop 

executes once for each eleven stakeholders until the 

stakeholder chain is exhausted. This is due to the capacity 

of the stakeholder window to display eleven stakeholder

names. 
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A counter variable is set to zero at the top of the 

outer loop if the procedure is chain-chasing; otherwise the 

value is passed from the calling procedure, where the value 

is determined. The counter is used to position the cursor 

writing the name in the window, and also to exit the inner 

loop, so that the next eleven names will over-write the 

previous eleven. 

As the user is prompted to enter assumptions for a 

given stakeholder, the stakeholder's name is displayed in 

the work-area window and the name is rewritten in reverse 

video in the stakeholder window. This is done to create an 

awareness of reverse video useage in engines without 

adequate work-area-window space to display the stakeholder 

name. In those engines, reverse video in the stakeholder 

window is the only indication as to which stakeholder is 

being worked with. 

Variable "ThisSublist" is used to chase the sublist 

chain emanating from each stakeholder-record node. If the 

procedure is called from List Operations to weight an added 

assumption, pointer variable "LastSub" will hold the address 

of the newly added node, that points to the newly added 

assumption. This value is now assigned to variable 

"ThisSublist." For chain chasing mode, "ThisSublist" is 

assigned the value of the first node on the sublist emanat

ing from the subject stakeholder node. 
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Beginning with the first line of the second page of 

Figure 4.16, variable "ThisSublist" is checked for the value 

nil. If this value is found, the procedure does nothing and 

moves to the next stakeholder since the subject stakeholder 

has no assumptions to be scored. This same line of code is 

the trigger that recognizes when all assumptions have been 

visited for a given stakeholder. 

A case statement supplies the proper text in the 

proper color within the space left for this text in message 

number two (Msg2). Following the case statement, the 

writing color is returned to white and the assumption and 

its reason are displayed just above the scorebox. The 

scorebox is labeled on the left and right with "unimportant" 

and "important" respectively. 

The terminal is then returned to graphics mode and 

procedure Score Factor is called, being passed the 

"Importance" field of the assumption-record node through 

indirect addressing. The address in variable "ThisSublist" 

points to the sublist node for this assumption ••• the 

assumption field in this sublist node points to the 

assumption-record node ••. and the "Importance" field is 

identified as the target field in that assumption node. 

This capability to concatenate variables makes Pascal a 

powerful choice for managing data structures. 
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After procedure Score Factor has returned a value to 

the "Importance" field, the value is adjusted to reflect the 

dimensions of the grid chart in terms of address space. 

Thus the value range of 0 •• 452 returned from Score Factor is 

adjusted to the integer portion of that value times 1.17 

plus 230. A similar operation is performed on the value 

returned to the "Certainty" field. The "importance" field 

then holds the X-coordinate of the data point and the 

"Certainty" field the Y-coordinate. These values are 

reassigned to the rescore fields. 

The address of the assumption node is assigned to a 

global variable "TargetAssumption" which is used by 

procedure Update Display to plot the point on the grid. 

Comparing the parameter list passed to procedure Update 

Display with Figure 4.12 will be helpful in understanding 

the operation of procedure Update Display. Subsequent work 

developing the general-list processor indicated that no 

points should be plotted until all assumptions had been 

weighted. This feature was incorporated into both the 

general-list processor and the Stakeholder code. Therefore, 

the final version of the Stakeholder code is the same as 

found in Appendix A. Operationally, the instructions 

proceding the weighting routine remain in the data-display 

window until all assumptions are weighted, at which time the 



window is erased and the grid chart drawn, displaying all 

assumption-points. 
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Variable "ThisSublist" is assigned the address of 

the next node on the sublist chain, and the above described 

functions continue until the end of the sublist chain. When 

the end of this chain has been reached, procedure Find Max 

and Min Weights is called to update the maximum and minimum 

weights-record in the stakeholder-record node, as discussed 

in regard to Figure 4.13. 

The inner loop concludes with the stakeholder name 

being written in. normal video, the loop counter being 

incremented by one and the value of variable "ThisStkhldr" 

being adjusted according to the mode of operation. 

If the end of the stakeholder-record chain has not 

been reached, the stakeholder window is updated and the 

inner loop repeats. The procedure's final act is to erase 

the work-area window at the bottom of the screen. 

Procedure Enter Assumptions 

Discussion of procedure Weight Assumptions precedes 

discussion of the engine that enters assumptions because 

procedures are being discussed in the order that they appear 

in the source code. Since procedure Enter Assumptions calls 

procedure Weight Assumptions, the called procedure must be 

defined prior to being referenced by a calling procedure. 

Thus, the logical ordering of events in the SSD's operation 



is not the same as the ordering of supporting elemental 

engines in the source code. 

Sub-procedure Add Assumptions is very similar in 

structure and operations to procedure Enter Stakeholders 

(Figure 4.15). Therefore, the reader who is familiar with 

procedure Enter Stakeholders should have no trouble 

understanding this sub-procedure, so no discussion will be 

provided. 

The discussion of procedure Enter Assumptions will 

begin with reference to the fourth page of Figure 4.17, 

which is where procedure Enter Assumptions begins. It is 

from here that calls will be made to sub-procedure Add 

Assumptions. 
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The boolean variable "FromAdd" serves the same 

purpose here as in procedure Enter Stakeholders, i.e., to 

control whether the procedure chases chains through the data 

structure for initial entry of the assumptions, or whether 

it is called from List Operations to add assumptions. 

If the procedure is in chain-chasing mode, the 

stakeholder window is paged by code that should be familiar 

by now. The structure of this procedure is very similar to 

procedure Weight Assumptions in that an outer loop operates 

once every eleven stakeholders and an inner loop operates 

once per stakeholder for eleven stakeholders. In addition, 

the inner loop has two smaller loops in series, one spinning 



Procedure EnterAssumptions (FrornAdd 
Counter 

: boolean: 
: integer): 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 = 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthl 

Var 

= , Press RETURN to continue ': 
, Enter a SUPPORTING assumption for stakeholder ': 

Enter a RESISTING assumption for stakeholder ': 

LastResistingEntry 
LastSupportingEntry 

boolean: 
boolean; 

, . , 

Procedure AddAssumptions (TypeOfAssump : SupOrRes: 
var Finished: boolean): 

Const [Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthl 
MsgS' Enter your reason for this assumption ' : 
NullMsg 'reason not entered': 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces2l 
Spaces30 

, '. , 
= 

Var 
NodeAssumption 
NodeSublist 

Beg.in 

, . , 

Finished := true; 

Assumptions; 
Sublists; 

NEW (NodeAssumption); 

, . , 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Coll2, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin22Coll4); 

Readln (NodeAssumption~.Assumption): 

, . , 
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Figure 4.17. SAST Source Code; Procedure Enter Assumptions. 



If (NodeAssumption~.Assumption[l] <> Space) and 
(HeadStkhldrs~.NextStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 
Begin 

Finished := false: 

CenterEntry (NodeAssumption~.Assumption): 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col12, Spaces2, 
NodeAssumption~.Assumption, Spaces2l): 

GraphicsMode: 

Message (Line20, White, MsgS): 

TextMode: 

writeln (Escape, Lin2lCo132, Spaces30): 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='): 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14); 

Readln (NodeAssumption~.Reason): 

If (NodeAssumption~.Reason[l] = Space) then 
NodeAssumption~.Reason := Spaces2l + NullMsg + Spaces2l 

Else 
CenterEntry (NodeAssumption~.Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, Spaces2, 
NodeAssumption~.Reason, Spaces2): 

Figure 4.17--Continued 
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NodeAssumptionA.AssumpType := TypeOfAssump: 
NodeAssumptionA.StakeHolder := ThisStkhldr: 
NodeAssumptionA.NextRecord := HeadAssumptions: 
LastAssumptionA.NextRecord := NodeAssumption: 
LastAssumption := NodeAssumption: 

NEW (NodeSublist): 

NodeSublistA.Assumption := NodeAssumption: 
NodeSublistA.NextSub := nil: 

If (ThisStkhldrA.FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisStkhldrA.FirstSub := NodeSublist 

Else 
LastSubA.NextSub := NodeSublist: 

LastSub := NodeSublist: 
End: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol32, Spaces30): 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Coll2, 

Spaces2, Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2): 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Coll2, 

Spaces2, Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2): 

If (Finished) then DISPOSE (NodeAssumption): 
End: 

Figure 4.17--Continued 
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Begin 
If (not FrornAdd) then 

Begin 
PageStakeHolders (true): 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen: 
End: 

Repeat 
If (not FrornAdd) then 

Counter := 0: 

Repeat 
Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], InWhite, 

NegativeVidOn, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisStkhldrA• Identity, ') " 
ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder, Quote, 
NegativeVidOff) : 

Message (Line24, White, Msgl): 

Repeat 
Message (Line20, White, Msg2): 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCo134, ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder): 

AddAssumptions (Supporting, LastSupportingEntry); 

GraphicsMode; 

If (FrornAdd) and (not LastSupportingEntry) then 
WeightAssumptions (FromAdd, Counter); 

Until LastSupportingEntry; 

Figure 4.17--Continued 
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Repeat 
Message (Line20, White, Msg3); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCo134, ThisStkhldr~.StakeHolder); 

AddAssumptions (Resisting, LastResistingEntry); 

GraphicsMode; 

If (FromAdd) and (not LastResistingEntry) then 
WeightAssumptions (FromAdd, Counter); 

Until LastResistingEntry; 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], 
InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
Thisstkhldr~.Identity, ') " 
ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder, Quote); 

Counter := Counter + I; 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs 

Else 
ThisStkhldr := ThisStkhldr-.NextStkhldr: 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs); 

If (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr; 

PagaStakeHolders (false): 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen: 
End 

Else 
TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr~.NextStkhldr; 

Until ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 
End; 

Figure 4.17--Continued 
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around for entry of supporting assumptions and the other 

spinning around for entry of resisting assumptions. 
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Operationally, the engine continues to prompt for 

supporting assumptions for a given stakeholder until a space 

is found in the first position of the assumption entry; that 

is, no assumption is entered--only the RETURN key was 

pressed. When this occurs, boolean variable "LastSupporting 

Entry" is returned the value of true and the loop repeat

until-last-supporting-entry exits. 

A similar code is found on the last page of Figure 

4.17 for entry of resisting assumptions. The rest of the 

events in both the inner and outer loops are almost identi

cal to procedure Weight Assumptions. The reader is referred 

back to the discussion of procedure Weight Assumptions 

should there be any difficulty in understanding the code of 

Figure 4.17, following line "Until LastResistingEntry." 

Procedure List Operations 

After a list of stakeholders and their assumptions 

has been built and weighted or a session has been reloaded, 

it is possible to perform a number of operations on these 

lists. Procedure List Operations is a segmented-menu driver 

with many sub-procedures that is called from the main driver 

of the large engine and allows selective calling of its 

sub-procedures from its interactive menu. 
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The code for procedure List Operations begins in 

Figure 4.18 and concludes in Figure 4.43. Figure 4.43 is 

the driver for the sub-procedures contained within procedure 

List Operations. Discussion of this interactive segmented

menu driver is deferred until after discussion of the 

sub-procedures. Most of the sub-procedures are quite simple 

and little will be said about many of them since by now the 

reader should be familiar with the manner of coding, the 

data structure upon which they operate, and the modularity 

concept presented herein. 

Unless the user is entering text, the only interface 

necessary is a means to point the cursor for selection

making and a means of response to the proper selection. 

Thus, the values of variables "Xpoint" and "Ypoint" are used 

as switches to navigate through the various list operations. 

More will be said about this in the next chapter. 

Procedure List Operations has a number of variables 

that are global to the sub-procedures and some that are used 

by the menu- driver. Those variables used by the sub

procedures hold values generated by one elemental engine 

that must be used by others as each is called to perform its 

unique function. 

Procedure Adjust Stakeholder Display 

Figure 4.19 is of a procedure used to page the 

stakeholder list in its window in an interactive fashion as 



Procedure ListOperations; 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
= 'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

Const 
MsglOO 
Msg200 
Msg300 = 
Msg400 
Msg500 
Msg600 = 
Msg700 

= , 

Category: Assumptions 'i 
Category: Stakeholders '; 

Category: Select Display '; 
Terminate Session '; , . , 

, Point cursor to this line to terminate session '; 

Var 
AttachedToAssumption 
BarCounter 
BottomBar 
CounterAssumption 
CounterDisplay 
CounterS take Holders 
Left 
Line 
Right 
TopBar 
Xpoint, Ypoint 

boolean; 
array [SupOrRes] of integer; 
array [SupOrRes] of integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
MaxOrMini 
integer; 
MaxOrMin; 
array [SupOrRes] of Sublists; 
integer; 
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Figure 4.18. SAST Source Code; Top of Procedure List Opera
tions. 



Procedure AdjustStakeHolderDisplay; 

Const [Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msgl =' Is stakeholder shown in list above? No Yes'; 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msgl); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
Begin 

End; 

PageStakeHolders (true); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)7 

While (Xpoint < 555) and (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) do 
Begin 

End; 

TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr; 

PageStakeHolders (false); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 
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Figure 4.19. SAST Source Code; Procedure Page Stakeholders. 
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part of other operations. It calls upon procedure Page 

Stakeholders (Figure 4.11) to do the paging, but does so 

from within an interactive structure that displays the 

necessary message prompts and provides for cursor-selection 

response. 

Operation is quite simple. The address of the 

stakeholder node at the top of the window is assigned from 

variable "TopOfScreen" to variable "ThisStkhldr." A message 

is displayed asking if the desired stakeholder is displayed 

in the window, with a yes/no response. The cursor is 

positioned in-between the "yes" and the "no." Procedure 

Cursor Position is called to determine the response, with 

selection being made by a left-right movement of the cursor. 

Actually, just pressing the RETURN key without any cursor 

movement is a "no" response. The reason for a "no" default 

is easy paging of the stakeholders, since just tapping the 

RETURN key pages the list. Almost all yes/no responses are 

set up in this fashion; it is a characteristic of the design 

to keep in mind while reading the discussion of other 

engines. 

Procedure Find Stakeholder Pointed To 

Another utility class engine is found in Figure 

4.20. Since the basis for this library of engines is inter

active graphics, stakeholder selection is made by pointing 

the locator-mode cursor at a name in the stakeholder window 



Procedure FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint 
var LineCounter 

Begin 
ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen; 

LineCounter := 0; 

integer; 
integer); 

While (ypoint > LinePosition[LineCounter) + 25) and 
(ThisStkhldr-.NextStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) and 
(LineCounter < 10) do 

Begin 
ThisStkh1dr := ThisStkhldr-.NextStkh1dr; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 
End; 

LastSub := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub; 

If (LastSub <> nil) then 

End; 

While LastSub-.NextSub <> nil do 
LastSub := LastSub-.NextSub; 

Procedure Disp1ayAssumption; 

Begin 
TextMode; 

Write1n (Escape, Lin20Co134, 
TargetAssumption-.StakeHo1der-.StakeHo1der); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Col14, TargetAssumption-.Assumption); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, TargetAssumption-.Reason); 

GraphicsMoae; 
End; 

Figure 4.20. SAST Source Code; Procedures Find Stakeholder 
Pointed to and Display Assumption. 
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and pressing the RETURN key. This engine translates the 

value of variable "Ypoint" into the address of the selected 

stakeholder-record node. This is done by simply chasing the 

stakeholder-record chain, starting with the stakeholder

record presently displayed at the top of the window. Thus, 

variable "ThisStkhldr" is assigned the value in variable 

"TopOfScreen," which stores the address of the node 

currently at the top of the window. 

A line counter variable is zeroed. This counter 

counts the lines down from the top of the window such that 

the line number of the target stakeholder can be passed back 

to calling engines that might make use of the position of 

the name in the window. It also delimits operation of the 

routine to the contents of the window, i.e., when the 

counter reaches eleven the routine stops. 

A global array, "LinePosition," contains the eleven 

Y-axis addresses of the top of the eleven lines used for 

displaying stakeholder names and drawing bars on the screen. 

It is through reference to these Y-axis addresses that the 

cursor position Y-point value causes the routine to stop at 

the appropriate stakeholder-record node. 

The chain-chasing is controlled by a while-loop. 

There are three conditions controlling this loop. The first 

accomplishes the actual finding of the stakeholder-record 

node and the other two are error-protection checks. 



It should be noted that the technique described 

herein is used in other engines and will be discussed more 

thoroughly here than in the discussions of those other 

engines. A firm understanding of this technique will 

facilitate comprehension of how other engines translate 

cursor positions into node addresses. 
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The first condition in the while-loop control is the 

relationship between the value of variable "Ypoint" and the 

value in the array "LinePosition." An example will illus

trate the logic of this condition for loop execution. 

If the cursor is pointed to the stakeholder name at 

the top of the window, this is line zero and the Y-point 

value of the cursor is compared to the zeroth position of 

the line-position array. The offset of plus twenty-five in 

the comparison extends the comparison window to midway 

between the stakeholder names. Thus, if the cursor is 

pointed not directly at a name, it will select the nearest 

name, a feature which is found in all point-and-select 

functions in this work. 

Since the Y-point value is not greater than the 

value found in the zeroth array position plus twenty-five, 

the loop does not operate and variable "ThisStkhldr" retains 

the address of the stakeholder node displayed at the top of 

the window, the one pointed to by the cursor. This is the 

simplest case; the case where the cursor has selected the 



third name from the top of the window will now be investi

gated. 
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In this case, the value of "Ypoint" is greater than 

the reference value and the loop operates. The value of 

"ThisStkhldr" is adjusted to that of the next stakeholder

record on the chain, the second name from the top of the 

window. The line counter is incremented by one. Since the 

value of "Ypoint" is still greater than the reference value 

of array-position one plus twenty-five, the loop operates a 

second time. Now the value of "ThisStkhldr" points to the 

target node and the value of "LineCounter" is two, the third 

line from the top of the window. It can be demonstrated 

that this logic will work for any of the eleven lines in the 

window. 

The other two conditions for loop execution are 

error protection conditions. If the list of stakeholders, 

or that portion at the end of a long list not in multiples 

of eleven, does not fill the window and someone points the 

cursor far below the last entry, the routine must not 

operate beyond the end of the list. Therefore, the loop 

exits whenever the pointer to the next node points to the 

header node, i.e., at the last stakeholder on the list. The 

third condition simply makes sure the routine does not go 

beyond the last stakeholder in the window. 
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Once the target stakeholder has been found, the loop 

exits and the value of variable "LastSub" is adjusted to 

point to the last node on the sublist chain emanating from 

the target stakeholder-record node. This facilitates adding 

assumptions for this stakeholder. 

This technique of translating cursor-position to 

node-address is used with or without variation in several 

engines. It behooves the reader to grasp an understanding 

before proceeding. 

Procedure Display Assumption 

Figure 4.20 also shows a small procedure that 

displays a target assumption, the reason for the assumption, 

and the name of the stakeholder owning the assumption, at 

the bottom of the screen in the work-area window. The 

terminal is placed in text mode for display and returned to 

graphics mode after display. 

Procedure Find Assumption Pointed To 

A procedure for finding a stakeholder record-node by 

pointing the cursor to the stakeholder's name was described 

above. It is also necessary to be able to select a given 

data point from the data display window and find the 

assumption-record node responsible for that data point. 

This is the function of procedure Find Assumption Pointed 

To. There are three sub-procedures, one each for the three 



different types of data displays. The appropriate sub

procedure is selected by a case statement in the driver for 

this procedure (see Figure 4.21, last page). 

Procedure Find By Point 
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Figure 4.21 is of sub-procedure Find By Point. This 

procedure is used with the grid-chart display. The grid 

chart displays assumptions by plotting the stakeholder

identity letter (see discussion of procedure Enter Stake

holders, Figure 4.15) in the appropriate color on the 

importance-certainty axis. This procedure makes it possible 

to point the cursor at a given letter and have the assump

tion displayed in the work-area window at the bottom of the 

screen. 

This procedure complies with the principle set forth 

in this work that a selection will always return data, in 

this case the nearest point and not an error message, unless 

the procedure deals with a case where error messages are the 

only alternative. Thus, wherever the cursor is pointed on 

the screen, even if outside of the data-display window, the 

data point nearest the cursor position will be the selection 

and the assumption associated with that data point will be 

displayed. 

The nearest point to the cursor position is found by 

chasing down the assumption-record chain and calculating the 

distance from the cursor to each data point on the screen. 



Procedure FindAssumptionPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint 
var LineNumber 

Procedure FindByPoint; 

Var 
DistanceToPoint 
ShortestDistance 

Begin 
ShortestDistance := 

TargetAssumption := 

real; 
real; 

1000; 

HeadAssumptions; 

integer; 
integer); 

ThisAssumption := HeadAssumptionsA.NextRecord; 

Repeat 
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DistanceToPoint := SQRT(SQR(Xpoint - ThisAssumptionA.Importance) 
+ SQR(Ypoint - ThisAssumption-.Certainty»; 

If (DistanceToPoint < ShortestDistance) then 
Begin 

ShortestDistance := DistanceToPoint; 
TargetAssumption := ThisAssumption; 

End; 

ThisAssumption := ThisAssumptionA.NextRecord; 

Until ThisAssumption = HeadAssumptions; 
End; 

Figure 4.21. SAST Source Code; Procedure Find Assumption 
Pointed To. 



Procedure FindByBarOneStake: 

Var 
RedOrGrn : SupOrRes: 

Begin 
BarCounter[Supporting] := 0: 
BarCounter[Resisting] := 0: 

If (Xpoint < 496) then 
RedOrGrn := Supporting 

Else 
RedOrGrn := Resisting: 

ThisSublist := TopBar[RedOrGrn]: 

If (ThisSublist = nil) then 
TargetAssumption := nil 

Else 
TargetAssumption := ThissublistA,Assumption: 

While (Ypoint > LinePosition[BarCounter[RedOrGrn]] + 25) and 
(ThisSublist <> nil) and 
(BarCounter[RedOrGrn] < 

BottomBar[TargetAssumptionA,AssumpType]) do 
Begin 

BarCounter[TargetAssumptionA,AssumpType] := 
BarCounter [TargetAssumptionA ,Assumptype] + 1: 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA,NextSub: 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 
TargetAssumption := ThisSublistA,Assumption: 

End: 

LineNumber := BarCounter[RedOrGrn]: 
End: 

Figure 4.21--Continued 
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Procedure FindByBarMaxMin; 

Begin 
FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, LineNumber); 

If (Xpoint < 496) then 
TargetAssumption := ThisStkhldrA.MaxMin[Supporting,Left] 

Else 
TargetAssumption := ThisStkhldrA.MaxMin[Resisting,Right]: 

End; 

Begin 
Case Display of 

BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 
Grid 

End; 

FindByBarOneStake; 
FindByBarMaxMin; 
FindByPoint; 

If (TargetAssumption <> nil) then 
DisplayAssumption; 

End; 

Figure 4.21--Continued 
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Whenever a shorter distance than the one remembered is 

found, it becomes the remembered distance against which 

future distances are compared. The address of the 

assumption-record node generating the new shorter distance 

is also remembered. Hence, after the procedure has chased 

through the entire assumption-record chain, the address of 

the nearest assumption is known. 
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The distance to each point is calculated by 

Pythagoras' theorem, i.e., the hypotenuse of a right 

triangle is equal to the square-root of the sum of the 

squares of the other two sides. Thus, the difference 

between the X-axis cursor position and the importance score 

(the X-axis coordinate of the point) is one leg of the right 

triangle, with the other leg being calculated using the 

Y-axis difference. This calculated difference is then 

assigned to variable "DistanceToPoint," which is then 

compared ·with the value of variable "ShortestDistance." If 

"DistanceToPoint" is less than "ShortestDistance," then the 

new distance is remembered in "ShortestDistance." If only 

one data point were on the screen, it would be picked up no 

matter where the cursor was pointed. 

Variable "ShortestDistance" is initially assigned a 

value greater than that which can be generated using screen 

coordinates. The value of 1000 is used since it would 



require screen coordinates of 800 x 600 to generate, far 

outside of the GIGI terminals' 767 x 511. 

Variable "TargetAssumption" is initialized to the 

address of the assumption-list header-node so that an error 

message stored in that node (see Figure 4.9) will be dis

played should the list contain no assumptions. The target 

assumption, or error message, is displayed as part of the 

driver section of procedure Find Assumption Pointed To, as 

shown in Figure 4.21. 

Procedure Find By Bar One Stake 
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Sub-procedure Find By Bar One Stake, shown in Figure 

4.21, achieves the most difficult find operation in the 

entire library of engines. In this case, the importance 

score for each assumption, belonging to a given stakeholder, 

is displayed as a bar chart. The bars begin at the vertical 

centerline of the data-display window with supporting assump

tions being drawn in green to the left of the centerline and 

resisting assumptions being drawn in red to the right of the 

centerline (see Figure 4.12). 

The bars are drawn by chasing the sub1ist chain 

starting at the stakeholder-record node and progressing to 

the end of the chain. Therefore, assumptions are drawn in 

the order they appear on the sub1ist chain, with the first 

supporting assumption encountered appearing at top-left of 

the centerline and the first resisting assumption appearing 



at top right. Up to eleven bars can be drawn on one side 

before the drawing stops, with the ordering of the bars on 

both sides being essentially random. 
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It is the function of sub-procedure Find By Bar One 

Stake to translate a cursor position, pointing to a bar in 

this randomly ordered display to the address of the 

assumption-record node generating the bar. Furthermore, if 

the cursor is pointed anywhere in the space below the bottom 

bar on either side, then the bottom bar on that side should 

be the selected bar. If there were only one bar on that 

side, there would be a lot of space in which the cursor 

could point and still have the bottom bar be selected. This 

random ordering of the bars and the specification to always 

return the nearest bar are the complicating factors. 

The single variable line counter of procedure Find 

Stakeholder Pointed To (see Figure 4.20) is replaced with a 

two position array "BarCounter." The array is indexed by 

assumption-type, allowing assumptions pointed to by the 

sublist chain to be counted according to type. A local 

variable "RedOrGrn" is defined as type "SupOrRes" and can 

therefore hold values Supporting and Resisting, which are 

the assumption types. 

The procedure begins with zeroing the bar-counter 

array. The X-point value of the cursor position is then 

examined to determine if it is pointing to a supporting 
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assumption or a resisting assumption. The appropriate value 

is then assigned to variable "RedOrGrn." 

The procedure that draws the bars (see Figures 

4.41a-b) remembers the address of the sub1ist node pointing 

to the supporting assumption at the top of the screen and 

the resisting assumption at the top of the screen, in a 

two-position array "TopBar." This array replaces the 

single-position top-of-screen variable of Figure 4.20. 

The drawing procedure also remembers the line number 

(0-10) of the bottom bar on each side of the screen in a 

two-position array "BottomBar." It is this condition for 

loop execution that allows a cursor position below the 

bottom bar on a side to be recognized as if it were pointing 

to the bottom bar. 

The final act of this sub-procedure is to assign the 

appropriate bar counter value to variable "LineNumber" for 

passing back to a calling routine. 

Procedure Find By Bar Max Min 

The sub-procedure of Figure 4.21, last page, allows 

selection of an assumption from a bar display listing eleven 

stakeholders and two assumptions for each. The bars are 

drawn by one of the procedures in Figures 4.37-4.40 and can 

have either the maximum or minimum supporting or resisting 

assumptions for each stakeholder drawn to the right of that 

stakeholder's name. 
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The method of locating the target assumption is 

simply to call procedure Find Stakeholder Pointed To (see 

Figure 4.20) and then access the address of the assumption 

node from the stakeholder-record node. Array "MaxMin" is 

accessed according to the X-point value of the cursor 

position. Supporting assumptions are on the left half of 

the screen and resisting assumptions on the right, just as 

in the discussion of the previous sub-procedure. The 

address of the appropriate assumption, maximum or minimum 

score, is then accessed from array "MaxMin" according to the 

value of index variables "Right" and "Left." Values are 

assigned these variables by the bar-drawing procedures. For 

a review of array "MaxMin" see discussion of procedure Find 

Max And Min Weights, Figure 4.13. 

Procedure Examine Assumption 

Procedure Examine Assumption, Figure 4.22, provides 

the framework to call procedure Find Assumption Pointed To, 

discussed above, for the purpose of examining the assumption 

generating a given point or bar. Its prime purpose is to 

provide the necessary prompts to the operator and keep the 

display updated as the operator roams through the display. 

A while-loop construct keeps repeati~g until the operator 

either attaches an assumption for other operations on it 

(simply keeps it blinking) or advances the menu to another 

operation. 



Procedure ExamineAssumption (var Ypoint : integer)~ 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
Msg5 
Msg6 
Msg7 
Msg8 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
-
= 
= 
= 
= 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
, examine selected assumption '~ 

Point cursor to assumption in above display '~ 
'Attach assumption for other operations? No Yes'~ 
'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

Exit bars by drawing grid chart '; 
Category: Assumptions '; 

Bar Displays '; , . , 

Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint < 375 do 
Begin 

Figure 4.22. 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
UpdateDisplay (Display, overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

AttachedToAssumption := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

FindAssumptionPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, Line, false): 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Examine 
Assumption. 
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End: 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
AttachedToAssumption := true~ 

EraseLowerScreen~ 

Case Display of 
Grid 
BarMaxMin 
BarOneStake : 

End~ 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4): 
Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg5): 
Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg5): 

writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Case Display of 
Grid 
BarMaxMin : 
BarOneStake : 

Message (Line22, White, Msg6)~ 
Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 
Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 

End: 

writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl): 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Message (Line24, White, Msg8) 

Else 

End: 

Begin 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false): 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2)~ 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 
End: 

Figure 4.22--Continued 
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A boolean variable "AttachedToAssumption" keeps the 

selected point or bar flashing while moving to another 

procedure to perform some operation on the assumption. When 

the procedure is selected, the assumption-selecting routine 

is bypassed. Otherwise, as will be seen in following discus

sions, each procedure allows for selection of the assumption 

to be operated on, but this is unnecessary if the desired 

assumption has been found in procedure Examine Assumption. 

Procedure Change Assumption 

This procedure, shown in Figure 4.23, allows the 

operator to change the text of an assumption, change the 

text of the reason, or rescore the assumption's importance 

and certainty. 

The procedure is entered by pointing the cursor to 

line 24 in the work-area window thus making a selection from 

the segmented menu. This is a common method of selecting 

procedures from the menu. 

A while-loop construct allows selection of the 

assumption to be changed. If there is an assumption that 

has been attached in procedure Examine Assumption (see 

Figure 4.22), then this construct is bypassed and the 

procedure continues with Figure 4.23, last page. 

Figures 4.23 shows a pair of prompts, the first for 

new assumption-text and the second for new reason-text, 

similar to the prompts for original entry (see Figure 4.17) 



Procedure ChangeAssumption (var Ypoint : integer) 7 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 

Var 

, change selected assumption '7 Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
Msg8 = 
Msg9 = 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces30 = 

Point cursor to this line to make changes '7 
Point cursor to assumption in above display '7 
Is this the assumption to be changed? No Yes'7 

'Enter new assumption, press RETURN for no change' 7 
, Enter new reason, press RETURN for no change '7 
'Do you wish to rescore this assumption? No Yes'7 

New Entry 
Xpoint 

, '. , , . , 

String60r 
integen 

Category: Assumptions '7 
Bar Displays ' 7 

, . , 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl)7 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2)7 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween)7 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := SOOr 
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Figure 4.23. SAST Source Code; Procedure Change Assumption. 



While (not AttachedToAssumption) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindAssumptionPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, Line, false); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

End; 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayAssumption; 
End; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg5); 

Figure 4.23--Continued 
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TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14): 

Readln (NewEntry): 

If (NewEntry[l] <> Space) and 
(TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
Begin 

TargetAssumption-.Assumption := NewEntry: 

CenterEntry (TargetAssumption-.Assumption); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol14, 
TargetAssumption-.Assumption); 

End: 

GraphicsMode: 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='): 

write (Escape, Lin23Col14): 

Readln (NewEntry): 

If (NewEntry[l] <> Space) and 
(TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
Begin 

TargetAssumption-.Reason := NewEntry: 

CenterEntry (TargetAssumption-.Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, 
TargetAssumption-.Reason); 

End; 

writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, Spaces2, 
Spaces30, Spaces30, spaces2); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg7); 

writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

Figure 4.23--Continued 
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If (Xpoint > 555) and 
(TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, Line, true): 

DrawScoreBox: 

TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co16, 'unimportant'): 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co171, 'important' ): 

GraphicsMode: 

Writeln ('p[ ,459]', AreaFillOn, 'P[162,442]', 
InRed, 'V[+', 
(TRUNC «TargetAssumptionA.Importance - 230) 
/1.17»:1, ']', AreaFillOff): 

ScoreFactor (TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreImpt): 

TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreImpt := 230 + 
TRUNC (TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreImpt * 1.17): 

TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co16, 'uncertain '): 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co17l, 'certain '): 

GraphicsMode: 

Writeln ('p[ ,459]', AreaFillOn, 'P[l62,442]', InRed, 'V[+', 
«355 - TargetAssumptionA.Certainty) * 4 div 3):1, 
']', AreaFillOff): 

ScoreFactor (TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreCert): 

TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreCert := 355 -
TRUNC (TargetAssumptionA.ReScoreCert * 0.75): 

FindMaxAndMinweights (TargetAssumptionA.StakeHolder); 
End: 

Figure 4.23--Continued 
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End: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false): 

AttachedToAssumption := false: 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Case Display of 
Grid 
BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 

End: 

Message (Line22, White, MsgB): 
Message (Line22, White, Msg9); 
Message (Line22, White, Msg9); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 
End: 

Figure 4.23--Continued 
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In this case, however, the new text is entered into a 

holding variable before being assigned to the proper field 

in the assumption-record node. This allows bypassing any 

change in either field. 
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After entry has been made to holding variable 

"NewEntry," the first position is checked for the space 

character. If the first position is a space, then no entry 

has been made and no assignment to the assumption-record 

node is made. If the first position is not a space, then 

the assignment to the assumption-record node is made and the 

original text replaced. 

In Figure 4.23, third page, the cursor-position 

response to a prompt allows for rescoring the assumption or 

bypassing the rescore feature. 

Rescoring is done in much the same fashion as in 

procedure Weight Assumptions (see Figure 4.16) except that 

the current score is used to draw a red bar in the scorebox, 

representing the current score. The color red is chosen to 

represent the current score since the color yellow is used 

to draw the bar for the rescoring. Thus, if the new score 

is less than the original score, the yellow bar overlays the 

red bar to the extent of the new value and the two values 

are easily compared. If the new score is greater than the 

original score, the original red bar is lost completely and 

only the new greater score is displayed. However, both the 
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grid-chart display and the bar displays always show both the 

original score and the most recent rescoring for easy 

comparison. 

If the operator wishes to retain the present score 

as displayed by the red bar, he must rescore with the same 

value by aligning the cursor with the right-hand end of the 

red bar, just as in the original scoring. This could be 

bypassed by inserting another cursor-response prompt, but 

this would require an extra cursor movement for rescoring 

each value. The present setup requires the same number of 

cursor positionings whether a new value is chosen or the 

same value reassigned. It is assumed that the user would 

not respond with a "yes" to the rescore bypass prompt unless 

the user was interested in rescoring. 

If the rescore feature is selected, then procedure 

Max And Min Weights must be called to update array "MaxMin" 

in the stakeholder-record node (see Figure 4.13). 

This procedure concludes in Figure 4.23, last page, 

by reconstructing the segmented-menu in the work-area 

window. 

Procedure Delete Assumption 

Once an assumption is entered, not only is the 

facility to modify it desirable, but the facility to simply 

delete an assumption should be available. The procedure of 

Figure 4.24 provides the structure for prompting the 



Procedure DeleteAssumption (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msgl = ' delete selected assumption '; 
Msg2 = ' Point cursor to this line to delete assumption '; 
Msg3 = Point cursor to assumption in above display'; 
Msg4 Is this the assumption to be deleted? No Yes'; 
Msg5 = Assumption deleted '; 
Msg6 = Press RETURN to continue ' ; 
Msg7 = Category: Assumptions '; 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, ~point); 

If (ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 
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Figure 4.24. SAST Source Code; Procedure Delete Assumption. 



While (not AttachedToAssumption) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3): 

Writeln (CursorInCenter): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindAssumptionPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line): 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false): 

If (TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
Begin 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 
End 

Else 
Xpoint := 560: 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

End; 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreeni 

DisplayAssumption: 
End; 

Figure 4.24--Continued 
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If (TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
Begin 

ThisAssumption := HeadAssumptions; 

While ThisAssumption-.NextRecord <> TargetAssumption do 
ThisAssumption := ThisAssumption-.NextRecord; 

ThisAssumption-.NextRecord := TargetAssumption-.Nextrecord; 

ThisStkhldr := TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder; 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist-.Assumption <> TargetAssumption do 
Begin 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := Thissublist-.NextSub; 
End; 

If (ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub-.Assumption = TargetAssumption) then 
ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub-.NextSub 

Else 
Lastsub_.NextSub := ThisSublist-.Nextsub; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisStkhldr); 

DISPOSE (TargetAssumption); 

DISPOSE (ThisSublist); 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 
End; 

Figure 4.24--Continued 
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Message (Line24, White, Msg6): 

Writeln (CursorOff): 

Read (wait): 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 

writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Ypoint := 450: 
End: 

End: 

Figure 4.24--Continued 
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operator and deleting a selected assumption, with the node 

of storage being returned to free storage for allocation to 

another assumption. 

Figure 4.24 provides for selection of an assumption 

from the screen, in the event that an assumption was not 

attached by procedure Examine Assumption (see Figure 4.22). 

The selection process works in a looping mode, allowing 

examination of many assumptions until the desired assumption 

is found. If an assumption was attached upon entering this 

procedure, the selection feature is bypassed and the 

assumption is displayed in the work-area window. 

A check is made to make sure the target-node is not 

the header-node, i.e., an empty list. If the list is not 

empty, then deletion of an assumption-record node requires 

adjustments to two chains, the circularly-linked assumption

list and the sublist chain emanating from the stakeholder

record node owning the assumption. This is done in Figure 

4.24. 

First the assumption chain is chased from the head 

to the node preceding the node to be deleted. The next

record field of this node is assigned the value of the 

next-record field in the node to be deleted, accomplishing 

the deletion from the assumption chain. Although the node 

is no longer on its chain, it can still be pointed to and 

worked with, so variable "ThisStkhldr" is assigned the 



address of the owning stakeholder-record node from the node 

to be deleted. 
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The sublist-chain is then chased from the owning 

stakeholder-record node by two variables, "ThisSublist" and 

"LastSub," with "ThisSublist" leading "LastSub" by one node. 

When the chain chasing stops, "ThisSublist" points to the 

node to be deleted and "LastSub" points to the preceding 

node. The exception to this is when the node to be deleted 

is the first node on the list. A check is made for this 

condition as the pointers are adjusted. 

The display is then updated by erasing the letter or 

bar representing the assumption. Procedure Find Max And Min 

Weights is called to update array "MaxMin" in the 

stakeholder-record node (see Figure 4.13). The DISPOSE 

operator returns both the assumption-record node and the 

sublist-node to free storage. 

Figure 4.24, third' page, prompts that the assumption 

has been deleted and the procedure pauses (Figure 4.24, 

fourth page), waiting for the RETURN key to be pressed, 

following reading of the prompts. The work-area window is 

then erased and the menu reconstructed. The assignment of 

the value 450 to variable "Ypoint" has to do with menu 

control and will be noted as the last step in many engines. 



Procedure Add New Assumption 

The code in Figure 4.25 provides the structure to 

prompt the operator and call other engines to add assump

tions to a selected stakeholder's list. The stakeholder is 

selected by pointing to the stakeholder's name with the 

cursor. The assumption(s) is added by calling procedure 

Enter Assumptions (see Figure 4.17) and passing the 

boolean-value true so that the chain-chasing function of 

procedure Enter Assumptions is defeated. 

Once the assumption(s) is added, the procedure 

reconstructs the menu in the work-area window and exits. 

Procedure Move One Assumption 
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The capability to move an assumption from its 

present stakeholder-owner to a new owner is provided. The 

entire operation is done by cursor selection. Figure 4.26 

provides the structure to select an assumption by pointing 

the cursor to a letter on the grid chart that represents the 

assumption. If an assumption was attached earlier, this 

function is bypassed. Once an assumption is selected, the 

user is prompted for selection of a stakeholder to receive 

the assumption from its present owner. 

The only adjustment to chains involves the sublist 

chains of the two stakeholders involved. No change is made 

to the assumption-record chain (Figure 4.26, third page). 

The sublist emanating from the donor stakeholder is chased 



Procedure AddNewAssumption (var Ypoint : integer) 1 

Const 
MsgI 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 

, add assumptions 'I 
Point cursor to this line to add assumptions '; 

Select stakeholder for added assumptions 
Point cursor to stakeholder in list above 

Category : Assumptions 

integer: 
integer: 

, . , , . , , . , 

Begin 
Line := 0; 

Message (Line23, White, MsgI): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)1 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End: 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 

updateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false)1 

AttachedToAssumption := falsel 
End l 

EraseLowerScreenl 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3)1 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplaYl 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4)1 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)1 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

EraseLowerScreenl 

EnterAssumptions (true, Line)1 

EraseLowerScreenl 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn)1 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff)1 

Ypoint := 4S01 
Endl 

Figure 4.25. SAST Source Code; Procedure Add New Assump
tion. 
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Procedure MoveOneAssumption (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const [Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
move one assumption to another stakeholder '; 

, Point cursor to this line to move assumption(s)'; 
Point cursor to assumption in above display'; 

, Is this the assumption(s) to be moved? No Yes'; 
Select stakeholder to receive assumption(s) '; 

Var 

Msgl = 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 
MsgS 
Msg6 = Point cursor to stakeholder in list above '; 
Msg7 = 

Line 
PriorSublist 
Xpoint 

Category: Assumptions '; 

integer; 
Sublists; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

Figure 4.26. SAST Source Code; Procedure Move One 
Assumption. 
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If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 5001 

While (not AttachedToAssumption) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen1 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3)1 

writeln (CursorInCenter)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)1 

FindAssumptionPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line)1 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false)1 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4)1 

Writeln (CursorYesNo)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)1 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false)1 

End1 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen1 

DisplayAssumption1 
End1 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg5)1 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplaY1 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6)1 

writeln (CursorInBetween)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypointl1 

Figure 4.26--Continued 
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End; 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line): 

ThisSublist := TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder-.FirstSub: 

While ThisSublist-.Assumption <> TargetAssumption do 
Begin 

PriorSublist := ThisSublist: 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist-.NextSub; 
End; 

If (TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder-.FirstSub-.Assumption 
TargetAssumption) then 

TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder-.FirstSub 
:= ThisSublist-.NextSub 

Else 
PriorSublist-.NextSub := ThisSublist-.NextSub; 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub-.NextSub := ThisSublist; 

Thissublist-.NextSub := nil; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder): 

TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder := ThisStkhldr; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetAssumption-.StakeHolder): 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 

AttachedToAssumption := false: 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 

Figure 4.26--Continued 
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by two pointer variables "ThisSublist" and "PriorSublist." 

"PriorSublist" is a local variable substituting for variable 

"LastSub," which has now been positioned at the last node of 

the recipient stakeholder's sublist chain (see Figure 4.20). 

This chain chasing by the two pointer variables is done the 

same as in procedure Delete Assumption (see Figure 4.24) and 

for the same purpose. 

The node is then moved between sublist chains, with 

a check being made to see if it is the first node on the 

donor chain, and if so, the adjustment is handled 

differently than if it lies elsewhere on the chain. The 

attachment to the recipient chain always takes place at the 

end of the chain. 

In the event that the same stakeholder is selected 

as the recipient, an error condition exists. However, this 

is not protected against since all that happens is the 

sublist node is moved from its initial position in the chain 

to the end of the chain. It is left to the operator to 

recognize the uselessness of this movement. 

The procedure concludes in Figure 4.26, third page. 

The display is updated by erasing the donor stakeholder's 

identifying letter from the screen. Next, the donor 

stakeholder's assumptions are scanned to update the maximum 

and minimum weighted assumptions record (see Figure 4.13). 
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The assumption-record node is updated by assigning 

the address of the recipient stakeholder-record node to its 

stakeholder-pointer field. Then the recipient stakeholder's 

assumptions are scanned for maximum and minimum update. The 

display is then updated by writing the recipient stake

holder's identifying letter on the grid chart. The 

procedure concludes by reconstructing the menu in the 

work-area window. 

Procedure Move All Assumptions 

In the event that the operator wished to move all of 

the assumptions belonging to a stakeholder to another 

stakeholder, the previously discussed procedure, Move One 

Assumption, would have to be used once for each assumption 

moved. This procedure, Move All Assumptions, Figure 4.27, 

allows moving an entire sublist chain from one stakeholder 

to another, and updates the display and assumption records. 

This operation differs from moving a single assump

tion in that if an attempt is made to move a stakeholder's 

assumptions to the same stakeholder, the procedure goes into 

an infinite loop. This is protected against, and an error 

message is displayed to the operator. 

Figure 4.27 prompts for selection of the donor 

stakeholder. The letters identifying the assumptions on the 

grid chart are set to flashing, at the top of Figure 4.27, 

second page. The recipient stakeholder is then prompted for 



Procedure MoveAllAssumption (var ypoint : integer) 7 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
Msg8 = 
Msg9 

Var . 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
, move all assumptions to another stakeholder '7 
, Point cursor to this line to move assumption(s)'7 

Select stakeholder to lose assumptions '7 
Point cursor to stakeholder in list above ' 7 
Select stakeholder to receive assumption(s) '7 

Category: Assumptions '7 
'Attempt to move to same stakeholder •••• NO change'7 

Stakeholder selected has no assumptions '7 
Press RETURN to continue '7 

FirstStkhldr 
Line 

StakeHolders7 
integer7 
integeq Xpoint 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl)7 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2)7 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)7 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)7 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false)7 

Figure 4.27. 

AttachedToAssumption := false7 
End7 

EraseLowerScreen7 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3)7 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplaY7 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4)7 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)7 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)7 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line)7 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Move All 
Assumptions. 



If (LastSub <> nil) then 
Begin 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr~.FirstSub~ 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublist~.Assumption; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub~ 
End; 

FirstStkhldr := ThisStkhldr: 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg5)~ 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay~ 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4)~ 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)~ 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line)~ 

EraseLowerScreen~ 

Figure 4.27--Continued 
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If (FirstStkhldr <> ThisStkhldr) then 
Begin 

End 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
Begin 

ThisStkhldrA.FirstSub := FirstStkhldrA.FirstSub: 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldrA.FirstSub: 
End 

Else 
Begin 

LastSubA.NextSub := FirstStkhldrA.FirstSub: 

ThisSublist := LastSubA.NextSub: 
End; 

FirstStkhldrA.FirstSub := nil: 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetAssumption := ThissublistA.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 
0, false): 

TargetAssumptionA.StakeHolder := ThisStkhldr; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 
0, false): 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 
End; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (FirstStkhldr); 
FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisStkhldr); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, Msg6); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Figure 4.27--Continued 
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End: 

End 
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Else 
Begin 

End 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg7)r 

writeln (NegativeVidOn)r 

Message (Line22, White, Msg6): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub: 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

End 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublist-.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 
0, false): 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist-.NextSub: 

Else 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgB): 
Message (Line24, White, Msg9): 

Writeln (CursorOff): 

Read (Wait)r 
End: 

Ypoint := 450: 
End: 

Figure 4.27--Continued 
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and selected, with variable "LastSub" being set to the 

address of the last node on the recipient sublist chain (see 

Figure 4.20). 

If the selected stakeholders are not one in the 

same, the movement of nodes from the donor-chain to the 

recipient-chain is accomplished by the code in Figure 4.27, 

third page. After the nodes are moved, the donor identifier 

is removed from the screen and the recipient identifier 

written in place of each assumption's position on the grid 

chart. Both stakeholder's assumptions are scanned for 

maximum and minimum weights and the menu reconstructed in 

the lower window of the screen. Figure 4.27, last page, 

handles the exception conditions with error messages, etc. 

Procedure Paging Stakeholders 

A small but useful function is simply paging the 

stakeholder name-list in the stakeholder window. This is 

accomplished by Figure 4.28. This figure provides the 

structure and prompts to call procedure Page Stakeholders 

(see Figure 4.11). 

Procedure Change Name 

This procedure, shown in Figure 4.29, allows 

changing a stakeholder's name. The stakeholder is selected 

by pointing to the present name in the stakeholder-name 

window. The new entry is prompted for and the first 



Procedure PagingStakeHolders (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
= I page stakeholders '; 
= I Point cursor to this line to page stakeholders '; 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint > 460 do 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := HeadStkhldrsA.NextStkhldr; 

PageStakeHolders (true); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While (ypoint > 460) and (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) do 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr; 

PageStakeHolders (false); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

End; 
End; 

Figure 4.28. SAST Source Code; Procedure Paging Stake
holders. 
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Procedure ChangeName (var Ypoint : integer): 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 

• change stakeholders name • : 

Var 

Msg7 

= 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces20 = 

Line 
NewEntry 
Xpoint 

Point cursor to this line to make changes 
Select Stakeholder for name change 

Point cursor to stakeholder in list above 

Enter new name, press RETURN for no change 
Category : Stakeholders . '. , .. , 

integer: 
String20 ; 
integer: 

.. , 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

· . , · . , · . , · . , , . , · . , 

Figure 4.29. SAST Source Code; Procedure Change Name. 
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End: 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg5): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6): 

TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin20Col34, ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder): 
Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol32, '=>', Spaces20, '<='): 
Write (Escape, Lin2lCol34): 

Readln (NewEntry): 

If (NewEntry[l] <> Space) and 
(ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 
Begin 

ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder := NewEntry: 

CenterEntry (ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder): 

writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol32, Spaces2, 
ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder, Spaces2): 

GraphicsMode: 

Writeln (CursorArray[Line], InWhite, 
TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisStkhldr-.Identity, ') " 
ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder, Quote): 

End: 

GraphicsMode: 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Ypoint := 450: 
End: 

Figure 4.29--Continued 
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position is checked for a space character. If the first 

character is a space, it is assumed that only the RETURN key 

was pressed and nothing is changed. 

The new name replaces the old name in the 

stakeholder-name window. The procedure reconstructs the 

menu in the lower window of the screen and the procedure 

exits. 

Procedure Delete Stakeholder 

This procedure, shown in Figure 4.30, provides for 

deletion of a stakeholder along with all of the 

stakeholder's assumptions by simply pointing to the stake

holder's name in the name window. This requires adjustments 

to both the stakeholder-record chain and the assumption

record chain. 

All of the chain chasing and adjustment operations 

herein are similar to these in procedures Delete Assumption 

(see Figure 4.24) and Move One Assumption (see Figure 

4.26). The reader is directed to the discussions on these 

two procedures for an understanding of procedure Delete 

Stakeholder. 

In Figure 4.30, after the stakeholder is selected by 

pointing the cursor to its name, a check is made to see if 

this is the stakeholder at the top of the window. If so, 

then the next stakeholder down the list must become the 

stakeholder at the top of the screen. This is exactly what 



Procedure DeleteStakeHolder (var Ypoint : integer); 

Canst {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length] 
, delete stakeholder and his assumptions '; 
, Point cursor to this line to delete stakeholder'; 

Var 

Msgl = 
Msg2 
Msg3 = Select Stakeholder to be deleted '; 
Msg4 = Point cursor to stakeholder in list above '; 
MsgS = 

Line 
PriorStkhldr 
xpoint 

Category: Stakeholders '; 

integer; 
StakeHolders; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Figure 4.30. 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

If (ThisStkhldr = TopOfScreen) then 
TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr-.NextStkhldr; 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub; 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Delete 
Stakeholder. 
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End; 

PriorStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs; 

While PriorStkhldrA.NextStkhldr <> ThisStkhldr do 
PriorStkhldr := PriorStkhldrA.NextStkhldr; 

PriorStkhldrA.NextStkhldr := ThisStkhldrA.NextStkhldr; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 
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TargetAssumption := ThisSublistA.Assumption; 

ThisAssumption := HeadAssumptions; 

While ThisAssumptionA.NextRecord <> TargetAssumption do 
ThisAssumption := ThisAssumptionA.NextRecord; 

ThisAssumptionA.NextRecord := TargetAssumptionA.NextRecord; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 

DISPOSE (LastSub); 

If (TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions) then 
DISPOSE (TargetAssumption); 

End; 

If (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 
DISPOSE (ThisStkhldr); 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen; 

PageStakeHolders (false); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg5); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 

Figure 4.30--Continued 
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happens in Figure 4.30, second page, following all deletion 

activity, when the stakeholder list is paged. 

The procedure concludes by reconstructing the menu 

in the work-area window. 

Procedure Add Stakeholders 

The code allowing the addition of stakeholders is 

shown in Figure 4.31. The procedure provides the structure 

and prompts to call procedure Enter Stakeholder (see Figure 

4.15). After the new stakeholder(s) is entered, the 

stakeholder-name window is paged to show the revised list. 

The procedure concludes by reconstructing the menu in the 

work-area window. 

Procedure Show One Holders Assumps 

It may be desirable to view only one stakeholder's 

assumptions on the grid chart. This procedure, shown in 

Figure 4.32, erases the grid chart and then reconstructs it 

with only the selected stakeholder's assumptions displayed. 

The entire grid-chart display can be reconstructed by 

selecting "Draw Grid Chart" under menu category "Select 

Display." 

Figure 4.32 provides the structure and prompts to 

select the desired stakeholder by pointing the cursor to the 

stakeholder's name as displayed in the name window. 



Procedure AddStakeHolders (var Ypoint : integer)r 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl = ' add stakeholders 'r 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to add Stakeholder 'r 
Msg3 = Category : Stakeholders 

Var 
Xpoint : integerr 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl)r 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2)r 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)r 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreenr 

End; 

EnterStakeHoldersr 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreenr 

PageStakeHolders (false); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg3); 

Write!n (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 

, . , 
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Figure 4.31. SAST Source Code; Procedure Add Stakeholders. 



Procedure ShowOneHoldersAssumps (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const [Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length] 
, show only one stakeholders assumptions on grid '; 

Point cursor to this line to change display'; 

Var 

Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 

Line 
Xpoint 

Select Stakeholder to be displayed '; 
Point cursor to stakeholder in list above '; 

Assumptions displayed are for Stakeholder 
Category : Stakeholders 

integer; 
integer; 

, . , , . , , . , 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay: 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 
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Figure 4.32. SAST Source Code; Procedure Show One Holder's 
Assumptions. 



End: 

Message (Line24, White, Msg5): 
Message (Line23, White, Msg5): 
Message (Line20, White, Msg6): 

TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol34, ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder): 

GraphicsMode: 

EraseUpperScreen (226): 

DrawGrid: 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub: 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublist-.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist-.NextSub: 
End: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Ypoint := 450: 
End: 

Figure 4.32--Continued 
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In Figure 4.32, second page, the data display area 

is erased and the grid is redrawn. The sublist-chain is 

chased from the stakeholder-record node, replotting the 

assumptions for this stakeholder. The menu is then 

reconstructed and the procedure exits. 

Procedure Remove One Holders Assumps 

This procedure is the second of a set of three 

procedures dealing with the grid chart display of a single 

stakeholder's assumptions. This procedure, as shown in 

Figure 4.33, does not disturb the existing grid-chart 

display. It simply replots the assumptions for the selected 

stakeholder with the Update Display procedure (see Figure 

4.12) operating in erase mode, thus removing the plots for 

the subject stakeholder. 

The procedure provides for selection of the stake

holder by pointing the cursor, just as in procedure Show One 

Holders Assumps discussed above. A companion procedure for 

restoring the deleted points is discussed next. 

Procedure Restore One Holders Assumps 

This is the third procedure of a set of three, 

dealing with the grid-chart display of one stakeholder's 

assumptions. Comparing Figure 4.34 with Figure 4.33 shows 

the only differences being in the prompts and the writing 

mode passed to procedure Update Display (see Figure 4.12). 



Procedure RemoveOneHoldersAssumps (var ypoint : integer) 7 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
= ' remove one stakeholders assumptions from grid '7 

Point cursor to this line to change display '7 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 

Select Stakeholder to be removed '7 
Point cursor to stakeholder in list above '7 

Category : Stakeholders ' 7 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 

integer 7 
integer 7 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl)7 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2)7 

Writeln (CursorInBetween)7 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint)7 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen7 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3)7 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplaY7 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4)7 

Writeln {CursorInBetween)7 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo {Ypoint, Line)7 

Thissublist := ThisStkhldr A .FirstSub7 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublist A .Assumption7 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false)7 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist A .NextSub7 
End7 

Writeln (NegativeVicOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln {NegativeVidOff)7 

Ypoint := 4507 
End7 

Figure 4.33. SAST Source Code; Procedure Remove One 
Holder's Assumptions. 
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Procedure RestoreOneHoldersAssumps (var Ypoint : integer): 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthJ 
=' restore one stakeholders assumptions to grid ': 

Const 
MsgI 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 

Point cursor to this line to change display': 
Select Stakeholder to be restored ': 

Point cursor to stakeholder in list above ': 
Category: Stakeholders ': 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 

integer: 
integer: 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, MsgI): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3): 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay: 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line): 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr~.FirstSub: 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetAssumption := ThisSublistA.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 

ThisSublist := ThissublistA.NextSub: 
End: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Ypoint := 4S0: 
End: 

Figure 4.34. SAST Source Code; Procedure Restore One 
Holder's Assumptions. 
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The purpose of the engine in Figure 4.34 is to restore the 

data points to the grid chart after they are removed by the 

previously discussed procedure. 

The alternative method of restoring points is by 

selecting "Draw grid chart" from the menu category "Select 

Display." This method would be the quickest if more than 

one or two stakeholder's assumptions had been removed and 

one wished to restore them all at the same time. 

Procedure Draw Grid Chart 

Procedure Draw Grid Chart, shown in Figure 4.35, 

draws the entire grid-chart display from the assumption

record chain. Its first function is to erase the data 

display area. Then the grid is drawn, followed by plotting 

the points. The while-loop construct starts with the first 

assumption on the chain and continues around the chain back 

to the header node. 

Procedure Draw Bar Chart 

The capability to display the assumption importance

scores as a bar-chart in many different configurations is 

provided for by Procedure Draw Bar Chart. The body of this 

procedure is actually shown in Figure 4.42, with Figures 

4.36 to 4.41 being of the sub-procedures that allow varying 

relationships to be displayed. Further discussion of this 

procedure is deferred to discussion of Figure 4.42. 
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Procedure DrawGridChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
change display to grid chart '; 

Point cursor to this line to change display'; 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Display := Grid; 

EraseUpperScreen (226): 

DrawGrid: 

TargetAssumption := HeadAssumptions-.NextRecord: 

While TargetAssumption <> HeadAssumptions do 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 

TargetAssumption := TargetAssumption-.NextRecor.d; 
End: 

Ypoint := 430: 
End; 

End; 

Figure 4.35. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Grid Chart. 



Procedure DrawBarChart (var Ypoint : integer): 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthl 
MsglO = , change display to bar chart ': 
Msg20 = Point cursor to this line to change display': 
Msg30 = Bar Displays , . , 
Msg40 = Exit bars by drawing grid chart ': 
Msg50 = 'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu': 
Msg60 = 
Msg70 

Var 
MenuCounter 
Xpoint 

Category : Select Display 

integer: 
integer: 

Procedure DisplayAssumptionsByMaxAndMin: 

, . , , . , 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthl 
Msgl =' There are more Stakeholders to be displayed ': 
Msg2 = Exit now for operations on above? No Yes': 

Var 
LineCounter 
Xpoint, Ypoint 

Begin 

integer: 
integer: 

Display := BarMaxMin: 

TopOfScreen := HeadStkhldrsA.NextStkhldr: 

PageStakeHolders (true): 

Figure 4.36. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart. 
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Repeat 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

LineCounter := 0; 

ThisStkhldr := TopOfScreen; 

While (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) and 
(LineCounter < 11) do 

Begin 
TargetAssumption := ThisStkhldr-.MaxMin[supporting,Left]; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Replace, BlinkOff, 
LineCounter, false); 

TargetAssumption := ThisStkhldr-.MaxMin[Resisting,Right] ; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Replace, BlinkOff, 
LineCounter, false); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + I; 

ThisStkhldr := ThisStkhldr-.NextStkhldr; 
End; 

If (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo)1 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisStkhldr; 

PageStakeHolders (false); 
End 

Else 
ThisStkhldr := HeadStkhldrs; 

End; 

Until ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs; 
End; 

Figure 4.36--Continued 
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Procedure Display Assumptions 
By Max And Min 

This sub-procedure of procedure Draw Bar Chart is 

225 

called by four other sub-procedures, Figures 4.37-4.40, with 

which it works in concert to present maximum and minimum bar 

relationships for each stakeholder. 

Beginning with Figure 4.36, the first eleven 

stakeholders are displayed in the stakeholder-name window. 

The procedure then enters a repeat-until construct that 

allows moving around the entire stakeholder list in groups 

of eleven stakeholders (Figure 4.36, second page). 

Provision is made within the repeat-until loop for paging 

through the stakeholders eleven at a time or exiting the 

procedure. 

For each group of eleven stakeholders, the 

data-display window of the screen is erased and, starting 

with the stakeholder at the top of the screen, two bars are 

drawn for each stakeholder. The bars begin at the center-

line of the data-display window, with resisting-assumption 

bars being drawn to the right in red and supporting-

assumption bars being drawn to the left in green. 

The nodes containing the assumption-records are 

pointed to by addresses found in array "MaxMin" within the 

stakeholder-record node. Whether the maximum or minimum 

scored bar of each assumption type is displayed is 

determined by the value of variables "Left" and "~ight." 
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Values are assigned to these variables in the calling 

procedure. Additional discussion of this material is found 

with reference to Figure 4.21. 

Procedure Realistic Case 

Figure 4.37 is the first of a set of four sub

procedures calling procedure Display Assumptions By·Max And 

Min. It selects assumptions to be displayed by what is 

known as the realistic case, the maximum-scored supporting

assumption and the maximum-scored resisting-assumption. 

The procedure provides the prompts and structure for 

calling procedure Display Assumptions By Max And Min. It 

selects the maximum-scored assumptions by assigning the 

value Max to both variables "Left" and "Right." 

Procedure Best Case 

This sub-procedure, shown in Figure 4.38, assigns 

the value Max to variable "Left" and the value "Min" to 

variable "Right." Hence, each stakeholder will have the 

maximum-scored supporting assumption displayed with the 

minimum-scored resisting-assumption. This is called the 

best case. 

Procedure Worst Case 

Continuing with examination of the four sub

procedures generating maximum and minimum type bar displays, 

the sub-procedure Worst Case is the third, the first two 



Procedure RealisticCase; 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
, Realistic Case: Max-supporting Max-resisting '; 

Point cursor to this line to change display'; 

integer; 
integer; 

Display shown is ' ; 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 

End; 

Begin 
Left := Max; 
Right := Max; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line2l, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayAssumptionsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 

Figure 4.37. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart, 
Sub-Procedure Realistic Case. 
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Procedure BestCase; 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 

Var 
Xpoint 
ypoint 

Begin 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length] 
Best Case: Max-supporting Min-resisting '; 

Point cursor to this line to change display 'i 

integer; 
integer; 

Display shown is I ; 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

writeln (CursorInBetween)i 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 

End; 

Begin 
Left := Max; 
Right := Min; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line21, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayAssumptionsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 

Figure 4.38. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart; 
Sub-Procedure Best Case. 
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being discussed above. This procedure is shown in Figure 

4.39. It assigns the value Min to variable "Left" and the 

value Max to variable "Right." Thus, the stakeholder will 

have mimimum-scored supporting-assumption displayed along 

with the maximum-scored resisting-assumption. This is taken 

to be the stakeholder's worst case. 

Procedure Least Case 

The last of the four sub-procedures to generate 

maximum-minimum type displays is procedure Least Case, shown 

in Figure 4.40. The value of Min is assigned to both vari

ables "Left" and "Right," thus displaying the minimum-scored 

assumptions of both the supporting and resisting types. 

This is considered to be the least case and may be useful in 

trimming the assumption list, i.e., finding the minimum

scored assumptions for each stakeholder for deletion from 

the assumption list. 

The above four sub-procedures are selected 

interactively form the body of procedure Draw Bar Chart, 

shown in Figure 4.42. 

Procedure One Stakeholders Bars 

This procedure provides for display of all of the 

assumptions belonging to one stakeholder as bars drawn left 

and right from the vertical centerline of the data display 

area. Again, the supporting assumptions are drawn in green 



Procedure WorstCase; 

Const [Messages must be exactly 48 characters in lengthl 
Msgl =' worst Case: Min-supporting Max-resisting , ; 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display': 
Msg3 Display shown is ' : 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 

End; 

Begin 
Left := Min: 
Right := Max; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line2l, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayAssumptionsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 

Figure 4.39. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart; 
Sub-Procedure Worst Case. 
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Procedure LeastCase: 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
=' Least Case: Min-supporting Min-resisting , : 

Point cursor to this line to change display': 
Display shown is ' ; 

Var 
Xpoint 
ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

Left : = Min; 
Right := Min; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3): 
Message (Line2l, Yellow, Msgl): 

DisplayAssumptionsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 

Figure 4.40. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart, 
Sub-Procedure Least Case. 
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to the left of the centerline, and the resisting assumptions 

are drawn to the right of the centerline in red. 

The order of drawing assumptions is the order in 

which they appear on the sublist chain emanating from the 

stakeholder-owner node. The first supporting assumption 

encountered on the chain goes on the top line to the left of 

center, and the first resisting assumption goes on the top 

line to the right. All other bars are drawn to the left or 

right, according to their assumption-type, in the random 

order that they appear on the sublist chain until one side 

of the centerline fills with the allowed eleven bars. At 

this point the procedure pauses to allow for paging the next 

screen of bars or exiting to perform operations on the 

displayed bars. 

Figure 4.41 provides the prompts and structure for 

selecting the stakeholder by pointing the cursor to the 

stakeholder's name in the appropriate window. Once 

selected, variable "ThisSublist" is assigned the address of 

the first node on the sublist chain emanating from the 

selected stakeholder-record node. 

The chain chasing begins on the second page of 

Figure 4.41 inside a repeat-until structure which operates 

once for each set of eleven bars or fraction thereof at 

chain's end. 



Procedure OneStakeHoldersBars: 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 
MsgS 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 
Msg8 
Msg9 

[Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 

Var 

= ' Display One Stakeholders Bars ': 
Point cursor to this line to change display': 

Select Stakeholder to be displayed ': 
Point cursor to stakeholder in list above ': 
Assumptions displayed are for Stakeholder ': 
There are more assumptions to be displayed ': 

Exit now for operations on above? No Yes': 
Bar Displays ': , . , 

Line 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer: 
integer: 
integer: 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Figure 4.41. 

Display := BarOneStake: 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3): 

AdjustStakeHolderDisplay: 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

Writeln (CursorInBetween): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

FindStakeHolderPointedTo (Ypoint, Line): 

Message (Line20, Yellow, MsgS); 

TextMode: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21col34, ThisStkhldr-.StakeHolder): 

GraphicsMode: 

ThisSublist := ThisStkhldr-.FirstSub; 

Repeat 
EraseUpperScreen (226): 

SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart, 
Sub-Procedure One Stakeholder's Bars. 
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End: 

BarCounter[Supporting] := 0: 
BarCounter[Resisting] := 0: 

TopBar[Supporting] := nil: 
TopBar[Resisting] := nil: 

While (ThisSublist <> nil) and 
(BarCounter[Supporting] < 11) and 
(BarCounter[Resisting] < 11) do 

Begin 
TargetAssumption := ThisSublistA.Assumption: 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 
BarCounter[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] , 

false): 

BottomBar[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] := 
BarCounter[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType]: 

BarCounter[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] := 
BarCounter[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] + 1: 

If (TopBar[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] = nil) then 
TopBar[TargetAssumptionA.AssumpType] := 

ThisSublist: 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub: 
End: 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg6): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg7): 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
ThisSublist := nil: 

End: 

Until ThisSublist = nil: 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn): 

Message (Line22, White, MsgB): 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff): 

Message (Line23, White, Msg9): 
Message (Line24, White, Msg9): 

End: 

Figure 4. 41--Continued 
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Before each set of bars is drawn, the data display 

window is erased, the bar counter for each side of the 

centerline is zeroed, and the array that remembers .the 

address of the top bar on each side of the centerline is 

assigned the value "nil." A while-loop construct chases the 

sublist chain, drawing bars to the left and right of center

line until there are eleven bars on one side or the end of 

the sublist chain is reached. 

The address of the assumption-record node is 

assigned to global variable "TargetAssumption." This 

variable is used by procedure Update Display (see Figure 

4.12). Procedure Update Display then draws the bar using 

the appropriate value from array "BarCounter" to position 

the bar. This line-number value is then remembered in array 

"BottomBar" for use by procedure Find By Bar One Stake (see 

Figure 4.21). 

The appropriate position of array "BarCounter" is 

then incremented by one to count the bar just drawn and 

properly position the next bar on that side of the center

line. The appropriate position of array "TopBar" is then 

checked for the value nil. If it is nil, then the address 

of the current sublist node is remembered therein. 

Variable "ThisSublist" is then assigned the address 

of the next node on the sublist chain. If this address

value is not nil, which would signify the end of the chain, 
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the operator is prompted for paging to the next set of bars 

or exiting at this point for operations on the current set 

of bars. 

The procedure concludes by reconstructing the 

segmented-menu in the work-area window. 

Driver Section of Procedure 
Draw Bar Chart 

Figure 4.42 is the driver section of procedure Draw 

Bar Chart. The structure is provided to interactively 

select anyone of five bar-chart displays, as well as 

examine or change an assumption. Selection is made from a 

point-the-cursor type menu, at the bottom of the screen. 

This menu operates the same as the segmented menu 

for procedure List Operations, shown in Figure 4.43. In 

fact, this procedure, Draw Bar Chart, is selected from that 

menu, to be discussed next. As such, the reader is referred 

to the following discussion for an explanation of menu 

operation. 

Driver Section of Procedure List Operations 

Procedure List Operations offers thirteen operations 

that can be performed on assumptions and stakeholders plus 

six different displays of the data. A simple menu that 

would require going through all nineteen options, plus a 

selection to allow terminating the session, would be 

laborious for the operator. 



Begin 
Message (Line23, White, MsgIO); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg20); 

writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg30); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg40); 

Repeat 
MenuCounter := 0; 

While MenuCounter < B do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

End; 

MenuCounter of 
RealisticCase; 
BestCase; 
WorstCase; 
LeastCase; 
OneStakeHoldersBars; 
ExamineAssumption (Ypoint); 
ChangeAssumption (Ypoint); 
DrawGridChart (Ypoint); 

MenuCounter := MenuCounter + 1; 
End; 

Until Display Grid; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg50); 
Message (Line21, White, Msg60); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg70); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

AttachedToAssumption := false; 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 

End; 

Figure 4.42. SAST Source Code; Procedure Draw Bar Chart, 
Driver Section. 
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Begin 
AttachedToAssumption := false; 

Repeat 
Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgIOO); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg200); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
CounterAssumption := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterAssumption < 6) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

End; 

CounterAssumption of 
ExamineAssumption (Ypoint): 
ChangeAssumption (Ypoint); 
DeleteAssumption (Ypoint); 
AddNewAssumption (Ypoint); 
MoveOneAssumption (Ypoint); 
MoveAllAssumption (Ypoint); 

CounterAssumption := CounterAssumption + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

If (AttachedToAssumption) then 
Begin 

AttachedToAssumption := false; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false): 
End; 

Ypoint := 450; 
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Figure 4.43. SAST Source Code; Procedure List Operations, 
Driver Section Showing Segmented Menu. 



Message (Line20, White, MsgIOO); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg300); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
CounterStakeHolders := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterStakeHolders < 7) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

End; 

CounterStakeHolders of 
PagingStakeHolders 
ChangeName 
DeleteStakeHolder 
AddStakeHolders 
ShowOneHoldersAssumps 
RemoveOneHoldersAssumps 
RestoreOneHoldersAssumps 

(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint); 
(Ypoint); 
(Ypoint); 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint); 
(Ypoint); 

CounterStakeHolders := CounterStakeHolders + I; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgIOO); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg400); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Figure 4.43--Continued 
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Repeat 
CounterDisplay := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterDisplay < 2) do 
Begin 

Case CounterDisplay of 
o : DrawBarChart (Ypoint); 
1 : DrawGridChart (Ypoint); 

End; 

CounterDisplay := CounterDisplay + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgSOO); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, White, Msg600); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg700); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

Until ypoint > 460; 
End; 

Figure 4.43--Continued 
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The functions were divided into the following 

categories: 

1. Assumption functions. 

2. Stakeholder functions. 

3. Choice of display. 

4. Terminate session. 

The segmented menu allows the user to spin around the list 

of functions in any given category and jump to another 

category from any point within the list. 

The category is shown in reverse video in the 

work-area window of the screen. The list of functions 

within that category are displayed sequentially on the line 

just under the category name. The locator-mode cursor 

appears just below the category name and just aoove the 

names of the functions. The function list within that 

category is advanced by pointing the cursor to the function 

name. Actually, the cursor is positioned low enough to 

advance the function list by default. Therefore, the 

function list can be advanced by simply pressing the RETURN 

key. 

Category selection is made by pointing the cursor to 

the category name. This can be done at any time, from any 

point within the function list of a given category. Thus, 

the menu is controlled by the values of counters and the 

value of variable "Ypoint." 
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The entire menu is in a large repeat-until loop 

construct. Each category is within a nested repeat-until 

loop and is driven by a while-loop structure. This is seen 

in Figure 4.43. The large repeat-until loop begins by 

setting the Y-point value to 450 to assure that the first 

category operates. The category name is displayed in 

reverse video. 

The repeat-until loop is entered, and the counter 

that controls the case statement is zeroed. The while-loop 

calls each function's procedure, and each function prompts 

the operator to select entry to that procedure, or it is 

bypassed and the next function's procedure is called by the 

menu. 

Once the while-loop has called the entire list of 

function's procedures, the while-loop exits and the counter 

is again zeroed at the top of the repeat-until loop for that 

category. 

This segment of the menu is exited at any time by 

pointing the cursor to the category name. This generates a 

Y-point value of less than 440, causing the while-loop to 

exit and the repeat- until loop to exit. Thus the menu 

advances to the next category which operates just above. 

As the first segment exits, a check is made for an 

attached assumption. If an assumption has been attached, it 

is returned to unattached status. 
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The menu segment for stakeholders of Figure 4.43, 

second page, works just like the segment for assumptions. 

The same is true for the segment for selection of displays. 

The bottom of the large repeat-until loop is seen in this 

figure. To terminate the session, the cursor must be 

pointed to the bottom line of the screen, as per the prompt 

displayed on that line. This generates a Y-point value 

greater than 460 and procedure List Operations exits. 

Procedure Report Writer 

Once the operator exits from procedure List 

Operations, the only functions left are to save the data 

from the data structure on disk, and print a paper report of 

the session. Procedure Report Writer, Figure 4.44, offers 

both of these functions as optional features. 

A sub-procedure, Write Blank Lines, is used in 

spacing text of the paper-copy report-file. This consists 

sim9ly of a For-loop where the upper limit is an integer 

value passed from the calling procedure. This integer value 

is the number of blank lines to be written into the text at 

that point. This same value is added to the sum accumu

lating in the line counter, used to page the printed report. 

Two functions convert the importance score and the 

certainty core into percents. The numeric score is 

meaningless as printed to paper, but expressing the scores 

as percents does express a meaningful weighting. 



Procedure ReportWriter; 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length] 
EndOfSublist = '.'; 
Msgl = ' 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = ' 
Msg4 = ' 
Msg5 = ' 

Report Writer '; 
Print 

Saving this 
Save this 

a summary of this session? No Yes'; 
session will destroy stored session'; 
session fot future reload? No Yes'; 
Report Writer Working '; 

Var 

Space =" ; 
SpaceslO = 
Spaces15 = 
Spaces20 = 

Counter 
Dates 
LineCounter 
Report 
ReportTitle 
Save 
Times 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

, . , 

integer; 
Stringll ; 
integer; 
boolean; 
String48; 
boolean; 
Stringll; 
integer; 
integer; 

, . , , . , 

Procedure WriteBlankLines (NumberOfLines 

Var: 
Index: intego:!r; 

3~.~in 
P~r Index := 1 to ~umbo:!rOfLines do 

Writeln (ReportFile); 

integt'!r); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + NumbecOfLines; 
End; 

Function ImptPerCent (var Value: integer) integer; 

B~gin 
ImptPerCent := TRUNC «(Value - 230) • 100)/1.17) div 452; 

End; 

Function CertPerCent (var Value : integer) : integer.; 

Begin 
CertPerCent := (355 - Value) • 400 div 1356; 

End; 

Figure 4.44. SAST Source Code; Procedure Report Writer. 
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Begin 
LineCounter := 0: 
Report := false: 
Save := false: 
DATE (Dates): 
TIME (Times): 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line22, White, Msgl): 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2): 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Report := true: 

Writeln (BlinkOn): 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3): 

Writeln (BlinkOff): 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4): 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint): 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Save := true: 

If (Report) or (Save) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen: 

Message (Line22, White, Msg5): 

Writeln (CursorOff): 

ThisStkhldr := HeadStkhldrsA.NextStkhldr: 

Figure 4.44--Continued 
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If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteBlankLines (6): 

RESET (Instructions): 

Readln (Instructions, ReportTitle): 

writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, ReportTitle): 

WriteBlankLines (1): 

writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces1S, Dates): 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces1S, Times): 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 3: 
End: 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

REWRITE (SaveFile): 

writeln (saveFile, Dates): 
write1n (SaveFile, StakeHolderCount:4): 
writeln (SaveFi1e, ThisStkhldrA.Identity, 

ThisStkh1drA.Stak~ii<)ldp.r): 

End: 

Repeat 
ThisSub1ist := ThisStkh1drA.FirstSub: 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteB1ankLines (2): 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFi1e): 

WriteBlankLines (5): 

LineCounter := 0: 
End: 

Write1n (Reportfile, Spaces10, ThisStkhldrA.Identity, 
') , ThisStkhldrA.StakeHolder): 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1: 

WriteR1ankLines (2): 

Counter := 1: 
End; 

Figure 4.44--Continued 
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While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFile)1 

WriteBlankLines (5)1 

LineCounter := 01 
Endl 

Writeln (ReportFile, SpaceslO, 
ThisStkhldrA.Identity, '.', 
Counter:l, Space, 
ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Assumption)I 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces15, 
ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Reason)I 

WriteBlankLines (1)1 

Xpoint := 
ImptPerCent (ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Importance)1 

Ypoint := 
ImptPerCent (ThisSublist-.Assumption-.ReScoreImpt)I 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'First Importance', Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Last Importance', Ypoint:2, '%')1 

Xpoint := 
CertPerCent (ThisSublistA.AssumptionA.Certainty); 

Ypoint := 
CertPerCent (ThissublistA.Assumption-.ReScoreCert); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'First Certainty', Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Last Certainty " Ypoint:2, '%')1 

Figure 4.44--Continued 
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End1 

Case (ThisSublist~.Assumption~.AssumpType) of 
Supporting Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 

'Supporting')1 

Resisting 

End1 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'Resisting')1 

WriteBlankLines (1)1 

Counter := Counter + 11 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 51 
End1 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.Assumption)1 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.Reason)1 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.AssumpType, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.Importance:4, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.Certainty:4, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.ReScoreImpt:4, 
ThisSublist~.Assumption~.ReScoreCert:4)1 

End1 

Thissublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub1 
End1 

ThisStkhldr := ThisStkhldr~.NextStkhldr1 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (saveFile, EndOfSublist); 

If (ThisStkhldr <> HeadStkhldrs) then 

End; 

Writeln (SaveFile, ThisStkhldr~.Identity, 
ThisStkhldr~.StakeHolder)1 

Until ThisStkhldr = HeadStkhldrs1 
End1 

Figure 4.44--Continued 
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Execution begins at the top of Figure 4 •. 44, second 

page, with initialization of variable "LineCounter" to zero, 

and the boolean variables "Report" and "Save" initialized to 

false. The system function DATE makes a call to the system 

clock for the current date and assigns the value to string

variable "Dates." The same is done for the current time 

that is assigned to variable "Times." 

The first prompt asks if the operator would like a 

printed report of the session. If so, the cursor is pointed 

to the word "yes," and variable "Report" is assigned the 

value true. Thus, the sections of code writing data to the 

report-file will operate, and a written report will be 

formatted to disk for printing on a letter-quality printer. 

The operator is then prompted if the session should 

be saved on disk for future reload. Again, the response is 

by pointing the cursor to "yes" or "no." In both cases, 

written report or saving the session on disk, the cursor is 

initially positioned such that just pressing the RETURN key 

will select a "no" response. 

If neither function is selected, the entire proce

dure is bypassed and the SSD exits to the operating-system 

level. If either function is selected, the procedure 

operates with the appropriate functions being performed. 

The lower screen is first erased and the operator is 

advised that the report-writer is operating. This is done 
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to remove operator anxiety in the event that the system is 

busy or the session is large such that the task would appear 

to freeze and cause the operator to wonder if something was 

wrong. 

Variable "ThisStkhldr" is assigned the address of 

the first stakeholder-record node in preparation of chasing 

chains throughout the structure. This is the last statement 

in Figure 4.44, second page. 

Figure 4.44, third page, demonstrates the use of the 

boolean variables "Report" and "Save" to control functions 

as the procedure executes. If a report is selected, the 

code at the top of Figure 4.44, third page, spaces down from 

the top of the first page and prints the heading which 

consists of a title plus the date and time. 

If the same feature is selected, the save-file is 

set to a REWRITE state, which means that the software 

pointer is reset to the top of the file and the file can be 

rewritten. If this does not occur, i.e., save not selected, 

then the save-file will be closed with no changes. 

From this point on, the procedure consists of the 

chain-chasing constructs, similar· to procedure Weight 

Assumptions (see Figure 4.16) that scan through the data 

structure, visiting each node, with the data therein being 

copied to the appropriate file in the appropriate format. 
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The sections writing to the report-file keep check 

on the number of lines of text written per page and use the 

PAGE operator to insert page marks into the file, for paging 

the printed report. 

Main Driver Section of Program SAST 

Figure 4.45 is the driver for all of the above. 

This is the first-level driver that calls all other 

procedures. This driver reflects the complete logic of the 

SSD. It should be read as an outline of events for the 

Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing engine. 

Comparison should be made with the driver of the general 

list processor, found in Appendix A, which reflects a small 

change in logic discussed under Procedure Weight Assump

tions, earlier in this chapter. 

Summary 

The SAST software example illustrates one case where 

a number of elemental engines, Pascal procedures, were 

assembled into a SSD. This SSD has s~veral characteristics 

such as inputs, outputs, and certain list operations. 

Hence, any planning application requiring the support of 

these same characteristics can be supported by this same 

SSD. 

An example of such is personal planning. Much of 

personal time scheduling is listing items requiring 



Figure 4.45. 

Begin 
OpenDataFiles; 
CreateChainHeads; 

GraphicsMode; 

ScreenFormat (224, 365, InWhite); 

DisplayInstructions (28); 

ReLoadSession (ReLoad); 

If (not ReLoad) then 
Begin 

DisplayInstructions (28); 
EnterStakeHolders; 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DisplayInstructions (28); 
EnterAssumptions (false, 0); 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DisplayInstructions (28); 
Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

EraseUpperScreen (226); 
WeightAssumptions (false, 0); 

End; 

ListOperations; 

ReportWo:-iter:; 

Clos~Ocl~arites; 

ScreenNormal; 
TextMode; 

End. 

SAST Source Code; Main Driver Section. 
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attention and then prioritizing the list. The SAST engine 

has also been looked at by practioners of the counseling 

profession as a first-line counseling tool. The prospective 

patient would list his woes and weight them, such that the 

counselor and the patient would see a profile of the 

patient's anxieties. 

The conversion of the SAST engine to other applica

tions requires only the changing of messages displayed to 

the operator; e.g., the word "stakeholder" would be changed 

to something like "list name" or "list title." 

In addition, it may be desirable to change some 

variable names when assembling elemental engines into SSDs 

to improve the mnemonics of the source code. This is 

particularly true when modifications are made to some 

elemental engines or new elemental engines developed. 

The manner in which the elemental engines are 

assembled to create the SAST SSD, is shown in Figure 4.46. 

The left-most margin of procedure names is the first, or 

program level shell of the Pascal code. The indented 

procedure names are sub-procedures under those procedure 

names above and of farther-left margins. As an example, 

procedure Update Display can call procedure Message and 

procedure Update Bar, but procedure Message cannot call 

procedure Update Bar. For those not familiar with the 

hierarchial organization of the Pascal language, reference 



Figure 4.46. 

Procedure OpenDataFiles; 
Procedure CloseDateFiles; 
Procedure GraphicsMode; 
Procedure TextMode: 
Procedure ScreenNormal: 
Procedure ScreenPrep: 
Procedure DrawScoreBox: 
Procedure EraseUpperScreen; 
Procedure EraseLowerScreen; 
Procedure ScreenForrnat; 
Procedure DrawGrid; 
Procedure Message; 
Procedure CenterEntry; 
Procedure CursorPosition; 
Procedure ScoreFactor; 
Procedure CreateChainHeads; 
Procedure Displaylnstructions; 
Procedure PageStakeHolders; 
Procedure UpdateDisplay; 

Procedure UpdateBar; 
Procedure UpdatePoint; 

Procedure FindMaxAndMinWeights; 
Procedure ReLoadSession; 
Procedure EnterStakeHolders; 
Procedure WeightAssurnptions; 
Procedure EnterAssurnptions; 

Procedure AddAssurnptions: 
Procedure ListOperations: 

Procedure AdjustStakeHolderDisplay; 
Procedure FindStakeHolderPointedTo; 
Procedure DisplayAssurnption: 
Procedure FindAssurnptionPointedTo: 

Procedure FindByPoint; 
Procedure FindByBarOneStake: 
Procedure FindByBarMaxMin: 

Procedure ExarnineAssurnption: 
Procedure ChangeAssurnption; 

'Procedure DeleteAssurnption: 
Procedure AddNewAssurnption: 
Procedure MoveOneAssurnption: 
Procedure MoveAllAssurnption; 
Procedure PagingStakeHolders: 
Procedure ChangeNarne; 
Procedure DeleteStakeHolder: 
Procedure AddStakeHolders; 
Procedure ShowOneHoldersAssurnps: 
Procedure RernoveOneHoldersAssurnpS: 
Procedure RestoreOneHoldersAssumps: 
Procedure DrawGridChart: 
Procedure DrawBarChart: 

Procedure DisplayAssurnptionsByMaxAndMin: 
Procedure RealisticCase: 
Procedure BestCase: 
Procedure WorstCase: 
Procedure LeastCase; 
Procedure OneStakeHoldersBarsl 

Procedure ReportWriter: 
Procedure WriteBlankLinesl 
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to a Pascal text or a text on languages is recommended 

(Organick, Forsythe, Plummer, 1978). 
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Thus when the main-driver section of the SAST engine 

(see Figure 4.45) calls procedure List Operations, some 

twenty-eight procedures become available to the SAST engine 

as sub-procedures of procedure List Operations. This is a 

common organization of all the SSDs in the library. 

The matter of how each SSD becomes a planning tool 

is discussed in the next chapter. As will be seen, a given 

SSD can support more than one tool. 

Operationally, the rearrangement of data-items into 

various combinations and patterns is done by pointing the 

cursor at data-items and menu-selectable operations to be 

performed on the data-items. One philosophy underlying this 

point-and-select approach is that each point-and-select 

operation must always return either a data-item or some 

operation. Error messages occur only when some combination 

of data-items and operations prevents a feasible consum

mation. 

In the SAST example, only one engine must be so 

protected, i.e., the movement of all assumptions from one 

stakeholder to another, with an error condition occurring 

when an attempt is made to move a stakeholder's assumptions 

to itself. In other engines the selected combination is 

consummated although the result may be meaningless. 
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The objective in this philosophy is to protect the 

unsophisticated user from being discouraged by error mess

ages. In other words, it is better to allow a meaningless 

operation than to point out that the operator has done 

something wrong. 

The inputs, outputs, and data-operations performed 

by the SSDs are explored in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE SYNTHESIZED SUPPORT DRIVERS 

The software tools developed in this work were based 

upon paper-and-pencil planning tools which have been proven 

through years of academic and consulting work (Rowe, Mason 

and Dickel, 1982). These tools served as templates to 

develop a library of elemental-engines that can be assembled 

into Synthesized Support Drivers (SSDs) which power planning 

tools. Hence, this work is not limited to the tools which 

served as templates. As new planning tools are envisioned, 

they can be powered by SSDs assembled from the evolving 

library of elemental-engines, or existing SSDs. 

The software tools can be viewed as having three 

functional sub-divisions: (1) the user interface, (2) the 

data structure and processing, and (3) report-writing, 

saving of sessions, and interface to other processes to be 

developed. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.1. 

The User Interface 

The user-interface design developed for the library 

of tools is, admittedly, quite simple. This is partly 

because of the academic environment in which the work took 
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User Interface 

Sythesized 
Support 
Driver 

Data Structure 
and Processing 

Session 
Saved 

on 
Disk 

To other 
processes 
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that may be 
developed 

Printed Report 
of Session 

Outputs 

Figure 5.1. Three Functional Sub-Divisions of the Software 
Tools. 
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place, and partly because the objective was to identify 

certain elements of strategic-management thought-processes 

which could be supported by software. Suggestions for 

interface development are found in Chapter 7, and discussion 

of the objective of this work is developed in Chapters I 

and 2. 

Although simplistic, the user-interface allows for 

evaluation of the tools and investigation of possibilities 

for their development. The only graphics terminal available 

was the GIGI terminal, a simple device with many inherent 

limitations. Aside from pixel-mapping problems, the 

terminal lacked an input device such as a mouse. 

This was viewed as a serious limitation, since the 

tool-set is intended to support strategic thinking, and the 

interface must not interfere with or distract from the 

user's thought processes. Hence, a mouse would support the 

interface intent of pointing to items on the screen and 

pushing a single button to make a selection. The only time 

the user need bother with the keyboard is when entering 

text. 

Since a mouse, or similar device was unavailable, 

the cursor was moved by depressing the arrow keys for such 

movement on the keyboard. This proved to be awkward, but 

did allow for demonstration of the intent of this work. 



The screen was divided into two or three areas, 

depending upon the need of each tool. The two screen 
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formats are shown in Figure 5.2. The two-area screen allows 

for one data-display area and one work-area, at the bottom 

of the screen. The three-area format is of the same 

dimensions except that the data-display area is subdivided 

by a vertical line, creating two data-display areas. This 

is the case in the SAST planning tool. The stakeholder list 

is displayed in the smaller left-hand window, and the assump

tion data is displayed in the larger right-hand window. 

The work-area window is formatted the same in all 

tools. There are five lines of text centered in the 

work-area window. The vertical positioning of the top four 

lines is the same as lines 20 through 23 in text-mode. The 

bottom line is displaced downward by five pixels to allow 

room for the scorebox, which is drawn in the area of line 

23. Thus, all five lines of text have their positions 

defined by pixel locations in graphics mode, as opposed to 

text-mode parameters. Elemental-engine, Procedure Message, 

displays the text in this window. 

The data-display area is of a common format in all 

of the tools as well. Eleven horizontal lines are defined 

in this area for text or bar positioning. This holds true 

even if the area is subdivided; the smaller window shares 

horizontal line positioning with the larger window. 



a. 

b. 

Figure 5.2. The Two Screen-Formats. -- (a) Two-Window 
Screen Formatj and (b),Three-Window Screen 
Format. 
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Operation of the interface will be demonstrated by 

example as the SAST planning tool is discussed. 

The SAST Planning Tool 
Example of a Working SSD 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool served as an example of elemental-engine construction 

in the previous chapter by examining the Data structure and 

Processing section of Figure 5.1. In this chapter each 

planning tool will be described from a functional standpoint 

as a planning tool, with a look at the systems-software 

necessary to allow a given SSD to support a given planning 

tool. In some cases, a given SSD is shown to support more 

than one planning tool. 

The paper-and-pencil version of SAST is shown in 

Figures S.3a-c. Figure S.3a is a listing of stakeholders 

and assumptions about each stakeholder. The example is from 

a case study found in the text from which the tools are 

excerpted (Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 1982). Note that each 

assumption is weighted according to importance and 

certainty. The software equivalent of Figure S.3a will be 

discussed shortly. 

Figure S.3b is the grid-chart display of assump-

tions, plotted with the importance weight on the horizontal 

axis and the certainty weight on the vertical axis. This is 

the same type of display found in the software tool, but the 



Figure 5.3. The SAST Planning Tool. (Source: Rowe, 
Mason and Dickel, 1982, pp. 64-65). 

a. List of Stakeholders and Assumptions. 

b. Assumption Rating Grid-Chart. 

c. Assumption Force-Field Analysis (Bar-Chart). 
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WORKSHEET 5.3 Case Polaroid 

Stakeholder Assumptions Name 10hnDoe 

Assumption Rating 

Stakeholders Major Assumptions Importance Certainty 

Supporting 

1. Major stockholder: 
Edwin Land a. Will continue to conduct research on new inventions 6 4 

b. Will not interfere with McCune's running of Polaroid 7 5 

Resisting 

a. His "looser association" will deprive Polaroid of his 
leadership 5 8 

b. Corporate resources wil be diverted to his research 
activities 6. 9 

Supporting 

2. CEO: 
William McCune a. Has the experience and background to manage 8 4 

b. His "broader-based" teamwork style will be effective at 
Polaroid 7 8 

Resisting 

a. He will be diverted by oboe playing. silversmithing. auto 
tinkering. and vacationing 5 6 

b. He is associated with previous failures such as Polavision 7 9 

Supporting 

3. Customers a. Price: prefer to pay $700 versus $1600 for videotape 
set 7 7 

b. Will respond to personalized promotions such as "Santa 
Claus" delivery 6 2 

Resisting 

a. Cool to home movies 7 1 
b. Performance: prefer reusable videotape 7 3 
c. Features: perfer sound, clear visible picture. more than 

2Y, minutes, etc. 9 4 

Supporting 

4. Competitor: a. Polaroid will continue to hold off Kodak in the instant-
Eastman Kodak camera market 8 

Resisting 

a. Have stronger marketing and financial resources 9 9 
b. Will push easy-to-use.less expensive 35-mm cameras 6 3 

Supporting 

5. Internal organization: a. R&D will produce the "new marvel" 8 0 
R&D department Resisting 

a. R&D expense will continue to be a drain on corporate 
cash 4 8 

Supporting 

6. Capital markets a. Polaroid can borrow at reasonable rates since there is 
unused debt capacity because it has no long-term debt 2 9 

Resisting 

a. Polaroid has a declining cash position because of high 
inventor costs and lower-than-expected revenues 4 9 

Figure S.3a. List of Stakeholders and Assumptions. 
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WORKSHEET 5.4 Case Polaroid 

Assumption Rating Craph Name __ ~Jo~h~n~D~o~e ______________________ __ 

Capital Capital ..... -- ~£ertain Land HcCune -- I-I-~dak f-6Sa 6Ra 9 IRb 2Rb qRa 

I 
R&D ..... -- 8f- Land HcCune 
5Ra IRa 2Sb 

7 Customer 
3Sa 

6- HcCune 
2Ra 

. 

5 
Land 
ISb 

I 
0 1 2 3 q 5 6 7 I 8 9 

q Land HcCune ..... 7ustomer f-lSa 2Sa 3Rc 

I I I I 
3 Kodak Customer 

qRb 3Rb 

2 Customer 
3Sb 

I I I 
I I I 

I Customer Kodak_ - -3Ra qSa 

I 
0 

R&D 
5Sa 

Figure S.3b. Assumption Rating Grid-Chart. 



WORKSHEETS.s 

Assumption ForcHield AlWyN. 

Supportin8 Assumptions 

L1nd: 1Sa 

Land: 1Sb 

McCune: 2Sa 

McCune: 2Sb 

Customers: 3Sa 

Customers: 3Sb 

Kodak: 4Sa 

R&D: sSa 

Capital market: 6Sa 

Importance 
98765432 

Case Polaroid 

Name __ ~~~h~n~Doe~ ____________________ __ 

1 0 1 
Importance 

234 567 8 9 
Resistin8 Assumptions 

L1nd: 1Ra 

L1nd: 1Rb 

McCune:2Ra 

t.'.cCune: 2Rb 

Customers: 3Ra 

Customers: 3Rb 

Customers: 3Rc 

Kodak: 4Ra 

Kodak: 4Rb 

R&D: SRa 

Capital market: 6Ra 

9876543210123456789 
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Figure 5.3c. Assumption Force-Field Analysis (Bar-Chart). 
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aspect ratio is slightly more rectangular and the points are 

plotted only as the stakeholder identity letter. This is 

sufficient in the software tool since the list of stakehold

ers and the identifying letter for each are displayed 

immediately to the left of the grid-chart (see Figure 5.8). 

Also, the supporting and resisting nature of each assumption 

is shown in color as opposed to the letter "R" or "s" as 

used in Figure 5.3b. The serial-numbering of each assump

tion is also unnecessary in the software tool, as pointing 

to a plotted point causes the assumption and its reason to 

be displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

Figure 5.3c is the equivalent of the bar-chart 

display generated in the software tool (see Figure 5.13). 

The software version provides for various displays of 

bar-chart type data where the paper-and-pencil version is 

limited to this one display. 

The Opening Screen 

The opening screen of the SAST software tool is 

shown in Figure 5.4. The screen is properly formatted for 

SAST, and the data-display area exhibits the first page of 

instructions. Note the work-area window, where the user is 

invited to reload a saved session by cursor-selection of 

"Yes" or "No." The default value is "No," and simply 

pressing the RETURN key without repositioning the cursor 

will select a "No" response. The date of the saved session 
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Figure 5.4. The SAST Planning Tool; Opening Screen. 
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is displayed, and if there is no saved session the message 

"Cannot Load" is displayed in lieu of the date. 

Stakeholder Entry 

The user's response being a "No," the session pro

ceeds in build-mode with a prompt for input of stakeholder 

names and instructions explaining about stakeholders (see 

Figure 5.5). As each stakeholder name is entered, the entry 

is first centered in the prompt-area, and then displayed in 

the left-hand data-display window after being assigned an 

identifying letter. Prompting for stakeholder names 

continues until the RETURN key is pressed with no entry, 

i.e.,.a null entry. 

Entry of Assumptions 

The list of stakeholders is visited in order of 

entry, with the user being prompted to enter all of the 

supporting assumptions for a stakeholder first, followed by 

a repeating prompt for all resisting assumptions, for the 

same stakeholder. Thus, as each stakeholder is visited, a 

repeating prompt for supporting assumptions is followed by a 

repeating prompt for resisting assumptions. The exit from 

each repeating prompt is by pressing the RETURN key with no 

entry. 

In addition to the assumptions, the user is prompted 

to enter his reason for each assumption immediately follow-
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Figure 5.5. The SAST Planning Tool; Prompt to Input Stake
holder Names. 
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ing entry of that assumption. If the RETURN key is pressed 

with no entry, the message "no reason entered" is assigned 

to the reason field of the assumption-record node. 

Note from Figure 5.6 that the name of the stake

holder being prompted for assumptions is displayed in the 

work-area window and is displayed in reverse-video in the 

stakeholder-name window. This is to condition the user to 

reverse-video cueing of stakeholder names, since in later 

screens the work-area window is too full to display the 

subject-stakeholder's name, and reverse-video in the 

name-window is the sole identifier. 

Weighting the Assumptions 

After all assumptions and reasons are entered, a 

screen explaining how assumptions are weighted or scored is 

displayed. This display holds until the user presses the 

RETURN key, advancing the tool for actual weighting. The 

reason for this pause-to-read is that the data-display area 

where the instructions are displayed is used for data 

display from this point on, and instruction display-space is 

lost. Only prompts in the work-area window can be used to 

guide the user from this point on. This matter is further 

discussed in Chapter 6 under suggested interface design. 

Once the user advances to the actual weighting of 

assumptions, the axes of the grid-chart display are drawn in 

the data-display window, and the scorebox is drawn in the 



a. 

b. 

Figure 5.6. The SAST Planning Tool; Prompt to Input 
Assumptions. -- (a) Prompt for Supporting 
Assumptions; and (b) Prompt for Resisting 
Assumptions. 
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work-area window. The list of stakeholders is then 

revisited in order of entry and each stakeholder's assump

tions are then weighted, first by importance and then by 

certainty (see Figure 5.7). 

The weighting is done by dividing analog space 

within·the scorebox, as discussed in Chapter 4. Once the 

assumption has been scored, its data-point is plotted on the 

grid-chart axis, as shown in Figure 5.8. After all assump

tions are weighted, the tool advances to List Operations, 

which is where the tool advances to directly from a saved

session reload. 

The Segmented Menu 

The current version of SAST offers 16 different 

operations, selected from four categories of a segmented 

menu. The list of operations and its organization is as 

follows: 

Category: Assumptions 

l. Examine Assumption. 

2. Change Assumption. 

3. Delete Assumption. 

4. Add New Assumption. 

5. Move One Assumption. 

6. Move All Assumptions. 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.7. The SAST Planning Tool; Prompt to Weight Assump
tions. -- (a) Prompt to Weight by Importance; 
and (b) Prompt to Weight by Certainty. 
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Figure 5.8. The SAST Planning Tool; An Assumption Plotted 
on the Grid-Chart. 
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Category: Stakeholders 

1. Page Stakeholders. 

2. Change a Stakeholder's Name. 

3. Delete a Stakeholder. 

4. Add a New Stakeholder. 

5. Show One Stakeholder's Assumptions. 

6. Remove One Stakeholder's Assumptions. 

7. Restore One Stakeholder's Assumptions. 

Category: Display 

1. Draw Grid Chart. 

2. Draw Bar Chart. 

Category: Terminate Session 

1. Terminate Session (advance to report writer). 

The category is displayed in reverse-video within 

the work-area window. The list of operations appears just 

below the category (see Figure S.9a). Pressing the RETURN 

key without moving the cursor advances the list of 

operations within that category. At any point within a 

given category, the menu can be advanced to the next 

category by repositioning the cursor to overlay the category 

and then pressing the RETURN key. 

Thus, repeated pressing of the RETURN key allows the 

user to spin around endlessly within a given category; 

advancement to other categories is accomplished by pointing 



a. 

b. 

Figure 5.9. The SAST Planning Tool. -- (a) The Segmented 
Menu; and (b) Result of Executing List
Operation Examine Assumption. 
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the cursor to the line displaying the present category name. 

As each list operation appears, the line at the bottom of 

the window instructs the operator what to do if he wishes to 

execute that list operation. Thus, Figure 5.9b shows the 

result of selecting the list operation "Examine Assumption" 

from the segmented menu of Figure 5.9a. 

List Operation Change Assumption 

List operation "Change Assumption" displays an 

assumption in the work-area window and prompts for new text 

for both the assumption and reason. Neither need be 

changed, however, since pressing only the RETURN key allows 

the procedure to advance to the next operation without 

replacement of text (see Figure 5.l0a). 

Reweighting of the assumption is menu-selectable, 

following the prompt for entry of new reason-text. Both the 

weighting for importance and certainty can be changed, with 

the present weighting being displayed in the scorebox in red 

and rescoring taking place in yellow, as did the original 

scoring procedure. (See Figure 5.10b) 

List Operation Delete Assumption 

An assumption is deleted by pointing the cursor to 

the assumption on the grid-chart. The assumption is then 

displayed in the work-area window with a "Yes/No" type 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.10. The SAST Planning Tool; List-Operation Change 
Assumption. -- (a) Prompts for Text Change; 
and (b) Reweighting of Assumption. 
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prompt for deletion. If the user selects "Yes," the assu;np

tion is deleted from the data structure, as explained in 

Chapter 4 and its data point is removed from the grid-chart. 

If the operator selects "No," the user is prompted to select 

another assumption. 

List Operation Add New Assumption 

Adding assumptions takes place exactly as did the 

original entry of assumptions when the session was built. 

Repeating prompts for supporting and resisting assumptions 

operate the same way except that the user is prompted to 

weight each assumption immediately after it is entered. 

Thus, adding assumptions is a combination of Figures 5.6 

and 5.7. The stakeholder owning the added assumptions is 

selected first by pointing the cursor to that stakeholder's 

name in the name-widow. 

List Operation Move One Assumption 

It is possible to move an assumption from one 

stakeholder's list to another stakeholder's list simply by 

selecting an assumption from the grid-chart and then select

ing a recipient stakeholder's-name from the name-window; 

both selections are done by pointing the cursor. The data 

structure is altered as discussed in Chapter 4, and the 

assumption's data-point on the grid-chart is changed to the 

identifying letter of the recipient stakeholder. 
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List Operation Move All Assumptions 

The capability to join lists under one stakeholder

name requires moving all assumptions belonging to the donor 

stakeholder to the list of the recipient stakeholder. This 

is accomplished by first selecting a donor stakeholder~ 

which causes all assumptions belonging to that stakeholder 

to begin flashing on the grid-chart. Thus, the operator can 

see all of the data points of assumptions to be moved. The 

recipient stakeholder is then selected, the data structure 

altered as discussed in Chapter 4, and the flashing data

points are replaced by the non-flashing identifier-letter of 

the recipient stakeholder. 

List Operation Page Stakeholders 

Since the stakeholder-name window can display only 

eleven names, the "Page Stakeholders" operation allows the 

user to page through the stakeholder list eleven names at a 

time, starting from the head of the list, without disrupting 

the state of the tool. 

List Operation Change Name 

As a planning session progresses, it may be 

discovered that a stakeholder may not be well named. List 

operation "Change Name" allows for changing the name of a 

stakeholder. Changing a stakeholder's name and moving other 

stakeholders' assumptions to the list with the new name may 
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allow for list reduction and solidifying of the common model 

which the session participants seek. 

List Operation Delete Stakeholder 

Participants in a planning session may find 

redundant stakeholder lists and wish to eliminate some 

stakeholders and their assumptions. This may occur after 

some assumptions are moved to other stakeholders. List 

operation "Delete Stakeholder" provides for deletion of a 

stakeholder and all of his current assumptions. Adjustments 

to the data structure are discussed in Chapter 4. After a 

stakeholder is deleted, the stakeholder-name window is paged 

to remove the deleted stakeholder's name and pull up the 

next stakeholder on the list into the"position at the bottom 

of the window. 

List Operation Add Stakeholders 

Stakeholders are added just as in building of a 

session. Screen appearance is as in Figure 5.5 except the 

grid-chart occupies the data-display area in lieu of 

instructions. 

List Operation Show One 
Stakeholder's Assumptions 

It may be desirable to display only one stake-

holder's assumptions on the screen. List operation "Show 

One Stakeholder's Assumptions" first erases the data display 
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window occupied by the grid-chart, then redraws the axis and 

finishes by plotting the selected stakeholder's assumptions 

on the newly drawn grid-chart axes. The stakeholder whose 

assumptions are displayed is selected by pointing the cursor 

to the appropriate name in the name-window. 

List Operation Remove One 
Stakeholder's Assumptions 

It may be desirable to remove only one stakeholder's 

assumptions from the grid-chart as a corollary to showing 

only one stakeholder's assumptions. The operations by the 

user to select the stakeholder are the same as to show one 

stakeholder's assumptions. 

List Operation Restore One 
Stakeholder's Assumptions 

This is a complementary operation to removing one 

stakeholder's assumptions. Certainly if it is possible to 

remove a set of assumptions, a f~cility must be provided to 

return them to the display. 

List Operation Draw Grid-Chart 

Under the Display category, two types of displays 

are selectable: the grid-chart, which has been shown in 

figures thus far, and bar-charts. A variety of bar-charts 

will be shown in following figures. List operation "Draw 

Grid Chart" not only allows returning to the gird-chart from 
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bar-chart displays, but is useful if more than one stake

holder's assumptions have been removed from the screen. In 

lieu of redisplaying each stakeholder's assumptions via list 

operation "Restore One Stakeholder's Assumptions," it may be 

easier for the user to advance the segmented menu to 

display-selection and simply redraw the entire gird-chart in 

one operation. 

List Operation Draw Bar Chart 

In the pursuit of a common model of the fact 

situation under investigation, it is desirable to display 

assumption weighting-scores in more than one way. The 

grid-chart is a two-dimensional way to look at these 

weightings. Another way to look at the same data is in a 

variety of bar-charts. Hence six different bar displays are 

provided for in a segmented sub-menu under list operation 

"Draw Bar Chart." The discussion of each follows, with 

figures of each display possibility. 

The gird-chart is a two-dimensional display of 

assumption data. It allows the user to see how assumptions 

clump together when both the importance and certainty 

weightings are considered. The bar-charts are one

dimensional displays investigating the relative values of 

importance weightings. 
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List Operation Realistic Case 

List operation "Realistic Case" is the first of a 

family of four displays that lists the stakeholder-names in 

the name-window on the left, and two bars for each 

stakeholder in the larger data-display window on the right. 

The bars are both on the same horizontal line as the 

stakeholder's name and consist of a supporting-assumption's 

importance-weighting determining the length of the green bar 

on the left, and a resisting-assumption's importance

weighting determining the length of the red bar on the 

right. The bars represent some combination of maximum and 

minimum weighted assumptions for that stakeholder. 

The Realistic Case displays the maximum-weighted 

supporting assumption and the maximum-weighted resisting 

assumption for each stakeholder. Thus, planners can iden

tify the stakeholders who have the most dominant assumption 

profi~es. This is useful in both redu~tion of lists and in 

prioritizing those stakeholders whose impact is the greatest 

and should be dealt with first· (see Figure 5.lla). 

List Operation Best Case 

"Best Case" displays the maximum-weighted supporting 

assumption and the minimum-weighted resisting assumption. 

This is the state to which the planning session should move 

the fact situation under investigation. By identifying the 

maximum-resisting stakeholder-assumptions using Realistic 
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Case, above, and seeing how those assumptions relate to 

minimum-weighted resisting-assumptions, session participants 

may see a path of movement through the maze of assumptions 

to a more favorable position (see Figure 5.11b). 

List Operation Worst Case 

"Worst Case" displays the minimum-weighted 

supporting-assumption and the maximum-weighted resisting

assumption. This is useful in identifying the weaknesses of 

the supporting arguments in the fact situation under 

investigation. At the same time, it identifies the most 

prominent resisting assumptions. The relationship between 

minimum-weighted supporting-assumptions and maximum-weighted 

re~isting-assumptions indicates areas in need of strengthen

ing the support for the fact situation being investigated 

(see Figure 5.12a). 

List Operation Least Case 

"Least Case" displays the minimum-weighted 

supporting and resisting assumptions for each stakeholder. 

This display should be very helpful in list reduction by 

helping to identify assumptions of little consequence. 

Identifying such assumptions can be very helpful in citing 

characteristics of stakeholders to be cultivated and thus 

reduce problematic stakeholders to more supportive rolls 

(see Figure 5.12b). 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.11. The SAST Planning Tool; Bar Displays: 
Realistic Case and Best Case. -- (a) Realistic 
Case; and (b) Best Case. 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.12. The SAST Planning Tool; Bar Displays: Worst 
Case and Least Case. (a) Worst Case; and 
(b) Least Case. 
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List Operation One Stakeholder's Bars 

Figure 5.13 shows the bar display for one stake

holder's assumptions. The stakeholder is selected by 

pointing the cursor to the appropriate name in the 

name-window. The bars are then drawn as discussed in 

Chapter 4, beginning at the vertical centerline of the 

data-display window with supporting-assumption bars drawn in 

green to the left and resisting-assumption bars drawn in red 

to the right. 

The bars are drawn in the order they appear on the 

owner-stakeholder's list of assumptions. The drawing begins 

with the first supporting assumption on the top line to the 

left of the centerline, and the first resisting-assumption 

on the top line to the right of the centerline. All other 

lines appear on the proper side of the centerline as they 

are found on the owner-stakeholder's list. The drawing 

continues, following the owner-stakeholder's list until one 

side of the centerline has eleven bars drawn. 

The user is then prompted to choose between exiting 

for operations on this display of bars or continuing on 

through the list with the next page of bars for that 

stakeholder. 

List operations on the bar displays are limited to 

those operations which affect only those assumptions 

currently displayed. Therefore, operations such as moving 



Figure 5.13. The SAST Planning Tool; Bar Display: One 
Stakeholder's Bars. 
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assumptions from one stakeholder to another must be done 

with a grid-chart display. 

The Report Writer 

290 

The report writer allows the user to select a 

printed-paper report of the session and/or save the data on 

disk for future reload. Selection is made by pointing the 

cursor to a "Yes-No" type prompt. The prompt to save a 

session includes a flashing warning that saving the current 

session will destroy the previously saved session. It 

should be noted, however, that the software is executed from 

one account where it is resident, but the save-file is 

resident in the user's account. Thus, destruction of a 

previously saved session refers only to the current user. 

A sample report is shown in Figure 5.14. If the 

report is selected, the report-writer writes the formatted 

report to a file in the user's account named "STAKE.LST." 

This file is always opened and, if a printed report is not 

selected, the empty file is deleted as the tool is exited. 

If the save-function is selected, the data from the 

data structure is written to a file in the user's account 

named "STAKE.SAV." This file is also always opened but is 

never deleted. If the reload engine sees a null file, the 

user is prompted with a message indicating that he cannot 

load a session that has been saved. If the save file 

contains data from a previous session, the date is read from 



stakeholder Assumption surfacing and Testing 

l-AUG-1984 
12:06:11.23 

a) Edwin Land 

a.l Will continue to conduct research on new inventions 
reason not entered 

First Importance 63% 
First Certainty 38% 
supporting 

Last Importance 63% 
Last certainty 38% 

a.2 Will not interfere with McCune's running of polaroid 
reason not entered 

First Importance 72% 
First Certainty 54% 
supporting 

Last Importance 72% 
Last certainty 54% 

a.3 His Nlooser association N will deprive polaroid of leadership 
reason not entered 

First Importance 54% 
First Certainty 85% 
Resisting 

L~st Importance 54% 
Last Certainty 85% 

a.4 Corporate resources will be diverted to his research 
reason not entered 

First Importance 63~ 
First Certainty 94% 
Resisting 

Last Importance 63% 
Last Certainty 94% 

b) William McCune 

b.l Has the experience and background to manage 

Figure 5.14. 

reason not entered 

First Importance 87% 
First certainty 41% 
supporting 

Last Importance 87% 
Last certainty 41% 

The SAST Planning Tool; Printed Report. 
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b.2 His -broader-based R teamwork style will be effective 

b.3 

reason not entered 

First Importance 69% 
First Certainty 83% 
supporting 

Last Importance 69% 
Last Certainty 83% 

He will be diverted by avocational interests 
reason not entered 

First Importance 54% 
First Certainty 63% 
Resisting 

Last Importance 54% 
Last Certainty 63% 

b.4 He is associated with previous failures such as polavision 
reason not entered 

First Importance 65% 
First Certainty 96% 
Resisting 

Last Importance 65% 
Last Certai~ty 96% 

c) Customers 

c.l price: prefer to pay $700 versus $1800 for videotape set 
reason not e~tered 

c.2· 

c.3 

c.4 

First Importance 65% 
First Certainty 63% 
supporting 

Last Importance 65% 
Last Certainty 63% 

Will respond to personalized promotions 
reason not entered 

First Importance 63% 
First Certainty 12% 
supporting 

Last Importance 63% 
Last Certainty 12% 

Cool to home movies 
reason not entered 

First Importance 72% 
First Certainty 3% 
Resisting 

Last Importance 72% 
Last Certainty 3% 

performance: prefer reusable videotape 
reason not entered 

First Importance 69% 
First Certainty 19% 
Resisting 

Last I~portance 69% 
Last Certainty 19% 

Figure S.14--Continued 
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c.S Features: sound, clear pictures, more than 2-3 minutes 
reason not entered 

First Importance 92% 
First Certainty 41% 
Resisting 

d) Eastman Kodak 

Last Importance 92% 
Last Certainty 41% 

d.l Polaroid will hold off Kodak in instant camera market 
reason not entered 

First Importance 85% 
First Certainty 1% 
supporting 

Last Importance 85% 
Last certainty 1% 

d.2 Have stronger marketing and financial resources 
reason not entered 

First Importance 94% 
First certainty ~8% 
Resisting 

Last Importance 94% 
Last Certainty 98% 

d.3 wlll i>ush easy-to-use, less-expensive 3smm camera 
reason not entered 

First Importance 61% 
First Certainty 28% 
Resisting 

e) R&D Department 

Last Importance 61% 
Last Certainty 28% 

e.l R&D will produce the Mnew marvel" 
reason not entered 

First Importance 76% 
First Certainty 0% 
Supporting 

Last Importance 76% 
Last Certainty 0% 

e.2 R&D expense will be a drain on corporate cash 
reason not entered 

First Importance 39% 
First Certainty 78% 
Resisting 

Figure S.14--Continued 

Last Importance 39~ 
Last Certainty 78% 
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f) Capital Markets 

f.l polaroid can borrow at reasonable rates 
Unused debt- capacity and no long-term debt 

First Importance 12% Last Importance 12% 
First Certainty 94%' Last Certainty 94% 
Supporting 

f.2 polaroid has a declining cash position 
High inventor costs and lower-than-expected revenues 

First Importance 39% 
First Certainty 96% 
Resisting 

Figure S.14--Continued 

Last Importance 39% 
Last certainty 96% 
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the file and displayed as part of'the reload prompt. In the 

event that a session is saved with a save file containing 

data, the savefile is reset and rewritten, destroying the 

previous session. 

The SAST Command File 

Since all data for SAST is input by users, there is 

no data for this tool. Typically, the tools have an instruc

tion file (see Figure 5.17) and a data file for input and a, 

save-file and report-file for outputs. These four files are 

connected to the executable file containing the SSD by yet 

another file called a command file, or simply a "COM" file. 

The Com-file for SAST is shown in Figure 5.15. The 

first thing it does is execute another command file named 

"TERMINAL.COM," shown in Figure 5.16a. This command file 

sets device-driver characteristics at the VAX end of the 

line and sends escape sequences to the GIGI terminal to set 

desired characteristics. 

The first four lines talk to the device driver with 

the '''SET TERMINAL" command, followed by an appropriate 

switch for the characteristic to be set. Thus, the device 

driver is told that the terminal's characteristics are those 

of a DEC VT100~ no broadcast messages are to be transmitted 

to the terminal so as to destroy the graphic image; 

carriage-return characters are not to be inserted into 

lengthy strings so as to cause wrapping of long lines on the 



$@[FISHER]TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]STAKE.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]STAKE.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER STAKE.LST REPORTFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER STAKE.SAV SAVEFILE 
$R [FISHER]STAKE 
$LQP/NOFEED/DELETE STAKE.LST 
$@[FISHER]TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$DEL/NOCONFIRM STAKE.LST.* 
$@[FISHER)TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" A fatal error has caused termination ..• restart" 
$EXIT 2 

Figure 5.15. The SAST Planning Tool; Command File. 
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a. 

b. 

$SET TERMINALjDEV=VK100 
$SET TERMINAL/NOBROADCAST 
$SET TERMINAL/NOWRAP 
$SET TERMINAL/NOTYPEAHEAD 
$ESC( 0, Bl=roX1B 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT n"ESC'PrTM1"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'PrKCO"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'PrMBO"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'PrSMO"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'c" 
$EXIT 

$ESC(O,Bl=%X1B 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'PrSM2"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'PrMB1"ESC'\" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT ""ESC'c" 
$SET TERM/VT100 
$SET TERM/BROADCAST 
$SET TERM/TYPEAHEAD 
$SET TERM/WRAP 
$EXIT 

297 

Figure 5.16. The SAST Planning Tool; Command Files to Set 
Terminal Characteristics. -- (a) Command File 
"TERMINAL.COM"; and (b) Command File 
"TERMRESET. COM" • 
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screen which segments the image~ and finally, no type-ahead 

traffic is to be recognized, which is necessary to protect 

character strings describing cursor positions. 

The DCL variable "ESC" is assigned the bit pattern 

of the escape character, which is used in the following five 

escape sequences. Since the GIGI terminal can emulate 

either a DEC VT100 or a DEC VT52, the proper characteristics 

must be selected. The first escape sequence, containing the 

string "PrTM1," sets the GIGI to ANSI VT100 characteristics. 

The next three lines turn-off the key-click (KCO), 

turn-off the margin-bell (MBO), and turn-off the scrolling 

capability of the terminal. The key-click and margin-bell 

are distracting, annoying, and meaningless in graphics mode, 

while the last thing desirable is to have a graphics image 

scroll. The last escape sequence does a terminal reset, 

which assures no unusual terminal characteristics, erases 

the screen, and homes the cursor. 

Command file "TERMRESET.COM," shown in Figure 5.16b, 

resets the terminal for general useage following use of a 

given planning tool. Thus, the two command files of Figure 

5.16 are used with all SSDs in the planning-tool library. 

Continuing the discussion of the SAST command file 

of Figure 5.15, the runtime-unit executing the SSD is told 

what to do in the event the user might enter a control-Y 

from the keyboard, and what to do in the event the SSD 
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encounters a fatal error while executing. In either event, 

it is necessary to delete the report file that was opened in 

the user's directory, "STAKE.LST." The GIGI terminal must 

also be reset, as discussed above, and a message transmitted 

to the user explaining what has happened. 

The four "ASSIGN" statements connect logical names 

in the SSD to directory names for the user's disk space. 

The one exception is for the instruction file which is 

resident in the same account as the SSD, account name 

[FISHER]. The "USER" switch in the assignment statements 

makes the assignment temporary for the duration of the tool 

execution only. 

Following the assignment statements, the SSD itself 

is executed. At the end of execution, the report file 

"STAKE.LST" is queued to the letter-quality printer associ

ated with the VAX system, the GIGI terminal is reset l and a 

message sent to the operator advising that the report is on 

the letter-quality printer. 

As a matter of completeness in documenting the SAST 

planning tool, the instruction file is shown in Figure 5.17. 

Note the use of an asterisk to separate the individual 

screens of instructions. Instruction files are based on 

either a 48-character line or a 70-character line. The 

title must be the first entry in the file, properly centered 



Figure 5.17. 

Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

The current state of an organization at any time 
is the result of the supporting and the 
resisting forces brought to bear on the 
organization by its stakeholders. 

The future outcome of an organization·s strategy 
is the collective result of all the forces 
brought to bear on it by its stakeholders 
during the intervening period. 

By entering stakeholders and assumptions about 
them, then weighting the entries, a profile of 
assumptions allows identifying sensitive areas 
and the stakeholders of concern. 
* A Stakeholder of an organization is any internal 
or external entity upon whose actions the 
organization depends, or who in turn depends on 
the organization for the realization of some of 
its goals. 

Stakeholders include individuals, groups, 
departments, entire organizations, etc., e.g., 

* 

+ owners and stockholders 
+ customers and clients 
+ employees 
+ government 
+ media 
+ the arts 
+ religion 

An organization's strategy always makes 
assumptions about its stakeholders. Such 
assumptions may be classified into two 
catagories: 

1) Supporting or driving-force assumptions .... 
Those that give rise to strategic 
opportunities, strengths, and favorable 
conditions. 

2) Resisting or constraining-force assumptions 
Those that give rise to threats, weaknesses 
and perverse and dangerous conditions. 

Consider the most plausible assumptions for each 
* 

The SAST Planning Tool; Instruction File. 
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The assumptions are weighed by two measures: 

* 

1) Importance: 
An important assumption is one that has 
significant impact on the strategy. 

An unimportant assumption is one that 
has very little impact on the strategy. 

2) Certainty: 
A certain assumption is one that is most 
likely to be true. 

An uncertain assumption is one that is 
likely to be invalid. 

Figure S.17--Continued 
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for display, since this is read by the report-writer for 

report titling. 

Tools Using the SPACE SSD 

The SPACE Planning Tool 
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The strategic Position ACtion Evaluation Tool 

(SPACE) is shown in its pencil-and-paper version in Figures 

5.18a-e. SPACE differs from SAST in that SPACE weights four 

prepared lists of factors and displays a posture-chart from 

the weighted lists. The four lists of strategic factors 

are: 

1. Environmental factors. 

2. Industry factors. 

3. Competitive factors. 

4. Financial factors. 

The four organizational postures that can be 

determined from the list weights are: 

1. Aggressive. 

2. Conservative. 

3. Defensive. 

4. Competitive. 

The posture-chart displayed by the computer is 

similar to the diagram shown in Figure 5.18a and is shown in 

Figure 5.19. The resultant-diagram generated from the four 

list-weightings is a parallelogram stretched in the 



Figure 5.18. The SPACE Planning Tool. (Source: Rowe, 
Mason and Dickel, 1982, p. 158). 

a. Posture Chart. 

b. Environmental Factors. 

c. Industry Factors. 

d. Competitive Factors. 

e. The SPACE Planning Tool. 



WORKSHEET 8.3 

Strategic Position and Adlon Evaluation (SPACE) 

-6 -5 -4 
ComptNly', 
Com/Htlrlw 
AdvtNlt. 
(CA) 

Cotnpony" 6 
FlnonciIJl 
Slrrngth 5 
(FS) 

4 

-5 
Environ_nIDI 
Stobillly (ES) -6 

Enter average ratings from assessments on following pages. 

Figure 5.18a. 

Case AMPS 

Name __ ~Jo~h~n~D~oe~ ____________________ ___ 

5 6 
Indullry 
Strrngth 
(IS) 

Posture Chart. 
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WORKSHEET 8.3 

(Continued) 

Industry Assessment 

Fadars detennining environmental stability 

Technological changes Many 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 Few 

late of inflation High 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 Low 

Demand variability Large 0 2 3 0 5 6 Small 

Price range of competing products Wide 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 Narrow 

Barriers to entry into market Few 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 Many 

Compet~ive pressure High ® 2 3 4 5 6 Low 

Price elasticity of demand Elastic 0 CD 3 4 5 6 Inelastic 

Other: 0 2 3 4 5 6 

Average - 6 _ -4.6 

Critical factors 

Very turbulent environment; cutthroat competition; many technological changes. 

Comments 

Necessary to maintain financial stability because of turbulence in the environment; demand in market segments relatively 

stable; protect market niche against competition. 

Figure S.l8b. Environmental Factors. 
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WORKSHEET 8.3 

(Continued) 

Fadors determinin8 industry stren8th 

Growth potential Low 0 2 3 4 5 ® High 

Profit potential Low 0 2 3 4 5 CD High 

Financial stabilitv Low 0 CD 3 4 5 6 High 

Technological know-how Simple 0 2 3 4 CD 6 Complex 

Resource utilization Inefficient 0 2 3 CD 5 6 Efficient 

Capital intensity High 0 CD 3 4 5 6 Low 

Ease of entry into market Easv 0 CD 2 3 4 5 6 Difficult 

ProductivitV. capacity utilization Low 0 2 3 4 CD 6 High 

Other: Flexibility. adaptability Low 0 2 3 4 CD 6 High 

Average 4 

Critical factors 

Excellent growth and profit potential; strong competition. 

Comments 

Very attractive industry but strong competition; degree of capital intensity increasing. 

Figure S.l8c. Industry Factors. 



WORKSHEET 8.3 

(Continued) 

Factors determining competitive advanta8e 

Market share Small 0 CD 2 3 4 5 6 Large 

Produd quality Inferior 0 2 3 4 5 ® Superior 

Produd life cycle Late 0 0 3 4 5 6 Early 

Produd replacement cycle Variable 0 1 2 3 CD 5 6 Fixed 

Customer loyalty Low 0 2 3 4 CD 6 High 

Competition's capacity utilization Low 0 2 3 CD 5 6 High 

Technological know-how Low 0 2 CD 4 5 6 High 

Vertical integration Low 0 0 3 4 5 6 High 

Other: 0 2 3 4 5 6 

Average - 6- -2.6 

Critical factors 

Market share low; product quality very good. 

Comments 

Company still enjoys slight competitive advantage because of quality and customer loyalty; can be expected to diminish, 

however, because of improving performance of competitive products. 

Figure 5.l8d. Competitive Factors. 
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WORKSHEIT 8.3 

(Continued) 

Filctors determining fillilncii// strength 

Retum on investment Low 0 2 3 0 5 6 High 

Leverage Imbalanced 0 0) 2 3 4 5 6 Balanced 

Uquidity Imbalanced ® 1 2 3 4 5 6 Balanced 

Capital required/capital available High 0 CD 2 3 4 5 6 Low 

Cash flow Low 0 CD 2 3 4 5 6 High 

Ease of exit from market Difficult 0 2 3 0 5 6 Easy 

Risk involved in business Much 0 0) 2 3 4 5 6 Little 

Other: Inventory turnover Slow 0 CD 2 3 4 5 6 Fast 

Average 1.6 

Critical factors 

Very little liquidity; too much debt: low inventory turnover. 

Comments 

Financial position very weak; cash inflow has to be increased in order to improve liquidity; outside financing difficult because 

of high leverage. 

Figure S.lBe. Financial Factors. 
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Figure 5.19. The SPACE Planning Tool; Posture Chart. 
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direction of the quadrant describing the organization's 

posture. The resulting posture is then labeled, as in the 

example of Figure 5.19. If this is not a sati,sfactory 

posture, then the items of concern are those opposing the 

direction of stretch. Attention should then be given to the 

lists represented by the two axes opposite the stretch

direction. The axis-labels are the names of the four lists. 

The opening screen is similar to SAST in that 

introductory instructions and the opportunity to reload a 

saved session are displayed. SPACE also uses a two-window 

screen format (see Figure S.2a). 

If a saved session is not reloaded, SPACE proceeds 

to display the four prepared lists from the datafile for 

weighting. Each list item is weighted within a spectrum 

defined by a pair of labels for that item, e.g., high-low, 

many-few, etc., and a second weighting for importance. The 

score entered for the list-item is the arithmetic-mean of 

the two weights. 

The list-items are found in Figures S.18b-e. The 

data file for the SPACE SSD is shown in Appendix B. Some 

slight modifications to the te,xt can be noted in the data 

file. This was done to improve the readability and to 

clarify the meaning of the items. 

Scoring of the list-items is done as in SAST. As 

each item is scored, it appears in the upper window of the 



screen along with a bar representing its score. Figures 

5.20a-b demonstrates the scoring process and subsequent 

display of list-items. The upper window is erased before 

each list of items begins the scoring process. 

Once the prepared lists have been scored, the SSD 

offers a menu of list operations, similar to the SAST 

planning tool but somewhat delimited. Three displays are 

selectable: 

1. The Posture Chart (Figure 5.19). 
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2. The maximum and minimum item for each list (Figure 

5.21 ). 

3. The items for anyone list (Figure 5.20b). 

Six list operations can be performed on the display 

showing the items for a selected list: 

l. Examine a list item. 

2. Change a list item. 

3. Delete a list item. 

4. Add a new list item. 

5. Move one list item to another list. 

6. Move all list. items to another list. 

No operations can be performed on the list names, as 

in SAST, since the lists are prepared for the user and 

remain as four pre-named lists. Lists cannot be created or 

deleted; only list-items can be so treated. 



a. 

b. 

Figure 5.20. The SPACE Planning Tool; Scoring of List
Items. -- (a) Scoring an Item; and 
(b) Accumulative Display of Scored Items. 
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Figure 5.21. The SPACE Planning Tool; Display of Maximum 
and Minimum List-Items. 
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The report-writer allows for saving the data from 

the session for reload and for a printed report of the 

session. A sample printed report is shown in Figure 5.22. 

The WOTS-UP Analysis Tool 

The acronym WOTS-UP stands for an organization's 

Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats, and strengths. The four 

components of the acronym are also the names of the four 

lists in the tool. However, there are no prepared list 

items, as in SPACE. Hence, the data file looks very much 

the same as for SPACE except it contains no prepared 

list-items. Figure 5.23 shows list-items for the example 

case used in the text the tools are drawn from. 

Since WOTS-UP uses the same SSD as SPACE, creating 

this tool required only a text-editor to create (1) a data 

file, (2) an instruction file, and (3) a command file to tie 

all of the files together. This command file is shown in 

Appendix B, and can be contrasted with the SPACE command 

file. 

Functionality of any planning tool supported by the 

SPACE SSD will be the same as ~hat for SPACE. This includes 

the format of the printed report. The printed report for 

the WOTS-UP planning tool is shown in Figures 5.24. 

Contrasting this with Figures 5.22 will reveal the similar 

format. 



Competitive 

Strategic Position and Action Evaluation 

l2-0CT-1984 
11:13:22.54 

Competitive-I: Market Share 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 90% 
First Importance 61% 

Last Scoring 67% 
Last Importance 61% 

Competitive-2: Product Ouality 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 18% 
First Importance 78% 

Last Scoring 81% 
Last Importance 63% 

Competitive-3: Product Life Cycle 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 21% 
First Importance 96% 

Last Scoring 21% 
Last Importance 96% 

Competitive-4: Product Replacement Cycle 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 21% 
First Importance 30% 

Last Scoring 21% 
Last Importance 30% 

Competitive-5: Customer Loyalty 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 87% 
First Importance 61% 

Last Scoring 72% 
Last Importance 30% 

Competitive-6: Competition~s Capacity Utilization 
Reason not entered 

Figure 5.22. 

First Scoring 32% 
First Importance 83% 

Last Scoring 32% 
Last Importance 83% 

The SPACE Planning Tool; Printed Report. 
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./ 

Competitive-7: Technological Know-how 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 90% Last scoring 90% 
First Importance 3% Last Importance 3% 

Competitive-8: Vertical Integration 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 81% Last Scoring 81% 
First Importance 58% Last Importance 58% 

Industrial 

Industrial-I: Growth Potential 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 61% Last Scoring 61% 
First Importance 32% Last Importance 32% 

Industrial-2: Profit potential 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 92% Last Scoring 72% 
First Importance 87% Last Importance 67% 

Industrial-3: Financial Stability 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 16% Last Scoring 16% 
First Importance 92% Last Importance 92% 

Industrial-4: Technological Know-how 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 18% Last Scoring 85% 
First Importance 38% Last Importance 34% 

Industrial-5: Resource Utilization 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 90% Last Scori;:g 90% 
First Importance 76% Last Importance 76% 

Figure 5.22--Continued 



Industrial-6: Capital Intensity 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 30% 
First Importance 87% 

Last scoring 30% 
Last Importance 87% 

Industrial-7: Ease of Entry into Market 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 85% 
First Importance 18% 

Last Scoring 85% 
Last Importance 18% 

Industrial-8: Productivity, Capacity Utilization 
Reason not entered 

Financial 

First Scoring 63% 
First Importance 70% 

Last Scoring 63% 
Last Importance 70% 

Financial-I: Return on Investment 
Reason not entered 

First scoring 96% 
First Importance 43% 

Last Scoring 96% 
Last Importance 43% 

Financial-2: Leverage 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 78% 
First Importance 12% 

Last Scoring 78% 
Last Importance 12% 

Financial-3: Liquidity 
Reason not entered 

I 

First Scoring 96% 
First Importance 58% 

Last Scoring 72% 
Last Importance 65% 

Financial-4: Capital Required/Available 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 67% 
First Importance 21% 

Figure S.22--Continued 

Last Scoring 67% 
Last Importance 21% 
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Financial-5: 

First 
First 

Financial-6: 

First 
First 

Financial-7: 

First 
First 

Environmental 

Environmental-I: 

Cash Flow 
Reason not entered 

Scoring 96% Last Scoring 
Importance 65% Last Importance 

Ease of Exit from Market 
Reason not entered 

Scoring 74% Last Scoring 
Importance 56~ Last Importance 

Risk Involved in Business 
Reason not entered 

Scoring 65% Last Scoring 
Importance 18% Last Importance 

Technological Changes 
Reason not entered 

36% 
65% 

74% 
56% 

65% 
18% 

First Scoring 92% 
First Importance 72% 

Last Scoring 27% 
Last Importance 67% 

Environmental-2: Rate of Inflation 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 25% 
First Importance 45% 

Last Scoring 25% 
Last Importance 45% 

Env ironmental-3: Demand Variability 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 65% 
First Importance 30% 

Last Scoring 65% 
Last Importance 30% 

Environmental-4: Price Range of Competing Products 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 38% 
First Importance 72% 

Last Scoring 38% 
Last Importance 72% 

Figure S.22--Continued 
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Environmental-5: Barriers to Entry into Market 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 30% 
First Importance 70% 

Last Scoring 94% 
Last Importance 67% 

Environmental-6: Competitive Pressure 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 32% 
First Importance 38% 

Last Scoring 32% 
Last Importance 38% 

Environmental-7: Price Elasticity of Demand 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 87% 
First Importance 63% 

Last Scoring 87% 
Last Importance 63% 

Figure 5.22--Continued 
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WORKSHEET 3.3 Case Polaroid 

WOTS-llP An.1ly~ls Name John Doe 

Opportunities Threats 

Maintain market leadership " TechnoloSical problems continue 

New innovations; upgraded film " Market saturation 

Vertical integration Strons competition from Kodak and 

Economy bouncing back " 35-mm cameras 

Improved financial position Threat of beins taken over 

New markets for Polavision Internal resistance to chanse 

Diversification into new products market 

Strengths. Weaknesses 

Market leadership in instant cameras " Financial difficulties 

Strong R&IJ and marketing departments " larse inventories 

Customers prefer Polaroid J Polavision inferior product 

High-quality products J Too much capacity 

High degree of self-sufficiency Stratesic manasement, forecast ins 

land's charismatic leadership Management in turmoil 

Price of film 

Concentration on sinsle product 

(Check if critical) 

Figure 5.23. The WOTS-UP Planning Tool. 
Mason and Dickel, 1982, p. 

(Source: 
23) • 
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WOTS-UP Analysis: Weaknesses, Opportunitites, Threats, and Strength 

Threats 

Threats-I: 

First 
First 

Threats-2: 

First 
First 

Opportunities 

12-0CT-1984 
21:47:59.87 

This is Threats item # 1 
Reason not entered 

Scoring 83% Last Scoring 
Importance 90% Last Importance 

This is Threats item # 2 
Reason not entered 

Scoring 87% Last Scoring 
Importance 25% Last Importance 

83% 
90% 

87% 
25% 

Opportunities-I: This is Opportunites item i 1 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 65% 
First Importance 23% 

Last Scoring 65% 
Last Importance 23% 

Opportunities-2: This is Opportunities item t 2 
Reason not entered 

Strenghts 

First Scoring 25% 
First Importance 27% 

Last Scoring 25% 
Last Importance 27% 

Strenghts-1 : This is Strengths item # 1 
Reason not entered 

Figure 5.24. 

First Scoring 34% 
First Importance 58% 

Last Scoring 34% 
Last Importance 58% 

The WOTS-UP Planning Tool; Printed Report. 



Strenghts-2: This is Strengths item u 2 
Reason not entered 

Weaknesses 

First Scoring 50% 
First Importance 50% 

'Last Scoring 50% 
Last Importance 50% 

Weaknesses-I: This is Weakness item' 1 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 90% 
First Importance 23% 

Last Scoring 90% 
Last Importance 23% 

Weaknesses-2: This is Weaknesses item' 2 
Reason not entered 

First Scoring 76% 
First Importance 56% 

Figure S.24--Continued 

Last Scoring 76% 
Last Impo=tance 56% 
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Likewise, the posture chart is of the same format 

and resultant-terms (see Figure 5.25a). The resultant-terms 

are not fixed, being input as part of the datafile (see 

Appendix B). 

The Venture Capital Tool 

The Venture Capital tool illustrates the point of 

this work, i.e., that the libarary of SSDs and elemental-

engines allow for easy creation of a new tool. The Venture 

Capital tool uses the SPACE SSD and is not one of the tools 

used for a template to guide this work. 

This tool is based upon a paper published in an 

issue of Management Science (Tyebjee, Tyzoon and Bruno, 

1984, p. 1051). The model of venture-capitalist investment-

activity, presented in the paper, is based upon five 

underlying dimensions of such activity. 

1. Market attractiveness. 

2. Product Differentiation. 

3. Managerial Capabilities. 

4. Environmental Threat Resistance. . . 

5. Cash-Out Potential. 

Further inspection allowed compression of the above 

five factors into four lists. 



a. 

b. 

Figure 5.25. The SPACE SSD Posture Chart; (a) WOTS-UP 
Analysis Posture-Chart; and (b) Venture 
Capital Posture-Chart. 
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1. Market Attractiveness. 

2. Product Differentiation. 

3. Managerial Capabilities. 

4. Environmental Threat Resistance/Cash-Out Potential. 

This is explained as such to the user via the instruction 

file, as shown in Appendix B. 

Since the model conveniently collapses to four 

lists, which can be related orthogonally by the posture 

chart of the SPACE SSD (see Figure 5.25b), it was possible 

to create a new planning tool by simply using a text editor 

to create an instruction file, a data file, and a command 

file. The list-items in the data file were extracted from 

the paper itself. 

Thus it was demonstrated, by-'a paper whose 

publication was timely to this work, that any four-list 

model, whether the lists are prepared or built as part of 

the planning session, and whose scores can be interpreted 

meaningfully by a resultant-vector analysis of the scoring 

of those four lists, can be quickly taken from the pages of 

a publication and implemented in computer software by the 

evolving library of SSDs and their elemental engines. 

The printed report is similar to that of the WOTS-UP 

Analysis Planning tool (see Figures 5.24). 
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The Company Capability Profile Tool 

The Company Capability Profile, as described by its 

authors, is a means for assessing the company's strengths 

and weaknesses in dealing with opportunities and threats in 

the external environment. 

This tool is also of the four-list format, as shown 

in Figure S.26a-b. The user weights each list item by 

drawing a bar from the center or "Normal" line, left or 

right, with the length being proportionate to the degree of 

strength or weakness in that category (see Figure 5.27). 

Note that the three vertical lines labeled 

"Weakness," "Normal" and "Strength" divide the bar-area into 

four equal areas. Thus, one can think of the bars as 

representing percentiles with the normal line signifying the 

50th percentile. As such, "strength" can range from the 

50th percentile to 100, whereas "weak" can range from zero 

up to the 50th percentile (Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 1982, 

p. 19). 

The Company Capability Profile is supported by the 

SPACE SSD through addition of this "zero-center" display. 

The zero-center display is available to any tool supported 

by the SPACE SSD, of course, but discussion of this display 

was deferred to introduction of the tool from which it was 

derived. Likewise, any of the SPACE SSD's display 



Figure 5.26. The Company Capability Profile Tool. 
(Source: Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 1982, p. 
475) 

a. Managerial and Competitive Scales. 

b. Financial and Technical Scales. 



WORKSHE£T 3.2 

Company CApmIIIty Profile 

Managerial 

1. Corporate Image. Social Responsibility 

2. Use of Strategic Plans and Strategic 
Analysis 

3. Environmental Assessment and 
Forecasting 

4. Speed of Response to Changing 
Conditions 

S. Flexiliity of Orgarizational StNCIUre 

6. Management Communication and 
Control 

7. Entrepreneurial Orientation 

8. Ability to Attract and Retain I-ighIy 
Creative People 

9. Ability to Meet Changing Tedv101ogy 

10. Abity to Handle Inflation 

11. Aggressiveness in Meeting Competition 

12. Other 

Compemive 

1. Product Strength. Quafrty.Uniqueness 

2. Customer Loyahy and Satisfaction 

3. Market Share 

4. Low Selling and Distribution Costs 

S. Use of Experience u.ve for Pricing 

6. Use of Life Cycle of Products and 
Replacement Cycle 

7. R&D Investment in New-Product 
Development 

8. High Barriers to Entry into the 
Company's Markets 

9. Advantage Taken of Market Growth 
Potential 

10. Suppier Strength and Material 
Availability 

11. Customer Concentration 

12. Other 

use 

Name ______________________________ _ 

Weakness Normal Strength 

Figure 5.26a. Managerial and Competitive Scales. 
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WORKSHEET 3.2 

(Conduded) 

Fnandal 

1. Access to Capital when Required 

2. Degree of Capacity Utilization 

3. Ease of Exit From the Mari<et 

4. Profitability. Return on Investment 

S. Liquidity. Available Internal Funds 

6. Degree of Leverage. Fnancial Stability 

7. Ability to Compete on Prices 

8. Capital Investment. Capacity to Meet 
Demand 

9. Stability of Costs 

10. Abity to Sustain Effort in Cyclic Demand 

11. Price Elasticity of Demand 

12. Other 

Tedvlic.11 

1. Technical and Manufacturing Sk~ls 

2. Resource and Personnel Utiization 

3. Level of Technofogy Used in Products 

4. Strength of Patents and Processes 

S. Production Effectiveness and Delivel)' 
Schedules 

6. Valle Added to Product 

7. Intensity of Labor in the Product 

8. Economies of Scale 

9. Newness of Plant and Equipment 

10. Application of Computer Technology 

11. Level of Coordination and Integration 

12. Other 

Analysis: 

Weakness Normal Strength 

Figure 5.2Gb. Financial and Technical Scales. 
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WORKSHEn 3.2 

Compilny c..pilbilily Profile 

Managerial 

1. Corporate Image. Social Responsibility 

2. U~e of Strategic Plan~ and Strategic 
Analysi~ 

3. Environmental A~!>eS~ment and 
Foreca~ting 

4. Speed of Re~nse to Changing 
Condition~ 

5. Flexibility of Organizational Structure 

6. Management Communication and 
Control 

7. Entrepreneurial Orientation 

8. Ability to Allract and Retain Highly 
Creative Peoplp 

9. Ability to Meet Changing Technology 

10. Ability to Handle Inflation 

11. Aggressivene~~ in Meeting Competition 

12. Other 

Competitive 

1. ProduCl Strength. Quality. Uniquenes~ 

2. Cu~tomer loyahy and Sall~faction 

3. Market Share 

4. low Selling and Di~tribution C~t~ 

5. Use of Experience Curve for Pridng 

6. Use of life Cycle of ProduCl~ and 
Replacement Cycle 

7. R&D Investment in Newof'roduCl 
Development 

8. High 8arrier~ to Entry into the 
Company'~ Market~ 

9. Advantage Taken of Market Growth 
Potential 

10. Supplier Strength and Material 
Availability 

11. Customer Concentration 

12. Other 
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Ca~e Polaroid 

Name __ ~M~a~ry~D~oe~ ______________________ _ 

Weaknes~ Normal 

Figure 5.27. The Company Capability Profile Tool; Example 
of Hand-Drawn Tool. 



introduced previously are available to the Capability 

Profile tool by menu selection. 
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The computerized scoring of each list-item is 

different from that of the paper-and-pencil tool. The 

computerized version uses the same scoring as the SPACE 

tool, shown in Figure S.20a. All scoring is done on a 

left-to-right basis, but items scored less than one-half the 

length of the scorebox are displayed as being drawn to the 

left of the "normal" zero-center line, while items scored as 

one-half the scorebox or greater are displayed by being 

drawn to the right of the zero-center line. 

Also, since the upper-half of each bar represents 

the original scoring of each item, and the lower-half of 

each bar represents the most recent scoring of the item, it 

is possible that a given item's bar will split at the zero

center with the upper-half being drawn in one direction and 

the lower-half in the other direction. Thus, a change in 

weighting from weak to strong, or vice versa, is emphasized. 

In addition, the bars drawn to the left of the 

zero-center are drawn to a length that is the difference 

between the item's score and one-half the maximum score. If 

this were not done, a very low score for an item, i.e., very 

weak, would appear as only a small stub of a bar emanating 

from the zero-center and would be perceived as only slightly 

weak. By use of a "difference score" technique, a very weak 
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score is displayed as a very long bar to the left of 

zero-center. The "strong" bars are drawn to their scored 

length, to the right of zero-center. 

A comparison of two different displays for the same 

scoring of the same list-items is shown in Figure 5.28. The 

Company Capability Profile tool enjoys a printed report from 

the report writer of the SPACE SSD. Contents of data and 

instruction files are shown in Appendix B. 

A Tool Using the General List Processor 

The Competitive Industry 
Analysis Tool 

A competitive strategy helps a business compete 

effectively with its rivals and secure a favorable market 

position. In their second edition, Rowe, Mason and Dickel 

(1985, pp. 109-117) develop a tool for evaluating a firm's 

competitive position. The Competitive Industry Analysis 

tool is a single-list of weighted items analyzing the 

industry's structure, the industry's evolution, and competi-

tors (see Figure 5.29). 

Since this is a single-list tool, it cannot be 

supported by the SPACE SSD which is designed for four lists. 

However, the General List Processor SSD was created from 

techniques developed in the Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing 

and Testing Tool (SAST) and the SPACE SSD. From SAST came 

the capability to handle a varying number of lists along 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.28. The Company Capability Profile Tool; Compari
son of Two Displays for the Same Scoring of 
Example Bars. -- (a) Uni-Directional Bar Dis
plays as Used in the SPACE Tool; and (b) The 
zero-center display of the bars in Figure 5.28a. 



WORKSHEET S.6 Case: Polaroid 

Industry Analysis Name: __ ~D~o~w~J~o~n~es~ ____________________ __ 

1. Potential Rate of Growth of Industry 

0-3% __ 9-12% 18-21% 

3-6% __ 12-15% >21% 

6-9% __ 15-18% __ 

2. Ease of entry of new firms into industry 

No Barriers-___ : ___ : ___ : __ : ___ :L: ___ -VirlUally Impossible to Enter 
(patent protection) 

3. tntensity of competition among firms 

Extremely Competitive-__ : __ : ___ : ___ :~: ___ : ___ -Almost No Competition 
(Kodak intense) 

4. Degree of Product Substitutability: 

Many Substitutes Available-__ : ___ : __ :1: ___ : ___ : __ -NO Substitutes Available 
(Alternative photographic sources) 

5. Degree of Dependency on Complementary or Supporting Products & Services 

Highly Dependent-__ :_~L __ : __ : __ : ___ : ___ -Virtually Independent 
(film processing. film suppliers) 

6. Degree of Bargaining Power Buyers & Customers Possess 

Buyers Dictate Terms-__ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ :L-selling Films Dictate Terms 
(few large. concentrated buyers) 

7. Degree of Bargaining Power Suppliers & Vendors Possess 

Suppliers Dictate Terms-___ : __ : ___ :~: __ : ___ : ___ -purChaSing Firms Dictate Terms 
(about average) 

8. Degree of Technological Sophistication in Industry 

High Level TeChnOIOgy-___ :L: __ : __ . ___ : ___ : ___ -Very Low Level Technology 
(R & D essential) 

9. Rate of Innovation in Industry 

Rapid Innovation-__ :L: __ : ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ -Almost No Innovation 
(continual influx of new ideas) 

10. General Level of Management Capability 

Many Very Capable Managers-__ : ___ :L: ___ : ___ : ___ : ___ -Very Few Capable Managers 

Figure 5.29. The Competitive 
(Source: Rowe, 
113) 

(probably average or slightly better) 

R 0 Milan Copvroaht <t 198-4 

Industry Analysis 
Mason and Dickel, 

Tool. 
1985, 
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p. 
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with the menu of displays and list operations. From SPACE 

came the record format to tailor scoring-labels to each 

list-item, and the capability to create a new list, reload a 

previous session, or load a prepared list, as is necessary 

with the Competitive Industry Analysis Tool. See data file, 

instruction file, command file, and source code in 

Appendix A. 

The ten items on the single list were distilled from 

a comprehensive treatment of the major competitive forces at 

work, and assessment of their impact on the firm, by Michael 

Porter in his book Competitive Analysis: Technigues for 

Analyzing Industries and Competitors (Porter, 1980). The 

major forces are summarized in Figure 5.30. 

Identification of such forces underscores the 

holistic view of the tools used as templates in this work 

and the potential for development of a decision laboratory 

(see Chapter 7). A competitive analysis of the industry 

assumes that the following have been investigated: 

1. Societal expectations, accomplished through tools 

such as SAST. 

2. Industry opportunities and threats, accomplished 

through tools such as WOTS-UP. 

3. Company strengths and weaknesses, accomplished 

through tools such as the Company Capability 

Profile. 



Goal~. 
Obiective~. 
Mi~~ion 

Bargaining 
Power of 
Buyer~ 

Current 
Competitive 

Position 

Bargaining 
Power of 
Suppl,iers 

Rivalry 
Among Existing 

Firms 

Industry /Technology 
Factors 

Threat of 
New 

Entrant~ 

Potential 
Competitive 

Po~ition 

Threat of 
Substitute 
Products or 

Services 

• Adapted from Michael Porter. Competitive Analysis. 1980. 

Figure 5.30. Forces of Competition. (Source: 
and Dickel, 1985, p. 112) 

ResultJnt 
Position 
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Rowe, Mason 
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4. The executives' personal values, accomplished 

through tools such as the Decision Style Inventory. 

In a decision-laboratory environment, the results of 

families of tools, such as those suggested above, can be 

utilized by software along with the direct results of the 

Competitive Industry Analysis Tool in an artificial

intelligence-extended SMSS to assist decision-makers in 

drawing proper inferences about what's out there, i.e., the 

fact situation under investigation. 

Tools Using the Style SSD 

The Decision Style Inventory Tool 

The Decision Style Inventory is unique-in that its 

intent is to tell the user something about himself rather 

than provide insight into a fact situation being dealt with 

by a planning-session group. Because of this user-focus 

characteristic, it has proven to be extremely popular among 

those examining this work. 

The tool is based upon how the four quadrants of the 

brain make decisions. The decision-orientation of the four 

quadrants are: 

1. Directive. 

2. Analytical. 

3. Conceptual. 

4. Behavioral. 
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The Decision Style Inventory is used to determine the user's 

dominant decision style. The paper-and-pencil version is 

shown in Figure 5.31. 

The tool consists of twenty predicates, each with 

four possible responses. The user is asked to score each 

predicate by writing the value eight, four, two, or one in 

the box to the right of each response. Each score is used 

only once, with the value eight being assigned to the 

response perceived by the user as being most like himself, 

followed by the values four, two, and one in descending 

order of user applicability. 

Once the scoring of responses is completed, the four 

columns of weights are summed, with the results entered at 

the bottom of the' columns. The four column-scores 

represent, on a left-to-right basis, the user's score for 

directive, analytical, conceptual, and behavioral. The 

highest score represents the user's dominant decision style. 

The highest possible score for anyone style is 160 and the 

lowest 20. 

So that the user might observe how his decision 

style is distributed among the four styles, Figure 5.32 

shows a graph of the results. Just as the tool itself is 

scored manually, so is the graph drawn manually. Such a 

display is dependent upon the user's ability to "eyeball" 

the distorted circular pattern to adequately represent the 



Decision Style Inventory 111· 

Please score the following questions based on the instructions given, Your score rpflects how you Sf'e yourself, not what )OU 
believ£> is correct or dt'sirablp, as relatpd to your work situation, 

1. MV 'RIME OILIECTIVE HAVE It. POSITION BE THE BEST IN ACUlrVE AfCOGNlTlOfli FElL SECURE IN MY 
IS TO WITH STATUS MY FIELD FOR MY WORK JOB 

2. I EP<JOY JOBS ARE TECHNICAL & HAVE CONSIOERABLl ALLOW INDEPENDENT 
THAT, WELL DEFINED VARIElY .. CTION 1t4VOI.VE PfOPLE 

3 I EX'ECT PEOPLE WCRK- 'RDDUCTIVE HIGHLY CAPABLE CO .... ,TTED AND RECEPTIVE TO 
ING ,OR "E TO BE .. ND fAST RESPONSIVE SUGGESTIONS .. IN MY JOB. I PRACTICAL RESULTS THE BEST SOLUTIONS NEW APPRQACI1f5 OR GOOD WORKI .... G 
LOOK FOR IDEAS CONDITIONS 

$ I COMMUNICATE ORALLV AND DIRECT IN WRITING BY HAVING It. 
I~ A GROUP tlUTING lEST WITH OTHERS DISCUSSION --I- -------

B IN MY PLANNING CURRENT NEEDS "EETING OBJECTIVES FUTURE GOALS ORQ"..,.ZATIONAL 
I 1 ... 'H"5IZ£· NEEDS 

7. WHEN FACED WITH AELY ON PAOVEf'tI APPL v CAAHuL LOOK FOR CREATI'JE RELY ON 11'1 
SOLVING A PROILEM, •. ""ROACHES ANALYSIS APPROACt-tES FEELINGS 

8. WHEN USING SPECIFIC FACTS 
ACCURATE AND BROAD COVERAGE OF LIJwlITfO DATA 

INFOR"ATION I 'REFER COMPLETE OAT .. MANY OPTIONS i!A5ILY U"O( R5100(\ 

a WHIP\! I AM UNCE AT AIN AELY ON HUNCH SEAJlCH FOR fACTS EX'LORE A POSSIBLE DEL .. "" M""ING A 
.. BOUT WHAT TO DO, I. AND INTUITION COMPRO..-ISE DEC1510 ..... 

10. WHENEVER POSSIBLE, LO~G DEBATES INCO"'PlETE WORt( USING NU"'BERS OR CO~FLICl \\11" 
I AVOID. FOR"ULAS OTHERS 

H. I .... ES'ECI"LLV GDOD RE .. E .. BERING DATES $OlVI~G DIffiCULT SUING MAN' I~TERt.::TI~u WI'" 
"T. I FACTS 'ROBLE"'S POSSIBILITIES OTHERS 

12. WHEN TI"E IS DECIDE AND "CT 'allOW PLANS REFUSE TO BE SUI( GUID"~CE 
IMPORT ... NT, I: QUICKLY AND PRIORITIES 'RESSURED OR SUPPORT 

13. IN SOCI"L SETTINGS SPEAK WITH OlME RS 'THINK ABOUT W~.a.T OBSERVE W~AT IS LISTE"- TO TIot' 
I GENERALLY: IS BEING SAID GOING ON CO"'VERSA"O". 

1'. I A" GOOD AT 'EoPLE'S NA"ES PLACES WE "ET PEOPLE'S FACES 
PEO'LE'S 

"E"E"BERING~ PER50'"ALITY 

1~ THE WORK I DO THE POWER TO CHALLENGING "'C~IEVING MY ACCfPTA~CE By 
'ROVIDES "E INFLUENCE OTHERS ASSIGN .. E NTS PERSO~AL GOALS T.it GROUP 

lS. I WOAK WELL WITH ENERGETIC. PUNCTUAL' CURIOUS I O'EN 
POLITE • TAUSTI~G 

THOSE WHO ARE' ..... IITI01.l5 CO~"DENl MI"lDED 

17. WHEN UNDER STRESS, BECO .. E ANXIOUS CONCENTRATE ON BECO"E 'RUSTRATED .... CO~CERNED 
I, THE 'ROBLE" OR "~~OYED OR FORGETFUL 

lS. OTHERS CONSIDER .. GGRESSIVE • DISCIPLINED I IMAGIN ... TIVE AN SU"OATIVE & 
"E. DO"'NEER'NG 'RECISE 'ERFECTIO~IST COM'ASSIONATE 

la. MV DECISIONS RE"LISTIC I SVSTE"ATIC I BROAD .. ND FLEXIBLE 
SENSITIVE TO THE 

"RE, ''''ERSONAL "B5TRACT NEEDS or OTHERS 

2Q. I DISLIKE, LOSING BORING WORK FOLLOWING RULES IfING REJECTED CONTROL 

·Copyroghl by AI.n I Rowe Reprodu( ed by perm,,~on 01 the .uthor. 

Figure 5.31. Inventory Tool; List of The Decision Style 
Predicates and Responses. 
Mason and Dickel, 1982, p. 

(Source: 
218) 

Rowe, 
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WORKSHEET 10.3 

(Concluded) 

r----------------,.----------------, Total 
Analytic ....2Q 105 Conceptual 195 

Directive Behavioral 105 

Total 

Analysis of _---'P..::al"'m.;::a..:;·s __ decision style 

Highly conceptual; somewhat analytic; initiates action; delegates authority; future-oriented; prefers long-range planning; 

innovative; needs independence. 

Figure 5.32. The Decision Style 
Diagram. (Source: 
1982, p. 219) 

Inventory Tool; Resultant 
Rowe, Mason and Dickel, 
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distribution. The computer is ready-made to handle such 

graphing duties. The resultant graph, as drawn by a 

computer, is shown in Figure 5.33a, along with a second 

display showing a bar-graph comparison of the user's-scores 

to average-scores for American and Japanese managers, in 

Figure 5.33b. 

A printed summary sheet is automatically printed for 

the user. This briefly interprets the scores, as shown in 

Figure 5.34. 

In the computerized version, the user does not score 

the responses. Each predicate and its four reponses are 

presented on separate screens (see Figure 5.35a). The 

example is a practice session that does not enter into the 

user's score, but gives an opportunity to familiarize 

himself with the list-adjustment procedure before encounter

ing the twenty screens of predicates which are scored. The 

responses in these twenty screens are presented in a pre

planned order such that if no response is received from the 

user, i.e., simply passing through each screen without doing 

any list re-arrangement, the resulting score is 75 in each 

quadrant and the display generated is a circle, showing no 

significant response. Thus, there is no bias in the tool. 

The user re-arranges the list such that the response 

most ap~licable to him is at the top of the list, just under 

the predicate, and the other three responses are placed in 
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a. 

b. 

Figure 5.33. The Decision Style Inventory Tool; Computer
Generated Dispiays. -- (a) Resultant Diagram; 
and (b) Bar-Chart Comparison. 



Figure 5.34. 

Scores for Gary Fisher 

Directive 47 

Analytical = 130 

Conceptual 102 

Behavorial 21 

Basic style: Analytic 

Decision Style Inventory 

Under stress: Follows rules 

Is motivated by: Challenge 

Reacts to stimuli by ~sing: Insight 

Stimuli are seen: Logically 

The Decision Style Inventory Tool; Printed 
Summary. 
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Figure 5.35. The Decision Style Inventory Tool; List 
Adjustment Procedure. 

a. Selecting Item to be Moved. 

b. Selected Item in Reverse Video. 

c. Selecting Position for Relocation of Item. 

d. Readjusted List. 
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Figure S.3Sa. Selecting Item to be Moved. 

Figure S.35b. Selected Item in Reverse Video. 



Figure 5.35c. Selecting Position for Relocation of 
Item. 

Figure 5.35d. Readjusted List. 
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order of descending importance under that first response. 

This is done by pointing to ~ response with the cursor and 

attaching the response by pressing the RETURN key. This 

causes the attached response to be rewritten in reverse

video (see Figure 5.35c). The list items are then 

rearranged to reflect this series of decisions (see Figure 

5.35d). The list adjustment procedure is continued until 

the list arrangement pleases the user. 

After each adjustment operation the cursor returns 

to a fifth response at the bottom of the list, "Advance to 

next screen." Simply pressing the RETURN key with the 

cursor resident at this response advances the tool to the 

next screen, with the computer scoring the exiting-screen 

arrangement. 

The data file is shown in Appendix C. The format is 

described below: 

Lines 1-4: 

Line 5: 

Labels for the four quadrants of the 

resultant diagram, starting with the lower 

left-hand quadrant and progressing 

clockwise (see Figure 5.33a). 

Average scores for the comparison groups, 

beginning with the lower left-hand 

quadrant and progressing clockwise. The 

first four values in this line are for the 

first comparison group, the name of which 



Line 6: 

Line 7: 

Lines 8-11: 
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appears on line 6. The last four values 

are for the second comparison group whose 

name appears on line 7 (see Figure 5.33b). 

Name of the first comparison group. 

Name of the second comparison group. 

Values used with the label "Is motivated 

by" in the printed report. This label is 

found on line 26. See Figure 5.34 and the 

Managerial style reactions chart in 

Appendix c. 

Lines 12-15: Values used with the label "Reacts to 

stimuli by using" in the printed report. 

This label is found on line 27. See 

Figure 5.34 and the managerial style 

reaction chart in Appendix c. 

Lines 16-19: Values used with the label "Stimuli are 

seen" in the printed report. This label 

is found on line 28. See Figure 5.34 and 

the managerial style reactions chart in 

Appendix c. 

Lines 20-23: Values used with the label "Under stress" 

in the printed report. This label is 

found on line 25. See Figure 5.34 and the 

managerial style reactions chart in 

Appendix C. 



Line 24: 
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Label for the dominant quadrant value; in 

this case the label is "Basic style." See 

the printed report in Figure 5.34 and the 

managerial style reactions chart in 

Appendix C. 

Lines 25-28: Labels for values found in lines 8-23, 

discussed above. 

Lines 29 to end of file: The predicates and their sets 

of four responses each, with the practice 

session occurring first on lines 29-33. 

Thus, the Style SSD can support other tools that use 

similar lists and scoring. 

The Style SSD does not use the data structure of the 

other SSDs. Tools driven by the Style SSD have no need to 

retain list items, hence this SSD simply works its way 

through the data file dealing with one screen's worth of 

data at a time. 

The command file, shown in Appendix C, has some 

features not found with the other SSDs. The Style SSD uses 

the same four files as other SSDs, but in this case the 

save-file does not save a session for future reload. 

The save-file is invisible to the user, being 

created in the user's account. The user's name and scores 

are written to the save-file, then this file is appended to 

another file in the user's account that accumulates the data 



on every user taking the decision style inventory. The 

save-file is then deleted. The "APPEND/NEW" line appends 

the save file to the aggregate file. The "/NEW" switch 

creates an aggreate file if it does not exist. 
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At the present time, the Style SSD supports only the 

Decision Style Inventory (DSI) tool. The author of the DSI 

has written some other tools of the same nature as the DSI. 

The Style SSD will support these new tools if the proper 

input files and a command file are built for them. 

Summary 

The planning tools presently in the library, as 

powered by the Synthesized Support Drivers (SSDs) developed 

so far, are presented with screen-photos of their various 

functions. The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool (SAST) was developed initially and is presented as a 

prototype, serving as a running example of software. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the SAST software has served as the 

developmental-source for the initial library of 

elemental-engines. 

The simple man-machine interface offers two screen 

formats which serve all tools. A report-writer offers the 

same functions to all tools, where such functions are applic

able. The STYLE SSD is one exception to the report-writer. 

A given SSD can support many planning-tools through 

a unique command file, which ties the input and output files 
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together with the executable SSD file. A new tool can be 

quickly and easily implemented in software by creation of 

the necessary input files and a command file. The Venture 

Capital tool is a prime example of this capability. 

The SSDs, then, are generic-logic modules which are 

entirely data driven. They are not planning tools until 

data is loaded into them, and only then do they take the 

form of a given planning tool. It has been demonstrated 

through Chapters 3, 4, and 5 that it is possible to support 

many planning tools with a given data structure that is not 

resident within the generic SSD but is created by the SSD 

only when the SSD is driven by data. 

The Style SSD is unique and presently supports only 

the Decision Style Inventory (DSI) tool. However, the 

author of the DSI has developed some additional tools of the 

same nature as the DSI. These tools can be supported by 

software simply by creating the necessary input files and a 

command file using a text editor. 

The planning tools are presented as composed of 

three components: (1) the user interface, (2) the data

structure and processing section, and (3) the outputs. The 

functions of the report-writer are terminal outputs, i.e., 

they have very few, if any, extensions. Possibilities for 

extending this work by passing the data on to other 

processes are discussed in Chapter 7. 



CHAPTER 6 

APPLICATION OF SELECTED TOOLS 
TO A CASE STUDY 

The development of software tools reaches a point 

where it is essential that such tools be applied to a case 

by practitioners, i.e., a so called beta-test. This point 

is reached when the software performs smoothly, supporting 

all of the functionality the designer has deemed necessary, 

and all obvious "bugs" have been removed. The practitioners 

will soon uncover any shortcomings in functionality and, 

since they are not intimately familiar with the logic of the 

software, will soon uncover any glitches that the designer 

is unconsciously avoiding. 

Selecting such a group is not an easy task. Strate-

gic managers in industry are very expensive people, and 

asking them to employ the library of tools in a planning 

session is impractical. Such may be possible when the work 

is developed into more of a decision-laboratory state. 

The logical choice at this point of development is a 

group of policy students. Certain precautions were deemed 

necessary in selecting such a group. It was felt that they 

should have a minimum training in computing so that they 
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would not view the experience as testing software, but 

rather seeing the software from a tool perspective, i.e., 

something they could use to be better strategic managers. 

The emphasis in the session must be on the strategic . 

management aspects of the case and not on trying to find 

faults in the software. 

Secondly, the students must be under the tutelage of 
I 

a professor who is a "dyed in the wool" policy teacher who 

also embraces computing as the state of the art support for 

policy decisions. His sincere interest in the development 

of software tools to support strategic management 

underscores the need for research in this area and gives the 

participating students a sense of contributing to their own 

field of interest. 

Finally, the students must be made to feel that 

their participation is important, i.e., the famous Hawthorne 

effect. This was accomplished, in part, by inviting 

students from a university a substantial distance away. The 

fact that they were asked to make a lengthy trip and be 

housed ~vernight at someone else's expense contributed to 

their sense of making a contribution to the work in 

progress. Such an arrangement also attests to their 

sincerity as policy students, thereby eliminating students 

who would not contribute much to this research. 
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The Participants 

Eleven students from Northern Arizona University 

participated in two parallel planning sessions, both groups 

investigating the same case study. The students were 

enrolled in an undergraduate policy course, Business 

Administration 490. 

Their professor was an experienced policy teacher 

known for rigorous instruction. He was peripherally 

familiar with this work and had examined the text from which 

the paper-and-pencil templates for this research were drawn 

(Rowe, Mason, Dickel, 1982). There is little question that 

his own interest in this work was a motivating factor in the 

better students volunteering for this research. 

Northern Arizona University is the smallest of the 

state's three universities and is also located about twice 

as far away as the other state school, Arizona State 

University. NAU is not an athletic rival with the 

University of Arizona, so the two schools have little 

precedent-setting interaction to bias the participants' 

findings from the planning sessions. 

The Case Study 

The case selected for the planning session, Sterling 

County Hospital, was taken from the text by Rowe, Mason, and 

Dickel (1982). It is concerned with a set of current prob

lems that is the result of a history of poor management. 
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This accumulation of problems is now more acute because of 

competition from another hospital that opened a few years 

ago. The objective of the planning session participants is 

to bring order to the managerial chaos that is Sterling 

County Hospital. 

The students were asked to use three tools in their 

sessions with the case. The tools were WOTS-UP, SPACE, and 

the Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing tool, SAST. 

They were introduced to the tools in a presession the 

previous day, in which they were instructed in the operation 

of the tools. No other suggestions were given, e.g., as to 

the order in which the tools should be applied to the case, 

etc. 

The case was selected because it lends itself well 

to the sort of subjective probing for which the tools are 

designed. Ironically, the policy teacher involved in this 

exercise sees financial analysis as his forte. Therefore, 

his students had been schooled to deal with financial data 

in case analysis. The lack of financial data was noted by a 

few participants. " .•. we were limited with our financial 

information, and when asked questions like 'Profit 

Potential' we were forced to either guess or leave it blank" 

(Micko, 1985). liThe main problem noticed in using this tool 

[SPACE] is that when evaluating a case that dosen't have any 

financial statements, the user is at a definite disadvantage 



when trying to make the explicit financial comparisons 

within the industry" (Rymer, 1985). 
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This, of course, reflects the lack of experience of 

students, as opposed to practitioners with knowledge of 

their industries. In either case, the idea behind tools 

such as SPACE is to capture a sUbjective weighting concern

ing an industry, and not to digest actual financial data. 

The fact that the students were so oriented probably 

was a blessing in disguise, as this provided a group who 

were knowledgeable and interested in policy, and yet were 

not predisposed to dealing with cases in a subjective 

fashion. Thus, the concept of investigating a fact

situation through the inferences one draws, from what one's 

senses perceive, about what's out there (see Chapter 1) was 

allowed to sample spontaneous inferences. 

Any bias in a participant's inferences about the 

case, due to having thought about the facts of the case 

repeatedly, were eliminated. Those so predisposed to 

viewing a case through financial data were forced to draw 

new inferences about the case on the spur of the moment, as 

prompted by the tools. 

A universal complaint was th~t some tools, SPACE in 

particular, lend themselves to product-oriented cases and 

not service-oriented situations. This also illustrates a 

predisposition towards facts that can conveniently be 
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quantified. The fact that the participants were required to 

shift their manner of thinking about the case during the 

planning sessions was probably a healthy thing. 

Comments on the Interface 

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the interface to the SSDs 

is simple, and discussion of enhancements is found in 

Chapter 7. In spite of this, the students had little 

trouble using the tools. This is a direct benefit of a 

brief instructional session the day before the planning 

session. 

The students were asked to appreciate the early 

stages of a research project and were asked to excuse the 

awkwardness of cursor movements on the GIGI terminal. Their 

appreciation of the state of the project is reflected in the 

following excerpts from their critiques. "The tool was easy 

to interface with, but would be easier if it could be used 

with a mouse or some other method of cursor movement" 

(Rymer, 1985). "The software and hardware were very easy to 

understand and implement. After the short instruction 

period, it was a simple process of following the format and 

answering the questions (Griffin, 1985). 

I felt very comfortable interfacing with the 
software and hardware used to implement the tools. 
The process of thinking the computer-based tools use 
is very similar to our own way of thinking. 



This eliminated the struggles that so 
frequently occur when using software and gave the 
user a comfortable feeling" (Hikel, 1985). 

I felt a little uneasy with the software and 
the hardware at the beginning. My understanding of 
the system improved greatly within a short time and 
I felt quite confident with the equipment. 

I do not feel that the difficulty of 
understanding the software and the hardware could be 
lessened very much and I do not believe that it 
needs to be (Miller, 1985). 
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Of particular note is the comment by Hikel that the 

computer-based tools supported their thinking. This is an 

objective of the tools; in fact, it is essential. In order 

for the tools to interface effectively, they must support 

the thinking of strategic managers such that the users can 

concentrate on the facts and not be encumbered by the 

interface. 

Comments on the Stakeholder Assumption 
Surfacing and Testing Tool (SAST) 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool (SAST) has served as a running example in previous 

chapters and served as the prime template for development of 

the software architecture. It was so chosen because of its 

broad functionality and broad applicability, i.e., by 

changing one elemental-engine and relevant prompts, it 

became the general list processor. 

In an earlier chapter, mention was made of the 

interest in SAST, expressed by members of the counseling 
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profession, for use as a first-line counseling tool. The 

possibilities for SAST occurred to one student, who wrote: 

I felt that this program could be applied to 
almost any problem. It is a very versatile program, 
and since much of the input is done by the user, 
almost any application could be modified to fit the 
program. 

I feel that the scoring part of the module 
is so subjective that you would get results based 
not on the input or even on the factors already in 
place to score, but you will get results based on 
the user's personality and personal psychological 
traits. 

In some applications, I'm sure that this 
type of analysis would be very useful, for example, 
in a personality analysis. That application would 
require personal feelings and responses for which 
this program seems best adapted (Craddock, 1985). 

This comment attests to the tool's intent to capture 

subjective data. A further comment on the subjective nature 

of the scoring highlights the intended use in the decision-

laboratory environment. "I could tell by the members in our 

group that if each of us were using the program separately, 

we would come up with entirely different results (Craddock, 

1985). 

Individual use of the tools, in preparation for a 

group session, allows exploring a composite stakeholder 

analysis with participants explaining their views. This 

potential was recognized by a student who wrote: "It [SAST] 

could be useful because these graphs pinpoint your answers 

so you can take a look and show other people how you 
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responded, and their importance relative to others" 

(Delgado, 1985). 

The group dynamics potential of SAST was recognized 

by another student. 

Stakeholder is the one program that could be 
used in the most universal manner. This program got 
us to thinking the most. It was interesting to have 
the input from the others in our group. 

We really had to understand the company and 
how it worked; who was important and what changes to 
encourage. It does help in reaching a quicker 
decisi6~. If nothing else, it makes you think about 
your case, as you can visualize where the case 
stands with the graphs and charts. This tool made 
the case decision a lot more fun. 

It was important to have other people there. 
Extra input was essential in making numerous 
decisions. The other students made me think of many 
aspects I was unaware of and they were quick to 
listen to my suggestions. The whole idea of problem 
solving in the group dynamic situation really 
encouraged me for the future (DeVincent, 1985). 

The effectiveness of SAST in case analysis was found 

by one student to be superior to other methods. 

The stakeholder computer-based tool is 
superior to other methods of analyzing strategic 
planning cases when it comes to pinpointing the 
important determinants of a company's success or 
failure. 

The stakeholder computer-based tool allows 
one to list all of the possible stakeholders and 
then through a logical and systematic sequence of 
steps determine how important each of them are 
relative to each other, or more significantly 
whether the stakeholder is of any consequence. 
Thereby narrowing the spectrum from as broad as your 
imagination will allow down to just the critical 
ones. This is a good approach which is better than 
the conventional one where it would be easier to 
overlook a critical stakeholder (Kinter, 1985). 
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Others also found the investigative powers of SAST 

to be useful. 

I really felt that Stake allowed us to take 
a deep look into the organization, and determine 
which individuals, groups, or departments had the 
greatest importance in the organization achieving 
its goals. By analyzing this we were able to make 
better strategic decisions in the areas of the 
greatest importance (Micko, 1985). 

The use of 'stakeholders' and the degree of 
their importance as a form of strategic thinking was 
a new concept and helped a lot in the study of where 
the power from the hospital is coming from. The 
computer brought to light aspects that might have 
been missed. Probably the greatest benefit from 
using the computer-based tools is learning what way 
a company is swaying (Miller, 1985). 

In Chapter 5, a prompt which asks for the reason 

underlying an assumption is mentioned. The significance of 

recording reasons was recognized by one participant. "It 

was very good that the computer program gave us an 

opportunity to share our reasons why the stakeholder was 

supportive or resistant to the company. In this way, we 

could go back later and remember our reasoning" (Whitehurst, 

1985). 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

Tool was well received by the participants and seemed to be 

very helpful in the case analysis. 

Comments on the Strategic Position 
and ACtion Evaluation tool (SPACE) 

The Strategic Position and ACtion Evaluation tool 

(SPACE) operates differently than SAST in that it presents 
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four prepared lists for weighting as to importance and 

certainty. The reason for a given weighting is also 

prompted for, and may be entered or omitted. Items may be 

added to, and deleted from, the four prepared lists. The 

results of weighting the lists is a diamond-shaped diagram 

that indicates the organization's posture. 

One participant found SPACE to be his favorite tool. 

"The use of SPACE was to me the most interesting and 

beneficial. This program is a great asset in that it allows 

you to analyze the company's strategic position and to 

determine, based on your findings, what types of action need 

to be taken to strengthen it" (Micko, 1985). 

The objectivity of weighting list-items was 

recognized by another student, with respect to using SPACE. 

The difference between using a computer
based analysis and another form of analysis is that 
the computer-based is probably the highest form of 
objective analysis one can formulate. 

The idea of using weights to evaluate 
decisions, particularly with SPACE, lets you focus 
on the details and does not allow you to see the big 
picture or your concluding thoughts until the end. 

The character of the company might be viewed 
one way in the individual's mind, but when dissected 
and analyzed in the form of SPACE, a different, much 
more objective outcome will most likely result. 
This objectivity is very valuable in identifying the 
true character of the operation (Miller, 1985). 

This observation of SPACE was extended to the real 

intent of the tool in the following: "SPACE allows the 

manager to examine a particular strategic alternative from 

~I 
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several perspectives, and will then be in a better position 

to select an appropriate s~rategy" (DeVincent, 1985). 

The diamond-shaped resultant-diagram presented by 

this SSD gives a concrete reply to the investigation of the 

organization, i.e., the posture of the organization. This 

simple one-word answer, along with the distortion of the 

diamond, providing a vector analysis of the weighting in 

each of the quadrants, would appeal to someone accustomed to 

dealing with financial analysis who expects a simple 

concrete answer. The power of this resultant diagram is to 

recognize which factors need attention if one wishes to move 

the organization's posture into another quadrant. 

Comments on the Weaknesses, Opportunities, 
Threats, and Strengths Tool (WOTS-UP) 

The Weaknesses, Opportunites, Threats, and Strengths 

tool (WOTS-UP) is driven by the same SSD as is SPACE. The 

principal difference is that WOTS-UP presents the users with 

four prenamed lists and the user must create his own 

list-items. 

We were able to make quicker decisions on 
this part of the analysis than we would have without 
the program [WOTS-UP], because instead of trying to 
think up strengths, weaknesses, opportunites, and 
threats all at the same time, we concentrated on 
each one separately. It is profitable just to list 
these items, but it is also nice to have the diagram 
to see what shape the organization is in and what 
might be good to invest in (Chino, 1985). 
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"WOTS-UP gave our group more detailed insight into 

these elements of Sterling County by forcing us to pick out 

the aspects directly affecting the hospital. This weighted 

insight provided for quicker and easier identification of 

problems (Rymer, 1985). 

Since WOTS-UP is driven by the SPACE SSD, many of 

the comments concerning the resultant-diagram, expressed 

concerning SPACE, are applicable to WOTS-UP as well. The 

r~port writer gained .. recognition from a WOTS-UP user. 

"Definitely helped us out in the case. It helps also 1n 

that this is done on the computer so you can get an analysis 

of your questions on paper without discussion and without 

writing these questions down (Delgado, 1985). 

The tools in the library are intended to be used by 

individual participants before a group session, where all 

participants' input would be combined and a common model of 

the fact situation discussed. The students in this planning 

session were limited to one terminal for the group. The 

following comment is duly noted. 

Definitely, this is one of the better tools. 
It helps get a lot of input from everyone and we did 
have a lot of laughs. You get a lot of input, but 
whomever is typing could be biased and rewrite what 
your statement was, so that it turns 0Ut to be 
different than the meaning you intended (Delgado, 
1985). 
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The matter of entering input will be further 

discussed in Chapter 7, with respect to the DBMS suggested 

for the expanded decision-laboratory concept. 

Summary 

Any time statements are taken out of context, the 

meaning is subject to new interpretation. It should be 

noted that all of the above excerpts were certainly 

extracted from longer writings, and were edited for spell-

ing, punctuation, grammatical errors, and succinctness of 

expression. At the same time, every effort was made to 

preserve the author's 'intent. 

Most participants included comments about the tools 

they used in general, along with comments on each individual 

tool. Their comments were encouraging, as witness the 

following. 

The computer-based tools used for strategic
planning cases is a completely refreshing idea 
compared to other methods. The mere fact of having 
decision options available with a push of a few keys 
makes the computer-based tools very advantageous to 
the user. 

The computer-based tools offer the user the 
ability to visualize each response made, to change 
responses quickly and to interact with the problem 
spontaneously. with other methods, responses must 
be transformed from the mind to paper and in many 
situations lost in that process (Hikel, 1985). 

The use of these programs enabled our group 
to more clearly focus on both the internal and 
external changes that were necessary to close the 
performance/target gaps of Sterling County Hospital. 



In addition, these software programs 
provided a method of organizing and displaying the 
factors that are critical to strategic planning, 
management, and control (Rymer, 1985). 

"The computer-based tools use a systematic-based 
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analysis to gather information where other methods do not. 

It is easier to use than other methods because it has a 

format to follow and specific questions to answer (Griffin, 

1985). 

[The software] was very helpful in starting 
our thinking processes and gearing our thoughts to 
the project at hand. Often times our group does not 
know where to begin. This program was certainly 
helpful in that respect. The program opened our 
eyes to many aspects; it gave us something to work 
with. The directions were very clear and under
standable. The color and diagrams were helpful and 
enjoyable (Whitehurst, 1985). 

As far as understanding the results 
visually, the diamond graphs were the most under
standable, with the alphabet graph [the stakeholder 
grid-chart] next, and the bar graph last. The main 
reason for this is that the diamond and alphabet 
graphs tell you the options outright (Miller, 1985). 

"I must admit that using a computer for analysis is 

more enjoyable than sitting down and thinking of all the 

questions which need to be answered when analyzing a case. 

This program was very simple to use and to understand" 

(Chino, 1985). 

There were, of course, some negative observations 

sprinkled throughout the writings. Most of these comments 

can be explained by the evolutionary state of the project, 

e.g., wishing for a mouse or joy-stick for point-and-push 
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operations. This and other such observations will be taken 

care of as this work continues; such items have already been 

designed into future development. 

The complaint that some prepared list-items were 

ambiguous is referred back to the authors of the 

paper-and-pencil version of the tools for review. 

All in all, when viewed from the standpoint of 

policy students, the tools were quite well received. It is 

evident from the above that the tools were found to be 

supportive of strategic-management thinking. Some comments 

by the participants, following the planning sessions, 

indicated that greater familiarity with the tools would 

allow them to become even more valuable to the participants. 

This, of course, recognizes that productivity is 

dependent upon the machine becoming an extension of the 

user's thought processes. As the interface between man and 

machine becomes more natural and fluid, the man and machine 

become one, to enhance the productivity of both. 

Of particular note, in this respect, is the mention 

of how the computer-based tools lead the thinking of the 

users, i.e., the machine provides a structured analysis of 

the fact-situation under consideration. This was 

underscored in post-session evaluations by the student's 

professor. He concluded that the tools overcame the biggest 



problem you have in doing a case--that of organizing your 

thinking. 
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"The tools made them think about things, organized 

their thinking, that's the biggest problem you have. It's 

helpful in identifying critical issues in the case, gets 

them involved. Most importantly, the tools force the group 

to become more aware of the criteria that they are using for 

the decision" (Monroe, 1985). 

Much of this is credited to the original tools, but 

the structure seems better recognized and enjoyed when 

transferred to an interactive machine. Such only suggests 

that a natural-language voice interface, for tools such as 

these, will greatly enhance their acceptance and produc

tivity. The voice interface would be for capturing input, 

with the graphics response being retained to enjoy the 

strengths of pattern recognition. 

The power of technology in human endeavors was 

probably well recoqnized by a drive-in theatre manager who 

once observed that his teenage employees were difficult to 

motivate, but if he gave them a tool with a motor on it they 

couldn't work hard enough. This same trait is present in 

strategic managers who may have the maturity to pursue their 

work, but if given a tool with an engine on it, or maybe a 

set of elemental-enqines driving it, find their work more 

enjoyable and productive. 
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The need for computerized strategic-management tools 

is undoubtedly there, it is a matter of findinq ways to 

support this activity with the power and speed of the 

computer. 



CHAPTER 7 

OVERVIEW 

The intent of this work was to investigate the 

feasibility of creating software such that (1) it would 

support strategic management thinking, and (2) it would not 

be necessary to write a whole new program for each new tool 

introduced to the library of planning-tools. However, the 

objective was not so much to create software tools for 

strategic management as it was to learn now such tools 

support strategic management thinking, and to explore 

possibilities found in the software version of such planning 

tools. 

It was quickly observed that the softvlare version of 

the paper-and-pencil tools, used as templates, greatly 

enhanced the functionality and "useability" of the existing 

tools. Experience with the individual software tools 

underscored the need for a holistic view of machine-support 

for strategic management. Thus, a decision-making 

environment, i.e., a decision laboratory, is suggested. 

The Procedure 

A work of this nature involves creation of something 

that becomes a tool to look into that which has been 
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created, i.e., the thing that one creates becomes the means 

by which that very thing is investigated. In other words, 

it is an interactive modeling process. 

The problem is defined and the solution-space is 

mapped out. On the first pass through the solution-space, 

irrelevant information is discarded. On the second pass 

through the solution-space, the relevant information is 

compacted. This compacted information is the foundation 

upon which the work grows. 

The compacted relevant information is, of course, 

the work of others in relevant fields. The perceived 

solution to the problem is modeled upon this relevant work 

by others. The software which satisfies the needs of the 

model, then, is evidence that a solution ex~sts--it is not 

the solution. The software becomes a researched means of 

research. The software allows further investigation and 

development of the model until some satisfactory support of 

the oriqinal intent is achieved. 

strategic Management Thouqht Support 

Strateqic Management Support Systems differ from 

Decision Support Systems (DSS or GDSS) in the following 

manner. Decision Support Systems utilize quantifiable data 

via established stochastic models. As such, they attempt to 

support the decision being made. Strategic Manaqement 

Support Systems utilize subiective data and attempt to 
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support the thouqht processes involved in such decision-

making. While the distinction may appear subtle, it is 

considered to be a siqnificant point recognized in this 

work. 
y 

Therefore, SMSS is considered to be an extension to 

the GDSS and DSS concepts, as depicted in the triangular 

model of Figure 2.1. The word "decision" does not appear in 

the name of the SMSS concept as it does in the lower level 

of the model. 

Additionally, the software efforts of other authors 

have begun with the intent of decision-making support, but 

quickly remove themselves from the decision-support area to 

the computer-science arena. Hence, instead of developing 

decision-tools software, they develop a command language, or 

other computer-science oriented effort with which to 

synthesize decision-support schemes. 

The SMSS software development described herein 

guarded against such matriculation by using proven 

paper-and-pencil versions of strateqic-management tools as 

templates to guide the work within the objective stated at 

the opening of this chapter. 

The Findings 

The characteristics of DSS, applicable to SMSS, were 

presented in Chapter 2. It is now appropriate to review 
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desired characteristics. 
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An accent on management by perception is supported 

by the various displays that can be created in search of 

relationships between list items. The weighting of list 

items and re-arrangement of item-weights is supported by the 

computer's ability to quickly move pattern-elements about to 

generate new patterns. As pointed out in Chapter 1, 

Mintzberg recognized how managers collect and piece together 

various bits of information until patterns appear in their 

minds. This is exactly the thought process that is 

supported by the SMSS architecture developed herein. 

This is a forward-looking system in that it supports 

the "what-if" thinking of management. The suggested 

database management system, used to track the weighting of 

list-items, will provide the integration of today's data 

with a "what-if" look at tomorrow's uncertainty. The 

scenario generator suggested in this chapter can develop a 

heuristic model of the organization that can span genera

tions of management and be more knowledgeable about the 

organization, past, present, and future than any human. Such 

powerful extensions to this work still rely on the input 

from the tools supported herein. 

The SMSS certainly utilizes management by percep

tion, or more properly, supports management by perception. 
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As explained in Chapter 1, it is the inferences that the 

mind draws, from what the senses perceive, about what's out 

there, that become the basis for decisions. It is the very 

intent of a SMSS to capture subjective data and allow 

exploration of the various inter-relationships allowing 

users to draw inferences that parallel what's out there. 

---This, then, allows for decisions that are effective. It is 

the building and manipulation of lists that the computer so 

capably supports, which in turn supports this type of 

thinking. 

The human-machine interface was designed to support 

the viewing of patterns by utilizing interactive graphics. 

It is the computer's ability to rapidly adjust patterns that 

allows the manager to focus his attention on relationships 

between list items and constantly re-arrange items to 

explore these relationships. 

unstructured problems are precisely what SMSS 

supports. By capturing subjective data, much of which 

involves the experience and intuition of participants, the 

group is provided with a structured approach to solving 

unstructured problems. This was noted by the students in 

Chapter 6. 

The use of a mouse to do point-and-push operations 

makes the reordering of list-items easy. By requiring the 

user to move only one hand and push one button, the user can 
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concentrate on the relationships between lists and 

list-items while manipulating the patterns generated by the 

computer. Thus, the interface does not get in the way of 

the user's thinking, and the fluidness of the mouse and the 

tapping of one finger require virtually no concentration on 

the use of the interface itself. 

The SMSS is intended to support the wayan indivi-

dual thinks and not replace the individual. Of significant 

note is the way in which the SMSS leads and structures the 

thinking of user groups. It was noted by the students in 

Chapter 6 and by Kraemer and King (1984) that the support 

system provides a structure for the group's thinking. The 

idea is to provide a problem-solution framework and still 

allow the decision-makers to enjoy their own values and 

criteria. By all observations thus far, the SMSS developed 

herein satisfies the criteria set forth in Chapter 2. 

The Envisioned Strategic Management 
Support System 

The software tools developed herein are intended to 

be the basis for a decision-support laboratory--an entire 

decision environment. This software architecture paves the 

way for development of other fact-finding types of tools, as 

well as artificial-intelligence based tools to further inves-

tigate the findings extracted by the fact-finding tools. 

There is also much work that can be done with respect to the 
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workstation design. 

Workstation Considerations 
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The iaboratory is itself a large multi-user 

workstation. The design and decor of the room in which a 

planning session is held must be conducive to interaction of 

participants as wel"l as isolating the group from activities 

outside of the fact-situation being investigated. 

Each participant is seated at a workstation, which 

may be built into the periphery of a conference table, 

thereby entertaining conventional conference seating. 

Whatever the seating arrangement chosen, the workstation for 

each participant must allow fluid interaction with software, 

and not inhibit natural interaction between participants. 

One item that must be included in the laboratory 

design is a large-screen display for composite-data display. 

This larqe display becomes the central point of discussion 

for development of the common model of the fact-situation 

under investigation, i.e., the composite display of all 

participants' input. 

The individual workstations must have expanded 

capacity over the GIGI terminal used to develop this work. 

Such expanded capacity suggests a two-screen workstation 

with a fairly large color monitor, perhaps 12 or 15 inch 

size, for graphical displays of data, and a smaller 
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monochrome screen for the workspace and instructions. The 

two screens can be defined as one window so that the cursor 

used in pOint-and-push operations can be pointed to either 

screen by movement of the same mouse. 

The use of a separate screen for the work-window 

would facilitate better, and constantly-displayed, 

instructions, and would allow for much lengthier text for 

assumptions and supporting reasons. The sixty-character 

limit for such, using the work window of the GIGI screen 

format, is brought to light by this comment from one of the 

student participants in the planning sessions of Chapter 6: 

"Identifying important variables and creating them was not 

difficult, but responding to these variables, given the 

limited space provided by the computer, did cause some 

problems" (Hikel, 1985). 

Allowing for lengthier text entry would require a 

database management system to store such text. When the 

work evolves to include a DBMS, the list-item record-nodes 

in the data structure would be modified to replace the 

text-fields with pointer information used by the DBMS. Such 

a DBMS would provide other desirable support as well. 

Database Management System 

The present record configuration accomodates all 

storage within record-nodes in main memory. This allows for 

limited string-storage to store list-items and their 
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reasons. Typically, this is sixty characters or forty 

characters, which requires some cleverness on the part of 

the operator to express his thoughts. 

Furthermore, the present record format supports two 

scores for both importance and certainity, the original

score for each and the last-scoring for each. If the list

item is not rescored, both sets of scores will be equal. 

The limitations expressed above are probably quite 

adequate for the present state of the work. Although some 

of the elements may be limited, they do allow the function

ality of the work to be developed. However, when a 

list-item is of a volatile nature, the original text, 

original scores, and all changes to those attributes should 

be recorded. This provides an audit trail of thinking about 

the list-item. 

This sort of support is essential in a.mature tool 

set. While such a DBMS should be designed and constructed 

specifically for this application, it also cannot be 

adequately employed without a proper workstation capable of 

utilizing this support. This, then, suggests that the 

design of a workstation and the design of a DBMS should 

occur concurrently, as phase two of the work begun herein. 

The current work provides a means of determining the 

functionality necessary to investigate support for 

strategic-management thinking. 
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Phase Three: A Scenario Generator 

The purpose of capturing and managing extensive 

subjective data is to formulate a common model of the fact 

situation under investigation so that the session partici

pants can make decisions. A logical extension to the 

decision-making support-software is software to investigate 

the decisions themselves. 

Actually, this is simply operating at a different 

point on a continuum. The process begins at one end of a 

continuum with the tools developed herein, capturing 

subjective data, and proceeds through intial decisions as to 

what is out there, on .to deciding what should be done about 

what is out there. 

The Stakeholder Assumption Surfacing and Testing 

tool collects ~takeholders and assumptions ~bout the 

stakeholders. This, then, defines a cast-of-characters and 

probable events. The events are weighted in two dimensions, 

importance and certainty. The certainty weightings can be 

used to develop probability distributions for the events to 

occur, and the importance weightings can be used to develop 

ranges of weights which are used to modify the impact of an 

event that has occurred. 

Weightings from other tools, such as SPACE, can be 

used to tailor the model with respect to the factors SPACE 

measures. In addition, much can be learned about each 
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participant in the session by the family of tools driven by 

the Decision Style Inventory SSD. The DBMS constructed for 

the laboratory would record each participant's input via all 

tools, and allow identification of indiviuals who perceive 

weights outside a normal, or at least the popular, range of 

weightings. By identifying such participants, they can 

explain their opinions on the matter and perhaps uncover an 

important point overlooked by others. 

All of this input is used to drive an artificial 

intelligence based scenario generator. Thus, all partici

pants' inferences, about what is out there, are used to 

reconstruct the fact situation under investigation, within 

the scenario generator, and then allow them to interactively 

apply their decisions about what should be done, to the 

unfolding dynamic scenario. 

An important feature of this is the tracking'of 

decisions and the outcomes, so that when things seem to be 

following an undesireable path, the audit trail can be 

reviewed and a corrected path pursued from the last "good" 

decision. It is through this mechanism that session 

participants can play what-i.f games with the fact situation 

and investigate alternatives, while at the same time 

developing contingency plans. 

It has been said that experience is an anvil against 

which to beat the swords of doubt. An A.I. based scenario 
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generator allows the wisdom of experience to be shared with 

all participants, not only enhancing the decision making 

process, but developing the managerial skills of the 

participants as well. 

The scenario generator can be quite sophisticated. 

It can draw upon the actual data in the organization's 

database. This hard data can be combined with individual 

input, such as that from SPACE. Indeed, the scenario 

generator can be very knowledgeable about the organization 

and its interactive players. In fact, it can learn more and 

more about the organization using it, with time. Thus, it 

becomes an omniscient beast spanning many generations of 

management. 

Through the family of tools supported by the 

Decision Style SSD, the prompts to each participant can be 

tailored to that person's psychological makeup and decision 

style. Modifications as simple as the colors used can do 

much to influence a participant's decisions. 

Color has a remarkably uniform influence on our 
psychological reactions. Different colors have 
different psychological effects. Color preferences 
portray a person's personality structure. It has 
been determined by psychologists that the colors 
people favor are indicative of their natures 
(Ketcham, 1958). 

By carefully selecting the appropriate colors for 

screen background and text, the scenario generator can 

sample a best-case decision from a participant and/or a 
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worst-case decision. This tends to simulate the "good days" 

and "bad days" faced by all decision makers. Choice of 

color in presenting graphical displays can also shade how 

the participant views the data. 

Along with the individual workstation displays, the 

common large-screen display tracks the progress of the 

organization through the fact situation and its environment. 

This is the resultant of the group's decisions interacting 

with the scenario generator. The display can track such 

progress through a variety of display concepts, e.g., a 

multi-graph economic model or an animated cartoon represen

tation of the situation. 

Whatever design is deemed appropriate for this 

common display, it represents the end result of all of the 

individual decisions. The participants "play against the 

game," so to speak. This, of course, is exactly what 

organizations do in their normal course of business. The 

degree of interaction among participants can be varied 

according to the organizational structure represented by the 

group. 

The large-screen display itself depends on tech

nology currently evolving. The full-color display should 

have a resolution of 4096 x 2048 pixels in a 2:1 aspect 

ratio. The present state of evolution suggests a projection 

type of display, with some sort of active-matrix display 
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some distant time in the future. The display size, as 

projected, should be in the neighbor.hood of two by four 

meters. The size should be adjusted to work comfortably in 

relation to the room dimensions in which the laboratory is 

constructed. 

In addition, the display should be capable of video 

frame rates, i.e., capable of displaying motion pictures. 

This is necessary for computer-generated animation, but is 

also useful for display of video tapes in group meetings and 

teleconferencing. 

Post Session Review 

One of the benefits of the DBMS tracking all 

decisions in a session is to allow participants the 

capability of post-session review at workstations in their 

own offices. This allows them to do what-if thinking in the 

privacy of their own minds. Such reflections can produce 

much different insight and group decisions when the group 

session continues. 

This does not mean that the printed reports 

generated at an earlier stage of the session would be 

eliminated. On the contrary, the printed reports have their 

place at the proper point in time, as the session 

proqresses. Bv the time the session oroqresses to 

interaction with the scenario generator, printed reports 

must be replaced with a method of interactive review. 
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Workstations designed for individual review should 

be similar to the decision-laboratory workstations, in that 

the functionality and interface should be the same for ease 

of operation, but the workstation need not be limited in 

size or configuration since it now cannot interfere with 

interaction between participants seated in the laboratory. 

Thus, the design can support individual interaction with the 

scenario generator as situated in a private office. 

Summary 

We have seen that strategic-management is a matter 

of capturing much subjective data in the form of lists of 

list-items, and performing operations on those lists to gain 

insight into a fact situation of interest. An architecture 

has been developed to create software which supports this 

sort of strategic-management thinking. 

The software architecture also allows some workbench 

concepts to facilitate development of new tools. This 

workbench facility allows a low-level development at an 

elemental-engine level, and a higher-level development at 

the Synthesized Support Driver (SSD) level. The elemental

engine level supports assembling Pascal language procedures 

into Pascal programs, which are drivers to support families 

of planning tools. A new tool can be developed at the SSD 

level by creating a data file which describes the tool in 

terms of its unique attributes. 
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There are extensions to this architecture which lead 

to a decision-support laboratory, which is a complete 

decision environment. 'l'his environment requires a room 

design, workstation design, and a database management system 

to fully support group sessions. 

A natural continuum for decision making suggests 

extension to a sophisticated scenario generator which allows 

further investigation of the decisions themselves. The DBMS 

supporting the decision laboratory should then facilitate 

individual review sessions in priv~te offices. The entire 

facility has been likened to being a "Link Trainer" for 

business, in which executives can simulate flying their 

organizations. 
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THE GENERAL LIST PROCESSOR (GENERAL SSD) 
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Source Code 

Program GeneralListProcessor (Input, Output, DataFile, 
Instructions, ReportFile, SaveFile); 

Const 
AreaFillOff = 'W(SO)'; 
AreaFillOn = 'W(Sl)'; 
BlinkOff = 'W(AO)' ; 
BlinkOn = 'W(A1)'; 
CursorInBetween = 'P[ 388,440] '; 
CursorInCenter = 'P[388,4S0]'; 
CursorOff = 'P[O,Sll]' ; 
CursorStay = 'P' ; 
CursorYesNo = 'P[SSO,460] , ; 
Erase = 'W(E)' ; 
Escape = CHR (27) ; 
GoGraphics = 'Pp' ; 
GoText = '\'; 
InGreen = 'W(I4)'; 
InRed = 'W(I2)' ; 
InWhite = 'W(I7)'; 
I nYe 11 ow = 'W(I6)' ; 
LocatorMode = 'R(P(I»'j 
Lin20Co134 = '[20;34H'; 
Lin20Co139 = '[20;39H'; 
Lin21Co1l4 = '[21;14H' ; 
Lin21Co132 = '[21;32H'; 
Lin21Co134 = '[21;34H' ; 
Lin22Co1l2 = '[22 ;12H'; 
Lin22Co1l4 = '[22;14H' ; 
Lin22Co139 = '[22;39H'; 
Lin23Co14 = '[ 23; 4H' ; 
Lin23ColS = '[23;SH' ; 
Lin23Co1l2 = '[23;12H' ; 
Lin23Col14 = '[23; 14H'; 
Lin23Co1l7 = '[23;17H' ; 
Lin23Co170 = '[23 ;70H'; 
Lin23Col71 = '[23;71H' ; 
NegativeVidOff = 'W(NO)' ; 
NegativeVidOn = 'W(Nl)' ; 
Overlay = 'W(V)' ; 
Quote = CHR (39) ; 
Replace = 'W(R)' ; 
ScreenBlue = 'S(Il)'; 
ScreenDark = 'S(IO)'; 
ScreenErase = 'S(E)' ; 
TextGreen = '[ 32m'; 
TextRed = ' [31m ; 
TextStyle = 'T(AO) , ; 
TextWhite = '[37m' ; 
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Type 
ListItems 
Colors 
Displays-
Labels 
LongestString 
MaxOrMin 
Positional 
ListNames 
String4 
StringS 
Stringll 
String20 
String48 
String60 
SUblists 
InSigOrSig 

ListItemRecord 

ListNameRecord 

SubRecord 

= AListItemRecord; = (White, Yellow); = (BarOneStake, BarMaxMin, Grid); 
= packed array [1 .. 12) of char; 
= 1 .. 60; 
= (Max, Min); 
= (Line20, Line21, Line22, Line23, Line24); = AListNameRecord; 
= packed array [1 .. 4) of char; 
= packed array [1 .. 5) of char; = packed array [1 .. 11) of char; = packed array [1 .. 20) of char; 
= packed array [1 .. 48) of char; = packed array [1 .. 60) of char; 
= ASubRecord; = (InSignificant, Significant); 

= record 
ListItem 
Reason 
LeftLabel 
RightLabel 
Range 
Importance 
ReScoreRnge 
ReScoreImpt 
ItemType 
ListName 
NextRecord 

end; 

String60; 
String60; 
Labels; 
Labels; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
InSigOrSig; 
ListNames; 
ListItems; 

char; 
String20; 
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= record 
Identity 
ListName 
MaxMin array [InSigOrSig, MaxOrMin) 

of ListItems; 
FirstSub 
NextListName 

end; 

= record 
ListItem 
NextSub 

end; 

Sublists; 
ListNames; 

ListItems; 
Sublists; 
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Var 
CursorArray 

DataFile 
Display 
Dummy 
HeadLi stl terns 
HeadListNames 
Instructions 
LastListltem 
LastListName 
LastSub 
LinePosition 

Palette 

PointColor 

Position 

PreparedList 
ReLoad 
ReportFile 
SaveFile 
ListNameCount 
TargetListItem 
ThisListItem 
ThisListName 
ThisSublist 
TopOfScreen 

: packed array (0 .. 10,1 .. 9] of char 
:=("P( 10,15] " 

'P(10,45] " 
'P(10,75] " 
'P(10,105]' , 
'P( 10,135) , , 
'P( 10,165] , , 
'P(10,195]' , 
'P(10,225]' , 
'P(10,255]' , 
'P(10,285]' , 
'P(10,315]'); 

text; 
Displays 
integer 
ListItems 
ListNames 
text; 

:= (Grid); 
:= (2048); 
:= (nil); 
:= (nil); 

ListItems := (nil); 
ListNames := (nil); 
Sublists := (nil); 
array [0 .. 10] of integer 

:=(20,50,80,110,140,170,200,230,260,290,320); 

: packed array (Colors,l .. 5] of char 
:=(InWhite, InYellow); 

: packed array [InSigOrSig,l .. 5] of char 
:=(InGreen, InRed); 

: packed array IPositional,l .. 10] of char 
:=( 'PI 170, 380]' , 

'PI 170,400]', 
'P[ 170,420] , , 
'PI170,440]', 
, PI 170,465] , ) ; 

boolean := 
boolean := 
text; 
text; 
integer := 
ListItems := 
ListItems := 
ListNames := 
Sublists := 
ListNames := 

(false) ; 
(false) ; 

(0) ; 
(nil) ; 
(nil) ; 
(nil) ; 
(nil) ; 
(nil) ; 
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Procedure OpenDataFiles; 

Begin 
OPEN 
RESET 

OPEN 
RESET 

(DataFile" Old); 
(DataFile) ; 

(Instructions" Old); 
(Instructions); 

OPEN (ReportFile" Unknown); 
REWRITE (ReportFile); 

OPEN 
RESET 

End; 

(SaveFile, , Unknown); 
(SaveFile) ; 

Procedure CloseDataFiles; 

Begin 
CLOSE (DataFile); 
CLOSE (Instructions); 
CLOSE (ReportFile); 
CLOSE (SaveFile); 

End; 

Procedure GraphicsMode; 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoGraphics); 

End; 

Procedure TextMode; 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoText); 

End; 
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Procedure ScreenNormal; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenDark); 

End; 

Procedure ScreenPrep; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenBlue, 

InWhite, Replace); 
End; 

Procedure DrawScoreBox; 

Begin 
Writeln (InWhite, 

'P[160,460) V[160,440) P[16l,440)', 
'V[161,460) V[615,460] V[615,440]', 
'P[616,460) V[616,440] V[160,440]'); 

End; 

Procedure EraseUpperScreen (LeftMargin : integer); 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,363]', AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[', LeftMargin:l, ',2] V[765,2]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 

Procedure EraseLowerScreen; 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,485]', AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[2,368] V[765,368]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 

Procedure Message (Vertically 
Color 
LineOfText 

Begin 

Posi tional; 
Colors; 
String4B); 

Writeln (Position[Vertically), Palette[Color), 
TextStyle, Quote, LineOfText, Quote); 

End; 
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Procedure ScreenFormat (VertLineX. HorizLineY 
Color 

Begin 
ScreenPrep; 

integer; 
StringS) ; 

Writeln (Color. ·P[O.O] V[767.0] V[767.487]·. 
·V[0.487J V[O.O] P[l.O] V[1.487]·. 
·P[766.487] VI766.0]·); 

Writeln (·PIO.·. HorizLineY:1. 'J V[767.·. 

End; 

HorizLineY:1. 'J P[·. VertLineX:1 ••• 
HorizLineY: 1 •. ] V[·. VertLineX: 1. '.0) P[·. 
(VertLineX + 1):1. '.0) V[·. (VertLineX + 1):1 • 
.••• HorizLineY:1. ']'. InWhite); 

Procedure DrawGrid; 

Begin 
Writeln (InYellow. 

·P[227.182) V[76S.182) P[49S.364)·. 
·V[49S.1J P[496.1) V[496.364]·); 

Writeln (·P[226.172]·. TextStyle. 
Quote. 'left label'. Quote); 

Writeln (·P[66S.172]·, TextStyle. 
Quote. 'right label', Quote); 

Writeln (·P[44S.343]·. TextStyle, 
Quote, 'unimportant', Quote); 

Writeln (·P[4SS,1]·. TextStyle, 
Quote •• important' , Quote); 

End; 
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Procedure CenterEntry (var Entry 

Const 
Apostrophe = CHR (39); 
GraveAccent = CHR (96); 
Space = CHR (32); 

Var 
Index 
Shift 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 

For Index := Low to High do 

packed array (Low .. High 
of char); 

If Entry(Index) = Apostrophe then 
Entry(Index) := GraveAccent; 

Index := High + 1; 

Repeat 
Index := Index - 1; 

Until Entry(Index) <> Space; 

Shift := (High - Index) div 2; 

For Index := High downto (Shift + 1) do 
Entry(Index) := Entry(Index - Shift); 

For Index := 1 to Shift do 
Entry(Index) := Space; 

End; 
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Procedure CursorPosition (var Xpoint, Ypoint 

Var 
Index 
Response 
ValidResponse 

Begin 
Repeat 

integer; 
varying (9] of char; 
boolean; 

integer) ; 

Writeln (InYellow, LocatorMode, CursorStay); 

Readln (Response); 

ValidResponse := false; 

If (Response(1] = '(') and 
(Response(LENGTH (Response)] = ']') 

then Va1idResponse := true; 
Until ValidResponse; 

Index := 2; 
Xpoint := 0; 
Ypoint := 0; 

While Response(Index] <> ',' do 
Begin 

Xpoint := (Xpoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response(Indexl) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 

Index := Index + 1; 

While Response(Index] <> ']' do 
Begin 

End; 

Ypoint := (Ypoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response(Index]) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 
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Procedure ScoreFactor (var Score: integer); 

(Messages must be exactly 
= 'Move Cursor <- and -> to 

Press RETURN 
Rescore or move cursor 

Const 
Msg1 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

Var 
Index 
Lastxpoint 
Wait 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 
char; 
integer; 
integer; 

LastXpoint := 161; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg1); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint < 460 do 
Begin 

48 characters in length) 
score, then push RETURN'; 
to continue ' 
below box to continue 

Writeln ('P[,459)', AreaFillOn); 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
If (Xpoint < LastXpoint) then 

Writeln ('P[', Xpoint:1, ',442)', 
Erase, 'V[614,)', Replace) 

Else 
Writeln (InYellow, 'P[162,442)', 

'V[', Xpoint:1, ',442)'); 

Writeln (AreaFi1l0ff); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
LastXpoint := Xpoint; 

Score := Xpoint - 161; 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

Writeln (Erase, 'P[,459)', AreaFillOn, 
'P[162,442) V[614,)', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 
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Procedure CreateChainHeads; 

Const 
Message1 = ' No Lists are Named '; 
Message2 = 'List-Item list is empty 
Space = 
Spaces18 = 
Spaces24 = 

Var 
Types 
Value 

Begin 

InSigOrSig; 
MaxOrMin; 

NEW (HeadListNames); 

HeadListNamesA.Identity := Space; 
HeadListNamesA.ListName := Message1; 
HeadListNamesA.FirstSub := nil; 
HeadListNamesA.NextListName := HeadListNames; 
LastListName := HeadListNames; 
TopOfScreen := HeadListNames; 

For Types := InSignificant to Significant do 
For Value := Max to Min do 

HeadListNamesA.MaxMin[Types,Value) := nil; 

NEW (HeadListItems); 
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HeadListItemsA.ListItem := Spaces18 + Message2 + SpaceslB; 
HeadListItemsA.Reason := Spaces18 + Spaces24 + Spaces18; 
HeadListItemsA.Range := 0; 
HeadListItemsA.Importance := 511; 
HeadListItemsA.ReScoreRnge := 0; 
HeadListItemsA.ReScoreImpt := 511; 
HeadListItemsA.ItemType := InSignificant; 
HeadListItemsA.ListName := HeadListNames; 
HeadListItemsA.NextRecord := HeadListItems; 
LastListItem := HeadListItems; 

End; 



Procedure DisplayInstructions (LeftMargin 

Const 
EndOfInstruction = 'w'; 
Space = CHR (32); 

Var 
LineOfText 
Row 

Begin 
TextMode; 

Row := 1; 

varying [70] of char; 
integer; 

LineOfText := Space; 

integer) ; 

While (not EOF (Instructions» and 
(LineOfText[l] <> EndOfInstruction) do 

Begin 
If (Row> 1) then 

Writeln (Escape, "[", Row:1, ;, 
LeftMargin:1, "H", LineOfText); 

Row := Row + 1; 

Readln (Instructions, LineOfText); 

If (LENGTH (LineOfText) = 0) then 
LineOfText := Space; 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 
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Procedure PageListNames (FirstOnList 

Var 
Counter 

Begin 

integer; 

Counter := 0; 

boolean); 

Writeln ("PI.330]". AreaFillOn, Erase, 
"P(10,15] V(220,15]". 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

If (FirstOnList) then 
ThisListName := HeadListNames~.NextListName; 

Repeat 
Writeln (CursorArray(Counterl, 

InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity, ") , 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisListName = HeadListNames); 
End; 
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Procedure UpdateDisplay (DisplayType 
WriteMode 
BlinkMode 
TargetBar 
LineOnly 

Var 

Displays; 
String4; 
StringS; 
integer; 
boolean); 

BarStart : array [InSigOrSig] of integer; 

Procedure UpdateBar; 

Begin 
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Write (·P[.·. (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 5):1. ']'. AreaFillOn. 
'p['. BarStart[TargetListItem-,ItemType]:l • 
.••• LinePosition[TargetBar]:l. 'J'); 

Case TargetListItem-, ItemType of 
InSignificant: Write ('V[-'); 
Significant : Write ('V[+'); 

End; 

Writeln «(TargetListItem-,Range - 230) div 2):1. 'J'); 

Write (·P[.·. (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 10):1. 'J'. AreaFillOn. 
'p['. BarStart[TargetListItem-.ItemTypeJ:1 • 
.•.• (LinePosition[TargetBarJ + 6):1. 'J'); 

Case TargetListItem-, ItemType of 
InSignificant: Write ('V[-'); 
Significant : Write ('V[+'); 

End; 

Writeln «(TargetListItem-.ReScoreRnge - 230) div 2):1. 'J'); 

Writeln (AreaFillOff); 
End; 



Procedure UpdatePoint; 

Begin 
If (not LineOnly) then 

Writeln (:P~', (TargetListItem",Range - 5):1, 
., (TargetListItem".Importance - 10):1, ']', 

TextStyle, Quote, 
TargetListltern".ListNarne".Identity, Quote); 

Writeln (BlinkOff, 
'PI '. (TargetListItern".Range):l, 
., (TargetLi stl tern" . Importance) : I, ']', 

'VI', (TargetListltern".ReScoreRnge):l. 
., (TargetLi stl tern" • ReScore Impt) : 1. ']'); 

End; 

Begin 
If (TargetListItem <> nil) then 

End; 

Begin 
BarStartlInSignificant] := 490; 
BarStartISigni!icant] := 502; 

Write (PointColorITargetListltern".ItemType], 
WriteMode, BlinkMode); 

Case DisplayType 
Grid 
BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 

End; 

o! 
UpdatePoint; 
UpdateBar; 
UpdateBar; 

Writeln (Replace. InWhite. BlinkO!!); 
End; 
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Procedure FindMaxAndMinWeights (ListName 

Var 
ThisSub 
Types 
Value 

Begin 

Sublists; 
InSigOrSig; 
MaxOrMin; 

ListNames); 

For Types := InSignificant to Significant do 
For Value := Max to Min do 

ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Value) := nil; 

ThisSub := ListNameA.FirstSub; 

While ThisSub <> nil do 
Begin 

Types := ThisSubA.ListItemA.ItemType; 

For Value := Max to Min do 
If (ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Value) = nil) then 

ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Value) := ThisSubA.ListItem 

Else 
Case Value of 
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Max: If (ThisSubA.ListItemA".ReScoreRnge > 
ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,MaA)A.ReScoreRnge) 

then 

End; 

ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Max) := 
ThisSubA.ListItem; 

Min If (ThisSubA.ListItemA.ReScoreRnge < 
ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Min)A.ReScoreRnge) 

then 

End; 

ListNameA.MaxMin[Types,Min) := 
ThisSubA.ListItem; 

ThisSub := ThisSubA.NextSub; 
End; 
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Procedure ReLoadSession (var ReLoad, PreparedList : boolean); 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in 

Var 

Msgl = ' Session presently stored is from 
Msg2 = 

= Msg3 
EndOfList = 

Do you wish to reload this session? No 
Reloading session 

Date 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Stringll; 
integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
If (not EOF (SaveFile» then 

Readln (SaveFile, Date, PreparedList) 
Else 

Date := 'Cannot Load'; 

Message (Line21, White, Msgl); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co139, Date); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

EraseUpperScreen (226); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Begin 

ReLoad := true; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

If (not EOF (SaveFile» then 
Readln (SaveFile, ListNameCount): 
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length! 
; 

Yes' ; 



While not EOF (SaveFile) do 
Begin 

NEW (ThisListName); 

Readln (SaveFile, ThisListNameA.Identity, 
ThisListNameA.ListName); 

ThisListNameA.FirstSub := nil; 
ThisListNameA.NextListName := HeadListNames; 
LastListNameA.NextListName := ThisListName; 
LastListName := ThisListName; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (SaveFile, TargetListItemA.ListItem); 

While TargetListItemA.ListItem(l] <> EndOfList do 
Begin 

Readln 
Readln 
Readln 
Readln 

(SaveFile, 
(SaveFile, 
(SaveFile, 
(SaveFile, 

TargetListItemA.Reason); 
TargetListItemA.LeftLabel); 
TargetListItemA.RightLabel); 
TargetListItemA.ItemType, 
TargetListItemA.Range, 
TargetListItemA.Importance, 
TargetListItemA.ReScoreRnge, 
TargetListItemA.ReScoreImpt); 

TargetListItemA.ListName := ThisListName; 
TargetListItemA.NextRecord := HeadListItems; 
LastListItemA.NextRecord := TargetListItem; 
LastListItem := TargetListItem; 

NEW (ThisSublist); 

ThisSublist·.ListItem := TargetListltem; 
ThisSublistA.NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListNameA.FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisListNameA.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSubA.NextSub := ThisSublist; 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (SaveFile, TargetListItemA.ListItem); 
End; 

DISPOSE (TargetListItem); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 
End; 

PageListNames (true); 

TopOfScreen := HeadListNamesA.NextListName; 
End 
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Else 
Begin 

Readln (DataFile, PreparedList); 

While not EOF (DataFile) do 
Begin 

End; 

NEW (ThisListName); 

Readln (DataFile, ThisListName".Identity, 
ThisListName".ListName); 

ThisListName".FirstSub := nil; 
ThisListName".NextListName := HeadListNames; 
LastListName".NextListName := ThisListName; 
LastListName := ThisListName; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListItem".ListItem); 

While TargetListItem".ListItem(l) <> EndOfList do 
Begin 

CenterEntry (TargetListItem".Listltem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListItem".LeftLabel); 
Readln (DataFile, TargetListltem".RightLabel); 

TargetListItem".ListName := ThisListName; 
TargetListltem".NextRecord := HeadListItems; 
LastList~tem".NextRecord := TargetListltem; 
LastListItem := TargetListItem; 

NEW (ThisSublist); 

ThisSublist".ListItem := TargetListItem; 
ThisSublist".NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListName".FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisLiatName".FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub".NextSub := ThisSublist; 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListltem".ListItem); 
End; 

PageListNames (true); 

TopOfScreen := HeadListNames".NextListName; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 
End; 
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Procedure EnterListNames; 

Const 
Msg1 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces20 

!Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} = Enter name of list 
= Press RETURN to continue 
= 
= 
= 
= 

Type 
LowerCase = 
UpperCase = 

set of o .. 25; 
set of 26 .. 51; 

Var 
Finished 
NodeListName 

boolean; 
ListNames; 

Begin 
Repeat 

NEW (NodeListName); 

Message (Line20, White, Msg1); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, '=>', Spaces20, '<='); 
Write (Escape, Lin21Co134); 

Finished := true; 

Readln (NodeListName".ListName); 



If (NodeListName" ,'ListName[l] <> Space) then 
Begin 

Finished := false; 

CenterEntry (NodeListName".ListName); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces2, 
NodeListName".ListName, Spaces20); 

If (ListNameCount REM 52 IN [0 .. 25]) then 
NodeListName".Identity:= 

CHR «ListNameCount REM 52) + 97); 

If (ListNameCount REM 52 IN [26 .. 51]) then 
NodeListName".Identity := 

CHR «ListNameCount REM 52) + 39); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln (CursorArray[ListNameCount REM 11], 
InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
NodeListName".Identity, ') " 
NodeListName".ListName, Quote); 

If (HeadListNames".NextListName = HeadListNames) then 
TopOfScreen := NodeListName; 

LastListName".NextListName := NodeListName; 
NodeListName".NextListName := HeadListNames; 
NodeListName".FirstSub := nil; 
LastListName := NodeListName; 

ListNameCount := ListNameCount + 1; 
End; 

Until Finished; 

DISPOSE (NodeListName); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces2, 
Spaces20, Spaces2); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg3); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

End; 
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Procedure WeightListItems (FromAdd : boolean; 
Counter: integer); 

Const !Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
MsgI = 
Msg2 = Score this List-Item 

Var 
FixListName : ListNames; 

Begin 
Message (Line24, White, MsgI); 

If (not FromAdd) then 
Begin 

PageListNames (true); 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 
End; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg2); 

DrawScoreBox; 

Repeat 
If (not FromAdd) then 

Counter := 0; 

Repeat 
FixListName := ThisListName; 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counterl, InWhite, 
NegativeVidOn, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity, ') " 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote, 
NegativeVidOff); 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisSublist := LastSub 

Else 
ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 
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While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

End; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Coll4, 
ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, 
ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col5, 
ThisSublistA.ListItemA.LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, 
ThisSublistA.ListItemA.RightLabel); 

GraphicsMode; 

ScoreFactor (ThisSublist·.ListItemA.Range); 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Range := 230 + 
TRUNC (ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Range * 1.17); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co15, 'unimportant '); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, 'important '); 

GraphicsMode; 

ScoreFactor (ThisSublist·.ListItemA.Importance); 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Importance := 355 -
TRUNC (ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Importance * 0.75); 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ReScoreRnge := 
ThisSublistA.ListItem·.Range; 

ThisSublistA.ListItem·.ReScoreImpt := 
ThisSublistA.ListItem·.Importance; 

If (ThisSublistA.ListItem·.Range > 630) or 
(ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Range < 360) or 
(ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Importance > 270) or 
(ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Importance < 100) then 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ItemType := Significant 
Else 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ItemType := InSignificant; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 
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FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counter], InWhite, 
TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity, .) " 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisListName := HeadListNames 

Else 
ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisListName = HeadListNames); 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisListName; 

PageListNames (false); 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 
End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 

ThisListName := FixListName; 

EraseLowerScreen; 
End; 
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Procedure EnterListltems (FromAdd 
Counter 

: boolean; 
: integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

!Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
= Press RETURN to continue 

Enter a List-Item for List 

Var 
Finished : boolean; 

Procedure AddListltems (TypeOfAssump : InSigOrSig; 
var Finished: boolean); 
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Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
, Enter your reason for this List-Item ' 

Enter the left range label 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
NullMsg 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces12 = 
Spaces21 = 
Spaces30 = 

Enter the right range label 
= reason not entered'; 
= 
= 

Var 
NodeListItem 
NodeSublist 

Begin 

ListItems; 
Sublists; 

Finished := true; 

NEW (NodeListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin22Col14); 

Readln (NodeListltemA.ListItem); 



If (NodeListItemA.Listltem[l] <> Space) and 
(HeadListNamesA.NextListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Begin 

Finished := false; 

CenterEntry (NodeListltemA.ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col12, Spaces2, 
NodeListItemA.ListItem, Spaces21); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgS); 

DrawScoreBox; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co14, '>', Spaces12, '<'); 
Write (Escape, Lin23ColS); 

Readln (NodeListltemA.LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co14, Space); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col17, Space); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg6); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, '>', Spaces12, '<'); 
Write (Escape, Lin23Co171); 

Readln (NodeListItemA.RightLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23ColS, Spaces12); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, Space, Spaces12, Space); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces30); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14); 

Readln (NodeListItemA,Reason); 
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If (NodeListItem A.Reason[l] = Space) then 
NodeListItemA.Reason := Spaces21 + NullMsg + Spaces21 

Else 
CenterEntry (NodeListItemA.Reason); 

Writeln (Escape. Lin23Col12. Spaces2. 
NodeListItemA.Reason. Spaces2); 

NodeListItemA.ItemType 
NodeListItemA.ListName 
NodeListItemA.NextRecord 
LastListItemA.NextRecord 
LastListItem 

NEW (NodeSublist); 

:= TypeOfAssump; 
:= ThisListName; 
:= HeadListItems; 
:= NodeListItem; 
:= NodeListItem; 

NodeSublistA.ListItem := NodeListItem; 
NodeSublistA.NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListNameA.FirstSub = nil) then 
.•. ThisListName A . FirstSub := NodeSublist 

Else 
LastSubA.NextSub := NodeSublist; 

LastSub := NodeSublist; 
End; 

Writeln (Escape. Lin21Co132. Spaces30); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col12, 

Spaces2. Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, 

Spaces2, Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2); 

If (Finished) then DISPOSE (NodeListItem); 
End; 

Begin 
If (not FromAdd) then 

Begin 
PageListNames (true); 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 
End; 



Repeat 
If (not FrornAdd) then 

Counter := 0; 

Repeat 
Writeln (CursorArray[Counter), InWhite, 

NegativeVidOn, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity, ") ", 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote, 
NegativeVidOff); 

Message (r.ine24, White, Msg1); 

Repeat 
Message (Line20, White, Msg2); 

TextMode; 
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Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co134, ThisListName".ListName); 

AddListItems (InSignificant, Finished); 

GraphicsMode; 

If (FrornAdd) and (not Finished) then 
WeightListItems (FrornAdd, Counter); 

Until Finished; 

Writeln (CursorArray[Counter), 
InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity,") , 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

If (FrornAdd) then 
ThisListName := HeadListNames 

Else 
ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

Until (Counter = 11) or (ThisListName = HeadListNames); 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisListName; 

PageListNames (false); 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 
End 

Else 
TopOfScreen := ThisListName".NextListName; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg3); 
End; 



Procedure DrawGridChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msgl = change display to grid chart 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
If (Ypoint <> 2048) then 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Display := Grid; 

EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DrawGrid; 

TargetListItem := HeadListItems·.NextRecord; 

While TargetListItem <> HeadListItems do 
Begin 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

End; 

TargetListItem := TargetListItem·.NextRecord; 
End; 

Ypoint := 430; 
End; 



Procedure ListOperations; 

Const 
MsglOO 
Msg200 

= 
= 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

Category : List-Items 
Msg300 = Category : List-Names 
Msg400 = Category : Select Display 
MsgSOO = Terminate Session 
Msg600 = 
Msg700 = Point cursor to this line to terminate session 

Var 
AttachedToListItem 
BarCounter 
BottomBar 
CounterListItem 
CounterDisplay 
CounterListNames 
Left 
Line 
Right 
TopBar 
Xpoint, Ypoint 

boolean; 
array [InSigOrSig] of integer; 
array [InSigOrSig] of integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
MaxOrMin; 
integer; 
MaxOrMin; 
array (InSigOrSig] of Sublists; 
integer; 

Procedure AdjustListNameDisplay; 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} Const 
Msgl = ' Is List Name shown in list above? No Yes'; 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msgl); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
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If (Xpoint < 555) then 
Begin 

PageListNames (true); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
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While (Xpoint < 555) and (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) do 
Begin 

End; 
End; 

TopOfScreen := ThisListName; 

PageListNames (false); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

Procedure FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint 
var LineCounter 

Begin 
ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 

LineCounter := 0; 

integer; 
integer); 

While (Ypoint > LinePosition[LineCounter) + 25) and 
(ThisListName·.NextListName <> HeadListNames) and 
(LineCounter < 10) do 

Begin 
ThisListName := ThisListName·.NextListName; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 
End; 

LastSub := ThisListName·.FirstSub; 

If (LastSub <> nil) then 

End; 

While LastSub·.NextSub <> nil do 
LastSub := LastSub·.NextSub; 



Procedure DisplayListltem; 

Begin 
TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin20Co134, 
TargetListltemA.ListNameA.ListName); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Col14, TargetListltemA.Listltem); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, TargetListltemA.Reason); 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 

Procedure FindListltemPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint 
var LineNumber 

Procedure FindByPoint; 

Var 
DistanceToFoint 
ShortestDistance 

Begin 

real; 
real; 

ShortestDistance := 1000; 

TargetListltem := HeadListltems; 

integer; 
integer) ; 

ThisListltem := HeadListltemsA.NextRecord; 

Repeat . 
DistanceToPoint := SQRT(SQR(Xpoint - ThisListltemA.Range) 
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+ SQR(Ypoint - ThisListltemA.lmportance»; 

If (DistanceToPoint < ShortestDistance) then 
Begin 

ShortestDistance := DistanceToPoint; 
TargetListltem := ThisListltem; 

End; 

ThisListltem := ThisListltemA.NextRecord; 

Until ThisListltem = HeadListltems; 
End; 



Procedure FindByBarOneStake; 

Var 
. RedOrGrn : InSigOrSig; 

Begin 
BarCounter[InSignificant] := 0; 
BarCounter[Significant] := 0; 

If (Xpoint < 496) then 
RedOrGrn := InSignificant 

Else 
RedOrGrn := Significant; 

ThisSublist := TopBar[RedOrGrn]; 

If (ThisSublist = nil) then 
TargetListItem := nil 

Else 
TargetListItem := Thi~~ublist·.Listltem; 

While (Ypoint > LinePosition[BarCounter[RedOrGrn]] + 25) and 
(ThisSublist <> nil) and 
(BarCounter[RedOrGrn] < 

BottomBar[TargetListItem·.ItemType]) do 
Begin 

BarCounter[TargetListItem·.ItemType] := 
BarCounter[TargetListltem·.ItemType] + 1; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist·.NextSub; 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 
TargetListItem := ThisSublist·.ListItem; 

End; 

LineNumber := BarCounter[RedOrGrn]; 
End; 
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Procedure FindByBarMaxMin; 

Begin 
FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint. LineNumber); 

If (Xpoint < 496) then 
TargetListItem := ThisListName".MaxMin(InSignificant.Left) 

Else 
TargetListItem := ThisListName".MaxMin(Significant.Right); 

End; 

Begin 
Case Display of 

BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 
Grid 

End; 

FindByBarOneStake; 
FindByBarMaxMin; 
FindByPoint; 

If (TargetListItem <> nil) then 
DisplayListItem; 

End; 
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Procedure ExamineListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
Msg8 = 

Var 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
, examine selected List-Item 

Point cursor to List-Item in above display ; 
, Attach List-Item for other operations? No Yes'; 
'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

Exit bars by drawing grid chart 
category : List-Items 

Bar Displays 

Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint < 375 do 
Begin 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

FlndListItemPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, Line, false); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 



If (Xpoint > 555) then 
AttachedToListItem := true; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Case Display of 
Grid Message (Line20, 
BarMaxMin Message (Line20, 
BarOneStake : Message (Line20, 

End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Case Display of 
Grid Message (Line22, 
BarMaxMin Message (Line22, 
BarOneStake : Message (Line22, 

End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Message (Line24, White, MsgS) 

Else 
Begin 
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White, Msg4) ; 
Yellow, Msg5) ; 
Yellow, Msg5) ; 

White, Msg6) ; 
White, Msg7) ; 
White, Msg7) ; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

End; 
End; 

Procedure ChangeListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 4S characters in length) 
change selected List-Item 

Point cursor to this line to make changes 
Point cursor to List-Item in above display 
Is this the List-Item to be changed? No Yes' 

Enter new List-Item, press RETURN for no change' 
Enter new reason, press RETURN for no change ' 

Do you wish to rescore this List-Item? No Yes' 
Category : List-Items 

Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
MsgS = 
Msg9 = 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces30 = 

Var 
NewEntry 
Xpoint 

= 
= 

String60; 
integer; 

Bar Displays 



Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 

While (not AttachedToListItem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorlnCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
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FindListItemPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, Line, false); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

End; 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListltem; 
End; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg5); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14); 

Readln (NewEntry); 



If (NewEntry[l] <> Space) and 
(TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

TargetListItem",ListItem := NewEntry; 

CenterEntry (TargetListItem",ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Col14, 
TargetListItem".ListItem); 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14); 

Readln (NewEntry): 

If (NewEntry[l] <> Space) and 
(TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

TargetListItem".Reason := NewEntry; 

CenterEntry (TargetListItem".Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, 
TargetListItem",Reason); 

End: 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, Spaces2, 
Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg7); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
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If (Xpoint > SSS) and 
(TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, Line, true); 

DrawScoreBox; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23ColS, 
TargetListItem".LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, 
TargetListItem".RightLabel); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln ('PI,4S9J', AreaFillOn, 'P(162,442J', 
InRed, 'V(+', 
(TRUNC «TargetListItem".Range - 230) 
/1.17»:1, 'J', AreaFillOff); 

ScoreFactor (TargetListltem".ReScoreRnge); 

TargetListItem".ReScoreRnge := 230 + 
TRUNC (TargetListltem".ReScoreRnge * 1.17); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co14, 'unimportant '); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co170, 'important '); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln ('P(,4S9J', AreaFillOn, 'P(162,442J', InRed, 'V(+', 
«3SS - TargetListltem".Importance) * 4 div 3):1, 
'J', AreaFillOff); 

ScoreFactor (TargetListltem".ReScoreImpt); 

TargetListltem".ReScorelmpt := 3SS -
TRUNC (TargetListltem".ReScorelmpt * 0.7S); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetListItem".ListName); 
End; 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Case Display of 
Grid 
BarOneStake 
BarMaxMin 

End; 

Message (Line22, White, Msg8); 
Message (Line22, White, Msg9); 
Message (Line22, White, Msg9); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 
End; 

End; 

Procedure DeleteListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 

Var 

Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 

Line 
Wait 
Xpoint 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
, delete selected List-Item 

Point cursor to this line to delete List-Item 
Point cursor to List-Item in above display ; 
Is this the List-Item to be deleted? No Yes'; 

List-Item deleted 

integer; 
char; 
integer; 

Press RETURN to continue 
Category : List-Items 



Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 

While (not AttachedToListltem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListItemPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false); 

If (TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End 

Else 
Xpoint := 560; 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 
End; 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 



End; 

If (TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

ThisListItem := HeadListItems; 

While ThisListItem~.NextRecord <> TargetListItem do 
ThisListItem := ThisListItem~.NextRecord; 

ThisListItem~.NextRecord := TargetListItem~.Nextrecord; 

ThisListName := TargetListItem~.ListName; 

ThisSublist := ThisListName~.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist·.ListItem <> TargetListItem do 
Begin 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 
End; 
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If (ThisListName~.FirstSub·.ListItem = TargetListItem) the~ 
ThisListName·.FirstSub := ThisListNameA.FirstSubA.NextE 

Else 
LastSubA.NextSub := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 

DISPOSE (TargetListItem); 

DISPOSE (ThisSublist); 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 
End; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg6); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 4S0; 
End; 



Procedure AddNewListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
MsgS 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
• add List-Items 

Point cursor to this line to add List-Items 
Select List-Name for added List-Items 

Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
Category : List-Items 

Line 
Xpoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Line := 0; 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 

End; 

Begin 
If (AttachedToListItem) then 

Begin 
UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

EnterListItems (true, Line); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 4S0; 
End; 
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Procedure MoveOneListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
Msg5 
Msg6 
Msg7 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
, move one List-Item to another List ; 

Point cursor to this line to move List-Item(s) '; 
Point cursor to List-Item in above display'; 

Is this the List-Item(s) to be moved? No Yes'; 
Select List-Name to receive List-Item(s) , 
Point cursor to List-Name in list above 

Category : List-Items 

Line 
PriorSublist 
Xpoint 

integer; 
Sublists; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500: 

While (not AttachedToListItem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListItemPointedTo (Xpoint, Ypoint, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CUrsorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, OVerlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 
End; 



If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 

AdjustLi stNameDi splay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

ThisSublist := TargetListItem".ListName".FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist".ListItem <> TargetListItem do 
Begin 

PriorSublist := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

If (TargetListltem".ListName".FirstSub".ListItem 
= TargetListltem) then 

TargetListItem".ListName".FirstSub 
:= ThisSublist".NextSub 

Else 
PriorSublist".NextSub := ThisSublist".NextSub; 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
ThisListName".FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub".NextSub := ThisSublist; 
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End; 

ThisSublist",NextSub := nil; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

FindM~xAndMinWeights (TargetListltem",ListName); 

TargetListltem",ListName := ThisListName; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetListltem",ListName); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

AttachedToListltem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure MoveAllListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msg1 = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg? = 
Msg8 = 
Msg9 = 

{Me~sages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
• move all List-Items to another List • 

Point cursor to this line to move List-Item(s) 
Select List to lose List-Items 

Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
Select List to receive List-Item(s) 

Category : List-Items 
Attempt to move to same List .... NO change 

List selected has no List-Items 
Press RETURN to continue 

Var 
FirstListName 
Line 

ListNames; 
integer; 
char; 
integer; 

Wait 
Xpoint 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msg1); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

AttachedToListltem := false; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustLi stNameDi splay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 
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If (LastSub <> nil) then 
Begin 

ThisSublist := ThisListName~.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublist~.ListItem; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOn, 0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 
End; 

FirstListName := ThisListName; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

If (FirstListName <> ThisListName) then 
Begin 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
Begin 

ThisListName~.FirstSub := FirstListName~.FirstE 

ThisSublist := ThisListName~.FirstSub; 
End 

Else 
Begin 

LastSub~.NextSub := FirstListName~.FirstSub; 

ThisSublist := LastSub~.NextSub; 
End; 

FirstLiBtName~.FirstSub := nil; 
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End; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListltem := ThisSublistA.Listltem; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 
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0, false); 

TargetListltemA.ListName := ThisListName; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, OVerlay, BlinkOff, 
0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 

End 
Else 

End; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (FirstListName); 
FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg6); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 
End 

Else 
Begin 

End 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Mag7); 

Writeln (Ne2ativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg6); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

ThisSublist := ThisListNameA.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListltem := ThisSublistA.Listltem; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 
0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 
End 

Begin 
Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg9); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 
End; 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 



Procedure PagingListNames (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl = . page List-Names 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to page List-Names 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint > 460 do 
Begin 

End; 

TopOfScreen := HeadListNames".NextListName; 

PageListNames (true); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While (Ypoint > 460) and (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) do 
Begin 

End; 

TopOfScreen := ThisListName; 

PageListNames (false); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 
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Procedure ChangeName (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
, change Name of List Msgl = 

Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces20 = 

= 
= 

Point cursor to this line to make changes 
Select List-Name for name change 

Point cursor to List-Name in list above 

Enter new name, press RETURN for no change 
category List-Names 

Var 
Line 
NewEntry 
Xpoint 

integer; 
String20; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

Message (Line23, Yellow, MsgS); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin20Co134, ThisListName~.ListName); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, '=>', Spaces20, '<='); 
Write (Escape, Lin21Co134); 

Readln (NewEntry); 
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End; 

If (NewEntry[ll <> Space) and 
(ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Begin 

ThisListName".ListName := NewEntry; 

CenterEntry (ThisListName".ListName); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co132, Spaces2, 
ThisListName".ListName, Spaces2); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln (CursorArray[Linel, InWhite, 
TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName".Identity, ') " 
ThisListName".ListName, Quote); 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure DeleteListName (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const !Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl = delete a List and it"s List-Items 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to delete a 
Msg3 = Select the List to be deleted 
Msg4 = Point cursor to the List-Name in list 
MsgS = 

Var 
Line 
PriorListName 
Xpoint 

Begin 

Category 

integer; 
ListNames; 
integer; 

: 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

List-Names 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustLi stNameDi splay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

List 

above 

If (ThisListName = TopOfScreen) then 
TopOfScreen := ThisListName".NextListName; 

ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 

PriorListName := HeadListNames; 

While PriorListName".NextListName <> ThisListName do 
PriorListName := PriorListName".NextListName; 

PriorListName".NextListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 
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End; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublist".ListItem; 

ThisListItem := HeadListItems; 

While ThisListItem".NextRecord <> TargetListItem do 
ThisListItem := ThisListItem".NextRecord; 
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ThisListItem".NextRecord := TargetListItem".NextRecord; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 

DISPOSE (LastSub); 

If (TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
DISPOSE (TargetListItem); 

End; 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
DISPOSE (ThisListName); 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 

PageListNames (false); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 4S0; 
End; 



Procedure AddLietNames (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const !Meesages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Megl = add a new List 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to add a Liet 
Msg3 = Category : List-Names 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

End; 

EnterListNames; 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 

PageListNames (false); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Meg3); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure ShowOneHoldersAssumps (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl =' show only one List's List-Items on grid 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Select List to be displayed 
Msg4 = Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 

List-Items displayed are for List 
Category : List-Names 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

Message (Line24, White, MsgS); 
Message (Line23, White, MsgS); 
Message (Line20, White, Msg6); 
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End; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co134, Th1sL1stName".L1stName); 

GraphicsMode; 

EraseUpperScreen (226); 

DrawGrid; 

ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListltem := ThisSublist".Listltem; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure RemoveOneHoldersAssumps (var Ypoint : integer). 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
MsgS 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

(Messages must be exactly 4B characters in length) 
, remove one List's List-Items from grid ' 

Point cursor to this line to change display 
.Select List-Name to be removed 

Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
Category : List-Names 

Line 
Xpoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween). 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

End; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line). 

ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublist".ListItem. 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Erase, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure RestoreOneHoldersAssumps (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
MsgS 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
. restore one List's List-Items to grid • 

Point cursor to this line to change display 
Select List-Name to be restored 

Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
category : List-Names 

Line 
Xpoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

ThisSublist := ThisListNameA.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublistA.ListItem; 
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UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 

End; 

End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 4S0; 
End; 



Procedure DrawBarChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
MsglO = 

!Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
change display to bar chart 

Msg20 = 
Msg30 = 
Msg40 = 

Point cursor to this line to change display 
Bar Displays 

Exit bars by drawing grid chart 
MsgSO = "Point cursor to category or item to advance menu"; 
Msg60 = 
Msg70 = 

Var 
MenuCounter 
Xpoint 

Category : Select Display 

integer; 
integer; 

Procedure DisplayListltemsByMaxAndMin; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl =" There are more List-Names to be displayed 
Msg2 = Exit now for operations on above? No 

Var 
LineCounter 
Xpoint, Ypoint 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 

Display := BarMaxMin; 

TopOfScreen := HeadListNames".NextListName; 

PageListNames (true); 

Repeat 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

LineCounter := 0; 

ThisListName := TopOfScreen; 

; 
Yes" ; 
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While (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) and 
(LineCounter < 11) do 

Begin 
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TargetListItem := ThisListNameA.MaxMin[InSignificant,Left); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Replace, BlinkOff, 
LineCounter, false); 

TargetListltem := ThisListNameA.MaxMin[Significant,Right); 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Replace, BlinkOff, 
LineCounter, false); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 

ThisListName := ThisListNameA.NextListName; 
End; 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg1); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 
Begin 

TopOfScreen := ThisListName; 

PageListNames (false); 
End 

Else 
ThisListName := HeadListNames; 

End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 
End; 



Procedure RealisticCase; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl = 'Realistic Case:Max-InSignificant Max-Significant'; 
Msg2 =' Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Display shown is 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

Left := Max; 
Right := Max; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line21, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayListItemsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 
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Procedure BestCase; 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl =' Best Case: Max-InSignificant Min-Significant ' 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Display shown is 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

Left := Max; 
Right := Min; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line2l, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayListItemsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 
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Procedure WorstCase; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl =' Worst Case: Min-InSignificant Max-Significant . 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Display shown is 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

Left := Min; 
Right := Max; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line21, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayListItemsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 
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Procedure LeastCase; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msgl =' Least Case: Min-InSignificant Min-Significant • 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Display shown is 

Var 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

Left := Min; 
Right := Min; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line2l, Yellow, Msgl); 

DisplayListItemsByMaxAndMin; 
End; 
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Procedure OneListNamesBars; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl = . Display One List's Bars 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Select List-Name to be displayed 
Msg4 = Point cursor to List-Name in list above 
MsgS = List-Items displayed are for List 
Msg6 = There are more List-Items to be displayed 
Msg7 = Exit now for operations on above? No 
Msg8 = Bar Displays 
Msg9 = 

Var 
Line 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Write In (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

. Display := BarOneStake; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

AdjustListNameDisplay; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosi tion (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Ypoint, Line); 

Message (Line20, Yellow, MsgS); 

TextMode; 

Yes' 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21co134, ThisListName".ListName); 

GraphicsMode; 

ThisSublist := ThisListName",FirstSub; 
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End; 

Repeat 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

BarCounter[InSignificant) 
BarCounter[Significant) 

:= 0; 
:= 0; 

TopBar[InSignificant) := nil; 
TopBar[Significant) := nil; 

While (ThisSublist <> nil) and 
(BarCounter[InSignificant) < 11) and 
(BarCounter[Significant) < 11) do 

Begin 
TargetListItem := ThisSublist".ListItem; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, OVerlay, BlinkOff, 
BarCounter[TargetListItem".ItemType), 

false); 

BottomBar[TargetListItem".ItemType) := 
BarCounter[TargetListItem".ItemType); 

BarCounter[TargetListItem".ItemType) := 
BarCounter[TargetListItem".ItemType) + 1; 

If (TopBar[TargetListItem".ItemType) = nil) then 
TopBar[TargetListItem".ItemType) := 

ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg6); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg7); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
ThisSublist := nil; 

End; 

Until ThisSublist = nilj 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, White, Msg9); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg9); 

End; 
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Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msg10); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg20); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg30); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg40); 

Repeat 
MenuCounter := 0; 

While MenuCounter < 8 do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

End; 

MenuCounter of 
RealisticCase; 
BestCase; 
WorstCase; 
LeastCase; 
OneListNamesBars; 
ExamineListltem (Ypoint); 
ChangeListltem (Ypoint); 
DrawGridChart (Ypoint); 

MenuCounter := MenuCounter + 1; 
End; 

Until Display = Grid; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg50); 
Message (Line21, White, Msg60); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg70); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Begin 
AttachedToListltem := false; 

Repeat 
Ypoint := 450. 

Message (Line20, White, MsglOO); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg200); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

'Repeat 
CounterListltem := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterListltem < 6) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

End; 

CounterListltem of 
ExamineListItem (Ypoint); 
ChangeListItem (Ypoint); 
DeleteListltem (Ypoint); 
AddNewListItem (Ypoint); 
MoveOneListItem (Ypoint); 
MoveAllListItem (Ypoint); 

CounterListItem := CounterListItem + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

If (AttachedToListltem) then 
Begin 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

UpdateDisplay (Display, Overlay, BlinkOff, 0, false); 
End; 

Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, MsglOO); 
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Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22. White. Msg300); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
CounterListNames := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterListNames < 7) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

End; 

CounterListNames of 
PagingListNames 
ChangeName 
DeleteListName 
AddListNames 
ShowOneHoldersAssumps 
RemoveOneHoldersAssumps 
RestoreOneHoldersAssumps 

(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 

CounterListNames := CounterListNames + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgIOO); 
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Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg400); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
CounterDisplay := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterDisplay < 2) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 

CounterDisplay of 
DrawBarChart (Ypoint); 

: DrawGridChart (Ypoint); 
End; 

CounterDisplay := CounterDisplay + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg500); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, White, Msg600); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg700); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

Until Ypoint > 460; 
End; 
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Procedure ReportWriter; 

Const !Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msg1 = Report Writer " ; 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 

Print 
" Saving this 
" Save this 

Msg5 = 
EndOfSublist = "."; 
Space = 
Spaces10 = 
Spaces15 = 
Spaces20 = 

a summary of this session? No Yes"; 
session will destroy stored session"; 
session for future reload? No Yes"; 
Report Writer Working 

Var 
Counter 
Dates 
LineCounter 
Report 
ReportTitle 
Save 
Times 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
Stringl1; 
integer; 
boolean; 
String48; 
boolean; 
Stringl1; 
integer; 
integer; 

Procedure WriteBlankLines (NumberOfLines 

Var 
Index : integer; 

Begin 
For Index := 1 to NumberOfLines do 

Writeln (ReportFile); 

integer) ; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + NumberOfLines; 
End; 

Function RngePerCent (var Value : integer) integer; 

Begin 
RngePerCent := TRUNC «(Value - 230) * 100)/1.17) div 452; 

End; 

Function ImptPerCent (var Value : integer) : integer; 

Begin 
ImptPerCent := (355 - Value) * 400 div 1356; 

End; 
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Begin 
LineCounter := 0; 
Report := false; 
Save := false; 
DATE (Dates); 
TIME (Times). 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line22, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > 5SS) then 
Report := true; 

Write in (BlinkOn); 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (BlinkOff); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > SSS) then 
Save := true; 

If (Report) or (Save) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

ThisListName := HeadListNamesA.NextListName; 
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If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteBlankLines (6); 

RESET (Instructions); 

Readln (Instructions, ReportTitle); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, ReportTitle); 

WriteBlankLines (1); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces1S, Dates); 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces1S, Times); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 3; 
End; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

REWRITE (SaveFile); 

Writeln (SaveFile, Dates, PreparedList); 
Writeln (SaveFile, ListNameCount:4); 
Writeln (SaveFile, ThisListName·.Identity, 

ThisListName·.ListName); 
End; 

Repeat 
ThisSublist := ThisListName·.FirstSub; 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteBlankLines (2): 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFile): 

WriteBlankLines (S); 

LineCounter := 0; 
End: 

Writeln (Reportfile, Spaces10, ThisListName·.Identity, 
') . ThisListName·.ListName): 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 

WriteBlankLines (2); 

Counter : = 1; 
End; 
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While ThisSubliet <> nil do 
Begin 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFile); 

WriteBlankLines (5); 

LineCounter := 0; 
End; 

Writeln (ReportFile, SpaceelO, 
ThieLietNameA.Identity, 
Counter:l, Space, 
ThieSublistA.LietItemA.ListItem); 

W~~~~n (ReportFile, Spacesl5, 
ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Reason); 

WriteBlankLines (1); 

Xpoint := 
RngePerCent (ThisSublistA.ListItemA.Range); 

Ypoint := 
RngePerCent (ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ReScoreRnge); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'Firet Range " Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Last Range '. Ypoint:2, '%'); 

Xpoint := 
ImptPerCent (ThieSublistA.LietItemA.Importance); 

Ypoint := 
ImptPerCent (ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ReScorelmpt); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'Firet Importance 'f Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Laet Importance ',Ypoint:2, '%'); 

Caee (ThisSublietA.LietItemA.ItemType) of 
InSignificant : Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 

'InSignificant'); 

Significant 

End; 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'Significant'); 

WriteBlankLinee (1); 

counter := Counter + 1; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 5; 
End; 
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End; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".ListItem); 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".Reason); 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".LeftLabel); 

Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".RightLabel); 
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Writeln (SaveFile, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".ItemType, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".Range:4, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".Importance:4, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".ReScoreRnge:4, 
ThisSublist".ListItem".ReScoreImpt:4); 

End; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (SaveFile, EndOfSublist); 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Writeln (SaveFile, ThisListName".Identity, 

ThisListName".ListName); 
End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 
End; 



Begin 
OpenDataFiles: 
CreateChainHeads: 

GraphicsMode: 

ScreenForrnat (224, 365, InWhite); 

DisplayInstructions (28): 

ReLoadSession (ReLoad, PreparedList): 

If (not ReLoad and not PreparedList) then 
Begin 

DisplayInstructions (28): 
EnterListNarnes; 
EraseUpperScreen (226): 

DisplayInstructions (28): 
EnterListIterns (false, 0); 
EraseUpperScreen (226); 

End; 

If (not ReLoad) then 
Begin 

DisplayInstructions (28); 

WeightListIterns (false, 0); 
End: 

DrawGridChart (Dummy); 

ListOperations; 

ReportWriter; 

CloseDataFiles: 

ScreenNorrnal; 
TextMode; 

End. 
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Data File; Competitive Industry Analysis 

true 
aYour Firm's Factors 
Potential Rate of Growth of Industry 
0-3% 
>21% 
Ease of entry of new firms into industry 
No Barriers 
Impossible 
'Intensi ty of competition among firms 
Extreme 
None 
Degree of Product Substitutability 
Many 
None 
Degree of Dependency on Supporting Products & Services 
High 
None 
Degree of Bargaining Power Buyers & Customers Possess 
High 
Low 
Degree of Bargaining Power Suppliers & Vendors Possess 
High 
Low 
Degree of Technological Sophistication in Industry 
High 
Low 
Rate of Innovation in Industry 
Rapid 
Slow 
General Level of Management Capability 
High 
Low 
* 
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Data File; General List Processor 
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Instruction Files 

Competitive Analysis of Industry 

A business should develop a competitive strategy 
to effectively compete with its rivals and 
secure a favorable market position. The 
Competitive Industry Analysis tool asks for 
weighting of 10 list-items that evaluate a 
firm's industry position. . 

As each factor is presented to you, you will be 
asked to weight the factor by dividing space 
within a scorebox, as the cursor is moved left 
and right between an appropriate set of labels. 

A second weighting of each factor is based on 
its importance. 
* When adding items to a list, you also enter the 
two range-labels by which the item is weighted. 
The negative-effect label goes on the left of 
the scorebox, and the positive-effect label 
goes on the right of the scorebox. For example: 

Return on Investment 
Low High 

A number of operations can be performed on the 
list-items, including adding and deleting items, 
and rescoring. Sjnce this is a single list tool 
items cannot be moved between lists. 

The Report Writer allows for two records of the 
session: a printed report & saving the session. 
* 
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General List Processor, a multilist processor 

This multiple-list processor allows the user to 
create any number of lists with any number of 
items in each list. 

Each item is weighted in two dimensions and may 
be moved between lists and modified in a series 
of list operations. 

The results of such weighting and modifications 
can be viewed in a variety of displays. 

Point the cursor below to "Yes" or "No" to 
reload a saved session or build a new one. 
* The first step is to create the empty lists by 
entering a name for each list. Press RETURN, 
with no entry, after the last name is entered, 
to advance to the entering of list-items. 

Space for names is limited and must fit 
between the arrows shown below. > 20 spaces < 
Longer names are truncated and shorter names 
are centered in the allowed space by a 
centering function. 
* Now that the empty lists have been established, 
items may be entered into each list. 

Entry for each list is prompted in the order in 
which the lists were named. Pressing RETURN, 
with no entry, after the last item has been 
entered for a list, moves entry to the next 
list, and on to the weighting function after 
the last 11 st. 

The reason for each list-item is 
following the entry of the item. 
is entered, a default message is 

prompted for, 
If no reason 

entered. 
* The list-items are weighed by two measures: 

* 

1) Range: 
This is a value judgement that weights 
each list item within the range shown 
between the left and right range labels 
for each item. Move the cursor within 
the scorebox to weight each list-item. 

2) Importance: 
An important item is one that has 
significant impact on the problem. 

An unimportant item is one that 
has very little impact on the problem. 
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Command Files 

$@[FISHER]TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]INDUSTRY.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER] INDUSTRY. INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER INDUSTRY.LST REPORTFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER INDUSTRY.SAV SAVEFILE 
$R [FISHER]GENERAL 
$LQPjNOFEED/DELETE INDUSTRY.LST 
$@(FISHER]TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT '''' 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$DELjNOCONFIRM INDUSTRY.LST.* 
$@[FISHER)TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" A fatal error has caused termination ... restart" 
$EXIT 2 
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$@[FISHER)TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER)GENERAL.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER)GENERAL.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER GENERAL.LST REPORTFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER GENERAL.SAV SAVEFILE 
$R [FISHER)GENERAL 
$LQPjNOFEEDjDELETE GENERAL.LST 
$@[FISHER)TERMRESET 
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$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$DELjNOCONFIRM GENERAL.LST.* 
$@[FISHER)TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " A fatal error has caused termination ... restart" 
$EXIT 2 



APPENDIX B 

THE FOUR LIST PROCESSOR (SPACE SSD) 
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Source Code 

Program FourListProcessor (Input, Output, DataFile, 
Instructions, ReportFile, SaveFile); 

Const 
AreaFillOff = 'W(SO)' ; 
AreaFillOn = 'W(Sl)'; 
BlinkOff = 'W(AO)'; 
BlinkOn = 'W(Al)'; 
CursorlnBetween = 'P[3BB,440]'; 
CursorlnCenter = 'P[3BB,4S0]'; 
CursorOff = 'P[O,Sll]'; 
CursorStay = 'P' ; 
CursorYesNo = 'P[SSO,460]'; 
Erase = 'W(E)' ; 
Escape = CHR (27) ; 
GoGraphics = 'Pp , ; 
GoText = '\' ; 
InGreen = 'W(I4)'; 
InMagenta = 'W(I3)'; 
InRed = 'W(I2)' ; 
InWhite = 'W(I7)'; 
InYellow = 'W(I6)'; 
LocatorMode = 'R(P(I»'; 
Lin21Co122 = ' [2l;22H'; 
Lin21Co124 = ' [2l;24H'; 
Lin22Co112 = ' [22;12H'; 
Lin22Co114 = ' [22; l4H'; 
Lin22Co139 = '[22;39H'; 
Lin23Co14 = ' [23 ;4H' ; 
Lin23ColS = '[23;SH'; 
Lin23Co112 = ' [23;12H'; 
Lin23Co114 = ' [23;14H'; 
Lin23Co117 = ' [23; l7H'; 
Lin23Co122 = '[23;22H'; 
Lin23Co124 = ' [23 ;24H'; 
Lin23Col71 = ' [23;71H'; 
Lin23Col72 = ' [23;72H'; 
NegativeVidOff = 'W(NO)' ; 
NegativeVidOn = 'W(Nl)' ; 
Quote = CHR (39) ; 
Replace = 'W(R)' ; 
ScreenBlue = 'Sen)'; 
ScreenDark = 'S(IO)'; 
ScreenErase = 'S(E)' ; 
TextStyle = 'T(AO)' ; 
TextWhite = ' [37m'; 
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Type 
Colors 
Displays 
Labels 
ListItems 
ListNames 
LongestString 
MaxOrMin 
Positional 
String4 
StringS 
String20 
String40 
String4B 
String60 
String70 
Sublists 

ListItemRecord 

ListNameRecord 

SubRecord 

= (White. Yellow. Red. Green. Magenta); 
= (Bars. ZeroCenter. Chart); 
= packed array [1 .. 12) of char: 
= AListItemRecord; 
= AListNameRecord; 
= 1 .. 60; 
= (Max. Min); 
= (Line20. Line21. Line22. Line23. Line24); 
= packed array [1 .. 4) of char; 
= packed array [1 .. 5) of char; 
= varying [20) of char; 
= packed array [1 .. 40) of char; 
= packed array [1 .. 4B) of char: 
= packed array [1 .• 60] of char; 
= varying [70] of char; 
= ·SubRecord; 

= record 
ListItem 
Reason 
LeftLabel 
RightLabel 
Importance 
Certainty 
ReScorelmpt 
ReScoreCert 
ListName 
NextRecord 

end; 

String40; 
String60; 
Labels; 
Labels; 
integer: 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
ListNames; 
Listltems; 

String20; 
integer; 
Sublists; 
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= record 
ListName 
Score 
FirstSub 
MaxMin 
NextListName 

array [MaxOrMin) of ListItems; 
ListNames; 

end; 

= record 
Listltem 
NextSub 

end; 

ListItems; 
Sublists: 



Var 
CursorArray 

DataFile 
Display 
HeadListItems 
HeadListNames 
Instructions 
LastListItem 
LastListName 
LastSub 
LinePosition 

Palette 

Position 

PreparedList 
Resultant 
ReLoad 
Report.Fi le 
SaveFile 
TargetListItem 
ThisListItem 
ThisListName 
ThisSublist 
TopOfScreen 

: packed array [0 .. 10,1 •• 9] of char 
:=( 'P[ 10,15] " 

'P[10,45] " 
'P[10,75] " 
'P[10,105]' , 
'P[10,135]', 
'P[10,165]', 
'P[10,195]' , 
'P[ 10,225]' , 
'P[ 10,255]' , 
'P[10,285]' , 
'P[10,31S]'); 

text; 
Displays 
ListItems 
ListNames 
text; 

:= (Bars); 
:= (nil); 
:= (nil); 

ListItems := (nil); 
ListNames := (nil); 
Sublists := (nil); 
array [0 .. 10] of integer 

:=(20,50,80,110,140,170,200,230,260,290,320); 

: packed array [Colors,l .. 5] of char 
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:=(InWhite, InYellow, InRed, InGreen, InMagenta); 

: packed array [Positional,l .. 10] of char 
:=('P[170,380)', 

'P[ 170,400)', 
'P[170,420)' , 
'p [ 170,440) , , 
'P[ 170,465]'); 

boolean := (false) ; 
array [1 .. 4] of String20; 
boolean := (false); 
text; 
text; 
ListItems := (nil) ; 
ListItems := (nil) ; 
ListNames := (nil) ; 
Sublists := (nil) ; 
Sublists := (nil) ; 



Function XvalueToCenterString (CenterLine integer) integer; 

Begin 
XvalueToCenterString := CenterLine 

- TRUNC (LENGTH (ThisListName~.ListName) 
/2.0'" 9.0); 

End; 

Procedure OpenDataFiles; 

Begin 
OPEN 
RESET 

OPEN 
RESET 

(DataFile" Old); 
(DataFile) ; 

(Instructions" Old); 
( Instructions) ; 

OPEN (ReportFile" Unknown); 
REWRITE (ReportFile); 

OPEN 
RESET 

End; 

(SaveFile" Unknown); 
(SaveFi le) ; 

Procedure CloseDataFiles; 

Begin 
CLOSE (DataFile); 
CLOSE (Instructions); 
CLOSE (ReportFile); 
CLOSE (SaveFile); 

End; 

Procedure GraphicsMode; 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoGraphics); 

End; 

Procedure TextMode; 

Begin 
Write (Escape, GoText); 

End; 
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Procedure ScreenNormal; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenDark); 

End; 

Procedure ScreenPrep; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenBlue, 

InWhite, Replace); 
End; 

Procedure DrawScoreBox; 

Begin 
Writeln (InWhite, 

End; 

'P[160,460) V1160,440) P[161,440)', 
'V[161,460] V[615,460] V[615,440]', 
'P[616,460] V[616,440) V[160,440]'); 

Procedure EraseUpperScreen (LeftMargin : integer); 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,363]', AreaFil10n, Erase, 

'p[', LeftMargin, ',2] V[765,2)', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 

Procedure EraseLowerScreen; 

Begin 
Writeln ('PI,485)', AreaFill0n, Erase, 

'P[2,368) V[765,368)', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 
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Procedure ScreenFormat (VertLineX, HorizLineY 
Color 

Begin 
ScreenPrep; 

integer; 
StringS) ; 

Writeln (Color, 'P[O,O] V1767,O] VI767,487]', 
'V[O,487] V[O,O] P[l,O] V[l,487]', 
'P[766,487] VI766,O]'); 

Writeln ('P[O,', HorizLineY:l, '] V[767,', 
HorizLineY:l, '] PI', VertLineX:1, 
HorizLineY: 1, '] V[', VertLineX: 1, '0]' pI' , 
, , " HorizLineY: 1, ']', InWhi te) ; 

End; 

Procedure Message (Vertically 
Color 
LineOfText 

Begin 

Positional; 
Colors; 
string48); 

Writeln (Position[Vertically], Palette[Color], 
TextStyle, Quote, LineOfText, Quote); 

End; 
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Procedure CenterEntry (var Entry 

Const 
Apostrophe = CHR (39); 
GraveAccent = 9H~ (96); 
Space = 

Var 
Index 
Shift 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 

For Index := Low to High do 

packed array [Low .• High 
of char); 

If Entry[Index] = Apostrophe then 
Entry[Index] := GraveAccent; 

Index := High + 1; 

Repeat 
Index := Index - 1; 

Until Entry[Index] <> Space; 

Shift := (High - Index) div 2; 

For Index := High downto (Shift + 1) do 

Entry[Index] := Entry[Index - Shift]; 

For Index := 1 to Shift do 

Entry[Index] := Space; 
End; 
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Procedure CuraorPosition (var Xpoint, Ypoint 

Var 
Index 
Response 
ValidResp.onse 

Begin 
Repeat 

integer; 
varying (9) of char; 
boolean; 

integer) ; 

Writeln (InYellow, LocatorMode, CursorStay); 

Readln (Response); 

ValidResponae := false; 

If (Response[l) = '[') and 
(Response[LENGTH (Response») = ')') 

Then ValidReaponse := true; 

Until ValidResponse; 

Index := 2; 
Xpoint := 0; 
Ypoint := 0; 

While Response[Index) <> ',' do 
Begin 

Xpoint := (Xpoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 

Index := Index + 1; 

While Response[Index) <> ')' do 
Begin 

End; 

Ypoint := (Ypoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 
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Procedure ScoreFactor (var Score: integer); 

(Messages must be exactly 
= 'Move Cursor <- and -> to 

Press RETURN 
Rescore or move cursor 

Const 
Msg1 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

Var 
Index 
LastXpoint 
Wait 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

integer; 
integer; 
char; 
integer; 
integer; 

LastXpoint := 161; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg1); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter): 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

While Ypoint < 460 do 
Begin 

49 characters in length) 
score, then push RETURN'; 
to continue ' 
below box to continue 

Writeln ('PI.459)', AreaFillOn); 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
If (Xpoint < LastXpoint) then 

Writeln ('PI', Xpoint, ',442)', 
Erase, 'VI614,)', Replace) 

Else 
Writeln (InYellow, 'PI162,442)', 

'VI', Xpoint, ',442)'); 

Writeln (AreaFillOff): 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter): 

If (Xpoint > 161) and (Xpoint < 615) then 
LastXpoint := Xpoint; 

Score := Xpoint - 161; 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 

Writeln (Erase, 'PI,459)', AreaFillOn, 
'PI162.442) V[614,)', 
AreaFi1l0ff, Replace); 

End: 
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Procedure CreateChainHeads: 

Const 
Messagel = 
Message2 = 
Space = 
Spaces12 = 
Spaces30 = 

'No ListName List': 
List-Item list is empty 

Var 
Value 

Begin 

: MaxOrMin: 

NEW (HeadListNames): 

HeadListNames".ListName := Messagel: 
HeadListNames".FirstSub := nil: 
HeadListNames".NextListName := HeadListNames: 
LastListName := HeadListNames: 

For Value := Max to Min do 
HeadListNames".MaxMin(Value] := nil: 

NEW (HeadListItems): 

HeadListItems".ListItem 
HeadListItems".Reason 
HeadListItems".LeftLabel 
HeadListItems".RightLabel 
HeadListItems".Importance 
HeadListItems".Certainty 
HeadListItems".ReScoreImpt 
HeadListItems".ReScoreCert 
HeadListItems".ListName 
HeadListItems".NextRecord 
LastListItem 

End; 

:= Message2; 
:= Spaces30 + Spaces30: 
:= Spaces12: 
:= Spaces12: 
:= 0: 
:= 0: 
:= 0: 
:= 0: 
:= HeadListNames: 
:= HeadListItems; 
:= HeadListItems: 
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Procedure DisplayInstructions (LeftMargin 

Const 
EndOfInstruction = '.'; 
Space = CHR (32); 

Var 
LineOfText 
Row 

Begin 
TextMode; 

Row := 1; 

String70; 
integer; 

LineOfText := Space; 

integer) ; 

While (not EOF (Instructions» and 
(LineOfText[l) <> EndOfInstruction) do 

Begin 
If (Row> 1) then 

Writeln (Escape, '[', Row:1, ;, 
LeftMargin:1, 'H', LineOfText); 

Row := Row + 1; 

Readln (Instructions, LineOfText); 

If (LENGTH (LineOfText) = 0) then 
LineOfText := Space; 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 
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Procedure UpdateDisplay (Color 
WriteMode 
BlinkMode 
TargetBar 
BarOnly 

Procedure UpdateBars; 

Const 

Var 

Spaces2 = 
Spaces36 = 

Score : integer; 

Begin 

StringS; 
String4; 
StringS; 
integer; 
boolean) ; 

Score := (TargetListItem~.Importance + 
TargetListItem~.Certainty) div 2; 

If (not BarOnly) then 
Writeln (CursorArrayITargetBar], InWhite, TextStyle, 

Quote, TargetListItem~.ListItem, Spaces2, 
TargetListltem~.LeftLabell1], Spaces36, 
TargetListltem~.RiqhtLabell1], Quote, Color); 

Writeln ("PI,", (LinePositionITargetBar] + S):l, "]", 
AreaFillOn, "PI420,", LinePositionITargetBar]:l, 
"] V I + ", Score: 1, "]"); 

Score := (TargetListItem~.ReScorelmpt + 
TargetListltem~.ReScoreCert) div 2; 
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Writeln ("PI,", (LinePositionITargetBar] + 10):1, "]", 
AreaFillOn, "PI420,", (LinePositionITargetBar] + 6):1, 
"] V [ +", Score: 1, "]"); 

Writeln (AreaFi110ff); 
End; 



Procedure ZeroCenterBars; 

Const 

Var 

MinusSign = CHR (45); 
PlusSign = ?HR,(43); 
Spaces2 = 
Spnces36 = 

Score : integer; 

Begin 
Score := (TargetListItemA.Importance + 

TargetListItemA.Certainty) div 4; 

If (not BarOnly) then 
Writeln (CursorArray[TargetBar], InWhite, TextStyle, 

Quote, TargetListItemA.ListItem, Spaces2, 
MinusSign, Spaces36, PlusSign, Quote, Color); 

Write ('P[,', (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 5):1, ']', 
AreaFillOn, 'P[560,', LinePosition[TargetBar]:l, ']'); 

If (Score < 70) then 
Writeln ('V[-', (140 - Score):l, ']') 

Else 
Writeln ('V[+', Score:1, ']'); 

Score := (TargetListItemA.ReScoreImpt + 
TargetListItemA.ReScoreCert) div 4; 

Write ('P[,', (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 10):1, ']', 
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AreaFillOn, 'P[560,', (LinePosition[TargetBar] + 6):1, ']'); 

If (Score < 70) then 
Writeln ('V[-', (140 - Score):l, ']') 

Else 
Writeln ('V[+', Score:1, ']'); 

Writeln (AreaFillOff); 
End; 



Procedure UpdateChart; 

Const 
Space 

Var 
MeanX 
MeanY 
xLeft 
xRight 
yDown 
yUp 

Begin 

= 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

Writeln ('P[385,O] V[385,487] P[386,487]', 
'V[386,O] P[O,231] V[767,231]'); 

ThisListName := HeadListNamesA.NextListName; 

Writeln ('P[5,221]', TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListNameA.ListName, Quote); 

xLeft := 385 - (280 - ThisListNameA.Score) * 3 div 4; 

ThisListName := ThisListNameA.NextListName; 
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Writeln ('P[', (762 - (LENGTH (ThisListNameA.ListName) * 9», 
',221]', TextStyle, Quote, ThisListNameA.ListName, Quote); 

xRight := 386 + ThisListNameA.Score * 3 div 4; 

ThisListName := ThisListNameA.NextListName; 

Writeln ('P[', XvalueToCenterString (385), ',4]', TextStyle, 
Quote, ThisListNameA.ListName, Quote); 

yUp := 231 - ThisListNameA.Score * 3 div 4; 

ThisListName := ThisListNameA.NextListName; 



Writeln ('P[', XvalueToCenterString (385), ',440]', TextStyle, 
Quote, ThisListName-.ListName, Quote); 

yDown := 231 + (280 - ThisListName-.Score) * 3 div 4; 

MeanX := (xLeft + xRight) div 2; 
MeanY := (yUp + yDown ) div 2; 

Writeln ('P[', xRight, ',231]', AreaFillOn, 
'V[ 386, " yDown, ']'); 

Writeln ('P[', xRight, ',231] V[386,', yUp, ']'); 

Writeln ('P[', xLeft, ',231] V[385,', yDown, ']'); 

Writeln ('P[', xLeft, ',231] V[385,', yUp, , ] , ) ; 

Writeln (AreaFillOff, 'P[', MeanX - 5, "MeanY 10, 
']', TextStyle, Quote, '+', Quote); 

If (MeanX > 386) then 
If (MeanY> 231) then 

Writeln (TextStyle, Quote, Space, Resultant[4] , Quote) 

Else 
Writeln (TextStyle, Quote, Space, Resultant[l), Quote) ; 

If (MeanX'< 385) then 
If (MeanY> 231) then 
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Writeln ('P[', MeanX - (LENGTH (Resultant[3) * 9 + 14), 
',]', TextStyle, Quote, Resultant[3], Space, Quote) 

Else 
Writeln ('P[', MeanX - (LENGTH (Resultant[2]) * 9 + 14), 

',]', TextStyle, Quote, Resultant[2], Space, Quote); 
End; 

Begin 
Writeln (Color, WriteMode, BlinkMode); 

Case Display of 
Bars 
ZeroCenter 
Chart 

End; 

If (TargetListltem 
If (TargetListltem 
UpdateChart; 

<> nil) then UpdateBars; 
<> nil) then ZeroCenterBars; 

Writeln (InWhite, Replace, BlinkOff); 
End; 



Procedure FindMaxAndMinWeights (ListName ListNames) ; 

Var 
Counter 
ThisSub 
Value 

Begin 

integer; 
Sublists; 
MaxOrMin; 

Counter := 0; 
ListName".Score := 0; 

For Value := Max to Min do 
ListName".MaxMin[Value] := nil; 

ThisSub := ListName".FirstSub; 

While ThisSub <> nil do 
Begin 

For Value := Max to Min do 
If (ListName".MaxMin[Value] = nil) then 

ListName".MaxMin[Value] := ThisSub".ListItem 

Else 
Case Value of 

Max: If (ThisSub".ListItem".ReScoreCert > 
ListName".MaXMin[Max) ".ReScoreCert) 

then 
ListName".MaxMin[Max] := 

ThisSub".ListItem; 

Min If (ThisSub".ListItem".ReScoreCert < 
ListName".MaxMin[Min) ".ReScoreCert) 

then 

End; 

ListName".MaxMin[Min) := 
ThisSub".ListItem; 

ListName".Score := ListName".Score 
+ (ThisSub".ListItem".ReScoreCert 
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+ ThisSub".ListItem".ReScoreImpt) div 2; 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

ThisSub := ThisSub".NextSub; 
End; 

If (ListName".FirstSub <> nil) then 
ListName".Score := ListName".Score div Counter; 

End; 



Procedure ReLoadSession; 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
Msg1 = ' Session presently stored is from '; 
Msg2 =' Do you wish to reload this session? No Yes'; 
EndOfList = '.'; 

Var 
Date 
Quadrant 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

Begin 

packed array [1 •. 11] of char; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

If (not EOF (SaveFile» then 
Readln (SaveFile, Date, PreparedList) 

Else 
Date := 'Cannot Load'; 

Message (Line21, White, Msg1); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co139, Date); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Begin 

ReLoad := true; 

If (not EOF (SaveFile» then 
For Quadrant := 1 to 4 do 

Readln (SaveFile, Resultant[Quadrant]); 
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End 

While not EOF (SaveF1le) do 
Begin 

NEW (ThisListName); 

Readln (SaveFile. ThisListName~.ListName); 

ThisListName~.FirstSub := nil; 
ThisListName~.NextListName := HeadListNames; 
LastListName~.NextListName := ThisListName; 
LastListName := ThisListName; 

NEW (TargetListltem); 

Readln (SaveFile. TargetListltem~.Listltem); 

While TargetListltem~.Listltem[l] <> EndOfList do 
Begin 

Readln (SaveFile. TargetListltem~.Reason); 

Readln (SaveFile. TargetListltem~.LeftLabel); 
Readln (SaveFile. TargetListltem~.RightLabel); 

Readln (SaveFile. TargetListltem~.Importance. 
TargetListltem~.Certainty. 
TargetListItem~.ReScorelmpt. 
TargetListItem~ .ReScoI'eCert); 

TargetListltem~.ListName := ThisListName; 
TargetListltem".NextRecord := HeadListltems; 
LastListItem~.NextRecord := TargetListltem; 
LastListItem := TargetListItem; 

NEW (ThisSublist); 

ThisSublist".Listltem := TargetListItem; 
ThisSublist~.NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListName~.FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisListName~.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub~.NextSub := ThisSublist; 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (SaveFile. TargetListItem~.ListItem); 
End; 

DISPOSE (TargetListItem); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 
End; 
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Else 
Begin 

Readln (DataFile, PreparedList); 

For Quadrant := 1 to 4 do 
Readln (DataFile, Resultant(Quadrant); 

While not EOF (DataFile) do 

End; 

Begin 
NEW (ThisListName); 

Readln (DataFile, ThisListNameA.ListName); 

ThisListNameA.FirstSub := nil; 
ThisListNameA.NextListName := HeadListNames; 
LastListNameA.NextListName := ThisListName; 
LastListName := ThisListName; 

NEW (TargetListltem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListltemA.ListItem); 

While TargetListItemA.Listltem(l] <> EndOfList do 
Begin 

CenterEntry (TargetListItemA.Listltem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListItemA.LeftLabel); 
Readln (DataFile, TargetListItemA.RightLabel); 

TargetListItemA.ListName := ThisListName; 
TargetListItemA.NextRecord := HeadListItems; 
LastListItemA.NextRecord := TargetListItem; 
LastListItem := TargetListItem; 

NEW (ThisSublist); 

ThisSublistA.ListItem := TargetListItem; 
ThisSublistA.NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListNameA.FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisListNameA.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSubA.NextSub := ThisSublist; 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

NEW (TargetListItem); 

Readln (DataFile, TargetListItemA.ListItem); 
End; 

DISPOSE (TargetListltem); 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 
End; 
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Procedure WeightListItems (FromAdd : boolean; 
Counter: integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 
, Score this 

Var 

Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
MsgX = 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces12 = 
Spaces20 = 
Spaces30 = 

Enter your reason 
Press RETURN 

, Reason not entered 
= 
= 

FixListName : ListNames; 

Begin 
If (not FromAdd) then 

48 characters in length} 
List Item ' 

for this scoring 
to continue 

ThisListName := HeadListNames".NextListName; 

FixListName := ThisListName; 

DrawScoreBox; 

Repeat 
Message (Line20, White, Msgl); 
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Writeln ('PI '. XvalueToCenterString (386), ',380]', TextStyle, 
Quote, ThisListName",ListName, Quote); 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisSublist := LastSub 

Else 
ThisSublist := ThisListName",FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublist".ListItem; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, TextWhite); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co124, 
TargetListItem".ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23ColS, 
TargetListItem".LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co17l, 
TargetListItem".RightLabel); 



GraphicsMode; 

ScoreFactor (TargetListItem".Certainty); 

TargetListItem".Certainty := 
TargetListItem".Certainty * 280 div 452; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co15, 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co171, 

GraphicsMode; 

, unimportant'); 
important '); 

ScoreFactor (TargetListItem".Importance); 

TargetListltem".Importance := 
TargetListItem".Importance * 280 div 452; 

TargetListltem".ReScoreImpt := TargetListItem".Importance; 

TargetListltem".ReScoreCert := TargetListltem".Certainty; 

If (Counter REM 11 = 0) then 
Begin 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 

TopOfScreen := ThisSublist; 
End; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Counter REM 11, false); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

Message (Line21, Yellow, Msg2); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Textmode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co15, Spaces12, 
Escape, Lin23Co17l, Spaces12); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin22Col14); 
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Readln (TargetListItem".Reason); 

If (TargetListItem".Reason[l] = Space) then 
TargetListItem".Reason := 

Spaces20 + MsgX + Spaces20 

Else 
CenterEntry (TargetListItem".Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co1l2, Space, 
Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces12); 

GraphicsMode; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisListName := HeadListNames 

Else 
Begin 

ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

Counter := 0; 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 
End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 

ThisListName := FixListName; 

EraoeLowerScreen; 
End; 
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Procedure EnterListltems (FromAdd : boolean; 
Counter: integer); 

Const (Mesoages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
MsglO = " Enter a list item " 
Msg20 = Press RETURN to continue 

Var 
Finished : boolean; 

Procedure AddListltems (var Finished: boolean); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
. Msgl = " 

NoEntryMsg = reason not entered 
Space = 
Spaces2 = 
SpaceslO = 
Spaces12 = 
Spaces20 = 

Var 
NodeListltem 
NodeSublist 

Begin 

Listltems; 
Sublists; 

Finished := true; 

NEW (NodeListltem); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co122, "=>", 
Spaces20, Spaces20, "<="); 

Write (Escape, Lin21Co124); 

Readln (NodeListltemA.Listltem); 
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If (NodeListItem".Listltem[l] <> Space) then 
Begin 

Finished := false; 

CenterEntry (NodeListItem".ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co122, Spaces2, 
NodeListItem".ListItem, Spaces20, Space); 

GraphicsMode; 

DrawScoreBox; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co14, '>', Spaces12, '<'); 
Write (Escape, Lin23colS); 

Readln (NodeListItem".LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co14, Space); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Coll7, Space); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co17l, '>', Spacesl2, '<'); 
Write (Escape, Lin23Co172); 

Readln (NodeListItem".RightLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23ColS, Spaces12); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co171, Space, Spacesl2, Space); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line21, White, Msgl); 

NodeListItem".ListName 
NodeListItem".NextRecord 
LastListItem".NextRecord 
LastListltem 

NEW (NodeSubliBt); 

:= ThisListName; 
:= HeadListItems; 
: = NodeLi stl tern; 
:= NodeListltem; 

NodeSublist".ListItem := NodeListItem; 
NodeSublist".NextSub := nil; 

If (ThisListName".FirstSub = nil) then 
ThisListName".FirstSub := NodeSublist 

E1Be 
LastSub".NextSub :=NodeSublist; 

LastSub := NodeSublist; 
End; 

If (Finished) then DISPOSE (NodeListItem); 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 
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Begin 
If (not FromAdd) then 

ThisListName := HeadListNames~,NextListName; 

Repeat 
If (not FromAdd) then 

Counter := 0; 

Repeat 
Message (Line20, White, Msg10); 

Writeln ('P[', XvaluetoCenterString (385), ',380)', 
TextStyle, Quote, ThisListName-,ListName, Quote); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg20j"";"" 

AddListItems (Finished); 

If (FromAdd) and (not Finished) then 
WeightListItems (FromAdd, Counter); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

Until Finished; 

If (FromAdd) then 
ThisListName := HeadListNames 

Else 
Begin 

ThisListName := ThisListName-,NextListName; 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 
End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 

EraseLowerScreen; 
End; 
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Procedure ListOperations; 

Const 
MsglO 
Msg20 

= 
= 

IMessages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

Category : Select Display 
Msg30 = Terminate Session 
Msg40 = 
Msg50 = Point cursor to this line to terminate session ' 

boolean; 
Var 

AttachedToListItem 
CenterLines 
CounterDisplay 
Line 

array IColors] of integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

Xpoint, Ypoint integer; 

Procedure FindListNamePointedTo (Xpoint integer) ; 

Var 
ListColor : Colors; 

Begin 
ThisListName := HeadListNames~.NextListName; 

For ListColor := Yellow to Magenta do 
If (Xpoint > CenterLines[ListColor] + 75) and 

(ThisListName~.NextListName <> HeadListNames) then 
ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 

LastSub := ThisListName~.FirstSub; 

If (LastSub <> nil) then 

End; 

While LastSub~.NextSub <> nil do 
LastSub := LastSub".NextSub; 

Procedure DisplayListItem; 

Begin 
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Writeln ('P[', XvalueToCenterString (385), ',380]', TextStyle, 
Quote, TargetListItem~.ListName~.ListName, Quote); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin2lCol24, TargetListItem~.ListItem); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, TargetListItem~.Reason); 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 



Procedure FindListItemPointedTo (Ypoint 
FromAdd 
var LineNumber 

Begin 
LineNumber := 0; 
ThisSublist := TopOfScreen; 

If (ThisSublist = nil) then 
TargetListltem := nil 

Else 
TargetListltem := ThisSublist-.ListItem; 

integer; 
boolean; 
integer) ; 

While (Ypoint > LinePosition[LineNumber) + 25) and 
(ThisSublist <> nil) and 
(LineNumber < 10) do 

Begin 
ThisSublist := ThisSublist-.NextSub; 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 

End; 

Begin 
LineNumber := LineNumber + 1; 

TargetListltem := ThisSublist-.ListItem; 
End; 

If (TargetListItem <> nil) and 
(not FromAdd) then 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 
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Procedure ExarnineListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
MsgS 
Msg6 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
, examine selected List Item 

Point cursor to List Item in above display ; 
, Attach List Item for other operations? No Yes'; 
'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

category : List Items 

Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
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While Ypoint < 375 do 
Begin 

End; 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 

Line, true); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

FindListItemPointedTo (Ypoint, false, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOn, Line, true); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
AttachedToListItem := true; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg5); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Message (Line24, White, Msg6) 

Else 

End; 

Begin 
UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 

Line, true); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
End; 
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Procedure ChangeListltem (var Ypoint : integer); 

!Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
change selected List Item 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
MsgS = 
Msg6 = 
Msg7 = 
Msg8 = 
Space 
Spaces2 
Spaces9 
Spaces20 = 
Spaces30 = 

Point cursor to List Item in above display 
Point cursor to this line to make changes 
Is this the List Item to be changed? No Yes' 

, Enter new List Item, press RETURN for no change' 
Enter new reason, press RETURN for no change ' 

Do you wish to rescore this List Item? No Yes' 
Category : List Items 

= 
= 
= 

Var 
NewEntryl 
NewEntry2 
Xpoint 

String40; 
String60; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 

While (not AttachedToListItem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorlnCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListItemPointedTo (Ypoint, false, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOn, 
Line, true); 

Message (Line24. Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 

End; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, true); 
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If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, MsgS); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co122, '=>', 
Spaces20, Spaces20, '<='); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Co124); 

Readln (NewEntryl); 

If (NewEntryl[l] <> Space) then 
Begin 

TargetListItem~.ListItem := NewEntryl; 

CenterEntry (TargetListItem~.ListItem); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin21Co124, 
TargetListltem~.ListItem); 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg6); 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, '=>', 
Spaces30, Spaces30, '<=', Spaces9); 

Write (Escape, Lin23Col14); 

Readln (NewEntry2); 

If (NewEntry2[l] <> Space) then 
Begin 

TargetListItem~.Reason := NewEntry2; 

CenterEntry (TargetListItem~.Reason); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Col14, 
TargetListItem~.Reason); 

End; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Col12, Spaces2, 
Spaces30, Spaces30, Spaces2, Spaces9); 
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GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg7); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (InWhite, Erase, BlinkOff, 
Line, true); 

DrawScoreBox; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co15, 
TargetListItem".LeftLabel); 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co171, 
TargetListltem".RightLabel); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln ('P[,459J', AreaFillOn, 
'P[162,442J', InRed, 'V[+', 
TargetListltem".Certainty * 452 div 280, 
'J', AreaFillOff); 

ScoreFactor (TargetListltem".ReScoreCert); 

TargetListltem".ReScoreCert := 
TargetListltem".ReScoreCert * 280 div 452; 

TextMode; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co15, ' unimportant'); 
Writeln (Escape, Lin23Co171, 'important '); 

GraphicsMode; 

Writeln ('P[,459J', AreaFillOn, 
'P[162,442J', InRed, 'V(+', 
TargetListltem".Importance * 452 div 280, 
'J', AreaFillOff); 

ScoreFactor (TargetListltem".ReScorelmpt); 

TargetListltem".ReScorelmpt := 
TargetListltem".ReScorelmpt * 280 div 452; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetListltem·.ListName); 
End; 
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End; 
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UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, Line, false); 

AttachedToListltem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn). 

Message (Line22, White, MagS). 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 



Procedure DeleteListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
Msg5 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
, delete selected List Item ; 

Point cursor to this line to delete List Item '; 
Point cursor to List Item in above display ; 
Is this the List Item to be deleted? No Yes'; 

Category : List Items 

Var 
ListColor 
Xpoint 

Colors; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (LineZ4, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 

While (not AttachedToListItem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListItemPointedTo (Ypoint, false, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOn, 
Line, true); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 

End; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, true); 
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If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 

ThisListItem := HeadListItems; 

While ThisListItem~.NextRecord <> TargetListItem do 
ThisListItem := ThisListItem~.NextRecord; 

ThisListItem~.NextRecord := TargetListItem~.NextRecord; 

ThisListName := TargetListItem~.ListName; 

ThisSublist := ThisListName~.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist~.ListItem <> TargetListItem do 
Begin 

LastSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 
End; 

If (ThisListName~.FirstSub~.ListItem = TargetListItem) then 
ThisListName~.FirstSub := ThisListName~.FirstSub~.NextSub 

Else 
LastSub~.NextSub := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 

If (ThisSublist = TopOfScreen) then 
TopOfScreen := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 

UpdateDisplay (InWhite, Erase, BlinkOff, 
Line, false); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName); 
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End; 

If (TargetListItem <> HeadListItems) then 
Begin 

DISPOSE (TargetListItem); 

DISPOSE (ThisSublist); 
End; 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 

Line := 0; 

ThisSublist := TopOfScreen; 

While (ThisSublist <> nil) and (Line < 11) do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublistA.LiatItem; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, false); 

Line := Line + 1; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure AddNewListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 

add List Items 
Point cursor to this line to add List Items 

Category : List Items 

Var 
Xpoint : integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 

End; 

Begin 
If (AttachedToListItem) then 

Begin 
UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 

Line, true); 

AttachedToListltem := false; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

FindListltemPointedTo (350, true, Line); 

Line := Line + 1. 

EnterListItems (true, Line); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg3). 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure MoveOneListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 
Msgs 
Msg6 
Msg7 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

move one List Item to another List Name 
Point cursor to List Item in above display ; 

Point cursor to this line to move List Item(s)'; 
Is this the List Item(s) to be moved? No Yes'; 

Point cursor to List Name above 
Select List Name to receive List Item(s) 

Category : List Items 

ListColor 
PriorSublist 
Xpoint 

Colors; 
Sublists; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

Xpoint := 500; 

While (not AttachedToListItem) and (Xpoint < 555) do 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInCenter); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListItemPointedTo (Ypoint, false, Line); 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOn, 
Line, true); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint < 555) then 

End; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, true); 

.J 
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If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

DisplayListItem; 
End; 

If (ThisSublist = TopOfScreen) ,then 
TopOfScreen := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 

ThisListName := HeadListNames~.NextListName; 

For ListColor := Yellow to Magenta do 
Begin 

Wri teln ('PI', 
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XvalueToCenterString (CenterLinesIListColor]), 
',340]', InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName~.ListName, Quote); 

ThisListName := ThisListName~.NextListName; 
End; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg6); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, MsgS); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Xpoint); 

ThisSublist := TargetListItem~.ListName~.FirstSub; 

While ThisSublist~.ListItem <> TargetListItem do 
Begin 

PriorSublist := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 
End; 

If (TargetListItem~.ListName~.FirstSub~.ListItem = 
TargetListItem) then 

TargetLi!3tItem~.ListName~.FirstSub 
:= ThisSublist~.NextSub 

Else 
PriorSublist~.NextSub := ThisSublist~.NextSub; 



End; 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
ThisListName~.FirstSub := ThisSublist 

Else 
LastSub~.NextSub := ThisSublist; 

ThisSublist~.NextSub := nil; 

UpdateDisplay (InWhite, Erase, BlinkOff, 
Line, false); 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetListItem~.ListName); 

TargetListItem~.ListName := ThisListName; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (TargetListItem~.ListName); 

Line := 0; 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 

ThisSublist := TopOfScreen; 

While (ThisSublist <> nil) and (Line < 11) do 
Begin 

TargetListItem := ThisSublist~.ListItem; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, false); 

Line := Line + 1; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

AttachedToListItem := false; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure MoveAllListItem (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
MsgI = , move all List Items to another List Name 
Msg2 = Select List Name to receive List Item(s) ; 
Msg3 = Point cursor to this line to move List Item(s)'; 
Msg4 = Attempt to move to same list ... no change ' 
MsgS = Point cursor to List Name above 
Msg6 = This list has no list-items to move 
Msg7 = Press RETURN to continue 

Var 
FirstListName 
ListColor 
Wait 

ListNames; 
Colors; 
char; 
integer; Xpoint 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

If (AttachedToListItem) then 
Begin 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, true); 

AttachedToListItem := false; 
End; 

EraseLowerScreen; 

If (ThisListNameA.FirstSub <> nil) then 
Begin 

FirstListName := ThisListName; 

ThisListName := HeadListNamesA.NextListName; 

For ListColor := Yellow to Magenta do 
Begin 

Writeln ('PI', 
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XvalueToCenterString (CenterLines[ListColor1 
',3401', InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListNameA.ListName, Quote); 

ThisListName := ThisListNameA.NextListName; 
End; 



Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg2); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, MsgS); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

FindListNamePointedTo (Xpoint); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

If (ThisListName <> FirstListName) then 
Begin 

End 

Else 

ThisSublist := FirstListNameA.FirstSub: 

While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

ThisSublistA.ListItemA.ListName := 
ThisListName: 

ThisSublist := ThisSublistA.NextSub; 
End; 

If (LastSub = nil) then 
Begin 

ThisListNameA.FirstSub := 
FirstListNameA.FirstSub: 

ThisSublist := ThisListNameA.FirstSub; 
End 

Else 
Begin 

LastSubA.NextSub := 
FirstListNameA.FirstSub; 

ThisSublist := LastSubA.NextSub; 
End; 

FirstListNameA.FirstSub := nil; 

EraseUpperScreen (3): 

TopOfScreen := nil; 

FindMaxAndMinWeights (FirstListName); 
FindMaxAndMinWeights (ThisListName): 

Message (Line21, Yellow, Msg4); 
End 
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End; 

Else 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg6); 
Message (Line24, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 
End; 

Ypoint := 430; 
End; 
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Procedure DisplayListItemsByMaxAndMin (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl 
Msg2 
Msg3 
Msg4 

Var 

= 
= 
= 
= 

(Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
, Max and Min scored items for each list ' 

Point cursor to this line to change display 
; 

'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 

BarColor 
LineCounter 
Xpoint 

Colors; 
integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msg1); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 
If (Ypoint > 460) then 

Begin 
ThisListName := HeadListNames".NextListName; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg3); 

EraseUpperScreen (3); 

LineCounter := 0; 

For BarColor := Yellow to Magenta do 
Begin 
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Writeln ('P[', XvalueToCenterString (CenterLines[BarColor) 
',380)', Palette[BarColor), TextStyle, 

End; 

·Quote, ThisListName".ListName, Quote); 

TargetListItem := ThisListName".MaxMin[Max); 

UpdateDisplay (Palette[BarColor), Replace, BlinkOf!, 
LineCounter, false); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 

TargetListItem := ThisListName".MaxMin[Min); 

UpdateDisplay (Palette[BarColor), Replace, BlinkOff, 
LineCounter, false); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 

ThisListName := ThisListName".NextListName; 
End; 

Message (Line21, White, Msg4); 
End; 



Procedure DrawSpaceChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 
Msgs = 

Var 

!Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Draw Posture Chart 

Point cursor to this line to change display 
Press RETURN to continue ; 

'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu'; 
Category : Select Display 

Wait 
Xpoint 

char; 
integer; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

End; 

ScreenFormat (O, 462, InYellow); 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 0, false); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 

Read (Wait); 

ScreenFormat (O, 365, InWhite); 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 

Writ~ln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msgs); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 
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Procedure DisplayOneListsBars (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msgl = ' Display items of selected list 
Msg2 = Point cursor to List Name above 
Msg3 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg4 = List Items displayed are for List Name 
MsgS = There are more list items to be displayed 
Msg6 = Select List Name to be displayed 
Msg7 = Category : List Items 
Msg8 = 'Point cursor to category or item to advance menu' 
Msg9 = Exit now for operations on above? No Yes', 
MsglO =' Category : Select Display 
Msgll ='Display selected list-items as zero-center bars ' 

Var 
ListColor 
MenuCounter 
Xpoint 

Begin 

Colors; 
integer; 
integer; 

Case Display of 
Bars 
ZeroCenter : 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line23, White, Msgll); 

End; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

ThisListName := HeadListNames",NextListName; 

For ListColor := Yellow to Magenta do 
Begin 

Writeln ('PI " 
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XvalueToCenterString (CenterLinesIListColor]), 
',380] " InWhite, TextStyle, 
Quote, ThisListName",ListName, Quote); 

ThisListName := ThisListName",NextListName; 
End; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg6); 

Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 



FindListNamePointedTo (Xpoint); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg4); 

Writeln ('P[', XvalueToCenterString (385), ',400]', 
InWhite, TextStyle, Quote, 
ThisListName",ListName, Quote); 

ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 

Repeat 
EraseUpperScreen (3); 

TopOfScreen := ThisSublist; 

Line := 0; 

While (ThisSublist <> nil) and (Line < 11) do 
Begin 

TargetListltem := ThisSublist".ListItem; 

UpdateDisplay (InYellow, Replace, BlinkOff, 
Line, false); 

Line := Line + 1; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist".NextSub; 
End; 

If (ThisSublist <> nil) then 
Begin 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg5); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg9); 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
ThisSublist := nil; 

End; 

Until ThisSublist = nil; 
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End; 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg7); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Ypoint := 450; 

Repeat 
MenuCounter := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (MenuCounter < 6) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

End; 

MenuCounter of 
ExamineListltem 
ChangeListltem 
DeleteListltem 
AddNewListltem 
MoveOneListltem 
MoveAllListltem 

(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 
(Ypoint) ; 

MenuCounter := MenuCounter + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg10); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

AttachedToListltem := false; 

Ypoint := 450; 
End; 

.;. .. 
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Begin 
AttachedToListltem := false; 

CenterLines [Yellow r : = 153; 
CenterLines[Red] := 306; 
CenterLines[Green] := 459; 
CenterLines[Magenta] := 612; 

Line := 0; 

Repeat 
Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg10); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg20); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
CounterDisplay := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (CounterDisplay < 4) do 
Begin 

Case CounterDisplay of 
o : Begin 

Display := Chart; 
DrawSpaceChart (Ypoint); 

End, 
1 Begin 

Display := Bars; 
DisplayListltemsByMaxAndMin (Ypoint); 

End; 
2 Begin 

Display := Bars; 
DisplayOneListsBars (Ypoint); 

End; 
3 Begin 

Display := ZeroCenter; 
DisplayOneListsBars (Ypoint); 

End; 
End; 

CounterDisplay := CounterDisplay + 1; 
End; 

Until Ypoint <= 439; 
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Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22. White. Msg30); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line21. White. Msg40); 
Message (Line23. White. Msg40); 
Message (Line24. White. MsgSO); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint. Ypoint); 

Until Ypoint > 460; 
End; 
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Procedure ReportWriter; 

Const !Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Magl = Report Writer ' ; 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = 
Msg4 = 

Saving this 
Print 

Save this 
MsgS = 
EndOfSublist = '*'; 

session will destroy stored session'; 
a summary of this session? No Yes'; 
session for future reload? No Yes'; 
Report Writer Working 

Var 

Space 
SpacesS 
Spacesl0 
SpaceslS 
Spaces20 

= 
= 
= 
= 
= 

integer; Counter 
Dates 
LineCounter 
LineOfText 
Report 

packed array [1 .. 11) of char; 
integer; 
String70; 
boolean; 

Save boolean; 
Times 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

packed array [1 .. 111 of char; 
integer; 
integer; 

Procedure WriteBlankLines (NumberOfLines 

Var 
Index : integer; 

Begin 
For Index := 1 to NumberOfLines do 

Writeln (ReportFile); 

integer) ; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + NumberOfLines; 
End; 

Function PerCent (var Value : integer) : integer; 

Begin 
PerCent := Value * 100 div 280; 

End; 
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Begin 
LineCounter := 0; 
Report := false; 
Save := false; 
DATE (Dates); 
TIME (Times); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line22, 
Message (Line24, 

White, 
Yellow, 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Report := true; 

Writeln (BlinkOn) ; 

Message (Line23, Yellow, 

Writeln (BlinkOff) ; 

Message (Line24, Yellow, 

Writeln (CursorYesNo); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, 

If (Xpoint > 555) then 
Save := true; 

If (Report or Save) then 
Begin 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Msgl) ; 
Msg3) ; 

Ypoint) ; 

Msg2) ; 

Msg4) ; 

Ypoint) ; 

Message (Line22, White, Msg5); 

Writelr. (CursorOff); 

ThisListName := HeadListNamesA.NextListName; 
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If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteBlankLines (6); 

RESET (Instructions); 

Readln (Instructions, LineOfText); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces5, LineOfText); 

WriteBlankLines (1); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces15, Dates); 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, Spaces15, Times); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 3; 
End; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

REWRITE (SaveFile); 

Writeln (SaveFile, Dates, PreparedList); 

For Counter := 1 to 4 do 
Writeln (SaveFile, Resultant[Counter); 

Writeln (SaveFile, ThisListName".ListName); 
End; 

Repeat 
ThisSublist := ThisListName".FirstSub; 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

WriteBlankLines (2); 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFile); 

WriteBlankLines (5); 

LineCounter := 0; 
End; 

Write1n (Reportfile, Spaces5, ThisListName".ListName); 

LineCounter := LineCounter + 1; 

WriteBlankLines (2); 

Counter : = 1; 
End; 
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While ThisSublist <> nil do 
Begin 

If (Report) then 
Begin 

If «60 - LineCounter) < 9) then 
Begin 

PAGE (ReportFile); 

WriteBlankLines (S); 

LineCounter := 0; 
End; 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces10, 
ThisListName" o ListName, -
Counter: 1, ':', Space, 
ThisSublist",ListItem"oListItem); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces1S, 
ThisSublist"oListItem"oReason); 

WriteBlankLines (1); 

Xpoint := 
PerCent (ThisSublist"oListItem"oCertainty); 

Ypoint := 
PerCent (ThisSublist"oListItem"oReScoreCert); 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'First Scoring ',Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Last Scoring ',Ypoint:2, '%'); 

Xpoint := 
PerCent (ThisSublist"oListItem"oImportance); 

Ypoint := 
PerCent (ThisSublist" oListItem" o ReScor.eImpt) ; 

Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces20, 
'First Importance " Xpoint:2, '%', 
, Last Importance " Ypoint:2, '%'); 

WriteBlankLines (1); 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

LineCounter := LineCounter + S; 
End; 
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End; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (SaveFile. 
ThisSublist·.ListItem·.ListItem); 

Writeln (SaveFile. 
ThisSublist·.ListItem·.Reason); 

Writeln (SaveFile. 
ThisSublist·.ListItemA.LeftLabel); 

Writeln (SaveFile. 
ThisSublist·.ListItem·.RightLabel); 

Writeln (SaveFile. 
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ThisSublist·.ListItem·.Importance:4. 
ThisSublist·.ListItem·.Certainty:4. 
ThisSublist·.ListItem A.ReScoreImpt:4. 
ThisSublist A.ListItem·.ReScoreCert:4); 

End; 

ThisSublist := ThisSublist·.NextSub; 
End; 

ThisListName := ThisListName·.NextListName; 

If (Save) then 
Begin 

Writeln (SaveFile. EndOfSublist); 

If (ThisListName <> HeadListNames) then 
Writeln (SaveFile. ThisListNameA.ListName); 

End; 

Until ThisListName = HeadListNames; 
End; 



Begin 
OpenDataFiles; 
CreateChainHeads; 

GraphicsMode; 

ScreenFormat (0, 365, InWhite); 

DisplayInstructions (8); 

ReLoadSession; 

If (not ReLoad and not PreparedList) then 
Begin 

DisplayInstructions (8); 

EnterListItems (false, 0); 
End; 

If (not ReLoad) then 
WeightListItems (false, 0); 

If (ReLoad or PreparedList) then 
DisplayInstructions (8); 

ListOperations; 

ReportWriter; 

CloseDataFiles; 

ScreenNormal; 
TextMode; 

End. 
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Data File; Strategic Planning and 
Action Evaluation (SPACE) 

true 
Agresaive 
Conservative 
Defensive 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Company's Market Share 
Small 
Large 
Company's Product Quality 
Inferior 
Superior 
Position in the Product Life Cycle 
Late 
Early 
Product's Replacement Cycle 
Variable 
Fixed 
Customer Loyalty 
Low 
High 
Competition's Capacity Utilization 
Low 
High 
Company's Technological Superiority 
Low 
High 
Degree of Vertical Integration 
Low 
High 
* Industrial 
Growth Potential 
Low 
High 
Profit Potential 
Low 
High 
Financial Stability of Industry 
Low 
High 
Level of Technology 
Simple 
Complex 
Resource Utilization of Industry 
Inefficient 
Efficient 
Capital Intensity/plant & Equipment Cost 
High 
Low 
Ease of Entry into Market 
Easy 
Difficult 
Productivity. Capacity Utilization 
Low 
High 
* 
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Financial 
Company's Return on Investment 
Low 
High 
Leverage 
Imbalanced 
Balanced 
Liquidity 
Imbalanced 
Balanced 
Company's Cash Flow 
Low 
High 
Capital Required versus Available 
High 
Low 
Ease of Exit from Market 
Difficult 
Easy 
Risk Involved in Business 
Much 
Little 
* Environmental 
Technological Changes 
Many 
Few 
Rate of Inflation 
High 
Low 
Demand Variability 
Large 
Small 
Price Range of Competing Products 
Wide 
Narrow 
Barriers to Others Entering Market 
Few 
Many 
Overall Competitive Pressure 
High 
Low 
Price Elasticity of Demand 
Elastic 
Inelastic 
* 
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Data File; Company Capability Profile 

true 
Agressive 
Conservative 
Defensive 
Competitive 
Competitive 
Product Strength, Quality, Uniqueness 
Weakness 
Strength 
Customer Loyalty and Satifaction 
Weakness 
Strength 
Market Share 
Weakness 
Strength 
Low Selling and Distribution Costs 
Weakness 
Strength 
Use of Experience Curve for Pricing 
Weakness 
Strength 
Use of Life cycle and Replacement Cycle 
Weakness 
Strength 
R&D Investment in New Products 
Weakness 
Strength 
High Barriers to Enter Company Markets 
Weakness 
Strength 
Market Growth Potential Advantage Taken 
Weakness 
Strength 
Strong Suppliers & Material Availability 
Weakness 
Strength 
Customer Concentration 
Weakness 
Strength 
* 
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Technical 
Technical and Manufacturing Skills 
Weakness 
Strength 
Resource and Personnel Utilization 
Weakness 
Strength 
Level of Technology Used in Products 
Weakness 
Strength 
Strength of Patents and Processes 
Weakness 
Strength 
Production and Delivery Schedules 
Weakness 
Strength 
Value Added to Product 
Weakness 
Strength 
Intensity of Labor in the Product 
Weakness 
Strength 
Economies of Scale 
Weakness 
Strength 
Newness of Plant and Equipment 
Weakness 
Strength 
Application of Computer Technology 
Weakness 
Strength 
Level of Coordination and Integration 
Weakness 
Strength 
* 
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Financial 
Access to Capital when Required 
Weakness 
Strength 
Degree of Capacity Utilization 
Weakness 
Strength 
Ease of Exit from the Market 
Weakness 
Strength 
Profitability. Return on Investment 
Weakness 
Strength 
Liquidity. Available Internal Funds 
Weakness 
strength 
Degree of Leverage. Financial Stability 
Weakness 
Strength 
Ability to Compete on Prices 
Weakness 
strength 
Capital Investment. Capacity for Demand 
Weakness 
strength 
Stability of Costs 
Weakness 
Strength 
Ability to Sustain During Cyclic Demand 
Weakness 
Strength 
Price Elasticity of Demand 
Weakness 
Strength 
'I< 
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Managerial 
Corporate Image, Social Responsibility 
Weakness 
Strength 
Use of Strategic Plans and Analysis 
Weakness 
Strength 
Environmental Assessment & Forecasting 
Weakness 
Strength 
Speed of Response to Changing Conditions 
Weakness 
Strength 
Flexibility of Organizational Structure 
Weakness 
Strength 
Management Communication and Control 
Weakness 
Strength 
Entrepreneurial Orientation 
Weakness 
Strength 
Attract & Retain Highly Creative People? 
Weakness 
Strength 
Ability to meet Changing Technology 
Weakness 
Strength 
Ability to Handle Inflation 
Weakness 
Strength 
Agressiveness in Meeting Competition 
Weakness 
Strength 
* 
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Data File; Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats 
and Strengths (WOTS-UP) 

false 
Agressive 
Conservative 
Defensive 
Competitive 
Threats 
* Opportunities 
* Strenghts 
* Weaknesses 
* 
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Data File; Venture Capital Tool 

true 
Agressive 
Conservative 
Defensive 
Competitive 
Management 
Management Skills 
Low 
High 
Marketing Skills 
Low 
High 
Financial Skills 
Low 
High 
References of Entrepreneur 
Poor 
Excellent 

'* 
Market 
Size of Market 
Small 
Large 
Market Need 
Low 
High 
Market Growth Potential 
Low 
High 
Access to Market 
Difficult 
Easy 

'* 
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Product 
Uniqueness of Product 
Similiar 
Unique 
Technical Skills 
Low 
High 
Profit Margins 
Low 
High 
Patentability of Product 
Unpatentable 
Patentable 
* Environment/Cashout 
Protection from Competitive Entry 
Low 
High 
Protection from Obsolesence 
Low 
High 
Protection Against Downside Risk 
Low 
High 
Resistance to Economic Cycles 
Low 
High 
Ease of Liquidation or Merger 
Difficult 
Easy 
* 
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Instruction Files 

Strategic Position and Action Evaluation (SPACE) 

SPACE is used to investigate the appropriate strategic posture for a 
firm. The Posture Chart, generated from the findings, is a summary 
of weighted factors from four dimensions: 

1) Factors determining Environmental Stability 
2) Factors determining Industry Strength 
3) Factors.determining Competitive Advantage 
4) Factors determining Financial Strength 

As each factor is presented to you, you will be asked to weight the 
factor by dividing space within a scorebox, as the cursor is moved 
left and right between an appropriate set of labels. 

A second weighting of each factor is based on its importance. 
* When adding items to a list, you also enter the two range-labels by 
which the item is weighted. The negative~effect label goes on the 
left of the scorebox, and the positive-effect label goes on the 
right of the scorebox. As an example: 

Return on Investment 
Low High 

A number of operations can be performed on the four lists, including 
adding and deleting items. Additionally, items can be moved between 
lists and rescored. 

The Report Writer allows for two records of the session: a printed 
paper report and sav~ng the session for future reload. Note: one and 
only one session can be saved ... saving destroys past sessions. 
* 
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Company Capability Profile 

The Company Capability Profile is a means for·assessing the company"s 
strengths and weaknesses in dealing with the opportunities and threats 
in the external environment. The Posture Chart, generated from the 
findings, is a summary of weighted factors from four dimensions: 

1) Factors determining Managerial strength 
2) Factors determining Technical Strength 
3) Factors determining Competitive Advantage 
4) Factors determining Financial Strength 

As each factor is presented to you, you will be asked to weight the 
factor by dividing space within a scorebox, as the cursor is moved 
left and right between an appropriate set of labels. A second 
weighting of each factor is based on its importance. 
* When adding items to a list, you also enter the two range-labels by 
which the item is weighted. The "Weakness" label goes on the left 
of the scorebox, and the "Strength" label goes on the right of the 
scorebox. As an example: 

Return on Investment 
Weakness strength 

A number of operations can be performed on the four lists, including 
adding and deleting items. Additionally. items can be moved between 
lists and rescored. 

The Report Writer allows for two records of the session: a printed 
paper report and saving the session for future reload. Note: one and 
only one session can be saved ... saving destroys past sessions. 
* 
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WOTS-UP Analysis: Weaknesses, Opportunitites, Th~eats, and Strengths 

The WOTS-UP analysis helps to determine whether the organization is 
able to deal with its environment. This analysis is designed to aid 
the strategist in finding the best match between environmental trends 
and internal capabilitites. You will be asked'to build four lists: 

1) Threats: 
2) Opportunities: 
3) Strengths: 
4) Weaknesses: 

A threat is any unfavorable situtation. 
An opportunity is any favorable situtation. 
A strength is anything supporting objectives. 
A weakness is any fault within the organization. 

You will be asked to enter list-items and the range-labels used in 
scoring the list-items, for example: 

Financial Position 
Unimproved Improved 

* Financial Position 
Unimproved Improved 

When entering the range-lables, the negative-effect label goes on the 
left and the positive-effect label goes on the right. The list-item 
is then scored by moving the cursor left and right within a scorebox. 

In addition to entering the list items and their range-lables, items 
can be added to any list and rescored at a later time. Items can 
also be moved between lists and deleted. 

The Report Writer provides two copies of the session, one is a paper 
printed report and the other allows saving the session for reloading 
at a later time. Note: saving this session will destroy any other 
session that has been saved. 
* 
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Venture Capitalist Investment Activity 

Venture capitalists evaluate potential deals in terms of four basic 
characteristics: 

1) Market Attractiveness 
2) Product Differentiation 
3) Managerial Capabilities 
4) Environmental Threat Re3istance/Cash-Out Potential 

As each factor is presented to you, you will be asked to weight the 
factor by dividing space within a scorebox, as the cursor is moved 
left and right between an appropriate set of labels. 

A second weighting of each factor is based on its importance. 
* When adding items to a list, you also enter the two range-labels by 
which the item is weighted. The negative-effect label goes on the 
left of the scorebox, and the positive-effect label goes on the 
right of the scorebox. As an example: 

Marketing Skills 
Low High 

A number of operations can be performed on the four lists, including 
adding and deleting items. Additionally, items can be moved between 
lists and rescored. 

The Report Writer allows for two records of the session: a printed 
paper report and saving the session for future reload. Note: one and 
only one session can be saved ... saving destroys past sessions. 
* 



Command Files 

$@(FISHER]TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGN/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGN/USER (FISHER]SPACE.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGN/USER [FISHER]SPACE.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGN/USER SPACE.SAV SAVEFILE 
$ASSIGN/USER SPACE.LST REPORTFILE 
$R (FISHER]SPACES 
$@(FISHER]TERMRESET 
$LQP/NOFEEDjDELETE SPACE.LST 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
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$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " Printed report. if selected. is on LQP. room 411" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$@(FISHER]TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " A fatal error has caused termination •.. restart" 
$DELjNOCONFIRM SPACE.LST.* 
$EXIT 2 



$@[FISHER]TERMINAL 
SON CONTROL_Y THEN COTO CLEAR 
SON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]PROFILE.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHERjPROFILE.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER PROFILE.SAV SAVEFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER PROFILE.LST REPORTFILE 
$R [FISHER]SPACES 
$@[FISHER]TERMRESET 
$LQPjNOFEED/DELETE PROFILE.LST 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
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$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$@[FISHER]TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" A fatal error has caused termination ... restart" 
$DELjNOCONFIRM PROFILE.LST.* 
$EXIT 2 



$@(FISHER)TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER (FISHER)WOTSUP.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER (FISHER)WOTSUP.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER WOTSUP.SAV SAVEFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER WOTSUP.LST REPORTFILE 
$R (FISHER)SPACES 
$@(FISHER)TERMRESET 
$LQPjNOFEED/DELETE WOTSUP.LST 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
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$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$@(FISHER)TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" A fatal error has caused termination ... restart" 
$DELjNOCONFIRM WOTSUP.LST.* 
$EXIT 2 



$@[FISHER)TERMINAL 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER)VENCAP.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER)VENCAP.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER VENCAP.SAV SAVEFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER VENCAP.LST REPORTFILE 
$R (FISHER)SPACES 
$@(FISHER)TERMRESET 
$LQPjNOFEED/DELETE VENCAP.LST 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
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$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" Printed report, if selected, is on LQP, room 411" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$@(FISHER)TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS $ OUTPUT " A fatal error has caused termination ..• restart" 
$DELjNOCONFIRM VENCAP.LST.* 
$EXIT 2 



APPENDIX C 

THE DECISION STYLE INVENTORY (STYLE SSD) 
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Source Code 

Program DecisionStyle (Input, Output, DataFile, 
Instructions, ReportFile, SaveFile) ; 

Const 
AreaFillOff = 'W(SO)'; 
AreaFillOn = 'W(Sl)'; 
CursorAdjust = 'P[205,+10]'; 
CursorInBetween = 'P[388,440]'; 
CursorOff = 'P[ 0, 511] '; 
CursorPredicate = 'P[225,135]'; 
CursorStart = 'P[205,295]'; 
CursorStay = 'P' ; 
Erase = 'W(E)'; 
Escape = CHR (27) ; 
GoGraphics = 'Pp' ; 
GoText = '\' ; 
InGreen = 'W(14)'; 
1nRed = 'W(12)' ; 
1nWhite = 'W( 17) , ; 
1nYellow = 'W(16)'; 
Lin22Co125 = ' [22 ;258' ; 
Lin22Co127 = ' [22;278'; 
LocatorMode = 'R(P(l»'; 
NegativeVidOff = 'W(NO)' ; 
NegativeVidOn = 'W(N1) , ; 
Quote = CHR (39); 
Replace = 'W(R)' ; 
ScreenBlue = '5(11)'; 
ScreenDark = 'S(IO)'; 
ScreenErase = 'S(E)' ; 
TextStyle = 'T(AO)'; 

Type 
Colors = (White, Red, Yellow) ; 
PointArray = array [1..3] of real; 
Positional = (Line20, Line21, Line22, Line23, Line24) ; 
StringS = packed array [1. .5) of char; 
String10 = packed array [1. .10] of char; 
String20 = varying (20) of char; 
String30 = varying (30) of char; 
String32 = packed array [1. .32) of char; 
String40 = packed array [1. .40) of char; 
String48 = packed array [1 .. 48) of char; 
String70 = varying [70] of char; 



Var 
Choices 
Counter 

CursorArray 

DataFile 
FirstGroup 
Instructions 
Labels 
Motivation 
Name 
Palette 

Position 

Reacts 
Predicate 
ReportFile 
SaveFile 
Scores 
SecondGroup 
Stimuli 
stress 
Style 
Styles 
Tracker 

packed array [0 .• 3) of String32; 
integer :=(0); 

: packed array [0 .. 4) of String10 
:=( 'P[250,165)', 

'P[250,195)', 
'P[250,225)', 
'P[250,255)' , 
'P[250,285)'); 

text; 
String20; 
text; 
array [0 .. 4) of String30; 
packed array [0 .. 3) of String20; 
String32; 
packed array [Colors) of String5 

:=(InWhite, InRed, InYellow); 

: packed array [Positional) of String10 
:=( 'P[170,380)', 

'P[ 170,400)', 
'P[170,420)' , 
'P[170,440)', 
• P [ 170,465) , ) ; 

packed array [0 .. 3) of String20; 
String40; 
text; 
text; 
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array [0 •. 2,0 .. 3) of integer := (3 of (4 of 0»; 
String20; 
packed array [0 .• 3] of String20; 
packed array [0 .. 3) of String20; 
integer :=(0); 
packed array [0 .. 3) of String20; 
array [0 •. 4] of integer; 



Procedure OpenDataFiles; 

Begin 
OPEN 
RESET 

OPEN 
RESET 

(DataFile" old); 
(DataFile) ; 

(Instructions" old); 
(Instructions); 

OPEN (ReportFile" new); 
REWRITE (ReportFile); 

OPEN (SaveFile" new); 
REWRITE (SaveFile); 

End; 

Procedure CloseDataFiles; 

Begin 
CLOSE (DataFile); 
CLOSE (Instructions); 
CLOSE (ReportFile); 
CLOSE (SaveFile); 

End; 

Procedure GraphicsMode; 

Begin 
Writeln (Escape, GoGraphics); 

End; 

Procedure TextMode; 

Begin 
Writeln (Escape, GoText); 

End; 
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Procedure ScreenPrep: 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenBlue, 

InWhite, Replace): 
End; 

Procedure ScreenNormal; 

Begin 
Writeln (ScreenErase, ScreenDark); 

End; 

Procedure ScreenFormat (VertLineX, HorizLineY 
Color 

integer; 
StringS); 

Begin 
ScreenPrep; 

Writeln (Color, 'P[O,O] V[767,O] V[767,487]', 
'V[O,487] V[O,O] P[l,O] V[l,487]', 
'P[766,487] V[766,O]'); 

, , 
Writeln ('P[O,', HorizLineY:1, '] V[767,', 

HorizLineY:1, '] P[', VertLineX:1, 
HorizLineY:l, '] V[', VertLineX:1, 
, , " HorizLineY: 1, ']', InWhi te) ; 

'0] P[', 

End: 

Procedure EraseUpperScreen (LeftMargin : integer); 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,363]', AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[', LeftMargin, ',2] V[76S,2]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End; 

Procedure EraseLowerScreen; 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[,48S)', AreaFillOn, Erase, 

'P[2,368) V[76S,368]', 
AreaFillOff, Replace); 

End: 
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Procedure Message (Vertically 
Color 
LineOfText 

Begin 

Positional; 
Colors; 
String48) ; 

Writeln (Position[Vertically], Palette[Color], 
TextStyle, Quote, LineOfText, Quote); 

End; 

Procedure LoadArrays; 

Var 
Indexl 
Index2 

integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
For Indexl := 0 to 3 do 

Readln (DataFile, Styles[Indexl]); 

For Indexl := 1 to 2 do 
For Index2 := 0 to 3 do 

Read (DataFile, Scores[Indexl,Index2]); 

Readln (DataFile); 

Readln (DataFile, FirstGroup); 
Readln (DataFile, SecondGroup); 

For Indexl := 0 to 3 do 
Readln (DataFile, Motivation[Indexl]); 

For Indexl := 0 to 3 do 
Readln (DataFile, Reacts[Indexl]); 

For Indexl := 0 to 3 do 
Readln (DataFile, Stimuli[Indexl]); 

For Indexl := 0 to 3 do 
Readln (DataFile, Stress[Indexl]); 

For Indexl := 0 to 4 do 
Readln (DataFile, Labels[Indexl]); 

End; 
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Procedure EnterName; 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msgl = 
Msg2 = 
Msg3 = ' 
Space 
Spaces32 = = 

Begin 

Please enter your name 
Name must begin next to left arrow 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msg2); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg3); 

TextMode; 

Repeat 
Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co12S, '=>', Spaces32, '<='); 
Write (Escape, Lin22Co127); 

Readln (Name); 

Until Name[l] <> Space; 

Writeln (Escape, Lin22Co12S, Spaces32, Spaces32); 

GraphicsMode; 

Message (Line24, White, Msgl); 
End; 
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Procedure DisplayInstructions (LeftMargin 

Const 
EndOfInstruction = '*'; 
Space = CHR (32); 

Var 
LineOfText 
Row 

Begin 
TextMode; 

Row := 1; 

String70; 
integer; 

LineOfText := Space; 

integer) ; 

While (not EOF (Instructions» and 
(LineOfText[l) <> EndOfInstruction) do 

Begin 
If (Row> 1) then 

Writeln (Escape, '[', Row:1, ;, 
LeftMargin:1, 'H', LineOfText); 

Row := Row + 1; 

Readln (Instructions, LineOfText); 

If (LENGTH (LineOfText) = 0) then 
LineOfText := Space; 

End; 

GraphicsMode; 
End; 

Procedure DetermineStyle; 

Var 
Index : integer; 

Begin 
For Index := 1 to 3 do 

End; 

If (Scores[O,Index) > Scores[O,Style) then 
Style := Index; 
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Procedure UpdateChart (Xpoints 
Ypoints 

Var 
Close 
Denominator 
Distance 
Epsilon 
Index 
Radius 
x, y 
Xcenter 
Xend 
Xlast 
Ycenter 
Yend 
Ylast 

real; 
real; 
PointArray; 
real; 
integer; 
real; 
real; 
real; 
real; 
integer; 
real; 
real; 
integer; 

POintArray; 
PointArray) ; 

Function CrossProduct: real; 

Begin 
CrossPro~uct := Xpoints[l) * Ypoints(2) 

+ Xpoints(2) * Ypoints[3] 
+ Xpoints(3) * Ypoints[l) 
- Xpoints[l) * Ypoints(3) 
- Xpoints(2) * Ypoints[l) 
- Xpoints(3) * Ypoints(2); 

End; 

Function Xinteger : integer; 

Begin 
If «x + Xcenter) < 0.0) then 

Xinteger := TRUNC (x + Xcenter - 0.5) 

Else 
Xinteger := TRUNC (x + Xcenter + 0.5); 

End; 

Function Yinteger: integer; 

Begin 
If «y + Ycenter) < 0.0) then 

Yinteger := TRUNC (y + Ycenter - 0.5) 

Else 
Yinteger := TRUNC (y + Ycenter + 0.5); 

End; 
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Begin 
Distance[l] := Xpoints(3) - Xpoints[2]; 
Distance[2] := Xpoints[l) - Xpoints(3); 
Distance(3) := Xpoints(2) - Xpoints[l); 

Denominator 
Xcenter 
Ycenter 

:= 
:= 
:= 

0.0; 
0.0; 
0.0; 

For Index := 1 to 3 do 
Begin 

Ycenter := Ycenter + (Xpoints[Index)**2 
+ Ypoints[Index)**2) * Distance[Index); 

Denominator := Denominator + Distance[Index) 
* Ypoints[Index); 

End; 

Ycenter := Ycenter / (2.0 * Denominator); 

Xcenter := «Ypoints[2) - Ycenter) ** 2 
(Ypoints[l) - Ycenter) ** 2 

+ Xpoints(2) ** 2 - Xpoints[l] ** 2) 
/ (2.0 * (Xpoints[2) - Xpoints[l)); 

Radius := SQRT «Xpoints[l) - Xcenter) ** 2 
+ (Ypoints[l) - Ycenter) ** 2); 

Epsilon := 2.0 ** (-1 * TRUNC (LN (Radius) / LN (2.0» - 1); 

Close := Epsilon * Radius + 0.5; 

If (CrossProduct < 0.0) then 
Index := 1 

Else' 
Index := 3; 

x := Xpoints[Index) - Xcenter; 
y := Ypoints[Index] - Ycenter; 

Xend := Xpoints[4 - Index) - Xcenter; 
Yend := Ypoints[4 - Index) - Ycenter; 

Repeat 
Writeln (InRed, 

'P[', Xinteger, 

Xlast := Xinteger; 
Ylast := Yinteger; 

Repeat 
x := x + Epsilon * y; 
y := y - Epsilon * x; 

, , Yinteger, ') V[3B5,231)'); 

Until «Xlast <> Xinteger) or (Ylast <> Yinteger»; 

Until (ASS (x - Xend) + ABS (y - Yend» <= Close; 

Writeln (InWhite); 
End; 
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Procedure DisplayList; 

Var 
Arraylndex : integer; 

Begin 
For Arraylndex := 0 to 3 do 

Tracker[Arraylndex) := (Arraylndex + Counter) REM 4; 

Counter := Counter + 1; 

Readln (DataFile, Predicate); 

For Arraylndex := 0 to 3 do 
Readln (DataFile, Choices[Arraylndex); 

Writeln (CursorPredicate, InWhite, TextStyle, 
Quote, Predicate, Quote); 

For Arraylndex := 0 to 3 do 
Writeln (CursorArray[Arraylndex), Textstyle, 

Quote, Choices[Tracker[Arraylndex)), Quote); 

Writeln (CursorArray[4), InRed, TextStyle, Quote, 
'Advance to next screen', Quote, InWhite, CursorAdjust); 

End; 
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Procedure CursorPosition (var Xpoint, Ypoint 

Var 
Index 
Response 
ValidResponse 

Begin 
Repeat 

integer; 
varying [9] of char; 
boolean; 

integer) ; 

Writeln (InYellow, LocatorMode, Cursorstay); 

Readln (Response); 

ValidResponse := false; 

If (Response[l] = '[ ') and 
(Response[LENGTH (Response)] = ']') 

Then ValidResponse := true; 

Until ValidResponse; 

Index := 2; 
Xpoint := 0; 
Ypoint := 0; 

While Response[Index] <> ',' do 
Begin 

Xpoint := (Xpoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index]) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 

Index := Index + 1; 

While Response[Index] <> ']' do 
Begin 

End; 

Ypoint := (Ypoint * 10) 
+ (ORO (Response[Index) 

ORO ('0'»; 

Index := Index + 1; 
End; 
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Procedure EvaluateChoice (Ypoint 
var Choice 

Var 

integer; 
integer) ; 

Window: array [0 .• 4] of integer; 

Begin 
Window[O] := 190; 
Window[1] := 220; 
Window[2] := 250; 
Window[3] := 280; 
Window[4] := 0; 

Choice := 0; 

While (Ypoint > Window[Choice]) and (Choice < 4) do 
Choice := Choice + 1; 

End; 
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Procedure AdjustList; 

Var 
FirstChoice 
Index 
SecondChoice 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
Repeat 

CursorPosition (Xpoint. Ypoint); 

EvaluateChoice (Ypoint, FirstChoice); 

If FirstChoice <> 4 then 
Begin 

Writeln (CursorArray[FirstChoice]. InWhite. 
Replace. NegativeVidOn. TextStyle. 
Quote. Choices[Tracker[FirstChoice]]. 
Quote. NegativeVidOff. CursorAdjust); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint. Ypoint); 

EvaluateChoice (Ypoint. SecondChoice); 

If SecondChoice <> 4 then 
Begin 

Tracker[4] := Tracker[FirstChoice]; 

If (FirstChoice > SecondChoice) then 
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For Index := FirstChoice downto (SecondChoice + 1) do 
Tracker[Index] := Tracker[Index - 1]; 

End; 

If (FirstChoice < SecondChoice) then 
For Index := FirstChoice to (SecondChoice - 1) do 

Tracker[Index] := Tracker[Index + 1]; 

Tracker[SecondChoice] := Tracker[4]; 

For Index := 0 to 3 do 

End; 

Writeln (CursorArray[Index]. InWhite. TextStyle. 
Quote. Choices[Tracker[Index]]. Quote. 
CursorStart); 

Until (FirstChoice = 4) or (SecondChoice = 4); 
E.nd; 



Procedure ScoreList; 

Begin 
Scores[O,Tracker[O)) := Scores[O,Tracker[O)) + 8; 
Scores[O,Tracker[l)) := Scores[O,Tracker[l)) + 4; 
Scores[O,Tracker[2)) := Scores[O,Tracker[2)) + 2; 
Scores[O,Tracker[3)) := Scores[O,Tracker(3)) + 1; 

End; 

Procedure PracticeSession; 

Const {Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msg1 = ' Practice session ... does not score ; 
Msg2 = 'Rearrange list so most applicable item is on top:; 
Msg3 = ' ... the next most applicable item is 2nd 
Msg4 = ... the next to the least applicable item is 3rd'; 
MsgS = ... the least applicable item is on the bottom 
Msg6 = Now scoring 

Begin 
EraseUpperScreen (3); 

Message (Line20, Yellow, Msgl); 
Message (Line21, Yellow, Msg2); 
Message (Line22, Yellow, Msg3); 
Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg4); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, MsgS); 

DisplayList; 
AdjustList; 

Message (Line20, Red, Msg6); 
End; 
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Procedure DrawGrid; 

Const 
Eqaals = ' = ' 

Begin 
Writeln ('P[O,O] V[767,O] V[767,487] V[O,487] V[O,O]', 

'P[l,O] V[l,487] P[766,487] V[766,O]'); 
Writeln ('P[385,O] V[385,462] P[386,462] V[386,O]', 

'P[O,231] V[767,231]'); 

Writeln ('P[8,440]', TextStyle, Quote, 
Styles[O], Equals, Scores[O,O]:l, Quote); 

Writeln {'P[8,4]', TextStyle, Quote, 
Styles[l], Equals, Scores[O,l]:l, Quote); 
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Writeln ('P[', 710 - LENGrH(Styles[2]) * 9, ',4]', TextStyle, 
Quote, Styles[2], Equals, Scores[O,2]:l, Quote); 

Writeln ('P[', 710 - LENGTH(Styles[3]) * 9, ',440]', TextStyle, 
Quote, Styles[3]. Equals, Scores[O,3]:l, Quote); 

End; 
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Procedure DrawStyleChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length! 
Msg1 = ' Draw Style Chart 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Press RETURN to continue , 
Msg4 = 'Point cursor to catagory or item to advance menu'; 
MsgS = ' Catagory: Select Display 

ScaleFactorOne 
ScaleFactorTwo 
Xaxis 
Yaxis 

Var 
Wait 
Xpoint 
Xpoints 
Ypoints 

= 
= 
= 
= 

1. 6968; 
1.2; 
231; 
385; 

char; 
integer; 
PointArray; 
PointArray; 

Procedure QuadrantOnePoints; 

Begin 
Xpoints[1) := Yaxis; 
Ypoints[1) := Xaxis + «Scores[O,O) + Scores[O,3) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
Xpoints(2) := Yaxis - Scores[O,O) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Ypoints[2) := Xaxis + Scores[O,O) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Xpoints[3] := Yaxis - «Scores[O,O) + Scores[O,1) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
Ypoints[3] := Xaxis; 

End; 

Procedure QuadrantTwoPoints; 

Begin 
Xpoints[1] := Yaxis - «Scores[O,O) + Scores[O,1) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
Ypoints[1] := Xaxis; 
Xpoints[2] := Yaxis - Scores[O,l) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Ypoints[2] := Xaxis - Scores[O,1) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Xpoints[3] := Yaxis; 
Ypoints[3] := Xaxis - «Scores[O,1) + Scores[O,2]) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
End; 

Procedure QuadrantThreePoints; 

Begin 
Xpoints(1) := Yaxis; 

div 2) 

div 2) 

div 2) 

div 2) 

Ypoints[1] := Xaxis - «Scores[O,1) + Scores[O,2) div 2) 
* ScaleFactorOne; 

Xpoints(2) := Yaxis + Scores[O,2) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Ypoints(2) := Xaxis - Scores[O,2) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Xpoints(3) := Yaxis + «Scores[O,2) + Scores[O,3) div 2) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
Ypoints(3) := Xaxis; 

End; 



Procedure QuadrantFourPoints; 

Begin 
Xpoints[l] := Yaxis + «Scores[O,2] + Scores[O,3]) div 2) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
Ypoints[l] := Xaxis; 
Xpoints[2] := Yaxis + Scores[O,3] * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Ypoints[2] := Xaxis + Scores[O,3) * ScaleFactorTwo; 
Xpoints[3] := Yaxis; 
Ypoints[3] := Xaxis + «Scores[O,O) + Scores[O,3]) div 2) 

* ScaleFactorOne; 
End; 

Begin 
Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow,Msg2 ); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

ScreenFormat (0, 462, InWhite); 

DrawGrid; 

QuadrantOnePoints; 
UpdateChart (Xpoints, Ypoints); 

QUadrantTwoPoints; 
UpdateChart (Xpoints, Ypoints); 

End; 

QuadrantThreePoints; . 
UpdateChart (Xpoints, Ypoints); 

QuadrantFourPoints; 
UpdateChart (Xpoints, Ypoints); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 
Read (Wait); 

ScreenFormat (0, 36S, InWhite); 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 
End; 
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Procedure DrawBarChart (var Ypoint : integer); 

Const (Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length) 
Msg1 = ' Draw Bar Chart 
Msg2 = Point cursor to this line to change display 
Msg3 = Press RETURN to continue ; 
Msg4 = 'Point cursor to catagory or item to advance menu'; 
MsgS = ' Catagory: Select Display 

CursorAdjustOne = 'P[+18,-S]'; 
CursorAdjustTwo = 'P[-4S,-5]'; 

Var 
BarColor 
Index1 
Index2 
Wait 
Xpoint 
Y 

Begin 

packed array [0 .. 2] of StringS; 
integer; 
integer; 
char; 
integer; 
integer; 

Message (Line23, White, Msgl); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, Msg2); 

Writeln (CursorInBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

If (Ypoint > 460) then 
Begin 

ScreenFormat (0, 462, InWhite); 

BarColor[O] := InRed; 
BarColor[l] := InYellow; 
BarColor[2] := InGreen; 

Y := 33S; 

For Index1 := 0 to 1 do 
Begin 

For Index2 := 2 downto 0 do 
Begin 

Y := Y - 3S; 
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Writeln ('P[,', (Y + 10):1, ']', AreaFillOn, 
BarColor[Index2], 'P[30,', Y:1, '] V[+', 
(Scores[Index2,Index1] * 2):1, ',]', 
CursorAdjustOne, InWhite, TextStyle, 
Quote, Scores[Index2,Index1]:l, Quote); 

End; 

Y := Y - 35; 

Writeln ('P[30,', Y:l, ']', InWhite, TextStyle, 
Quote, Styles[Index1], Quote); 

End; 



End; 

For Index1 := 2 to 3 do 
Begin 

Writeln (·P[·. (738 - LENGTH(Sty1es[Index1) * 9):1 • 
.••• Y:1. ')'. InWhite. TextStyle. 
Quote. Styles[Index1). Quote); 

For Index2 := 0 to 2 do 
Begin 

Y := Y + 35; 

Writeln (·P[.·. (Y + 10):1. ')'. AreaFillOn. 
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BarCo1or[Index2). ·P[73B.·. Y:1 •. ) V[-', 
(Scores[Index2.Index1) * 2):1. '.)'. 
CursorAdjustTwo. InWhite. TextStyle. 
Quote. Scores[Index2,Index1):l, Quote); 

End; 

Y := Y + 35; 
End; 

Write1n ('P[.415)'. AreaFillOn. InRed, 
'P[270,40S] V[+4S.)'. AreaFillOff, 
CursorAdjustOne, InWhite. TextStyle. 
Quote, Name. Quote); 

Writeln ('P[,43S)', AreaFillOn. InYellow. 
'P[270,42S) V[+4S.)', AreaFillOff. 
CursorAdjustOne. InWhite. TextStyle, 
Quote. FirstGroup. Quote); 

Writeln ('P[,45S)', AreaFillOn, InGreen, 
'P[270,44S) V[+4S,)', AreaFillOff, 
CursorAdjustOne, InWhite, Textstyle, 
Quote. SecondGroup, Quote); 

Message (Line24, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (CursorOff); 
Read (Wait); 

EraseLowerScreen; 

Message (Line20, White, Msg4); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, MsgS); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 
End; 



Procedure SelectDisplay; 

Const 
Msg1 = 

{Messages must be exactly 48 characters in length} 
'Point cursor to catagory or item to advance menu'; 

Msg2 = Catagory: Select Display 
Msg3 = Catagory: Terminate Session 
Msg4 = 
Msgs = Point cursor to this line to terminate session 

Var 
MenuCounter 
Xpoint 
Ypoint 

integer; 
integer; 
integer; 

Begin 
MenuCounter := 0; 

Message (Line21, White, Msg4); 

Repeat 
Ypoint := 450; 

Message (Line20, White, MsgI); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg2); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Repeat 
MenuCounter := 0; 

While (Ypoint > 439) and (MenuCounter < 2) do 
Begin 

Case 
o 
1 

End; 

MenuCounter of 
DrawStyleChart (Ypoint); 
DrawBarChart (Ypoint); 

MenuCounter := MenuCounter + 1; 
End; 
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Until Ypoint <= 439; 

Message (Line20, White, Msgl); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOn); 

Message (Line22, White, Msg3); 

Writeln (NegativeVidOff); 

Message (Line23, Yellow, Msg4); 
Message (Line24, Yellow, MsgS); 

Writeln (CursorlnBetween); 

CursorPosition (Xpoint, Ypoint); 

Until Ypoint > 460; 

Writeln (CursorOff); 
End; 
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Procedure ReportWriter: 

Const 
Colon = 
Equals = = 
Spaces3 = 

Var 
Index 
Title 

Begin 

integer: 
String70: 

RESET (Instructions): 
Readln (Instructions, Title): 

For Index := 1 to 12 do 
Writeln (ReportFi1e): 

Writeln (ReportFile, Title): 
Writeln (ReportFile): 
Write1n (ReportFile): 
Writeln (ReportFile,' Scores for ,Name): 
Writeln (ReportFile): 

For Index := 0 to 3 do 
Begin 

Write1n (ReportFile, Spaces3, Styles[Index), 
Equals, Scores[O,Index):3): 

Write1n (ReportFi1e): 
End: 

For Index := 1 to 6 do 
Writeln (ReportFile): 

Wdte1n (ReportFile, Spaces3, Labels[O) , Colon, Styles[Style): 
Writeln (ReportFile) : 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces3, Labels[1), Colon, Stress[Style): 
Writeln (ReportFile) : 
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Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces3, Labels[2) , Colon, Motivation[Style): 
Writeln (ReportFile) : 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces3, Labels[3) , Colon, Reacts[Style): 
Writeln (ReportFile) : 
Writeln (ReportFile, Spaces3, Labels[4) , Colon, Stimuli [ Style) ) : 

Writeln (SaveFile, Name, Scores[O,O):4, Scores[O,1):4, 
Scores[O,2):4, Scores[O,3):4): 

End: 



Begin 
OpenDataFiles; 

End. 

LoadArrays: 

.GraphicsMode: 
ScreenFormat (0, 365, InWhite); 

Displaylnstructions (8): 

EnterName: 

PracticeSession: 

Repeat 
DisplayList: 
AdjustList; 
ScoreList; 

Until EOF (DataFile); 

DetermineStyle: 

ReportWriter: 

SelectDisplay: 

CloseDataFiles: 

ScreenNormal: 
TextMode: 
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Data File 

Directive 
Analytical 
Conceptual 
Behavioral 
75 90 80 55 69 79 84 68 
American Managers 
Japanese Managers 
Power/status 
Challenge 
Recognition 
Acceptance 
Precepts 
Insight 
Intuition 
Instinct 
Serially 
Logically 
Relationally 
Behaviorally 
Becomes annoyed 
Follows rules 
Is erractic 
Avoids 
Basic style 
Under stress 
Is motivated by 
Reacts to stimuli by using 
Stimuli are seen 
When eating ice cream, I prefer: 
butterscotch 
vanilla 
chocolate 
strawberry 
My prime objective is to: 
have a pOSition with status 
be the best in my field 
achieve recognition for my work 
feel secure in my job 
I enjoy jobs that: 
are technical and well defined 
have considerable variety 
allow independent action 
involve people 
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I expect people working for me to be: 
productive and fast 
highly capable 
committed and responsive 
receptive to suggestions 
In my job, I look for: 
practical results 
the best solutions 
new approaches or ideas 
good working conditions 
I communicate best with others: 
orally and direct 
in writing 
by having a discussion 
in a group meeting 
In my planning I emphasize: 
current needs 
meeting objectives 
future goals 
organizational needs 
When faced with solving a problem, I: 
rely on proven approaches 
apply careful analysis 
look for creative approaches 
rely on my feelings 
When using information I prefer: 
specific facts 
accurate and complete data 
broad coverage of many options 
limited data easily understood 
When I am uncertain about what to do, I: 
rely on hunch and intuition 
search for facts 
explore a possible compromise 
delay making a decision 
Whenever possible, I avoid: 
long debates 
incomplete work 
using numbers or formulas 
conflict with others 
I am especially good at: 
remembering dates and facts 
solving difficult problems 
seeing many possibilities 
interacting with others 
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When time is important, I: 
decide and act quickly 
follow plans and priorities 
refuse to be pressured 
seek guidance or support 
In social settings I generally: 
speak with others 
think about what is being said 
observe what is going on 
listen to the conversation 
I am good at remembering: 
people's names 
places we met 
people's faces 
people's personality 
The work I do provides rne: 
the power to influence others 
challenging assignments 
achievement of personal goals 
acceptance by the group 
I work well with those who are: 
energetic and ambitious 
punctual and confident 
curious and open minded 
polite and trusting 
When under stress, I: 
become anxious 
concentrate on the problem 
become frustrated or annoyed 
am concerned or forgetful 
others consider me: 
aggressive and domineering 
disciplined and precise 
imaginative and a perfectionist 
supportive and compassionate 
My decisions are: 
realistic and impersonal 
systematic and abstract 
broad and flexible 
sensitive to the needs of others 
I dislike: 
losing control 
boring work 
following rules 
being rejected 
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Instruction File 

Decision Style Inventory 

The Decision Style Inventory is based upon how the four quadrants of 
the brain make decisions: 1) Directive, 2) Analytical, 3) Conceptual, 
4) Behavioral. The Decision Style Inventory is used to determine your 
dominant style. 

You will be presented with 21 predicates and 4 reponses, the first is 
a practice session and does not enter into your score. Rearrange the 
four responses to each predicate such that the one at the top of the 
list is most applicable to you and in decreasing applicability to the 
bottom of the li~t. To move list items, point the cursor to the item 
to be moved, press RETURN, next point the cursor to the position in 
the list you would like the first item to be moved to, and again press 
RETURN. The items in the list will adjust accordingly. When the list 
is suitably rearranged, select "Advance to next screen" to continue. 
* 



Command File 

$@[FISHER]TERMINAL . 
$ON CONTROL_Y THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ON ERROR THEN GOTO CLEAR 
$ASSIGNjUSER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]STYLE.DAT DATAFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER [FISHER]STYLE.INS INSTRUCTIONS 
$ASSIGNjUSER STYLE.LST REPORTFILE 
$ASSIGNjUSER STYLE.SAV SAVEFILE 
$R [FISHER]STYLES 
$APPEND/NEW STYLE.SAV STYLESAVE.DAT 
$DEL/NOCONFIRM STYLE.SAV.* 
$LQPjDELETE STYLE.LST 
$@[FISHER]TERMRESET 
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$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" Scores printed on letter quality printer in room 411" 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT "" 
$EXIT 1 
$CLEAR: 
$DEL/NOCONFIRM STYLE.LST.* 
$DEL/NOCONFIRM STYLE.SAV.* 
$@[FISHER]TERMRESET 
$WRITE SYS$OUTPUT" A fatal error has caused termination ... restart" 
$EXIT 2 
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Managerial Style Reactions Table 

Reacts to 
stimuli by Stimuli 

Basic style Under stress Is motivated by using are seen 

Directive Becomes annoyed Power Istatus Precepts Serially 
Analytic Follows rules Challenge Insight Logically 
Behavioral Avoids Acceptance Instinct Behaviorally 
Conceptual Is erratic Recognition Intuition Relationally 

Source: Rowe, Hason and Dickel, 1982, p. 215. 
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